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I. INTRODUCTION (Bartosz Kontny, Jerzy Okulicz-Kozaryn, Mirosław Pietrzak)

 The cemetery in Nowinka, gm. (commune) 
Tolkmicko, pow. (district) Elbląg, site 1, Polish Ar-
chaeological Record (polish Archeologiczne Zdjęcie 
Polski – AZP), area 13-52, no 71 is located in the 
northern part of the Elbląg Upland, near the shore of 
the Vistula Lagoon (Fig. 1). It belongs to a concen-
tration of ca twenty burial grounds which functioned 
at late stage of Phase E (Okulicz 1988, p. 107-108; 
Kowalski 2000, p. 204), which can be dated, as it 
is generally believed, to the final decades of the 6th 
century and the early 7th century. Settlement points 
from that period are located near the edge of the Up-
land, between the mouth of the Pasłęka River and 
the southern edge of the ‘Drużno Bay’ reconstructed 
in the form it may have existed in the late Antiqui-
ty. This concentration was called the Elbląg group 
of the West Balt circle (Okulicz 1973, p. 471; 1989, 
p. 89-90) and the name has been generally accept-
ed by scholars, although there are opinions that this 
group was subordinated to a cultural unit from the 
Sambian-Natangian area called by W. Nowakowski 
the Dollkeim-Kovrovo culture (Nowakowski 1996, 
p. 96-97; Bitner-Wróblewska 2001, p. 21-25, 132)2 
or indicating the mixed, Balt-German-Scandinavian 
character of the culture of that area, resulting in its 
lack of independent character (Bitner-Wróblewska 
2008b, p. 109)3. The Elbląg group was formed seve-
ral ten years after the Wielbark culture population 
deserted its cemeteries located on the eastern side of 

the Vistula Delta. This happened, as it seems in the 
final stage of Phase D and the beginning of Phase E 
(the turn of the 5th and 6th centuries), as a result of 
a so-far not completely explained process of sym-
biosis of interregional and ‘Sambian’ elements. The 
Elbląg group was formed as the eastern edges of the 
Vistula Delta were taken over by the newly formed 
social group, or, as we believe, by the Vidivarii, 
known from Jordanes’ writings4. It also seems most 
probable that there was no break in the settlement in 
the Elbląg Upland between the early and late stage 
of Phase E, in contrast to K. Godłowski’s opinion 
(1981, p. 103, 118). The users of the cemeteries dated 
to the late stages of Phase E were, i.a., those buried 
at the necropolis in Nowinka, may be identified with 
the descendant social group from the social forma-
tion of the Vidivarii.
 The earliest discoveries at the cemetery at 
Nowinka were made in ca 1921 at the field belong-
ing to Peter Stobbe, but the information about it is 
limited to a short mentions about the discovered arte-
facts (spurs and bits) and horse skeletons mentioned 
in the report of the activities of Bruno Ehrlich, the 
Chairman of the Elbląg Society of Antiquities (Germ. 
Elbinger Altertumsgesellschaft). During the excava-
tions which were conducted as a result of the discov-
ery only a horse skeleton without grave goods and a 
pit with traces of burning and undecorated fragments 
of hand-made pottery were uncovered (Ehrlich 1922, 

1 A list of names of sites in various languages, mentioned in this 
paper is presented at the end (Appendix V.1).

2 It should not be forgotten that it is not obvious whether the 
Sambian-Natangian area belonged to Dollkeim-Kovrovo cul-
ture in Phase E: at that time the majority of cemeteries were 
abandoned and new ones were established: they were used un-
til the Medieval Period (cf. Nowakowski 1996, p. 96). This 
phenomenon is awaiting explanation, but certainly this was 
not a simple and widespread continuation of traditions from 
the Roman Period. In this paper this area is usually denoted as 
Sambian-Natangian area, which means also similar sites from 
the adjoining areas.

3 This is, however, a debatable issue and concerns mainly the 
terminology connected with cultural affiliations: it would 
be interesting to consider whether to distinguish two terri-
torial groups within the West Balt circle: Sambian, i.e., the 
Dollkeim-Kovrovo culture and Elbląg group as an equivalent 
cultural unit or as a ‘subordinate’ to the former local cultural 
unit equivalent to a settlement concentration with some spe-
cific cultural features and rate of the settlement process. The 
suggestion to ‘deprive’ the analysed region of its cultural 
uniqueness due to the presence of multifarious external influ-
ences seems completely groundless: it rather stresses the cul-
tural uniqueness of the Elbląg region or at least its incomplete 
identity with the Sambian-Natangian region.

4 Some researchers (Kunkel 1942, p. 1812-1813; Okulicz-Ko-
zaryn 1992, p. 140) try to associate the new settlement at the 
Elbląg Upland with the information from the early 6th century 
presented by Jordanes in Getica V, 36: Ad litus autem Oceani, 
ubi tribus faucibus fluenta Vistulae fluminis ebibuntur, Vidivarii 
resident ex diversis nationibus agregati..” ; and elsewhere in 
Getica XVII, 96: „... nunc [i.e., in the early 6th century] ut fertur 
insulam eam [i.e., Gepedoios thus probably the Elbląg Upland?] 
gens Vidivarii incolit.... qui Vidivarii ex diversis nationibus ac 
si in unum asylum colecti sunt et gentem fecisse nescuntur. 
The unusual way of forming through the allochtonic process 
of a new tribal group, probably with the use of Aestian settlers 
moving from Sambian Peninsula, mixing with the migrating 
from various parts of the world members of Germanic military 
retinues and sailors from Bornholm and other Baltic islands 
is convincingly supported by the archaeological sources. For 
besides the early ‘almost Balt’ cemeteries from Phases E1-E2a 
(i.a., Młoteczno, site 3, Garbina, Podgórze, Pasym, Chojnowo) 
there are: one of the four largest in northern Europe concentra-
tion of finds of Byzantine solides issued in 455-518 and the 
hoards of silver and gold ornaments from the second half of the 
5th century and the early 6th century (Godłowski 1981, p. 104-
109; Bursche 1998, p. 225; Ciołek 2001; Mączyńska 2007). 
Together with the cemeteries they formed contemporaneous 
concentrations of settlement points.
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Fig. 1. Nowinka. Plan of the cemetery: a – graves and features, b – stones, c – limits of modern damage.
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p. 163). Probably already at that time the destruction 
of the cemetery hill by excavating gravel was began. 
After the 2nd World War the high-quality gravel was 
also mined there on a large scale, used to rebuild 
Elbląg after the war destruction; it is probably then 
that the major part of the cemetery was destroyed 
(Pl. CXI). Archaeologists from Gdańsk discovered 
the site in 1959 but they found in the slide of the 
gravel-pit only remains of disturbed pits containing 
a few sherds from the Early Iron Age. Only later on, 
in 1971, Janusz Podgórski and Mirosław Pietrzak 
from the Archaeological Museum in Gdańsk, who in-
vestigated the area after a report according to which 
artefacts were uncovered when mining for gravel, 
established that there existed a burial ground from 
the Late Migration Period, at that time destroyed in 
its larger part (Pietrzak 1977). As in 1975 the area of 
Elbląg was part of the Gdańsk Voivodeship, the local 
voivodeship conservator assigned the duty to carry 
out the rescue excavations to the Archaeological 
Museum in Gdańsk and personally to Mirosław Piet-
rzak. The researcher conducted the excavations for 
10 seasons: from autumn 1971 till 1982 (with a one-
year gap in the 1977 season, and in the 1975 season 
the excavations were supervised by Barbara Wiącek,  
from the Archaeological Museum in Gdańsk) and ex-
cavated the whole preserved S part of the cemetery 
with the area of ca 20 ares. During the excavations 
one hundred seventy one features were discovered 
and recorded, out of which sixteen features from 
the Neolithic and the Early Iron Age and remains of 
twelve undetermined pits should be subtracted; the 
remaining one hundred thirty six features are con-
nected with the cemetery of the Elbląg group. One 
hundred thirty three of them were human cremation 
pit burials, often accompanied by skeleton horse buri-
als (altogether fifty burials with horses were discov-
ered). Besides, ten pavements of undetermined func-
tion, traces of pyres and hearths were found. A large 
part of the discovered human graves was damaged 
(eighty four graves, i.e. ca 64%) or disturbed (thirty 
nine graves, i.e., 29%), and the minority (ten graves, 
i.e., 7%) was undisturbed. The preserved and inves-
tigated part of the burial ground was only a frag-
ment of a much larger necropolis: as many as several 
hundred burials may have been destroyed. Despite 
that the excavations at the cemetery have yielded 
a so-far unsurpassed series of artefacts of the Elbląg 
group. So far only single mentions of individual finds 
from Nowinka have been published (Pietrzak 1977; 
Godłowski 1981; Kulakov 1990; Jagodziński 1997; 
Bogucki 2006; Hillberg 2009); recently, as the work 
on the materials from the site progressed, the first at-

tempts at creating a synthesis of the issues connected 
with the necro-polis were made (Kontny, Okulicz-Ko-
zaryn, Pietrzak 2009; Kontny 2010; Okulicz-Kozaryn, 
Pietrzak 2009). The materials are part of the collection 
of the Archaeological Museum in Gdańsk under in-
ventory no MAG N-1971:222 (grave 1-9), 1972:114 
(grave 10-17), 1973:62 (grave 18-27), 1974:17 (grave 
28-54), 1975:90 (grave 55-69), 1976:42 (grave 70-86), 
1978:13 (grave 87-105), 1979:201 (grave 106-120), 
1980:315 (grave 121-138), 1981:395 (grave 139-163).
 The monograph of the Nowinka necropolis 
is accompanied by a numer of specialist analyses, 
some of which are detailed and included in the text. 
The anthropological determinations of the cremation 
remains were made by Prof. Judyta Gładykowska-
Rzeczycka (Centre for Anatomy and Anthropology, 
Śniadecki Academy of Physical Education and Sport 
in Gdańsk), the archaeozoological determinations 
of horse skeletons by Prof. Krzysztof Świeżyński 
and Prof. Henryk Kobryń (both Warsaw University 
of Life Sciences – SGGW), antlers by Prof. Alicja 
Lasota-Moskalewska (Institute of Archaeology, Uni-
versity of Warsaw), remains of fabrics were analysed 
by Prof. Jerzy Maik (Institute of Archaeology and 
Ethnology, Polish Academy of Sciences, Łódź), re-
mains of leather and saddles by Teresa Radek Ph.D. 
(Department of Animal Anatomy and Histology, 
Wrocław University of Environmental and Life Sci-
ences), charcoals and wood samples were determined 
by Zofia Tomczyńska Eng. (Department of Palaeo-
botany, Władysław Szafer Institute of Botany, Polish 
Academy of Sciences in Cracow), amber by Katarzy-
na Kwiatkowska M.A., (Museum of the Earth, Polish 
Academy of Sciences, Warsaw) and flint fragments 
by Michał Przeździecki M.A. (Institute of Archaeol-
ogy, University of Warsaw). 
 It should be stressed that the cemetery at 
Nowinka is particularly important for the studies 
of the Elbląg group as none of the burial grounds 
excavated before the 2nd World War was fully pub-
lished, except for the cemetery in Łęcze (Dorr 1898), 
which does not meet the modern research standards. 
The basic source of knowledge about the sites of the 
Elbląg group are publications of excavations made 
by German archaeologists which, unfortunately, are 
usually of fragmentary character. Reconstruction 
of the results of earlier investigations on the basis 
of discovered archive sources and artifacts, which 
yielded such promising results in the case of the 
other Balt areas, is so far impossible for the Elbląg 
group: finds and archives from the Elbląg Museum 
were lost during the 2nd World War and, unlike in the 
case of the Prussia-Museum collection, they have not 
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been found yet (in the MAHE5 there are only sev-
eral dozens of artefacts usually not assigned to the 
assemblages or even sites). For reasons not entirely 
understandable the pre-war archaeologists who dealt 
with the Migration Period investigated the finds from 
the Elbląg area to a minimal degree, as a result of 
which their files contain no mentions on that subject 
(the published cemetery in Łęcze is the exception).
 We would like to express our gratitude to 
many persons, especially Andrzej Szela M.A. (Insti-
tute of Archaeology, University of Warsaw) for his 
huge editorial work, Paweł Szymański Ph. D. (Insti-
tute of Archaeology, University of Warsaw) for de-
tailed checking of the plates, Małgorzata Tuszyńska 
M.A. (Archaeological Museum in Gdańsk) for pa-
tience while dealing with materials from Nowinka, 
Maria Kasprzycka Ph.D. for permission to use and 
Grzegorz Stasiełowicz M. A. (both Archeological-
Historical Museum in Elbląg) for help in dealing 
with the materials from Elbląg museum collection, 
Anna Gręzak Ph.D. (Institute of Archaeology, Uni-
versity of Warsaw) for her help with adjusting the 
drawings of horse graves, Michał Dąbski M.A. and 
Miron Bogacki M.A. (both Institute of Archaeology, 
University of Warsaw) for taking professional photo-
graphs. We are happy to mention also Prof. Poul Otto 
Nielsen (National Museum in Copenhagen) as well 
as Prof. Finn Ole Nielsen and Maria Tuniszewska-
Ringby M.A. (Bornholm Museum in Rønne) for their 
help during the studies concerning Scandinavian ma-
terials, Prof. Dieter Quast (Römisch-Germanische 
Zentralmuseum Mainz) for his kindness and help in 
access to probably the best Migration Period library 
in the Universe as well as many persons we like and 
feel thankful to them (i.a., Christina Reich Ph.D., 
Horst Wieder Ph.D. as well as Horst Junker Ph.D. 
from Museum für Vor- und Frühgeschichte in Ber-
lin, Christina Rein-Seehusen M.A. from Copenhagen 
and many, many more). Also we are grateful to Prof. 
Wojciech Nowakowski, Paweł Szymański Ph.D and 
Mirosław Rudnicki M.A. (Institute of Archaeology, 

University of Warsaw) for fruitful discussions, Kon-
stantin Skvortsov B.A. (Istoriko-Khudozhestvennyy 
Muzey in Kaliningrad – Kaliningrad Museum of His-
tory and Art) for his help in finding analogies from 
Sambian-Natangian area and the access to scanned 
charts of unpublished inventory books of Prussia-
Museum as well as Mateusz Bogucki Ph.D. (Insti-
tute of Archaeology and Ethnology, Polish Academy 
of Sciences) for personal commitments concerning 
finds from Komorowo Żuławskie. Last but not the 
least we would like to thank our families, namely 
Agnieszka, Jadzia, Staś and Helenka for their pre-
cious support.
 The preparation of the present monograph 
was financed by research grant of the Ministry of Sci-
ence and Information Technology: ‘The Cemetery of 
the Elbląg group of the West Balt circle at Nowinka, 
Tolkmicko com. The complete study and preparation 
for publication’ (Project No N N109 0362 33; Con-
tract No 0362/B/H03/2007/33).

5 Abbreviations concerning names of museums, used in the 
monograph: BM – Bornholm Museum in Rønne (Bornholms 
Museum), MAG – Archaeological Museum in Gdańsk (Muze-
um Archeologiczne w Gdańsku), MAHE – Museum of Elbląg 
(Muzeum Archeologiczno-Historyczne w Elblągu), MWMO – 
Museum of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn (Muzeum Warmii 
i Mazur w Olsztynie), NMK – National Museum in Copenha-
gen (Nationalmuseet), RGZM – Römisch-Germanische Zen-
tralmuseum Mainz.
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II. THE CATALOGUE (Bartosz Kontny, Jerzy Okulicz-Kozaryn, Mirosław Pietrzak)

II.1. Foreword

 The Catalogue contains descriptions of Fea-
tures no 1 to 163 discovered at the cemetery. These 
numbers include both graves (features containing hu-
man cremation burials, frequently additionally with 
skeleton horse burials) as well as remains of hearths 
or pyres, stone pavements and pits connected with the 
functioning of the necropolis, and ones coming from 
other periods or not containing materials allowing 
to date them. In the Catalogue descriptions the non-
burial and not connected with the cemetery features 
are presented very briefly. The features and stray finds 
from the Neolithic and Early Iron Age periods will 
be presented in a separate paper. In the descriptions 
of the graves the depths at which the features were 
discovered are sometimes not mentioned: such mea-
surements were not made consequently during the ex-
cavations as they were considered immaterial because 
the surface of the cemetery was strongly disturbed. 
Human burials and horse skeletons which accom-
panied them formed burial complexes deposited in 
shared pits were given the same numbers during ex-
cavations; this system has been retained in the Cata-
logue. However, in the descriptions they are treated 
separately as: “human burial” and “horse grave” so as 
to separate the assemblages from human burials from 
those deposited in horse graves. In some cases it was 
impossible definitely to assign artefacts to a horse or 
human burial. It is then noted in the description of 
the burial. Burial pits of horses were usually not spot-
ted at the level of human grave. Therefore frequently 
there are lacks in documentation, namely plans of the 
horse graves. Also exact borders of features were not 
always easy to reconstruct, so sometimes they were 
interpreted during working with documentation. In 
uncertain situations doubtful limits were marked with 
broken line. As refers to depths at which horse’s skele-
tons appeared they were frequently not documented, 
hence only rarely it was possible to correlate precisely 
horse’s skeletons with human graves, basing namely 
on levels put down in documentation. Descriptions of 
the big pits in which horses and then human graves 
were placed are included in parts devoted to graves of 
horses. 
 Quite frequently interpretation of destroyed 
features is not sure because of bad state of preser-
vation, although most probably they were graves; as 
a result their general chronology is not very sure so 
proposed dating is supplemented with question mark.

 Some features in the Catalogue are ascribed 
to particular phases of necropolis’ chronology, basing 
on the results of studies presented in Chapter III.8. 
Occasionally it was possible to attribute some addi-
tional features, e.g., grave 53, 69, 78 or 106, as they 
were furnished with elements typical of particular 
phases. Remaining features of the Elbląg group were 
described simply as Late Migration Period ones. 
 Generally no information concerning material 
of which artefacts were made is included in descrip-
tion of the features. It appears almost exclusively in 
description of features’ contents with the exception of 
finds so similar that they had to be differentiated bas-
ing on material grounds.
 In case of certain groups of artefacts not all 
dimensions are presented. It refers mainly to frag-
ments of bronze or silver foil from drinking horns and 
headgear which were so delicate that they didn’t sur-
vive. However one may say that especially fittings of 
drinking horns were very thin, lower then 0.05 cm. 
Also iron items, namely snaffle bits or buckles, fre-
quently preserved in very bad condition so sometimes 
their dimensions or drawings are not exhaustive. As 
refers to potsherds sometimes they were too small or 
too badly preserved to depict details like admixture or 
surface treatment.
 Comparing drawings of artefacts one may 
spot exclusively small inconsistencies, especially if 
we deal with small or delicate items. It results from 
the fact that first drawings were not precise and the 
state of preservation of the items not good. Supple-
mentary drawings cannot improve original mistakes 
as smaller parts of objects survived up today (e.g., 
grave 77/20).
 The descriptions of burials in this catalogue 
include results of experts’ reports. They are included 
separately in the descriptions of human and horse 
graves. The cremation remains were anthropologi-
cally determined by Judyta Gładkowska-Rzeczycka, 
but due to the poor preservation of burnt bones in the 
majority of burials, the determinations concerning the 
age and gender of the deceased were possible only for 
a small part of the material. The archaeozoological de-
terminations of horse skeletons were made by Krzy-
sztof Świeżyński and Henryk Kobryń. Their report 
can be found in an appendix at the end of this volume 
(Chapter V.4), the Catalogue, however, presents the 
determinations of gender and age, as well as the with-
ers height of the buried horses. Similarly, the descrip-
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tions of the remains of fabrics prepared by Jerzy Maik 
and descriptions of the remains of leather and saddles 
from graves 17 and 21, studied by Teresa Radek, are 
published in appendices at the end and in the Cata-
logue they are mentioned only to present complete 
information about the grave goods. Determinations of 
charcoal from the burial pits and hearths and of wood 
samples from the discovered objects are presented af-
ter Zofia Tomczyńska. Information concerning amber 
fragments, analysed by Katarzyna Kwiatkowska, are 
presented only in the text (Table 1). Attributions of 
flint fragments included in the Catalogue were made 
by Michał Przeździecki. 
 Descriptions of the graves and artefacts are as 
brief as possible. However, due to the fact that the ne-
cropolis in Nowinka is the first site of this type in the 
Elbląg group investigated in a methodical way with 
full documentation and a broad questionnaire of field 
observations, for many features and objects the de-
scription exceeds the ‘economical’ standards adopted 
for catalogue presentations. Spatial arrangements of 
many features and morphological features of the finds 
are presented in greater detail than it is usual for ce-
meteries from the Late Antiquity with sets of standard 
forms well-known from earlier investigations.
 We have considered it unnecessary to mention 
the cultural affiliation for each grave, since generally 
the necropolis belongs to the Elbląg group of the West 
Balt circle (Okulicz 1973; 1986; 1988). The relative 
datings of the respective burials are given according to 
the phases of the cemetery which we have established 
with reference to the (albeit imperfect) chronological 
system recently elaborated for the units of the West 
Balt circle (Okulicz 1988; Kowalski 1991; 2000). All 
burials belong to the late part of the Migration Period 
(Phase E). The chronology is discussed in greater detail 
in the analytical part of this publication. 

 Since no syntheses of materials from the Elbląg 
group has been published so far and the existing pub-
lications do not match the character of the materials 
from the cemetery at Nowinka, typological studies are 
quoted relatively seldom. The following classifications, 
however, were used: for selected elements of the horse 
harness – M. Ørsnes (1993), spurs – U. Giesler (1978), 
Scandinavian brooches and belt fittings – M. Ørsnes 
(1966) supplemented by K. Høilund Nielsen (1987) 
and A. Nørgård Jørgensen (1999), glass beads – 
K. Høilund Nielsen (1987), shafted weapon’s heads – 
V. Kazakyavichyus (1988), saxes – A. Nørgård Jørgens-
en (1999). Exceptionally, for some artefacts (brooches) 
the classical work by N. Åberg (1919) is quoted. For 
a pottery from the Early Iron Age classifications by 
Ł. Okulicz (1970) and M. Hoffmann (2000) are used.
 In the descriptions of graves and artefacts the 
following abbreviations are used:
A. – width of a blade (of a shafted weapon’s head)
B. – base diameter (of vessels)
BL. – belly diameter (of vessels)
D. – depth
Dm. – diameter
Dms. – dimensions
G. – total length of a shafted weapon’s head
H. – height
L. – length (length of a blade in case of a shafted 
weapon’s head)
Q. – section between a maximum width level and a tip 
of a blade (of a shafted weapon’s head)
R. – rim diameter (of vessels)
T. – length of a socket (of a shafted weapon’s head)
Th. – thickness
W. – width
WB. – width of a bit (a section between bridle rings)
WH. – withers height

II.2. Description of the features

Grave 1: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, damaged (Pl. I)
 At 20 cm below surface, damaged by plough-
ing; preserved bottom part approximately circular in 
outline; Dm. ca 50 cm, D. several cm. Filling: grey 
sand with charcoals and more than a dozen fragments 
of burnt human bones and a fragment of a base of 
a vessel. I. Adult.
Contents: 1. Fragment of a base of a clay vessel with 
carelessly polished surface, yellow-brown; admix-
ture of coarse-grained crushed stone; B. ca 7 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 2: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed (Pl. I)
 At 20 cm below surface; preserved bottom part 
of the burial pit, oval in outline, elongated along N-S, 
flat bottom; Dm. 100x75 cm, preserved D. 20 cm. Fill-
ing: grey-yellow sand with a layer of black soil with 
a large amount of charcoals at the bottom and peri-
meter. Burnt human bones scattered over the whole pit, 
with a concentration near the bottom. Concentration of 
finds near the N edge of the pit, at the bottom: a knife, 2 
brooches, a hook ring, 3 fragments of a bar – a bracelet 
(?) and 6 potsherds. I. Adult, probably a woman.
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Contents: 1-2. Two identical bronze brooches with 
crossbow construction, tripartite (bows form one 
piece with catchplates, four-coil springs with pins, 
wooden axles); bows slightly arched made of wire 
square in cross-section; solid catchplates, trapezoid in 
shape; pins curved; L. 3.7 cm, H. 1.3 cm, W. 1.6 cm 
and 1.3 cm. 3. Hook ring of thin bronze wire circular 
in cross-section (wire Dm. 0.2 cm) with a hook fas-
tening; Dm. ca 6.7 cm. 4. 3 fragments of a bronze ring 
(bracelet?) of a bar with an irregular, hexagonal cross-
section (diameter 0.2-0.4 cm) tapering at the ends; re-
constructed Dm. of the ring ca 6.0 cm. 5. Iron knife 
with partly broken off tang and traces of a wooden 
handle and iron fitting (protective band) and an or-
ganic (leather) sheath; strongly corroded; L. 10.8 cm, 
max. W. 1.3 cm. 6. 6 small fragments of a clay vessel 
with an unpolished surface with small cracks; yellow-
brown in colour, black inside; admixture of crushed 
stone; form impossible to reconstruct (not drawn).
Chronology: Phase 1.

Grave 3: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, damaged (Pl. I)
 At 20 cm below surface, damaged by plough-
ing or robbed; pit of irregular outline similar to a cir-
cle; Dm. 50 cm, D. up to 20 cm. Filling: dark grey soil 
with patches of burning, charcoals and 2 potsherds.
Contents: 1. 2 small fragments of a clay vessel; light 
brown in colour; admixture of coarse- and medium-
grained crushed stone and sand; form impossible to 
reconstruct (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 4: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed (Pl. I)
 At 20 cm below surface, damaged by plough-
ing or robbed; pit with an irregular, oval outline; Dms. 
75x100 cm, D. up to 20 cm. Filling: black-grey soil 
with patches of burning and charcoals, 2 fragments of 
burnt bones and 2 fragments of a clay vessel.
Contents: 1. 2 fragments of a clay vessel; surface 
polished and glossy; black in colour, reddish in the 
break; admixture of fine-grained crushed stone or 
sand (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 5: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed (Pl. II)
 At 20 cm below surface; pit with an irregular, 
elongated outline; Dms. 110x45 cm, D. up to 25 cm. 
Filling: black-grey soil with patches of burning and 
charcoals with 2 small fragments of burnt bones and 
2 potsherds. I. Adult.

Contents: 1. 2 uncharacteristic pottery fragments, 
probably of one vessel; light brown in colour; admix-
ture: large amount of admixture of coarse- and me-
dium-grained crushed stone (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 6: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
with two or more individuals, disturbed (Pl. III)
 At 30 cm below surface; pit irregular in out-
line, similar to a rectangle, oriented along NNW-SSE; 
preserved in bottom part; Dms. 150x160 cm, D. 30 
cm. Filling: yellow-grey sand with four concentra-
tions of black soil with traces of burning and charcoals 
near the corners (marked as A-D). In concentrations A 
and B: burnt human bones and small, uncharacteris-
tic fragments of pottery; in concentration B addition-
ally a brooch; in concentrations C and D: charcoals. 
I. Probably 2 adults of undetermined gender.
Contents: 1. Iron crossbow brooch, similar to Type 
Åberg 52, massive, with a low solid catchplate and 
rings at the ends of the axle and on the head; strongly 
corroded. Ten-coil spring; bow semi-circular in cross-
section, band-like near the head; L. 7.0 cm, H. 2.7 
cm, W. 5.3 cm (concentration B). 2. 3 fragments of 
pottery, including a rim fragment of a polished vessel; 
brown in colour. Ornament: oblique incisions at the 
edge (concentration A, not drawn). 3. 4 small frag-
ments of pottery; light brown in colour; admixture: 
coarse-grained crushed stone (concentration B, not 
drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 7: pit burial with remains of pyre, disturbed 
(Pl. II)
 At 25 cm below surface; burial pit approxi-
mately oval in shape, trough-shaped in cross-section; 
Dms. 105x95 cm; D. ca 25 cm. Filling: dark brown 
soil with traces of burning and charcoals; at the bot-
tom compact layer of charcoals and burnt human 
bones. I. Probably adult man.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 8: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. IV)
 Human grave. Pit of the cremation burial ir-
regular in shape, disturbed by ploughing, preserved in 
the bottom part; Dm. ca 70 cm, D. ca 15 cm. Filling: 
black soil with traces of burning and charcoals. In S 
part at the level of ca 30 cm from the surface: 2 stones 
(remains of pavement destroyed by ploughing?), near 
them, closer to the centre and deeper, a standing ves-
sel, cracked; in N part, in compact soil with charcoals 
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– concentration of burnt human bones; among bones 
a buckle. I. Adult man.
Contents: 1. Iron buckle, Type Butėnas III.1a, with 
kidney-shaped frame and narrow, rectangular ferrule. 
Corroded, remains of wood preserved on the underside 
of ferrule; H. 2.8 cm, W. of the frame 1.8 cm, L. of the 
ferrule 2.0 cm. 2. Flask-shaped clay vessel with slim 
neck, distinguished low rim and marked belly bend 
at ca 2/5 of the height; well-polished, glossy surface; 
dark brown in colour; admixture of medium- and fine-
grained crushed stone, at the edges of the base traces 
of fine-grained sand; reconstructed from fragments; 
H. 15.8 cm, R. 5.5 cm, BL. 10.0 cm, B. 3.8 cm.
Horse grave. S part of the horse skeleton located be-
neath the human grave (outline of the pit of the horse 
grave blurred, only the sand around the horse skeleton 
was slightly greyish in colour); axis of the spine ori-
ented along NNE-SSW with the head directed to S; 
horse strongly leaning to the left with legs tucked un-
der, neck stretched forward and head with muzzle to 
the right; snaffle bit in muzzle, near the skull 3 bridle 
strap fittings. I. Male, ca 8 years old, WH. 125.8 cm.
Contents: 3. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipar-
tite with iron rings, circular in cross-section, links of 
uneven lengths, rectangular in cross-section; WB. ca 
9.0 cm, L. of the links 5.7 cm and 7.7 cm, Dm. of the 
rings 6.6 cm and 6.8 cm. 4. 3 bronze bridle fittings: 
lengthwise strap fittings, 2 broken off, 1 complete; 
made of thin rectangular plates with pairs of rivets at 
the ends; Dms. 4.9x0.95 cm, Th. 0.1 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 9: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed (Pl. II)
 At 25 cm below surface, preserved in bottom 
part; burial pit irregular, approximately oval in shape, 
elongated along NE-SW, with trough-shaped profile; 
Dms. 135x60 cm, D. ca 20 cm. Filling: dark grey soil 
with patches of burning and charcoals with 3 small 
fragments of burnt bones and 4 small potsherds; hu-
man bones too small to make an anthropological de-
termination.
Contents: 1. 4 small fragments of pottery from 
various vessels; surfaces roughened; light brown in 
colour; admixture of medium- and coarse-grained 
crushed stone; probably earlier than the feature (not 
drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 10: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed and plundered (Pl. V)
 Preserved bottom part, burial pit irregular-
ly oval in outline, elongated along NE-SW, almost 

completely flat bottom; Dms. 120x80 cm, D. ca 20 
cm. Filling: dark brown soil with traces of burning 
and charcoals mixed with light sand; in the NE part 
of the bottom of the pit: concentration of burnt bones, 
fragments of a ring and a bead. In the upper part with-
in the outline: fragment of a bracelet. I. Adult.
Contents: 1. 9 fragments of a silver ring of twisted 
wire, probably a bracelet or necklace; Th. 0.3-0.4 cm, 
Dm. impossible to determine. 2. Fragment of a bronze 
bracelet or necklace, semicircular in cross-section; 
Dm. 0.3x0.5 cm. 3. Biconical amber bead with a pris-
matic, polygonal cut; H. 1.2 cm, Dm. ca 1.0 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 11: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
disturbed and partly destroyed (Pl. V, CIX:1, 2)
 Burial pit destroyed in E part by a gravel pit; 
arched outline in survived part, irregular bottom; Dm. 
155x90 cm, D. up to 43 cm. Filling: dark brown soil 
mixed with layers of burning and charcoals, seconda-
rily mixed when the grave was plundered; in the S 
part brown soil; in the whole filling numerous frag-
ments of burnt bones with concentrations near the 
clay vessel and drinking horn (in E part). Near the 
vessel, fragments of silver fittings of the drinking 
horn and 3 lumps of raw amber. It is possible that in 
the part of the grave destroyed by the gravel pit, under 
the human grave, there was a horse skeleton: under 
the cremation pit there was greyish sand – remains of 
the S part of the pit (?). I. Adult.
Contents: 1. Fragments of a drinking horn in the form 
of several ten small pieces of silver foil; remains of 
the fitting with embossed ornament immersed in the 
remains of the brown matter of the horn, disturbed; 
the fitting probably embraced the upper part of the 
horn. Ornament (starting from the top): 2 horizontal 
rows with a railing motif and a row of rosettes below, 
underneath them 3 rows of railing pattern and a zone 
of wafer motif; Th. 0.05 cm. 2. Biconical clay flask-
shaped vessel with an elongated neck and straight 
rim, belly bend at 2/5 of the height; surface well-
polished, glossy; brown in colour; admixture of fine-
grained crushed stone. Ornament made with a stamp 
or wedge-shaped tool pressed at an angle: under the 
rim and at the belly bend doubled rows of horizon-
tal imprints, between them 4 vertical double stamped 
rows, at the base on either side 3 oblique rows of 
stamped imprints make up motifs of triangles; H. 15.5 
cm, R. 5.8-6.1 cm, BL. 12 cm. B. 5.7 cm. 3. 3 small 
lumps of raw amber with traces of cutting – probably 
of pretreatment (not drawn).
Chronology: Phase 2.
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Grave 12: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed (Pl. II)
 Outline of burial pit approximately oval, elon-
gated at N-S, rectangular in cross-section, more steep 
in E part, flat bottom; Dm. 120x90 cm, preserved D. 
44 cm. Filling: in the top part dark brown soil with 
single stones, below it compact black soil with char-
coals, scattered burnt human bones, a fragment of 
a ring and a bead as well as 2 fragments of pottery. 
I. Adult.
Contents: 1. Fragment of a bronze ring of filigree 
wire, circular in cross-section; Dm of wire 0.25 cm, 
reconstructed Dm. of the ring 2.4 cm. 2. 2 small frag-
ments of pottery with roughened surfaces; earlier than 
the feature, in secondary context (not drawn). 3. Am-
ber disc-shaped bead, asymmetrical; Dm. 2.1 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 13: cremation pit burial (?), disturbed (Pl. VI)
 Outline of the burial pit oval-shaped, elon-
gated at E-W, trough-shaped in cross-section; Dms. 
65x30 cm, preserved D. 25 cm. Filling: grey-brown 
soil with irregular inserts of burning and charcoals 
with distinct concentration in W part, 2 small frag-
ments of pottery inside. There are no burnt bones but 
the character of the pit and its fillings allow to classify 
the feature as a burial.
Contents: 1. 2 small fragments of pottery with rough-
ened surfaces; probably earlier than the feature, in 
secondary context (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 14: cremation pit burial, disturbed (Pl. VI)
 Outline of the burial pit irregular, approxi-
mately oval-shaped, elongated at NE-SW, trough-
shaped in cross-section; Dms. 115x90 cm, preserved 
D. 43 cm. Filling: brown soil, in the central part dark 
grey soil with concentrations of burning and charcoals 
and 1 fragment of a burnt bone and several small frag-
ments of pottery, 3 of which are rim parts of one ves-
sel. I. Probably a child.
Contents: 1. 3 fragments of a rim of a clay vessel, 
Type ?; surface polished and slightly cracked; dark 
brown in colour; admixture of fine- and medium-
grained crushed stone; R. ca 11 cm. 2. Several un-
characteristic fragments of pottery (not drawn).
Chronology: Early Iron Age.

Grave 15: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, damaged (Pl. VI)
 Pit with an irregular, approximately circular 
outline, in SW part disturbed by a modern pit, flat bot-
tom; Dm. ca 110 cm, preserved D. ca 20 cm. Filling: 

in the top part dark brown soil with charcoals, below 
it black soil partly disturbed by a modern pit, with 
small burnt bones, 4 potsherds, a bead and a spindle 
whorl. On the surface in the mixed soil over the pit: 
fragment of an iron spur considered as a stray find 
(not drawn). I. Adult.
Contents: 1. Barrel-shaped bead, Type Høilund 
Nielsen R3:b:a/f:I:B, made of opaque glass brown in 
colour; Dm. 0.10 cm, H. 0.73 cm, Dm. of the hole 0.39 
cm. 2. Clay biconical spindle whorl yellow-brown in 
colour with visible traces of turning; Dm. 0.28 cm, H. 
2.0 cm, Dm. of the hole 0.95 cm. 3. 4 small fragments 
of pottery; earlier than the feature, in secondary con-
text (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 16: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, damaged (Pl. VII)
 Preserved bottom part of the burial pit with 
a mixed filling, outline approximately oval-shaped, 
elongated at NW-SE, flat bottom; Dms. 190x140 cm, 
preserved D. ca 25 cm. Filling: in the top part light 
brown soil, below it dark brown soil with concentra-
tions of burning and charcoals, with several small 
fragments of burnt human bones insufficient for an-
thropological determination, a lump of amber and 
several very small potsherds.
Contents: 1. Several very small fragments of pottery; 
probably earlier than the feature, in secondary con-
text (not drawn). 2. Crumbled lump of raw amber (not 
drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 17: cremation pit burial over a skeleton 
horse grave (Pl. VIII-XI, CVI:1, 2, CVIII:6)
 Human grave. Outline of the cremation burial 
initially recorded only in its upper part: irregular oval 
elongated at NW-SE, with unclear edges; L. more 
than 140 cm. Filling: light grey soil with dark patch-
es and remains of organic matter near metal objects. 
In the centre a circular outline, Dm. 22 cm, made by 
a fastened leather belt with a buckle, mounts and 
strap ends; inside the outline burnt human bones 
(without remains of the pyre) on them a brooch; 
near these objects preserved fragments of wool fab-
rics. To NW of the described burial there were, ar-
ranged alongside: an one-edged sword in a scabbard 
and, near the hilt, 3 shafted weapon’s heads; sword 
with point to SSE, heads with tips to NNW; near the 
upper part of the sword’s blade rectangular outline 
of decomposed organic material, ca 16x4 cm, with 
a yoke fitting in its upper part and scabbard suspen-
sion plate just below; near the point of the sword, at 
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the side: a ring over a fragment of a shaft made of 
hazel wood (remains of a shafted weapon). Ca 15 cm 
to SE of the burial: remains of a drinking horn fitted 
with foil ornament. I. Adult of massive built, probably 
a man. II. 2 samples of wood taken from the top of 
the sword scabbard: oak (“Quercus sp.”). III. Sample 
of the wood fragment from the area of the iron ring: 
hazel wood (“Corylus avellana”). IV. Fragments of 3 
fabrics preserved near the brooch and metal parts of 
the belt: A – delicate fabric made of fine wool with the 
majority of coreless down wool, probably not dyed, 
thick twill, made on a warp-weighted loom; B – sev-
eral fragments of thick woollen fabric with weave im-
possible to determine, not dyed; C – 3 fragments of 
string twisted from 2 yarns of plant fibre, probably 
flax or hemp, yellow in colour, not dyed.
Contents: 1. Bronze ladder brooch, Variant III, solid, 
with 4 rungs, upper rung trapeze-shaped, the remain-
ing ones rectangular. Construction: pseudo-cross-
bow, bronze spring of 2 sections on an iron axle, one 
part bent at the end rests underneath on a decorative 
bronze plate – an imitation of a chord, one 8-coil part 
of the spring is resilient (the other, 11-coil one is non-
active); in the central part of the pseudo-chord on the 
upper side: parts of the sides serve as guides wedg-
ing the bow; solid catchplate has at the top 2 separate 
rungs cast from one piece of bronze together with the 
bow and upper rungs (separated by a waist); at the 
ends of the spring 2 huge bronze bosses decorated 
with pairs of large rings of thick, incised bronze wire. 
Imitation chord trapeze-shaped in cross-section with 
a pair of hook-like projections directed inwards; at the 
ends of the pseudo-chord semi-circular plates fixed on 
the axle of the brooch; decorated in the top part with 
pseudo-pearl-like punched ornament and transverse 
incisions. Wide bow, trapeze-shaped in cross-section 
with rows of points punched lengthwise. Ornament: 
on the 2 lower rungs horizontal engraved lines, the 
zones between the lines decorated with pseudo pearl-
like pattern made with a texturing tool; fields between 
the bands of pseudo-pearl-like ornament filled with 
rows of stamped triangles (with convex circles in the 
centre) with meeting apexes, making up a zigzag pat-
tern, the pair of upper rungs decorated similarly. On 
the 2 lower rungs, on the underside, engraved lines 
along the longer edges (probably somehow connected 
with the production process); L. 4.5 cm, H. 2.1 cm, 
W. of the spring together with the bosses 6.1 cm, W. 
of the rungs 3.8 cm (upper ones), 3.7 cm and 4.2 cm 
(lower ones). 2. Bronze buckle, Type Butėnas III.1d, 
with a kidney-shaped frame, spike cross-shaped, flat, 
bent at the end; ferrule similar in shape to a rectan-
gle, with projections at the place of fastening rivets 

and an openwork ornament (step motif), joined to 
the frame by 2 bronze bands fixed to the leather belt 
and ferrule (preserved fragments of doubled layer of 
leather); on the opposite end of ferrule another pair of 
rivets; originally the rivets had hemispherical bronze 
bosses; traces of transverse polishing visible on the 
surface. Ornament: transverse incisions on the frame 
in the place where it meets the spike, decorative en-
graved lines along the longer edges of the plate; H. 
3.8 cm, W. of the frame 2.6 cm, L. of ferrule 4.7 cm, 
W. of the ferrule 2.5-2.6 cm. 3. Bronze belt mount, 
rectangular, on either end 3 rivets with hemispheri-
cal bosses. Ornament: an openwork pattern of per-
forated crosses and T-shaped motif; along the longer 
edges of the plate decorative engraved lines; L. 5.1 
cm, W. 2.7 cm. 4. 52 rectangular bronze belt mounts 
(some fragmentarily preserved) with single rivets at 
the ends. Polished on the outside, with pairs of in-
cised lines along the edges; near the rivets preserved 
remains of leather; L. 2.2-2.4 cm, W. 0.8 cm, Th. 0.05 
cm. 5. Bronze lancet-shaped strap end with 2 rivets 
at the end. Ornament on the outside: incised lines 
near the edges and rows of stamped triangles with 
convex circles in the centre; in the central part trans-
verse incised lines with an ornament of punched dots; 
in the ferrule part near the rivets preserved remains 
of leather; L. 6.8 cm, W. 1.4 cm. 6. Bronze lancet-
shaped strap end with 3 rivets at the end. Decorated 
similarly to the above; preserved remains of leather; 
L. 4.9 cm, W. 1.8 cm. 7. Bronze lancet-shaped strap 
end with 2 rivets. Decorated on the top with length-
wise grooves and metope-like incisions; L. 4.6 cm, W. 
0.9 cm. 8. Bronze buckle, Type Butėnas III.1b, with 
a kidney-shaped frame, spike bent at the end, ferrule 
missing. Ornament: transverse grooves on the frame 
and an indentation in the place where the spike rested; 
H. 2.3 cm, W. 1.7 cm. 9. Bronze U-shaped band-like 
plate. Decoration of grooves along the edges; L. 2.4 
cm, W. 0.8 cm. 10. Fragment of a bronze mount with 
2 rivets; L. of one of them 1.6 cm. 11. Fragments of 
crumbled bronze plates from belt fittings and possi-
bly from a scabbard. Decoration of grooves along 
the edges; L. 4.6 cm, W. 1.0 cm. 12. Iron one-edged 
sword, starkly corroded, with preserved fragments of 
the scabbard with suspension plate; blade and point 
tapering towards the massive, broad back, T-shaped 
in cross-section; steep junction of the blade and the 
tang; at the end of the tang bronze cross-shaped plate 
with rounded arms, end of the tang drawn through 
a hole in its centre and hammered down; on the cor-
roded tang traces of a wooden hilt. Scabbard: pre-
served iron trough-shaped chape embracing the lower 
end to the height of 27 cm, rounded in the lower part; 
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it fixed the scabbard linings made of chips of wood 
covered with leather; in the bottom part of the scab-
bard a thin bronze plate with embossed ornament, 
originally inserted between the chips of wood and the 
trough-shaped fitting, fragmentarily preserved. Orna-
ment on bronze foil: double convex railing pattern 
separated by a double pearl-like line along the axis of 
the blade. Construction of the upper part of the scab-
bard and of the suspension set difficult to reproduce 
(unclear arrangement of compacted and corroded or-
ganic and iron remains; 2 samples were taken): pro-
bably the scabbard had an organic grip in the upper 
part of the blade, fixed with a suspension plate (No 
13) on the side of the back; above it a yoke-shaped 
fitting (No 14); the buckle found nearby (No 8) may 
have served to fasten this strap; L. of the sword with 
the remains of the scabbard 74 cm, L. of the tang 
13.4 cm, W. of the blade halfway of its length 4.8 cm, 
W of the back 1.2 cm. 13. Bronze openwork fitting 
(suspension plate) with an perforated pattern of X’s 
joined with their tops, with 2 rivet holes in the centre 
of the X motif. Ornament: rows of punched triangles 
filled with horizontal dots; L. 6.0 cm, original W. 2.8 
cm (preserved 2.4 cm). 14. Bronze yoke fitting with 
oval-shaped ends and bronze nails inserted in them; 
preserved L. 3.3 cm, H. 1.0 cm. 15. Iron shafted 
weapon’s head, Type Kazakyavichyus IVA, compact 
and massive with a broad blade with a pronounced 
midrib; socket circular in cross-section; G. 27.7 cm, 
A. 4.6 cm, T. 8.6 cm, Q. 12.8 cm, Dm. of the socket 
2.7 cm, at 1.2 cm from the mouth of the socket an 
iron nail Th. 0.3-0.4 cm, L. 1.15 cm. 16. Iron shafted 
weapon’s head, Type Kazakyavichyus V, with a slim 
blade and a marked out midrib and a socket circular 
in cross-section; G. 40.0 cm, reconstructed A. 4.6 cm, 
T. 10.4 cm, Q. 21.4 cm, Dm. of the socket 1.9 cm. 17. 
Iron shafted weapon’s head, Type Kazakyavichyus 
IVA, with a broad and massive blade and a distinct 
midrib and a socket circular in cross-section; strongly 
corroded; G. 29.0 cm, A. 4.4 cm, T. 9.3 cm, Q. 12.2 
cm, Dm. of the socket 2.6 cm. 18. Bronze unclosed 
ring fitted over a fragment of well-preserved hazel 
wood fragment with well-polished surface (shaft of 
one of the heads, probably No 16); ring circular in 
cross-section; Dm. 2.2 cm. 19. Drinking horn pre-
served in the form of compressed organic remains 
in the shape of a naturally curved cattle horn; even 
edge; L. ca 12-13 cm, Dm. of the rim ca 5 cm. In the 
upper part remains of very crumbled silver foil with 
embossed ornament and small nails used to fasten it. 
Original ornament difficult to reproduce fully – in the 
upper part two railing rows separated by horizontal 
“pseudo-corded” lines, under them a band of “wafer” 

motif bordered with two pearl-like lines; W. of the 
foil more than 4.8 cm, Th. ca 0.05 cm. 
 Horse grave. Ca 15-20 cm under the crema-
tion burial and its grave goods: back part of the horse 
skeleton (limits of the pit of the horse grave impos-
sible to determine in clean, light sand); reconstructed 
D. of the pit ca 140 cm; skeleton with the head to SE, 
axis of the spine parallel to the arrangement of the 
sword and shaft weapon’s heads; pelvis and back of 
the horse immediately below the human grave; horse 
standing, all limbs bent, back arched, head lowered 
and slightly turned to the left (the animal was pro-
bably buried alive); snaffle bit in muzzle, on the skull 
remains of headgear straps with fittings and 2 small 
buckles. In the filling: 3 potsherds. I. Male, ca 8 years 
old, WH. 128.3 cm.
Contents: 20. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bi-
partite, symmetrical with bronze rings, on each of 
them 2 bronze reins’ and cheekpieces’ ferrules made 
of doubly folded band; riveted remains of leather pre-
served between the plates, rivet heads dome-shaped. 
Ornament: engraved lines along the edges of fer-
rules; WB. 13.5 cm, Dm. of the rings 5.3 cm and 5.4 
cm, distance between the arms of the fittings 1.0-1.1 
cm. 21-22. 2 bronze buckles, close to Type Butėnas 
III.2a, with oval-shaped frames, flat in cross-section 
with ferrules with 2 rivets, spikes’ ends bent onto the 
frames. Frames decorated with stamped triangles with 
convex circles in the centre; inside the ferrule frag-
ments of leather; H. 1.8 cm, W. of the frames 1.2 cm, 
L. of the ferrules 2.0 cm. 23. 21 rectangular bronze 
fittings of headgear straps. Embossed ornament, very 
poorly preserved (not drawn); Dms. impossible to re-
construct. 24. 3 fragments of pottery; probably earlier 
than the feature, in secondary context (not drawn).
Chronology: Phase 3.

Grave 18: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. 
XII-XIII, CVI:4)
 Human grave. At 20 cm below surface, dis-
turbed by ploughing and tree roots; outline of the bur-
ial pit irregular, elongated along N-S, bottom uneven; 
Dms. 85x40 cm, D. in S part ca 10 cm, in N part, ca 
40 cm. Filling: dark grey soil with intensively black 
patches of burning and charcoals. In S part of the pit 
a base of a standing vessel, next to it a concentration 
of burnt human bones and a plate (probably fragment 
of a drinking horn fitting). In N part at the bottom, in 
a compact layer of burning, a concentration of burnt 
bones; among them a brooch, 2 strap ends, a ring of 
twisted wire, 2 fragments of band (probably a brace-
let), fragment of an buckle frame and partly preserved 
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knife; strap ends and fragment of a band bracelet 
partly melted.
Contents: 1. Bronze plate brooch, close to Type 
Neuwied after H. Kühn (1956), with the head simi-
lar in shape to a rectangle with rounded corners and 
a heart-shaped foot ended with a schematic represen-
tation of an animal head. Crossbow construction, iron 
axle, solid catchplate; L. 3.1 cm. W. 1.9 cm, H. 1.1 
cm. 2. Bronze lancet-shaped strap, upper part trapeze-
shaped with 2 rivet holes. Ornament: sides decorated 
with pairs of incised lines near the edges, on the waist 
a transverse incised line; upper end partly melted; 
preserved L. 3.6 cm, W. 1.1 cm. 3. Bronze lancet-
shaped strap end. Ornament: on the waist horizontal 
engraved lines marking out a rectangular field with 
a metope motif, in the upper part partly blurred in-
cised lines along the edges, in the lower part marked 
out lancet-shaped ornamental field: its borders are de-
limited with lines of punched imprints with a motif 
of a section composed of three points; inside adjacent 
imprints of goose feet-triangles with apexes towards 
the centre; item partly melted in the upper part; pre-
served L. 3.1 cm, W. 1.1 cm. 4. Fragment of a frame 
of an iron buckle, Type Butėnas IV.2, rectangular-kid-
ney-shaped, with an indentation in the place where 
the spike rested, cross-section similar to a circle; H. 
2.7 cm, W. 1.9 cm. 5. Hook ring of bronze, twisted 
wire with a partly preserved hook-shaped fastening; 
Dm. ca 5.1 cm, Dm. of the cross-section of the ring 
ca 0.3 cm. 6. 2 fragments of bronze band, probably 
part of a bracelet. Decorated with lengthwise grooves, 
partly melted; W. 0.8 cm. Th. 0.15 cm. 7. Fragment of 
an iron knife with remains of a wooden handle on the 
tang, tang distinguished from side of the wide back, 
tip missing; strongly corroded; preserved L. 13.4 cm, 
W. of the blade 1.7 cm. 8. Fragment of silver foil, 
probably a fitting of a drinking horn. Decorated with 
embossed rosette motif. 9. Base part of a flask-shaped 
clay vessel; surface well polished, glossy; brown in 
colour; a large amount of admixture of coarse grained 
crushed stone. Ornament: at the belly bend a double 
row of triangular punctures and similar vertical rows 
above; BL. 13.5 cm, B. 6.1 cm.
 Horse grave. Horse’s back situated appro-
ximately beneath the pit of human grave (outline of 
the pit recorded at the level of the skeleton), longer 
axis oriented along N-S. Filling: yellow sand differ-
ing only slightly from the natural sterile ground with 
its greyish hue; Dm. ca 210x115 cm, D. ca 150 cm. 
Horse skeleton poorly preserved, skeleton orien-
ted along NNW-SSE, head stretched to S; horse ly-
ing belly down with hind-legs tucked under, fore-
legs bent and splayed, muzzle slightly turned to the 

left and downwards; snaffle bit in muzzle, next to it 
a buckle of a cheekpiece (?), on the skull headgear 
strap mounts and connectors in original arrangement 
(during exploration the arrangement was completely 
disturbed due to the slide of the ground which made 
it impossible to record it adequately). I. Probably 
a male, 9-15 months old.
Contents: 10. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bi-
partite with one link damaged by corrosion, bronze 
rings with single reins’ or cheekpieces’ ferrules (one 
fragmentarily preserved) of bent bronze band joined 
by pairs of rivets; near the fittings preserved remains 
of leather. Ornament: double lines engraved along the 
longer sides of ferrules; L. of the preserved link of the 
bit 7 cm, Dm. of the rings 4.4 cm, W. of the fittings 
0.8 cm. 11. 17 rectangular bronze bridle strap fittings, 
including 8 completely preserved, 4 with single rivets 
at the ends, the other ones with 2 rivets; next to some 
of them remains of leather, made of the same band as 
the bit fittings; L. of the preserved items 5.8-6.8 cm, 
W. 0.8 cm, Th. 0.05 cm. 12. 4 bronze headgear strap 
connectors, Type Ørsnes 9D1/9D2, partly broken off 
at the edges, embossed in metal sheet hemispherical 
bosses with four opposing projections with pairs of 
rivets for fastening the straps. Ornament: double line 
of dots punched at the edges and a row of stamped 
goose feet-triangles; in the centre: crossing lines of 
dots and adjoining them imprints of triangles-goose 
feet; Dms. 4.5x4.5 cm, H. 0.6 cm, Th. 0.1 cm. 13. 
Bronze buckle, Type Butėnas III.1b, with a kidney-
shaped frame, decorated with transverse grooves in 
the place where the spike rested (spike band-shaped 
in cross-section); preserved remains of ferrule; H. 
1.6 cm, W. 2 cm.
Chronology: Phase 3.

Grave 19: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, damaged (Pl. VII)
 At 20 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing; preserved bottom part of the burial pit irregular in 
outline, elongated along NE-SW; Dms. 160x70 cm, 
D. up to 25 cm. Filling: dark grey soil with numerous 
charcoals and more than a dozen fragments of burnt 
bones; with 3 pieces of pottery and a lump of rust. 
I. Adult.
Contents: 1. 3 very small potsherds (not drawn). 
2. Amorphous lump of rust (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 20: horse skeleton burial, disturbed (Pl. XIV-
XV)
 At 20 cm below surface, outline clearly visible 
in the yellow sand in the form of a dark grey patch 
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elongated along N-S, in the centre of the top part 
darker soil with charcoals (remains of a human crema-
tion burial destroyed by ploughing?); Dms. 195x60 
cm. The uppermost parts of the horse skeleton: at the 
depth of ca 20 cm from the level where the outline 
was first noticed; skeleton oriented along N-S with 
head to S; horse lying belly down with stretched neck 
and head turned to the left, fore-legs strongly tucked 
under, hind-legs and pelvis unnaturally splayed; snaf-
fle bit in muzzle, on the skull (forehead part) small 
fragments of iron fittings, not forming an arrange-
ment, near the skull a buckle. Above the horse ske-
leton, near the spine: fragments of iron and bronze 
fittings in disturbed arrangement with fragments of 
lime wood preserved near them (probably remains of 
the saddle). I. Male, 7-8 years old, WH. 127.4 cm.
Contents: 1. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C2, tri-
partite with iron rings, central link short, 8-shaped, 
the longest of the links with ring-shaped endings at 
right angles, the other of longer links made from a 
bar bent in half, rings with gutter-shaped reins’ and 
cheekpieces’ ferrules (2 and 1); strongly corroded; 
WB. ca 17 cm, L. of links 9.3 cm, 5.6 cm and 7.8 
cm, Dm. of the rings ca 6 cm, L. of the fittings 6.5 
cm. 2. Iron headgear strap mounts, rectangular with 
single rivets at the ends: 1 preserved completely, 7 
fragmentarily; L. of the item completely preserved 
L. 6.0 cm, W. 1.5 cm. 3. Iron buckle, Type Butėnas 
IV.4, with a kidney-shaped-quadrilateral frame with 
slightly concave sides, broader at the side where the 
spike rested, spike concave in central part, at the end 
bent over the frame, cross-section of the spike and 
frame approximately circular; H. 3 cm, W. 2.5 cm. 4. 
4 square iron massive plates (saddle fittings?) with 
holes in the centres, in one of the holes a rivet ham-
mered down on both sides; corroded; L. of the sides 
2-2.4 cm, L. of the rivet 1.0 cm. 5. Iron plate with 
2 holes, rectangular, in one of the holes a nail; cor-
roded; L. 4.0 cm, W. 2.7 cm, L. of the rivet 1.4 cm. 
6. 4 massive iron rivets hammered down on either 
side on rectangular washers, one of them fragmen-
tarily preserved, traces of wood; L. 3.6 cm, 3.3 cm, 
4.4 cm, Dm. 0.4-0.6 cm, W. of the washers 1.3-1.5 
cm. 7. 3 bronze fittings with bronze nails at the ends, 
rectangular; 1 of the fittings fragmentarily preserved. 
Ornament: grooves along the longer edges; 2 of the 
fittings attached to fragments of an object of lime 
wood, the other fixed 2 adjoining fragments of wood 
(probably elements of a saddle); preserved L. 4.3 cm, 
W. 0.8 cm. L. of the nails 1.6 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 21: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, under a stone pavement, over a skeleton 
horse grave (Pl. XVI-XVIII, CVIII:5)
 Human grave. At the depth of ca 30 cm from 
the surface remains of a pavement covering the buri-
al, disturbed by ploughing: 8 stones, the largest one, 
flat, in the centre, mainly under this stone slab an ir-
regular layer of soil with darker hue with traces of 
burning (not drawn in details), charcoals and several 
fragments of burnt bones, grave goods several centi-
metres deeper, to S from the centre of the pavement 
in the light sand without a clear outline of the burial 
pit; distance between extreme stones 110 cm, Dms. 
of the largest stone ca 30 cm. Grave goods: at E side 
a sword, oriented along N-S, with point to S, nearby 
the upper part of the blade rectangular outline of de-
composed organic material was spotted (Dms. 30x8 
cm). Ca 35 cm to W from the sword, parallel to it: 
head of a shafted weapon, with tip to S; along the same 
line several ten cm to N a ring (probably an ornamen-
tal fitting from the shaft). Between the sword and the 
shaft weapon’s head slightly leaning vessel; next to 
it from N at the level of its lower part – remains of 
a drinking horn with foil. Farther to N from the horn, 
several centimetres deeper, directly under the stone 
slab, an irregular in shape compact layer of organic 
substance permeated with oxides of non-ferrous me-
tals and iron (probably remains of the saddle with the 
human remains placed over it – almost immediately 
below it horse spine and pelvis bones were situated) 
with a few and very fragmented burnt human bones, 
at the top a large brooch; Dms. of the layer 24x24 cm, 
Th. ca 2 cm. Shape of the supposed saddle impos-
sible to reconstruct (wood and leather fragmentarily 
preserved); according to the analysis the organic mass 
consisted in its upper part of thin oak wood slats (5 
samples), covered with leather fixed by rectangular 
mounts with rivets (9 items in N part; in S part – 6 
mounts, a buckle and a strap end); near the items from 
N part remains of narrow straps (probably for fixing 
the saddle or rein fittings). In the compact mass in 
places permeated with copper oxides: remains of 
fabrics. Analyses of the 8 collected samples indicate 
that these were woollen fabrics of different kinds. 
I. Adult. II. 5 samples of wood from the organic layer 
– oak wood (Quercus sp.). III. 8 samples of fabrics 
from the organic layer: woollen fabrics of different 
kinds – in the bottom part (samples II, VII, VIII) frag-
ments of fabric of thick yarn Th. 0.05-0.1 cm, with 
a twill (remains of a saddle blanket?); the remaining 
ones – delicate fabrics of high quality yarn, with twill 
and plain weaves (remains of garments deposited in 
the grave after the cremation of the body?). IV. Small 
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pieces of leather next to wood fragments (saddle li-
ning?), undetermined.
Contents: 1. Bronze ladder brooch, Variant II, solid, 
with 4 rungs, upper rung trapeze-shaped, the remai-
ning ones rectangular. Construction: crossbow, face-
ted bronze spring hexagonal in cross-section, com-
posed of 2 parts 9 coils each, separated by a projection 
fastening the iron axle, the right side of the spring is 
resilient; bow and rungs made of one piece of bronze 
joined to the axle by means of a projection in the cen-
tral part of the upper rungs. Wide bow, trapeze-shaped 
in cross-section; solid catchplate; at the ends of the 
spring 2 huge bronze bosses decorated with pairs of 
rings of thick, incised bronze wire. Ornament: all 
rungs decorated with grooves along the longer edges 
(in the upper rung only along the upper edge); L. 5.4 
cm, H. 1.8 cm, W. of the spring with the bosses 6.6 
cm, W. of upper rungs 4.1 cm, reconstructed W. of 
lower rungs 3.1 cm and 4.3 cm. 2. Iron one-edged 
sword without a scabbard, blade of even width from 
the base of the tang up to mid-length, then it tapers to-
wards the back; thick back, gently distinguished from 
the blade; tang distinguished from the blade on both 
sides; L. 58.5 cm, W. 5.5 cm, W. of the back 0.9 cm, 
L. of the tang 11.4 cm. 3. Iron shafted weapon’s head, 
Type Kazakyavichyus ID, slim, with a long socket, a 
short blade lenticular in cross-section and socket cir-
cular in cross-section; at the end of the socket and on 
the blade traces of corrosion, in socket fragment of 
shaft permeated with iron oxide; G. 42.7 cm, A. 4.0 
cm, T. 23.2 cm, Q. 9.8 cm, Dm. of the socket 2.4 cm. 
4. Bronze ring of incised wire (probably a fragment of 
an ornament secondarily used to decorate the shaft); 
Dm. 2.1 cm. 5. Drinking horn with broken fittings of 
silver foil. Embossed ornament: rosette and railing 
motives separated by double rows of pearl-like pat-
tern; fragmentarily preserved; Th. 0.01 cm. 6. Clay 
flask-shaped vessel with a biconical belly and high, 
cylindrical neck; surface with traces of smoothing; 
yellow-brown in colour; a large amount of admixture 
of fine-grained crushed stone; H. 12.1 cm, R. 6.3 cm, 
BL. 9.1 cm, B. 4.8 cm.
 Horse grave. Located immediately under 
the human burial, pit with a blurred, approximately 
oval outline, elongated along NW-SE; Dms. 210x90 
cm. Skeleton oriented along NNW-SSE with head to 
SSE; horse lying belly down, head turned to the left, 
as the ground settled the hind-legs and fore-legs be-
came more bent and the body leaned to the right; in 
the muzzle snaffle bit, on the skull headgear fittings 
(browband, headpiece, noseband and two cheekpiec-
es) in partly disturbed arrangement and remains of 
straps: 4 connectors, 36 strap mounts, 2 small buck-

les, 2 lancet-shaped strap ends and 1 with a straight 
end. At the side of the hind-part plates: possibly dock 
fittings. I. Male, 5-6 years old, WH. 124.6 cm.
Contents: 
In a compact layer of organic substance and metal ox-
ides (artefacts connected with the saddle and dock): 
7. Bronze buckle, Type Butėnas III.2a, with an oval 
frame, partly preserved spike and ferrule decorated 
with lengthwise lines; H. 2.0 cm, W. of the frame 
1.4 cm, W. of the ferrule 1.0 cm. 8. 15 bronze strap 
mounts, rectangular, some in fragments, a few of 
them with rectangular washers; 9 of them near the N 
edge of the layer, with remains of leather at the ri-
vets and fragments of wood and woollen fabrics, 6 at 
the S edge, without organic remains; near the mounts 
fragments of leather with even edges and of the same 
width as the mounts. All mounts decorated with dou-
ble grooves along longer edges, with single rivets 
at the ends, in one case also a washer with similar 
grooves; L. of the preserved items 5.0-5.8 cm, W. 0.9 
cm, L. of the rivets 0.5-0.7 cm. 9. Bronze strap end, 
quadrilateral with convex longer sides and a trans-
verse end, with one rivet. Ornament: double grooves 
along the edges; L. 3.6 cm, W. 1.0 cm.
Remaining artefacts: 10. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 
1C1(?), bipartite (?) with bronze rings; fragmentarily 
preserved; Dm. of the rings 5.0 cm and 5.2 cm. 11-12. 
2 bronze lancet-shaped strap ends with single rivets. 
Metope field halfway its length, faceted lower part; 
near one of the items fragment of a strap with holes 
for rivets of the strap mount; L. 4.4 cm, W. 0.9 cm, L. 
of the strap 4.6 cm. 13. Bronze bridle strap buckle, 
Type Butėnas IV.4, with a profiled frame decorated 
with transverse grooves near the place where the spike 
rested; rectangular ferrule with single rivet, decorated 
with double incisions near the edges; preserved frag-
ments of the strap and a fragment of wood; H. 1.9 cm, 
W. of the frame 1.3 cm, L. of the ferrule 2.2 cm. 14. 
Bronze bridle strap buckle, Type Butėnas III.1, with 
an oval-shaped frame with a depression near the place 
where the spike rested, rectangular ferrule with single 
rivet, decorated with double incisions near the edges; 
preserved fragments of the strap; H. 1.9 cm, W. of the 
frame 1.1 cm, L. of the ferrule 2.2 cm. 15. 36 bronze 
headgear strap mounts and their fragments, rectan-
gular with double incisions along the longer edges, 
some with single, other with pairs of rivets at the ends 
(hemispherical rivet heads), 4 items clearly shorter; in 
some cases preserved fragments of the straps; L. 5.2-
6.0 cm, L. of the shorter items 1.9-3.0 cm, W. of all 
items 0.9 cm. 16. 4 bronze headgear strap connectors 
Type Ørsnes 9D1/9D3 var. b, in the centre square step 
pyramids. Ornament: steps decorated with a pearl-like 
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motif punched around them, similar pattern along the 
edges of the connectors, near the corners of the pyra-
mid base – projections with pairs of rivets with hemi-
spherical heads decorated with punched triangles and, 
at the ends, incisions; Dms. 4x4 cm, Dms. of the pyra-
mid bases 1.9x1.9 cm.
Chronology: Phase 3.

Feature 22: stone pavement – a hearth? (Pl. XIX)
 Immediately under the ploughed soil, pave-
ment similar in shape to a rectangle, oriented along 
NE-SW, made of medium-sized stones, 2 large stones 
in the centre; ca 15 cm under the first level of stones, 
in the central part, a circular pavement; Dms. of the 
first level 185x110 cm, Dm. of the second level ca 80 
cm. Filling: among the stones in both levels yellow-
grey sand and small patches of burning and charcoals.
Contents: none.
Chronology: unknown.

Grave 23: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed? (Pl. XIX, CVI:5, 6)
 Burial pit approximately oval in shape, elon-
gated at NW-SE, trough-shaped in profile; Dms. 75x50 
cm, D. ca 20 cm. Filling: compact black soil with char-
coals and very small fragments of burnt bones, in the 
middle of the upper part brown soil. Near the S end of 
the pit: in the top part – 3 beads and a brooch, near the 
bottom – 2 fragments of wire. I. Child.
Contents: 1. Bronze plate brooch, in the waist a cir-
cular boss in the shape of a step pyramid, concave on 
the underside, head and foot oval-shaped, at the end 
of the foot a spiky projection. Crossbow construction, 
bronze chord, iron axle fixed in the hole in the projec-
tion on the head; spring in 2 segments 3 coils each, 
separated by a projection for fixing the axle (only one 
segment of the spring is resilient); L. 6.3 cm, W. 1.9 
cm. 2-3. 2 fragments of bronze incised wire, shape-
lessly bent, with broken off ends; L. after straighten-
ing 6.9 cm and 7.7 cm, Th. 0.25 cm. 4-6. 3 beads, Type 
Høilund Nielsen R3:b:f:I:E and R3:b:f:I:C/E of yel-
low opaque glass in the shape of flattened spheres, one 
with a greyish hue; H. 0.4-0.5 cm, Dm. 0.6-0.7 cm.
Chronology: Phase 1.

Grave 24: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, damaged (Pl. VI)
 At 15 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing; patch irregular in shape; Dms. 120x115 cm, D. 
30 cm. Filling: patch of dark soil with traces of burn-
ing and small charcoals, with a fragment of wire, in 
the middle of the upper part grey-yellow soil.
Contents: 1. Fragment of bronze twisted wire, curved 

(part of a hook ring?); preserved L. 3.1 cm, recon-
structed Dm. 4.5-5 cm, Th. 0.2 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 25: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed (Pl. XX)
 Under a layer of ploughed soil, a circular out-
line of the pit, trough-shaped in cross-section; Dm. ca 
45 cm, D. 16 cm. Filling: charcoaly soil with numer-
ous fragments of burnt bones and a potsherd. I. Adult.
Contents: 1. Uncharacteristic fragment of pottery 
(not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 26: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. XXI)
 Human grave. Under a layer of ploughed 
soil, irregular outline of the pit, elongated along the 
SE-NW; Dms. ca 155x50 cm, D. up to 40 cm. Fill-
ing: black soil with charcoals and burnt bones, light-
er streaks visible (traces of fresh ploughing). In the 
filling several large stones and 2 vessels one next to 
another, with rims leaning to E, probably shifted by 
ploughing. I. Adult man.
Contents: 1. Clay broad-rimmed vessel with cylindri-
cal upper part, horizontal edge, on the outside under-
lined by a groove, similar groove at the belly bend; po-
lished surface; brown-yellow in colour; admixture of 
medium-grained crushed stone. Ornament: 2 horizon-
tal bands made with wedge-shaped stamps in grooves 
on the belly and under the rim, 5 vertical bands in the 
upper and central part of the vessel; H. 11.6 cm, R. 
10.2 cm, BL. 10 cm, B. 6.8 cm. 2. Clay flask-shaped 
vessel with a conical belly, with the belly bend at ca 
1/3 of the height, with a slim neck and a straight edge; 
well-polished surface; black-brown in colour; admix-
ture of medium- and fine-grained crushed stone. Orna-
ment: 5 horizontal bands of imprints of a four-toothed 
comb stamp on the belly; H. 16 cm, R. 5.7 cm, BL. 
11 cm, B. 5.9 cm.
 Horse grave. At 50 cm below the human 
grave: back of a horse in elongated pit with blurred 
limits; D. ca 130 cm. Filling: light-grey sand. Ske-
leton along NNE-SSW with head to SSW; position 
semi-reclining, belly down, legs visibly tucked un-
der, neck stretched forward, head turned slightly to 
the right; snaffle bit in muzzle, on the skull headgear 
fittings (reconstructed part: from the browband, be-
tween the eye sockets, to the noseband ran a wider 
strap with superimposed plates; narrower plates on 
the noseband, browband, headpiece and one of the 
cheekpieces); next to them fragment of a woollen 
fabric and a thread. I. Male, 5-6 years old, WH. 127.4 
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cm; II. Small fragment of delicate fabric, 2/2 twill of 
thin threads and 1 thick woollen thread.
Contents: 3. Iron snaffle bit with iron rings; very 
strongly corroded, fragmentarily preserved; Dm. of 
the ring 5.6 cm. 4. Fragments of bronze headgear 
fittings, thin plates, no connectors and ring fittings, 
crumbled (none of the plates was completely pre-
served); W. of wider plates 1.8 cm, W. of narrower 
plates 1.3 cm. Embossed ornament: wider plates with 
motif of overlapping angles and of squares made of 
pearl-like lines alternating with groups of circular 
bosses; narrower plates with lengthwise pearl-like 
lines and groups of circular bosses.
Chronology: Phase 2.

Grave 27: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed (Pl. XX)
 Outline of burial pit approximately circu-
lar, trough-shaped profile; Dm. ca 70 cm, D. 25 cm. 
Filling: black soil with charcoals and burnt human 
bones. At the bottom a slightly leaning vessel. Next 
to the burial pit, in black soil disturbed by ploughing: 
a brooch (as it was not certain whether it belonged to 
the discussed assemblage, it was recorded as a stray 
find SF/3). I. Young individual; II. Charcoals: birch 
(Betula sp.).
Contents: 1. Flask-shaped biconical clay vessel with 
the belly bend at ca 1/3 of the height, with a slim neck 
and a straight edge; well-polished surface; brown in 
colour; admixture of medium-grained crushed stone; 
H. 15.8 cm, R. 5.4 cm, BL. 10.8 cm, B. 4.5 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 28: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, damaged (Pl. XX)
 At 20 cm below surface, damaged by plough-
ing, preserved bottom part irregular in shape; Dms. ca 
125x35 cm, D. more than a dozen cm. Filling: black 
soil mixed with ploughed soil, with charcoals. 
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 29: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, damaged (Pl. XX)
 At 30 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing, preserved bottom part of the pit, approximately 
circular in outline; Dm. ca 60 cm, D. up to 12 cm. 
Filling: black soil mixed with yellow sand, with char-
coals and some small burnt human bones.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 30: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, damaged (Pl. XX)
 At 30 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing, preserved bottom part of the oval-shaped pit, 
elongated at N-S; Dms. 74x50 cm, D. 8 cm. Filling: 
black soil mixed by ploughing, with charcoals and 
some small burnt human and animal (?) bones.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 31: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, damaged (Pl. XXII)
 At 30 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing, preserved bottom part of the pit of irregular shape 
close to oval, Dms. 60x70 cm, D. up to 25 cm. Filling: 
black soil with charcoals and numerous fragments of 
burnt human bones and small fragments of a vessel. 
I. Adult, 45-55 years old.
Contents: 1. Small fragments of a burnt vessel with 
a roughened surface; brown-red in colour; admixture 
of crushed stone; form impossible to reconstruct (not 
drawn).
Chronology: Late Migation Period.

Grave 32: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, damaged (Pl. XXII)
 At 20 cm below surface, almost completely 
destroyed by ploughing, preserved bottom part with 
disturbed filling along NE-SW, at the distance of ca 
70 cm. Filling: black soil with charcoals and a few 
burnt human bones, with 3 fragments of a bracelet 
and 1 small potsherd. I. Child.
Contents: 1. 3 fragments of a bronze band-like brace-
let; reconstructed Dm. 5.5 cm, W. 0.6 cm. 2. Fragment 
of a clay vessel roughened on the outside and smooth 
on the inside; light-brown in colour; earlier than the 
feature, in secondary context (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 33: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, damaged (Pl. XXII)
 At 20 cm below surface, next to Grave 32, de-
stroyed by ploughing, preserved bottom part of a bur-
ial pit, oval-shaped, elongated at W-E, trough-shaped 
in cross-section; Dms. ca 185x102 cm, D. 38 cm. Fil-
ling: brown soil with traces of burning and charcoals. 
In the N part of the filling disturbed by ploughing: 6 
stones, next to them several fragments of burnt human 
bones, a buckle and several small potsherds. I. Adult 
(also small fragments of animal bones, impossible to 
determine).
Contents: 1. Iron buckle, Type Butėnas III.2, with an 
oval-shaped frame; strongly corroded; H. 2.6 cm, W. 
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1.6 cm. 2. 6 small fragments of a clay vessel; brown in 
colour; admixture of coarse- and fine-grained crushed 
stone (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 34: pit burial with remains of pyre, disturbed, 
over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. XXIII, CVI:7)
 Human grave. At 30 cm below surface, the 
upper part disturbed by ploughing, burial pit oval-
shaped, elongated along N-S, documented partly 
(lack of the feature’s cross-section); Dms. 210x85 cm, 
D. 30 cm. Filling: grey-reddish sand, in the centre an 
elongated patch of burning with charcoals and burnt 
human bones (human grave proper). Part of the grave 
goods damaged and displaced: fragment of a blade of 
a shafted weapon’s head, a brooch, small fragments 
of a vessel and 4 lumps of amber. I. Adult man.
Contents: 1. Bronze disc brooch, circular with a large 
hemispherical boss in the centre. Construction: cross-
bow, rectangular plate bent at the sides at right angles, 
soldered to the underside of the disc, in the holes at 
the sides of the plate the axle with a spring and chord, 
resting at the underside of the boss, solid catchplate 
soldered to the disc. Ornament: at the edge – concen-
tric lines composed of triangular stamps (punches with 
various tips were used: with a convex circle inscribed 
in a triangle and a smaller triangle empty inside); Dm. 
3.1 cm, Dm. of the boss 1.5 cm, H. of the boss 0.8 cm. 
2. Fragment of a blade of an iron shafted weapon’s 
head, Type (?), flat rhomboidal in cross-section; pre-
served A. 3.0 cm. 3. Small fragments of a clay flask; 
surface polished; brown in colour; admixture of small 
amount of fine-grained sand (not drawn). 4. 4 small 
lumps of raw amber (not drawn).
 Horse grave. Directly under the described 
human burial, in the same pit, poorly preserved; horse 
skeleton oriented along N-S with head to S, slightly 
turned to the left; horse lying belly down with fore-
legs pulled up and hind-legs unnaturally splayed; 
snaffle bit in muzzle, on the skull headgear fittings, 
disturbed, probably incomplete. I. Male, 5-6 years 
old, WH. 125 cm.
Contents: 5. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipar-
tite with bronze rings; strongly corroded; reconstruct-
ed WB. 14.5 cm, L. of the completely preserved link 
9.3 cm, Dm. of the rings 5.4 cm. 6. 3 Headgear strap 
connectors of bronze sheet, Type Ørsnes 9D1/9D2, 
circular in shape with 4 rectangular projections with 
single rivets at the ends, hemispherical boss in the 
centre, lightly faceted near the edges; Dms. 4.0x4.1 
cm, H. of the bosses 1.0 cm, Th. 0.1 cm. 7. Bronze 
lancet-shaped strap end with a broken off ferule (one 
rivet hole preserved). Decorated in the upper part with 

double lines engraved along the edges, in the waist 
with transverse engraved lines and in the bottom, face-
ted part with 2 rows of triangles stamped parallel to the 
edge; preserved L. 3.8 cm. 8. 3 bronze strap fittings 
from the headgear (probably strap ferrules), made of 
U-shaped band; in 2 of them 3 long rivets with hemi-
spherical heads hammered down on the other side of 
the band, the 3rd one fragmentarily preserved. Band 
decorated with double pseudo-pearl-like lines along 
the edges; L. of the completely preserved items 5.8 
cm, W. of the band 1.0 cm, L. of the rivets 1.0-1.4 cm. 
9. 3 bronze rectangular strap mounts made of a band 
decorated with double lines engraved along the edges, 
with single rivets at the ends; L. of the 2 completely 
preserved items 1.2 cm and 2.8 cm, L. of the rivets 0.5 
cm. 10. Fragment of a bronze plate, rectangular with 
broken off ends. Ornament: double grooves along the 
edges (probably fragment of a headgear strap mount); 
preserved L. 4.2 cm, W. 0.8 cm. 
Chronology: Phase 3.

Grave 35: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. XXIV)
 Human grave. At 20 cm below surface, pit ir-
regular in outline, elongated along N-S, Dms. 170x60 
cm. Filling: grey-yellow sand with heterogeneous 
concentrations of burning and charcoals and burnt 
bones. In the N part of the pit a brooch and 3 belt 
fittings. I. Adult; additionally small animal bones im-
possible to determine.
Contents: 1. Bronze ladder brooch, Variant II, with 
pair of rungs on the bow and pair on foot, the up-
per one trapeze-shaped, the remaining ones rectangu-
lar. Construction: pseudo-crossbow, imitation chord 
wound around the iron axle and bronze spring on an 
axle (13 coils preserved), the end of the spring ex-
tending beyond the coil, rests on the imitation chord 
on the inside; bow with rungs and projection for the 
axle made of one piece of metal (upper rung fragmen-
tarily preserved). Bow massive, faceted, quadrilateral 
in cross-section, and imitation chord of bronze wire, 
quadrilateral in cross-section; at the ends of the axle 
massive bosses with superimposed pairs of rings of 
incised wire (one not preserved). Ornament on rungs: 
on the 1st a pair of lines engraved along the upper 
edge, on the 2nd and 4th ones horizontal grooves on 
the surface, the 3rd one plain; L. 4.8 cm, reconstructed 
W. of the spring with bosses 5.9 cm, W. of the rungs 
3.1 cm (the 2nd one), 2.4 cm (the 3rd one), reconstruct-
ed W. of the 4th one 3.2 cm. 2. Bronze belt fitting, 
Type Nørgård Jørgensen TR1/Høilund Nielsen C5, 
T-shaped, along the longer, straight edge, rectangu-
lar openwork part with 3 rivets (on the underside of 
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one a fragment of a bronze washer preserved). On 
the upper side, along longer edges, ornament of pairs 
of lines of stamped dots; zone between the lines filled 
with double rows of alternating triangles with surface 
textured with evenly spaced dots; L. 2.6 cm, W. 2.1 
cm, Th. 0.2 cm. 3. 2 bronze belt mounts, rectangu-
lar with 4 rivets. Ornament: pairs of incisions along 
longer edges; L. 2.1 cm and 1.9 cm, W. 0.9 cm.
 Horse grave. Over a dozen cm below the bot-
tom of the human grave, in the same burial pit (out-
line blurred); horse skeleton poorly preserved, limbs 
and skull survived; skeleton oriented along N-S with 
head to S, turned to the right; horse lying in hind-part 
with splayed legs, fore-part leaning to the left; snaffle 
bit in muzzle. I. Individual aged 9-15 months.
Contents: 4. Fragment of an iron snaffle bit with an 
iron ring, fragmentarily preserved; Dm. of the ring 
5.2 cm.
Chronology: Phase 1.

Grave 36: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, damaged (Pl. XXV)
 At 35 cm below surface, disturbed by plough-
ing, preserved bottom part of the pit, irregular in out-
line (lack of information concerning the orientation of 
the grave); Dms. 180x120 cm, D. ca 15 cm. Filling: 
black and dark grey soil with charcoals, with single 
burnt bones, a lump of raw amber and a potsherd. 
I. Woman, 20-25 years old.
Contents: 1. Small fragment of a clay vessel with well 
polished, light brown surface (not drawn). 2. Small 
lump of raw amber (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 37: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed (Pl. XXV) 
 At 30 cm below surface, in upper part disturbed 
by ploughing, circular pit, trough-shaped profile; Dm. 
ca 70 cm, D. up to 25 cm. Filling: dark grey soil with 
numerous charcoals in upper part several stones.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 38: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed (Pl. XXVI, CVI:8, 9)
 At 30 cm below surface, pit close to circular 
in outline, trough-shaped profile; Dms. 85x70 cm; 
D. up to 25 cm. Filling: black soil with charcoals 
and burnt bones, in the upper part several small and 
medium-sized stones (probably remains of a pave-
ment disturbed by ploughing). In the centre a brooch, 
a fragment of a ring, fragment of a bead and several 
fragments of a vessel. I. Child.

Contents: 1. Bronze beak brooch, Type Høilund 
Nielsen G1, with profiled bow. Hinge construction, 
bow cast together with pseudo-chord and pseudo-
spring (shallow incisions imitate the spring), on imi-
tation chord an intentionally made hole (probably to 
attach a chain), bronze pin attached with the wider 
end to an iron axle, the axle fixed on either side in 
socket-shaped elements of the imitation spring; so-
lid, low catchplate. Ornament: bow decorated with 
pearl-like lines along the edges, in the centre a triple 
pearl-like line, blurred in upper part (traces of wear-
ing); zones delimited by pearl-like lines filled with 
lengthwise rows of alternating stamped triangles; in-
side triangles texture of regularly distributed dots; on 
foot and imitation chord ornament of stamped circles; 
L. 4.6 cm, W. 2.8 cm. 2. Fragment of a bronze ring 
of thin, twisted wire; reconstructed Dm. 2.5 cm, Th. 
0.2 cm. 3. Half of a flat, oval-shaped amber bead, un-
polished; reconstructed Dms. 2.4x1.7 cm, Th. 0.7 cm. 
4. Several uncharacteristic fragments of a clay vessel 
(not drawn).
Chronology: Phase 1.

Feature 39: stone pavement (Pl. XXV)
 At 30 cm below surface, oval stone pavement, 
elongated along N-S, composed of one compact layer 
of medium-sized stones; Dms. 112x104 cm. Filling: 
between the stones and around them grey-yellow soil 
with charcoals and small potsherds.
Contents: 1. Small, uncharacteristic fragments of 
pottery; surfaces roughened and smooth (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 40: cremation pit burial, damaged (Pl. XXIV)
 At 20 cm below surface, preserved in bottom 
part, pit approximately oval in shape, elongated along 
W-E; Dm. ca 100x70 cm, D. 15 cm. Filling: mixed dark 
grey soil, witch charcoals and 2 fragments of a vessel.
Contents: 1. 2 uncharacteristic fragments of a clay 
vessel; surface polished; brown in colour (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 41: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed (Pl. XXVII, CVII:1, 2)
 At 30 cm below surface, disturbed by plough-
ing, outline of burial pit in upper part irregular, deeper 
oval-shaped, elongated along N-S, trough-shaped in 
cross-section; Dms. 140x70-115 cm, D. 30 cm. Fill-
ing: black soil with a large amount of charcoals and 
numerous burnt bones. In the central part a vessel, 
slightly leaning, next to it 2 brooches, a knife and 
a bead; additionally small pieces of raw amber and 
several fragments of vessels. I. Woman, 25-35 years 
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old; additionally single fragments of bones of an uni-
dentified animal.
Contents: 1. Bronze S-shaped brooch, Type Høilund 
Nielsen L1a, plate in the form of a stylized snake 
curled into an S-shape, with head to the left. Iron fas-
tening soldered on the underside, strongly corroded, 
probably of crossbow construction. Ornament: repre-
sentation of the animal, the head with a pronounced 
mouth and eye, the body filled with a motif of 3 par-
allel lines of stamped alternating triangles following 
the twists of the body, edges of the body lined with 
pearl-like ornament; L. 2.7 cm, W. 2.8 cm. 2. Bronze 
S-shaped brooch, Type Høilund Nielsen L1a, smal-
ler and squatter than the previous one, with the head 
of different shape, turned to the right, worse state of 
preservation. Iron construction of the fastening miss-
ing (traces of corrosion on head and catchplate). Or-
nament: on the plate rows of alternating triangles, 
very blurred (effect of wear?); L. 1.8 cm, W. 2.4 cm. 
3. Iron knife, narrow, with a tang pronounced from 
one side; strongly corroded; L. 12.6 cm, W. 1.5 cm. 
4. Fragment of a glass bead, Type Høilund Nielsen 
R3:a:a/f:II:Ai:M7-8, barrel-shaped, made of untrans-
parent, dark blue glass (in parts lighter due to superfi-
cial corrosion) with red eyes and flower pattern made 
of spindle-shaped “petals”; H. 1.1 cm. 5. Clay flask-
shaped vessel with belly bend below half of its height, 
and a slim neck with gently outcurved rim; surface 
well-polished, glossy; black-brown in colour; admix-
ture of medium-grained crushed stone with diversi-
fied granulation. Ornament: double rows of small 
dimples, deeply impressed with a tool with a square 
tip, at the belly bend a horizontal row, on the neck 
and in the lower part of the belly – vertical rows; H. 
17 cm, R. 7.1 cm, BL. 11.3 cm, B. 5.8 cm. 6. Several 
small fragments of clay vessels with roughened sur-
faces; characteristic for the Early, in secondary con-
text (not drawn). 7. Several small lumps of raw amber 
(not drawn).
Chronology: Phase 1’.

Grave 42: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. XXIV)
 At 35 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing, remains of a burial, outline irregular in shape; 
Dms. 60x55 cm, D. 5 cm. Filling: in SW part brown 
soil, in remaining parts black soil with charcoals and 
a few fragments of burnt human bones, a lump of iron 
(remains of a destroyed object) and a small potsherds. 
I. Adult.
Contents: 1. Fragment of a corroded object of U-
shaped sheet of iron; preserved L. 2.9 cm (not drawn). 
2. Uncharacteristic fragment of pottery (not drawn).

Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Feature 43: modern pit (lack of detailed documen-
tation)

Grave 44: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. XXVIII)
 Human grave. At 30 cm below surface, pit 
circular in outline, trough-shaped in profile; Dm. ca 
160 cm, D. 30 cm. Filling: light brown soil mixed 
by ploughing with bands of burning and charcoals, 
more than a dozen fragments of burnt human bones, a 
buckle and over a dozen potsherds.
Contents: 1. Bronze buckle, Type Butėnas IV.4, with 
a trapeze-shaped frame of unclosed wire, spike con-
cave in central part, at the end bent over the edge of 
the frame; H. 1.4 cm, W. 1.6 cm. 2. More than a dozen 
small fragments of pottery, mainly uncharacteristic, 
including 4 small fragments of a thin-walled clay ves-
sel: polished; black-brown in colour, texture similar 
to that of other flask-shaped vessels (not drawn).
 Horse grave. 60 cm below the human grave: 
poorly preserved horse skeleton (pit with blurred out-
line); L. ca 180 cm. Skeleton oriented along W-E with 
head to E; horse lying belly down with legs tucked 
under. I. Individual aged 9-12 months.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 45: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. XXIX)
 Human grave. At 30 cm below surface, pit 
approximately oval-shaped, elongated along N-S, un-
even bottom; Dms. ca 150x90 cm, D. 50 cm. Filling: 
compact layer of black soil with traces of burning and 
charcoals and numerous fragments of burnt human 
bones, scattered over the whole pit; in the layer there 
were found a spur, 2 rings, fragment of a small ring, 
a bead and 2 lumps of raw amber, 2 potsherds and a 
point of Pomeranian flint. I. Young woman.
Contents: 1. Iron rivet spur, Type Leuna Var. E, with 
a band-shaped bow and lengthwise band-shaped 
washer, bow tapers towards the arms, at ends of either 
arm 1 rivet joining the bow with the washer; spindle-
shaped prick; strongly corroded; W. 4.4 cm, W. of 
the bow 1.0 cm, H. of the prick 1.1 cm. 2. Bronze 
unclosed ring of wire round in cross-section, with 
overlapping ends (probably a finger ring); Dms. 
1.9x1.6 cm, Th. of the wire 0.2 cm. 3. Hook ring of 
bronze wire round in cross-section with hook fasten-
ing; Dm. 2.8 cm, Th. of the wire 0.2 cm. 4. Fragment 
of a bronze ring of incised wire (probably part of an 
ornament or a garment decoration); reconstructed 
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Dm. 0.8 cm. 5. 2 small fragments of pottery; earlier 
than the feature, typical of the Early Iron Age, in se-
condary context (not drawn). 6. Amber bead approxi-
mately circular in shape, flat, carelessly made, with 
unfinished surface and traces of cutting at the sides; 
Dm. 1.8 cm, Th. 0.6 cm. 7. 2 lumps of raw amber with 
traces of working. 8. Fragment of a flint point, Type 
Nowy Młyn, with a tip formed by microburin tech-
nique in proximal part of a blade, Mesolithic form in 
secondary context; preserved Dms. 1.3x0.6x0.2 cm.
 Horse grave. Horse skeleton over a dozen cm 
below the bottom of the pit of the human grave (in the 
pit of unclear outline); D. up to more than 100 cm. 
Filling: grey-yellow sand, down to D. of more than 
100 cm. Skeleton oriented along N-S with head to N; 
horse lying on right side with legs tucked under, neck 
stretched upwards and head unnaturally turned to the 
left, above the back; snaffle bit in muzzle. I. Individu-
al aged 3.5-4.5 years.
Contents: 9. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bi-
partite with iron rings and traces of iron rein fittings; 
strongly damaged by corrosion; WB. ca 11 cm, L. of 
the links 6.8 cm and 7.0 cm, Dm. of the rings 6.8 cm 
and 7.0 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 46: cremation pit burial, destroyed 
(Pl. XXVI)
 At 30 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing, preserved in bottom part, outline of the pit irregu-
lar; Dms. 120x120 cm, D. 18 cm. Filling: brown sand 
with some small fragments of burnt human bones and 
a fragment of a vessel.
Contents: 1. Fragment of a clay vessel, probably 
miniature; surface polished; dark brown in colour 
(not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 47: skeleton horse grave under a destroyed 
cremation burial (?), disturbed (Pl. XXX)
 At 30 cm below surface, disturbed by plough-
ing in upper part, burial pit elongated along N-S; Dms. 
190x70 cm. Filling: in upper part grey-reddish soil 
with patches of burning, charcoals (probably from 
the destroyed cremation grave) and 1 uncharacteris-
tic fragment of pottery; deeper uniformly grey-yellow 
soil – in it poorly preserved horse skeleton (outline of 
the pit equivocal). Skeleton oriented along N-S with 
head to S; horse lying belly down with legs tucked 
under, visibly leaning to the right; neck unnaturally 
turned to the left, head squeezed under the left fore-
leg; snaffle bit in muzzle, near the skull headgear 
strap mounts, very poorly preserved and crumbled 

during excavation (mounts of the 1st variant1  were 
fixed to the central strap between the browband and 
noseband, mounts of the 2nd variant were located on 
the browband). I. Male, 1.5-3.5 years old.
Contents: 1. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bi-
partite with iron rings and traces of iron rein ferrules, 
rings of bars rectangular in cross-section; strongly 
corroded, one of the links crumbled; reconstructed 
WB. 11.0 cm, L. of links 7.0 cm and 8.0 cm, Dm. 
of the rings 5.4 cm. 2. Bronze headgear strap mounts 
made of bands of thin metal sheet in different vari-
ants (2 distinguishable), very crumbled. Ornament: 1st 
variant – embossed wafer pattern at the whole surface 
and pearl-like lines along the edges, the mounts over-
lapped and were joined by means of thin wires pulled 
through two holes in the plates and the strap and bent 
on the underside with the ends towards the centre; 2nd 
variant – embossed wafer motif, separated by framed 
squares with concentric circles arranged in groups of 
9, joining as above; W. of all mounts ca 2 cm (not 
drawn).
Chronology: Phase 2-3.

Grave 48: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. XXXI)
 Human grave. At 30 cm below surface, out-
line of the oval-shaped pit, elongated along N-S, 
trough-shaped profile; Dms. 140x90 cm, D. up to 60 
cm. Filling: compact black soil with a large admixture 
of charcoals, with burnt human bones. In the upper 
part several medium-sized stones (probably remains 
of a pavement destroyed by ploughing). At the bot-
tom of the pit a vessel, next to it fragment of a knife, 
a buckle, a strap end and a plate with a rivet. I. Prob-
ably a woman.
Contents: 1. Fragment of an iron knife with a tang 
pronounced from one side; corroded; preserved L. 
7.4 cm, W. 2.3 cm. 2. Iron strap end, lancet-shaped 
(?); strongly corroded; L. 5.9 cm, W. 1.1 cm. 3. Frag-
ment of an iron buckle, Type (?), with an oval-shaped 
frame and spike bent at the end; strongly corroded; 
reconstructed H. 3.3 cm, reconstructed W. 2.9 cm. 4. 
Fragment of an iron plate with a rivet with a round 
head; strongly corroded; L. of the rivet 1.0 cm, Dm. 
of the rivet head 1.0 cm (not drawn). 5. Clay biconical 
flask-shaped vessel with a slim neck and outcurved 
rim, belly bend at 1/3 of the height; surface well-poli-
shed, glossy; reddish in colour, in places dark brown; 
admixture of medium-grained crushed stone; H. 11.5 
cm, R. 5.0 cm, BL. 9.4 cm, B. 5.0 cm.
 Horse grave. Immediately under the bottom of 
human grave (in a pit with blurred outline); skeleton 

1 See description below.
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oriented along N-S with head to S; horse lying belly 
down with tucked under and splayed hind-legs, fore-
legs extended forwards, neck stretched upwards, head 
muzzle down; snaffle bit in muzzle. I. Male, 1.5-3.5 
years old, WH. 144.2 cm.
Contents: 6. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipar-
tite with iron rings and asymmetrical links; corroded; 
WB. ca 12 cm, L. of the links: 5.8 cm and 10.0 cm, 
Dm. of the rings 5.8 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 49: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed (Pl. XXXVI)
 At 30 cm below surface, pit irregular in out-
line, elongated along SW-NE, irregular bottom; Dms. 
120x75 cm, D. 25 cm. Filling: dark brown soil with 
charcoals and burnt human bones.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?
 
Grave 50: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. XXXII)
 At 35 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing, only shifted filling survived. Filling: brown soil 
with concentrations of burning and charcoals and 
burnt human bones and an uncharacteristic potsherd 
(at the plan drawn beyond the outline of the object). I. 
Adult.
Contents: 1. Uncharacteristic fragment of pottery 
(not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 51: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. XXX)
 At 40 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing, preserved in bottom part, pit irregular in outline, 
elongated along N-S; Dms. 92x45 cm, D. 10 cm. Fil-
ling: brown soil with patches of burning, charcoals, 
burnt human bones and a potsherd.
Contents: 1. Fragment of a clay vessel with rough-
ened surface; earlier than the feature, characteristic 
for the Early Iron Age, in secondary context (not 
drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 52: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. XXXIII)
 Human grave. At 30 cm below surface, dis-
turbed by ploughing in upper part, oval pit elongated 
along SW-NE, trough-shaped profile; Dms. 100x195 
cm, D. 80 cm. Filling: brown soil; near the bottom 
black soil, with traces of burning, charcoals and nu-
merous burnt human and animal bones. In the upper, 

disturbed part, a base part of a vessel and over a dozen 
fragments of iron objects including pieces of rectan-
gular fittings with rivets. I. Adult; additionally bones 
of an undetermined animal.
Contents: 1. More than a dozen fragments of iron ob-
jects and lumps of rust, including 3 fragments of rec-
tangular fittings with rivets at the ends, on the under-
side traces of wood; corroded; one fitting completely 
preserved, with tubular rivets at the ends; strongly 
corroded; W. 1.2-1.6 cm, L. of the complete fitting 
4.1 cm, W. of the complete fitting 1.3 cm, L. of the 
complete rivet 2.5 cm. 2. Base part of a clay vessel, 
probably flask-shaped, biconical in shape; surface 
well-polished; dark brown in colour; admixture of 
fine- and medium-grained crushed stone; B. 6.5 cm 
(not drawn).
 Horse grave. At ca 70 cm below surface, im-
mediately under a cremation human grave (outline 
of the pit impossible to determine); skeleton oriented 
along N-S with head to S; horse lying belly down, 
with legs tucked under, fore-part leaning to the left 
with head on its left side, turned to the right; snaffle 
bit in muzzle. I. Individual aged 15-24 months, WH. 
ca 130 cm.
Contents: 3. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipar-
tite with iron rings and asymmetrical links; WB. ca 
11.5 cm, L. of the links 7.6 cm and 7.7 cm, Dm. of the 
rings 6.0 cm and 6.4 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 53: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed (Pl. XXXIV)
 At 30 cm below surface, disturbed by plough-
ing, preserved in bottom part, pit oval-shaped, elon-
gated along N-S; Dms. 190x120 cm, D. 30 cm. Fill-
ing: dark brown soil secondarily mixed, with a large 
amount of charcoals and single burnt human bones; in 
central part patch of grey-yellow soil bones. In dark 
brown soil fragments of iron and bronze objects, da-
maged and displaced by ploughing: fragment of a ring 
of wire, point of a sword and 2 shafted weapon’s heads, 
broken into pieces. I. Man, 25-30 years old.
Contents: 1. Bronze unclosed oval ring of incised wire 
(mount for a boss of a brooch?); Dms. 1.6x1.4 cm, Th. 
of the wire 0.2 cm. 2. Fragment of the point of a one-
edged sword, thin back; corroded; preserved L. 8.3 cm, 
preserved W. 3.4 cm. 3. Iron shafted weapon’s head, 
Type Kazakyavichyus IVA or V, blade flat rhomboidal 
in cross-section, gently distinguished from the socket, 
inside the socket remains of the shaft; strongly cor-
roded, preserved in several fragments, tip of the blade 
broken off; preserved G. 28.0 cm, A. 3.2 cm, preserved 
T. 8.0 cm, Dm. of the socket 2.0 cm. 4. 2 fragments of 
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an iron shafted weapon’s head, Type Kazakyavichyus 
IVA or V, tip of the blade missing; preserved L. 24.3 
cm, A. 3.7 cm, T. 8.3 cm, Dm. of the socket 2.3 cm.
Chronology: Phase 3.

Grave 54: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. XXX)
 At 30 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing, survived in bottom part, destruction layer of the 
bottom irregular in shape; Dms. 80x65 cm, D. 10 cm. 
Filling: black soil with charcoals and a fragment of 
a vessel.
Contents: 1. Base part of a clay vessel, probably flask-
shaped, with a gentle belly bend and poorly distinguished 
foot; surface carelessly polished; brown in colour; ad-
mixture: a large amount of coarse- and medium-grained 
crushed stone; reconstructed from fragments. Orna-
ment: on the belly two rows of impressed, oval-shaped 
dimples; BL. 11.0 cm, B. 8.0 cm (not drawn). 
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 55: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed, over a skeleton grave of 2 horses 
(Pl. XXXV-XXXVI)
 Human grave. At 70 cm below surface, dis-
turbed by ploughing, oval pit, elongated along NW-
SE, trough-shaped profile, documented partly (lack of 
cross-section); Dms. 160x130 cm, D. 45 cm. Filling: 
black and brown soil with a large amount of char-
coals, with layers of yellow sand. Slightly deeper, in 
the centre, the pit of the cremation grave proper, oval 
in shape, elongated at NE-SW; Dms. 90x50 cm. Fill-
ing secondarily disturbed: compact soil, with traces 
of burning and burnt human and animal bones with 
several ten fragments of pottery from 2 vessels, sever-
al fragments the Early Iron Age and modern vessels, 
2 brooches, fragments of broken plates and 3 lumps 
of raw amber. I. Adult (probably woman), 30-35 years 
old and child, 5-6 years old; additionally remains of 
an undetermined animal.
Contents: 1. Bronze ladder brooch, Variant II, with 
4 rungs, the topmost trapeze-shaped, the remaining 
ones – rectangular. Construction: pseudo-crossbow, 
a spring of bronze wire circular in cross-section, in 
two sections, 7 coils each, separated with a projection 
for fixing the iron axle (the right part is resilient), end 
of the spring damaged; imitation chord fixed on the 
ends of the axle, in central part of the pseudo-chord 
an opening on which the bottom part of the bow is 
resting. Bow wide, faceted, trapeze-shaped in cross-
section; wide foot and an imitation chord of faceted 
bronze bar, trapeze-shaped in cross-section; at the ends 
of the axle bosses with superimposed pairs of rings of 

incised wire. Ornament: grooves on rungs along the 
longer edges: the 1st along the upper edge, the 2nd and 
4th along both edges, the 3rd along the lower edge; an 
opening is pseudo-chord decorated at the sides with 
motifs of triple engraved lines; L. 5.2 cm, W. 5.8 cm, 
W. of the rungs 3.8 cm (the 1st one), 3.5 cm (the 2nd 
one), 2.6 cm (the 3rd one), 3.2 cm (the 4th one). 2. 
Bronze ladder brooch, Variant I, with 4 rungs, the top-
most trapeze-shaped, the remaining ones rectangular. 
Construction: crossbow, spring in two parts, 7 coils 
each, separated by a projection for fixing the iron 
axle, the right part is resilient. Bow and foot trapeze-
shaped in cross-section; at the ends of the axle bosses 
with superimposed pairs of rings of incised wire. Or-
nament: a groove along the upper edge of the lowest 
rung; L. 5.8 cm, W. 5.5 cm, H. 2.4 cm, W. of the rungs 
3.3 cm (the 1st and the 2nd ones), 2.0 cm (the 3rd one), 
2.4 cm (the 4th one). 3. Over a dozen fragments of 
bronze belt mounts, partly melted; 2 items completely 
preserved: rectangular with single rivets at the ends, 
decorated with double grooves along longer edges; L. 
2.3 cm, W. 0.8 cm. 4-5. 2 clay flask-shaped vessels, 
very similar, biconical bellies with the belly bend 
at 1/3 of the height, slim necks with straight edges; 
surfaces well-polished and glossy; yellow-brown in 
colour; admixture of medium- and coarse-grained 
crushed stone; one vessel completely reconstructed, 
the other in its upper part; completely preserved ves-
sel – H. 12.3 cm, R. 4.5 cm, BL. 7.8 cm, B. 3.6 cm; 
fragmentarily preserved vessel – R. 4.2 cm. 6. Several 
fragments the Early Iron Age and modern vessels (not 
drawn). 7. 3 lumps of raw amber without traces of 
working (not drawn).
 Grave of 2 horses. Immediately under the 
cremation burial which reached down to the level of 
horse skeletons’ spines (not preserved), pit close to 
rhomboidal in outline, elongated along N-S; Dms. 
160x85 cm. Filling: light brown soil. Skeletons of 2 
horses oriented along N-S with heads to S; horses ar-
ranged at the bottom of the pit, one next to another, 
hind-parts lying belly down with splayed and bent 
hind-legs; fore-part of the skeleton of horse I (indi-
vidual from W side) leaning to the left, with the neck 
turned to the right and head muzzle upwards; fore-
part of horse II (from E side) leaning to the left with 
legs under the neck of horse I and neck turned to the 
right, muzzle down; in muzzles of both individuals 
snaffle bits; next to the bit of horse I a rein buckle, 
near the skulls randomly scattered bronze headgear 
mounts (impossible to separate into 2 sets). I. Horse I: 
male, ca 4 years old, WH. 127.2 cm. Horse II: male, 
ca 8 years old, WH. 125.4 cm.
Contents: 8. Fragment of an iron snaffle bit of horse 
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I, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipartite; strongly corroded, pre-
served one link, part of the other and a fragment of the 
ring; L. of the preserved link 7.4 cm, reconstructed 
Dm. of the ring 5.5 cm. 9. Iron buckle, close to Type 
Butėnas III.2a, with a semi-circular frame and the spike 
bent over the frame; corroded; H. 2.3 cm. W. 1.8 cm. 
10. Fragments of an iron snaffle bit of horse II, Type 
Ørsnes 1C1, bipartite; strongly corroded, preserved 
one link, part of the other and fragments of the rings; 
reconstructed WB. ca 15 cm, Dm. of the rings 6.6 cm. 
11. Several ten fragments and several completely pre-
served bronze headgear strap mounts, made of thin 
metal sheet, all originally of equal width, at the ends 
single rivets. Decorated with double grooves along 
the longer edges. In 7 cases crossing bands were pre-
served: headgear strap connectors, Type Ørsnes 9D1, 
joined with one another and the straps with nails bent 
on the underside; L. 4-7 cm, W. 1.0 cm.
Chronology: Phase 1.

Grave (?) 56: cremation burial with remains of the 
pyre (?) destroyed (Pl. XXXII)
 At 50 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing, preserved in bottom part of the pit, probably of 
a grave, irregular in outline; Dms. 174x156 cm, D. 
37 cm. Filling mixed: grey-brown soil with streaks of 
yellow sand, patches of burning and a few charcoals.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave (?) 57: cremation burial with remains of the 
pyre (?) destroyed (Pl. XXXVII)
 Preserved bottom part of the pit, probably of 
a grave, destroyed by ploughing, irregular in outline, 
Dms. 130x120 cm, D. 50 cm. Filling mixed: grey-
brown soil with streaks of yellow sand with char-
coals, a few stones, a fragment of a modern brick and 
1 potsherd.
Contents: 1. Fragment of pottery with a roughened 
surface. Ornament: fingernail pattern at the belly 
bend; earlier than the feature, typical of the Early Iron 
Age, in secondary context (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave (?) 58: cremation burial with remains of the 
pyre (?) destroyed (Pl. XXXVII)
Preserved bottom part of the pit, probably of a grave, 
destroyed by ploughing, irregular in outline, elonga-
ted at NE-SW, Dms. 170x60 cm, D. 33 cm. Filling 
mixed: dark brown soil with layers of yellow sand 
and large amount of charcoals, lower brown soil.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave (?) 59: cremation burial with remains of the 
pyre (?) destroyed (Pl. XXXII)
Preserved bottom part of the pit, probably of a grave, 
destroyed by ploughing, in shape close to crescent, 
with ends directed to NW, Dms. 150x70 cm, D. 10 
cm. Filling: brown soil with distinct concentration of 
charcoals in black soil (remnants of the exact grave?).
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 60: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre and a stone cist over a skeleton horse burial 
(Pl. XXXVIII-XXXIX)
 Human grave: At 30 cm below the surface, 
streak of black soil from the top part of the burial pit, 
oriented along N-S; L. ca 450 cm. Outline of the bur-
ial pit recorded 20 cm below, in N part, a rectangle 
elongated along N-S; Dms. 240x85 cm. Filling: light 
brown sand with darker patches and charcoals. In N 
part a stone cist, irregular in form made of more than 
a dozen large and medium-sized stones. In its centre, 
in the brown-black soil with charcoals, a concentra-
tion of burnt bones, among them a brooch, a hook 
ring and a fragment of a knife in sheath. On W side 
of the feature, parallel to the longer axis of the pit: 
a sword with remains of the scabbard, with point 
to N; from E part of the feature, 2 shafted weapon’s 
heads, alongside one another, with tips to S. In the 
upper, disturbed part of the filling a strap end, in other 
places more than a dozen fragments of pottery from 
the Early Iron Age and several lumps of amber with 
traces of working; one with a pierced hole. I. Adult; 
additionally fragment of an animal’s tooth.
Contents: 1. Bronze ladder brooch, Variant II, with 4 
rungs, upper rung trapeze-shaped, the remaining ones 
rectangular. Construction: crossbow, faceted bronze 
spring, hexagonal in cross-section, composed of two 
parts of 8 and 9 coils, separated by a projection fasten-
ing the iron axle, the right, 9 coils side of the spring is 
resilient. Bow and rungs made of one piece of bronze, 
3rd rung shorter than the others, fragments of both 
bottom rungs broken off; solid catchplate, foot face-
ted, trapeze-shaped in cross-section; at the ends of 
the axle bosses with superimposed pairs of rings of 
incised wire. Ornament: single groove along the low-
er edge of the shorter rung, the remaining ones with 
lengthwise grooves on the whole upper surface; L. 3.4 
cm, W. 4.9 cm, H. 1.7 cm. 2. Hook ring of bronze wire 
oval-shaped in cross-section with hook fastening; 
Dm. 6.4 cm. 3. Bronze lancet-shaped strap end with 
2 rivet holes at the partly broken off end, 1 rivet has 
been preserved, faceted in the lower part. Decorated 
with a row of triangles punched along the edges and a 
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transverse engraved line in the central part; L. 4.8 cm, 
W. 1.2 cm. 4. Fragment of the central part of the blade 
of an iron knife with remains of a wooden sheath cove-
red with bronze foil. Ornament: on the foil embossed 
railing pattern delimited by double pearl-like lines; 
preserved L. of the knife 6.6 cm, W. 1.6 cm, W. of the 
foil 1.9 cm. 5. Iron one-edged sword, blade of an even 
width at a considerable length, near the point it tapers 
towards a massive, wide back, T-shaped in cross-sec-
tion; tang distinguished on both sides: more on the 
back side, at right angles, and at the edge side at an 
obtuse angle, end of the tang broken off; total L. 58.8 
cm, L. of the tang 5.4 cm, W. 4.5 cm, W. of the back 
1.2 cm. 6. Remains of the sword’s scabbard: on the 
corroded blade of the sword fragments of thin chips 
of wood, in the point part an iron U-shaped chape 
with uneven arms, the longer arm on the side of the 
sword’s back; L. of the longer arm 12.2 cm, L. of the 
shorter arm 7.4 cm, W. of the U-shaped part 1.0-1.2 
cm. 7. Iron shafted weapon’s head, Type Kazakyavi-
chyus V, slim, narrow blade with slightly marked out 
midrib at the whole length of the blade; socket circu-
lar in cross-section, narrow; G. 35.3 cm, A. 3.7 cm, 
T. 12.5 cm, Q. 17.6 cm, Dm. of the socket 2.1 cm. 8. 
Iron shafted weapon’s head, Type Kazakyavichyus V, 
with a slightly broader blade, flat rhomboid in cross-
section; socket circular in cross-section, narrow; tip 
of the blade missing; preserved G. 36.6 cm, A. 4.8 
cm, T. 13.5 cm, Q. 17.7 cm, Dm. of the socket 2.2 
cm. 9. More than a dozen fragments of pottery; ear-
lier than the feature, typical of the Early Iron Age, in 
secondary context (not drawn). 10. 2 lumps of am-
ber; one with traces of pre-working and a bored hole; 
Dms. 2.7x2.5 cm.
 Horse grave. Hind-part and back of a horse 
below the stone cist, (plan drawn at 110 cm below sur-
face), deposited in the narrow, bottom part of the pit, 
elongated at N-S; Dms. at the skeleton level 225x70 
cm. Filling: light brown soil. Skeleton preserved in 
minor part, oriented along N-S with head to S; horse 
standing, legs bent as the soil set in, neck extended 
upwards, head turned to the left, muzzle down; snaf-
fle bit in muzzle, on the skull headgear fittings, partly 
disturbed. I. Individual aged ca 1 year.
Contents: 11. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bi-
partite with iron rings; strongly corroded, rings frag-
mentarily preserved; WB. ca 15.5 cm, L. of the links 
ca 9.5 cm, Dm of the rings 5.2 cm. 12. 17 bronze head-
gear strap mounts of thin sheet, rectangular with pairs 
of rivets with hemispherical heads at the ends. Orna-
ment: 4 items decorated at the edges with stamped tri-
angles, the remaining ones with double grooves along 
the edges. Near some of them preserved remains of 

leather; L. 4.5-6.7 cm, L. of the 2 shorter items 2.0 
cm and 2.7 cm, W. 0.9-1.1 cm. 13. 2 bronze fittings 
of sheet, rectangular, curved, joined to rectangular 
washers of bronze sheet of similar dimensions with 
five longer rivets with hemispherical heads, between 
the plates remains of leather. Ornament: lines en-
graved along longer edges and adjoining them rows of 
punched triangles; L. 4.3 cm and 4.2 cm, W. 1.2 cm. 
14. 6 bronze headgear strap connectors, Type Ørsnes 
9D1/9D2, with hemispherical bosses in the middle, 
each with four rectangular projections for rivets. Or-
nament: around the central bosses line of punched tri-
angles and a line of dots, at the ends of the arms triple 
grooves; Dms. 4.4 cm, H. 1.0 cm, Th. 0.15 cm. 15. 3 
bronze lancet-shaped strap ends, faceted, 2 with a pair 
of rivets in the upper part, 1 with single rivet where 
a fragment of leather was preserved. Ornament: 2 with 
a metope field marked out in the waist, 1 decorated in 
the waist with a horizontal engraved line, with a sin-
gle rivet in the upper part, all decorated with a double 
lines engraved at the edge of the upper part; L. of the 
items with pairs of rivets 4.9 cm, W. of them 0.9 cm, 
L. of the item with a single rivet 4.5 cm, W. of it 1.2 
cm. 16. Bronze buckle, Type Butėnas III.2, for fasten-
ing headgear straps, rectangular ferrule with one rivet 
and oval shaped frame, spike bent at the end over the 
frame. Ferrule decorated with double grooves along 
the edges; H. 2.0 cm. W. of the frame 1.3 cm, L. of the 
ferrule 1.6 cm. 17. Bronze buckle, Type Butėnas IV.4, 
for fastening headgear straps, rectangular ferrule bro-
ken off at the end, trapeze-shaped frame, spike bent 
over the frame. Ferrule decorated with double grooves 
along the edge, frame nearby the bent end of the prick 
decorated with transverse grooves; H. 1.8 cm, W. 
of the frame 1.3 cm, L. of the ferrule ca 1.6 cm. 18. 
Bronze plate (fragment of a bracelet?), lenticular; bro-
ken off at the ends. Ornament: a row of dots punched 
along the edge; preserved L. 5.1 cm.
Chronology: Phase 3.

Grave 61: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, damaged, over a damaged skeleton horse 
grave (Pl. XL)
 Human grave. At 50 cm below surface, da-
maged by ploughing, survived remains of the filling, 
irregular in shape, elongated along NE-SW; Dms. 
190x130 cm, D. up. to 35 cm. Filling: in the upper 
part in N side black soil mixed with sand with a few 
charcoals, some small fragments of burnt human 
bones and a fragment of a vessel, in the remaining 
part light grey soil.
Contents: 1. Upper part of a clay flask-shaped vessel, 
with the neck tapering towards the top, a straight rim 
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and biconical belly; surface carelessly polished; yel-
low-brown in colour; admixture: fine-grained crushed 
stone; reconstructed from fragments. Ornament: at the 
belly bend a row of finger-made dimples; R. 4.4 cm.
 Horse grave. Horse skeleton at the depth of 
ca 30 cm below the destroyed pit of a cremation bur-
ial; skeleton fragmentarily preserved and partly dis-
turbed, oriented along N-S with head to S, slightly 
turned to E; horse lying belly down with legs tucked 
under, neck extended upwards and head muzzle for-
ward; snaffle bit in muzzle. I. Adult, WH. 133 cm.
Horse grave inventory: 2. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 
1C1, bipartite with small iron rings; fragmentarily pre-
served; reconstructed Dm. of the rings ca 3.5 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Feature 62: modern pit (Pl. XLI)
 At ca 30 cm below surface, under a layer of 
mixed sand, irregular outline, elongated along N-S; 
L. ca 480 cm. Filling: dark soil, at N and S edges 
patches of burning with charcoals and burnt bones, in 
the centre a well-visible patch of brown, mixed soil. 
In central part outline of modern pit located between 
2 cremation burial pits, partly disturbing them, with 
fragments of pottery from the Early Iron Age and 
modern times, as well as single potsherds from the 
destroyed graves; central outline was called feature 
62, grave at the N edge of the feature 62 A and from 
the S edge 62 B.
Contents: 1. Fragments of pottery characteristic of the 
Early Iron Age, in secondary context and from modern 
times (not drawn). 2. Single small fragments of pot-
tery from destroyed graves 62A and 62B (not drawn).
Chronology: modern times.

Grave 62A: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed, over a skeleton grave of 2 horses 
(Pl. XLI-XLII)
 Human grave. Pit of the cremation burial dis-
turbed in upper part by feature 62, outline approxi-
mately circular, trough-shaped profile; Dm. ca 120 
cm, D. ca 40 cm. Filling: black soil with charcoals 
and scattered burnt human bones. In the disturbed 
upper part several medium-sized stones (probably 
remains of destroyed stone cist or pavement). In the 
centre a standing vessel, next to it several fragments 
of fitting of a drinking horn. I. Probably adult man; 
additionally small animal bones.
Contents: 1. Single, small, embossed fragments of 
a fitting of a drinking horn, survived as pieces of 
bronze foil. Ornament: 2 larger fragments of em-
bossed railing pattern delimited with horizontal lines. 
2. Clay flask-shaped vessel, large, with an elongated 

bulging belly gently merging into a slim neck taper-
ing to a very narrow mouth with a straight edge; sur-
face well-polished; yellow-brown in colour; admix-
ture: medium-grained crushed stone; H. 24 cm, R. 5.8 
cm, BL. 15.3 cm, B. 7.8 cm.
Grave of 2 horses. Narrow pit of horse grave below 
the cremation burial, elongated along NW-SE (in the 
bottom part limits impossible to determine); Dms. 
170x60 cm, reconstructed D. up to ca 90 cm from the 
surface. Filling: light-grey sand. Skeleton of horse I 
oriented along NW-SE with head to SE; horse stand-
ing with bent hind-legs and fore-legs stretched for-
ward, neck and head slightly lifted and turned to the 
right, muzzle downwards; snaffle bit in muzzle, next 
to it 2 small iron buckles (probably from cheekpieces 
and reins) and 1 mount. Skeleton of horse II identified 
basing exclusively on archaeozoological analysis. I. 
Horse I: male, ca 8 years old, WH. 132.6 cm. Horse 
II: 6 years old.
Contents: 3. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipar-
tite with iron rings, asymmetrical; poorly preserved, 
one of the links crushed; reconstructed WB. ca 13 cm, 
L. of one of the links 8.4 cm, Dm. of the rings 4.5 cm. 
4. Iron buckle, Type Butėnas IV.3/4, with an approxi-
mately rectangular frame; strongly corroded; H. 2.6 
cm, W. 1.9 cm. 5. Iron buckle, Type Butėnas IV.3/4, 
with an approximately trapeze-shaped frame; strongly 
corroded; H. 2.7 cm, W. 2.0 cm. 6. Iron strap mount, 
rectangular, bent a the ends, joined with a smaller 
rectangular washer by means of 2 rivets with large 
heads; L. 2.4 cm, W. 1.0 cm.
Chronology: Phase 3?

Grave 62B: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. 
XLI, XLIII)
 Human grave. Burial pit disturbed from N 
by feature 62, irregular in shape (initially probably 
oval); Dms. 140x120 cm, preserved D. 40 cm. Fill-
ing: brown-black soil with charcoals and small burnt 
bones, with several potsherds (other ones, from the 
same vessel, were uncovered in the neighbouring pit) 
and fragment of a brooch. I. Adult.
Contents: 1. Bronze spring and pseudo-chord of 
a brooch, probably the ladder one of Variant III. Con-
struction: pseudo-crossbow, bronze spring made up of 
2 parts 6 coils each, separated by a projection for fixing 
the iron axle, on the right side of the axle hook-shaped 
end of the spring, resting on the imitation chord on 
the underside, only right side of the spring is resilient; 
pseudo-chord fixed on the axle by means of semi-cir-
cular plates with holes for the axle, originally adjoin-
ing with their flat parts to the underside of the rung, 
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in central part of the imitation chord a notch in which 
originally the central part of the bow rested (now bro-
ken). Imitation chord trapeze-shaped in cross-section; 
on the left side of the spring a decorative boss with 2 
rings of incised bronze wire, on the opposite end boss 
without preserved rings (visible grooves for attaching 
them). Ornament: 3 short, transverse notches at the 
sides of the pseudo-chord; preserved W. 4.7 cm. 2. 
Small fragments of a thin-walled clay vessel; surface 
well-polished and glossy; dark brown in colour; ad-
mixture: medium-grained crushed stone; form impos-
sible to reconstruct (not drawn).
 Horse grave. Very narrow pit below the cre-
mation burial, elongated along NE-SW; Dms. 185x45 
cm, D. 110 cm. Filling: light-grey sand. Skeleton 
partly disturbed by feature 62, oriented along NE-SW 
with head to SW; horse standing with fore-legs slight-
ly bent, hind-legs squatting, neck extended forward, 
head muzzle down; snaffle bit in muzzle, on the skull 
headgear fittings (from cheekpieces and a headpiece). 
I. Male, ca 6 years old.
Contents: 3. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipar-
tite with iron rings rectangular in cross-section; WB. 
13.5 cm, L. of the links 8.2 cm and 9.2 cm, Dm. of the 
rings 5.5 cm and 6.0 cm. 4. 10 bronze headgear strap 
mounts, rectangular with a rivet with a large hemi-
spherical head at either end (near the rivets preserved 
remains of leather), on the underside small washers 
of bronze plates. Ornament: double grooves along 
the sides; L. 4.0-4.4 cm, W. 1.0-1.1 cm. 5. 3 bronze 
strap connectors, Type Ørsnes 9D1, in the shape of 
equal-armed crosses with hemispherical bosses in the 
centre; at the end of each arm a rivet with a hemi-
spherical head and approximately rectangular washer 
on the underside; one item repaired (two additional 
rivets without heads near the bulge). Ornament: the 
boss surrounded with punched circles, along the edge 
double engraved lines; reconstructed Dms. 3.0 cm, 
3.3 cm and 3.5 cm, Dm. of the bosses 1.0-1.1 cm.
Chronology: Phase 1.

Feature 63: modern (?) pit (Pl. XLIV)
 A 50 cm below surface, irregular outline elon-
gated at NNE-SSW; Dms. 150x60 cm., D. several 
cm. Filling: light brown sand.
Contents: none.
Chronology: modern times?

Grave 64: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed (Pl. XLIV)
 At 45 cm below surface, bottom part of the bur-
ial, circular in outline, trough–shaped profile; Dm. ca 
65 cm, D. ca 20 cm. Filling: black soil with charcoals 

and burnt bones with fragments of vessels. I. Adult 
(probably a woman), 25-35 years old; additionally 
a few bones of an undetermined animal.
Contents: 1. 9 fragments of clay vessels, 2 of them 
with brown polished surfaces – possibly from the 
grave; the remaining ones with roughened surfaces – 
addition from feature 64A (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Feature 64A: pit from a settlement from the Early 
Iron Age (Pl. XLII)
 At 45 cm below surface, next to grave 64, pit 
circular in outline, flat bottom; Dm. 65 cm, D. 55 cm. 
Filling: grey-yellow sand without traces of burning 
with several fragments of vessels.
Contents: 1. Several fragments of vessels; roughened 
surfaces, typical of the Early Iron Age (not drawn).
Chronology: Early Iron Age.

Grave 65: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
damaged, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. XLV)
 Human grave. Pit in upper part disturbed by 
ploughing, exact outline of the whole burial pit was 
visible only in profile, in the central part of the pit ap-
proximately oval-shaped outline oriented along NE-
SW, in bottom part approximately circular in shape, 
trough-shaped profile; L. along NE-SW axis 210 cm, 
Dms. of the oval outline in central part ca 100x50 cm, 
Dm. of the bottom part ca 40 cm, D. 35 cm. Filling: in 
upper part light brown soil, in central part black soil 
with charcoals and burnt human bones. In the centre 
of the bottom part standing cracked vessel, fragment 
of a hook ring (?) and fragment of an iron object. I. 
Individual aged ca 25 years.
Contents: 1. Fragment of a hook ring (?) of bronze 
twisted wire; preserved L. 2.1 cm, Th. 0.2 cm. 2. 
Fragment of an iron object, probably a fastener for 
reins or a frame of a buckle; preserved L. 2.0 cm, 
W. 1.9 cm, Th. 0.4 cm. 3. Flask-shaped clay vessel 
with conical belly, gentle belly bend below half of its 
height, elongated neck and straight rim; surface well-
polished; brown in colour; admixture: fine-grained 
crushed stone or sand; reconstructed from fragments; 
H. 16.6 cm, R. 6.6 cm, BL. 11.7 cm, B. 5.0 cm.
 Horse grave. Poorly preserved horse skeleton 
ca 30 cm below the bottom of the cremation grave (a 
pit with an outline impossible to determine); skeleton 
oriented along NE-SW with head to SW; horse lying 
belly down with hind- and fore-legs tucked under, neck 
stretched upwards and forwards, head muzzle down; 
snaffle bit in muzzle, inside the bit rings 2 ferrules.
Contents: 4. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipar-
tite with iron rings, on the rings bronze cheekpiece (?) 
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ferrules, rectangular, with 2 rivets with large, hemi-
spherical heads; one of the links fragmentarily pre-
served. Ornament: double grooves at the edges of fer-
rules; L. of the link 8.0 cm, Dm. of the rings 5.6 cm, 
L. of the ferrules 3.8 cm, W. of the plates 1.1 cm. 5. 2 
iron fittings of double rectangular plates joined with 3 
iron rivets with hemispherical bronze heads; between 
the plates remains of the leather from the strap (rein 
fastening?); L. 2.8 cm and 2.6 cm, W. 1.2 cm, L. of 
the rivets 1.5 cm.
Chronology: Phase 1.

Feature 66: modern pit (lack of detailed documen-
tation)

Grave (?) 67: probably destroyed cremation buri-
al with remains of the pyre overlying a pit from the 
Early Iron Age (Pl. XLVI)
 At 40 cm below surface, upper part of the filling 
disturbed by ploughing, irregular in outline, at the lower 
level the shape of the pit circular and sack-like in pro-
file; Dms. ca 175x155 cm, D. 105 cm. Filling: brown 
soil with patches of burning, charcoals and single burnt 
bones, at the lower level grey sand with thin dark layers 
with several fragments of pottery and a piece of flint 
(remnant of the Early Iron Age feature?), nearby in the 
natural sterile ground traces of 3 posts.
Contents: 1. Several fragments of pottery from the 
Early Iron Age (not drawn). 2. Uncharacteristic flint 
fragment (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period (?) and Early 
Iron Age.

Feature 68: pit, damaged (Pl. XLIV)
 At 40 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing, irregular dark patch on the sand; limits in profile 
unclear; Dms. of the main outline 70x55 cm. Filling: 
dark brown soil with patches of black soil with burn-
ing and 17 fragments of Pomeranian flint and several 
potsherds.
Contents: 1. Small fragments of pottery, probably Ne-
olithic (not drawn). 2. Fragment of an Oldesloe point, 
pressure technique, in secondary context; preserved L. 
2.6 cm. 3. Bipolar and bifacial core with a retouch of 
one edge, pressure technique; Dms. 1.8x0.7x0.5 cm. 4. 
End scraper made of small flake, splintered technique; 
Dms. 0.9x1.9x0.4 cm. 5. Fragment of a core, splin-
tered technique; Dms. 2.7x1.5x0.5 cm (not drawn). 6. 
Bipolar and unifacial core, splintered technique; Dms. 
2.7x1.5x0.5 cm (not drawn). 7. Flake, splintered tech-
nique; Dms. 1.4x0.7x0.1 cm (not drawn). 8. Medial 
fragment of a bladlet with traces of burning, covered 
by white patina, pressure technique, in secondary 

context; Dms. 1.3x0.7x0.2 cm (not drawn). 9. Dis-
talal fragment of a bladlet ‘overshot piece’, pressure 
technique, in secondary context; Dms. 1.7x0.8x0.5 cm 
(not drawn). 10. Bipolar and unifacial core, splintered 
technique; Dms. 2.5x1.8x0.7 cm (not drawn). 11. Bi-
polar and bifacial core, splintered technique; Dms. 
1.6x1.6x0.7 cm. 12. End scraper, splintered tech-
nique; Dms. 2.1x1.4x1.0 cm. 13. Cortex flake, splin-
tered technique; Dms. 1.7x1.1x0.3 cm (not drawn). 
14. Bipolar and bifacial core, splintered technique; 
Dms. 1.8x1.1x0.4 cm (not drawn). 15. Fragment of a 
core, splintered technique; Dms. 1.6x1.2x0.8 cm (not 
drawn). 16. Retouched flake, splintered technique; 
Dms. 1.8x0.7x0.5 cm (not drawn). 17. Single plat-
form blade core with traces of regular preparation on 
one side, pressure technique; Dms. 3.0x0.8x0.9 cm. 
18. Backed bladelet, pressure technique, in secondary 
context; Dms. 2.8x0.8x0.3 cm.
Chronology: Neolithic with a few Mesolithic forms 
in secondary context.

Grave 69: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. XLIV)
 At 54 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing, bottom part of a pit of a blurred outline; Dms. 
95x70 cm, Th. a few cm. Filling: black soil with char-
coals, mixed by ploughing, with a fragment of a shaf-
ted weapon’s head.
Contents: 1. Fragments of a socket of an iron shafted 
weapon’s head, Type (?); preserved T. 5.1 cm, Dm. of 
the socket 1.8 cm.
Chronology: Phase 3?

Grave 70 (70-72): cremation pit burial with remains 
of pyre, damaged, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. 
XLVII)
 Human grave. At 26 cm below surface, de-
stroyed by ploughing; in a layer of grey-black soil 
with 3 concentrations, initially 3 adjoining outlines of 
burial pits were distinguished (Nos 70, 71 and 72); as 
they were located over a single horse grave, ultimately 
they were assumed to be remains of one destroyed 
burial, elongated at NW-SE; Dms. 190x140 cm. Fill-
ing: grey-black soil with charcoals, with a few frag-
ments of burnt bones and pottery. Drawing records 
incomplete. I. Individual of delicate build, probably 
a child.
Contents: 1. 3 small, uncharacteristic fragments of 
pottery (not drawn).
 Horse grave. Poorly preserved horse skeleton 
ca 40 cm below the destruction layer of the cremation 
burial, in elongated pit (outline impossible to deter-
mine); skeleton oriented along NE-SW with head to 
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SW; horse lying on its right side, pulled up legs, neck 
unnaturally bent backwards, head turned back; snaf-
fle bit in muzzle, under the bones of the fore-legs an 
iron ring (probably of the bit). I. Individual aged ca 2 
years.
Contents: 2. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C2, tri-
partite with iron rings, asymmetrical links; WB. ca 
12.0 cm, L. of the links 5.8 cm, 4.9 cm and 6.0 cm, 
Dm. of the rings 3.6 cm and 4.1 cm. 3. Iron bit ring 
(?); Dm. 4.1 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Feature 73: pit of undetermined function (Pl. XLIV)
 At 20 cm below surface, pit irregular in shape; 
Dms. 60x55 cm, D. 18 cm. Filling: light grey sand 
with several potsherds.
Contents: 1. Several small fragments of vessels; sur-
face carelessly polished; light brown in colour; pro-
bably contemporary to the cemetery (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Feature 74: pit of undetermined function, destroyed 
(Pl. XLVII)
 At 15 cm below surface, small depression of 
irregular shape; Dms. 50x45 cm, D. 15 cm. Filling: 
light grey sand with several small potsherds and one 
burnt fragment of bone (probably brought by plough-
ing from the neighbouring grave).
Contents: 1. Several small fragments of vessels; sur-
face carelessly polished; probably from the Early Iron 
Age (not drawn).
Chronology: Early Iron Age?

Grave 75: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. XLVII)
 At 19 cm below surface, pit oval shaped in 
outline, elongated along NE-SW; Dms. 70x40 cm, D. 
25 cm. Filling: black soil with charcoals, mixed with 
sand, with several fragments of burnt bones, a piece 
of an antler, fragments of pottery and several small 
pieces of amber.
Contents: 1. Several small, uncharacteristic frag-
ments of pottery (not drawn). 2. Several small pieces 
of amber (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 76: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. XLVIII)
 At 52 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing, preserved bottom part of the burial pit with ir-
regular outline; Dms. 80x70 cm, D. 10 cm. Filling: 
dark brown soil with charcoals, a few small fragments 
of burnt bones and 1 potsherd.

Contents: 1. 1 small, uncharacteristic fragment of 
pottery (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 77: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
damaged, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. XLIX)
 Human grave. At 40 cm below surface, under 
a layer of mixed sand, survived bottom part of a burial 
pit, oval in outline, elongated along N-S; Dms. 90x60 
cm, D. 15 cm. Filling: black soil with charcoals, with 
a few small fragments of crushed burnt bones. In the 
N part base part of a standing clay vessel. In S part an 
iron object (outside the pit). I. Several burnt human 
an animal bones.
Contents: 1. Iron bar doubly bent with one end sharp-
ly tapering, the other end wide (a fitting of an undeter-
mined wooden object?); L. 4.1 cm, W. 1.7 cm. 2. Frag-
ment of a biconical clay vessel with a long, slim neck, 
upper part missing; the external surface well-polished 
and glossy, inside carelessly rubbed out traces of fix-
ing clay coils; the external surface yellow-brown in 
colour; average amount of admixture of crushed stone 
of various grains; BL. 15.5 cm, B. 8.2 cm.
 Horse grave. Back and hind-part of a horse im-
mediately under the bottom of the human grave (out-
line of the horse grave pit blurred); skeleton oriented 
along N-S with head to S; horse lying belly down, fore-
legs strongly pulled up, hind-legs slightly bent, rump 
higher than head, head extended forwards; snaffle bit 
in muzzle. I. Male, ca 5-5.5 years old, WH. 132.5 cm.
Contents: 3. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipar-
tite with iron rings, links of the bit broken off at the 
seam; WB. 14-15 cm, Dm. of the rings 5.3 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 78: double cremation pit burial with re-
mains of pyre, under a stone pavement, disturbed, 
over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. L)
 Human grave. At 57 cm below surface, dis-
turbed by ploughing, pit oval in outline, elongated 
along NW-SE, trough-shaped in cross-section; Dms. 
100x55 cm, D. ca 25 cm. Filling: black soil with char-
coals and burnt human bones. On the surface of the 
pit concentration of 4 stones (remains of the pave-
ment covering the grave). From SE the pit is adjoined 
by another, smaller outline with a similar filling and 
content; D. ca 20 cm. I. Larger pit: adult; smaller pit: 
child; additionally single burnt animal bones.
Contents: none.
 Horse grave. Horse skeleton well-preserved, 
the back of the horse buried immediately below the 
larger pit of the human grave, the skull below the 
smaller pit (outline of the burial pit blurred, in the 
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deeper part impossible to determine in yellow sand); 
skeleton oriented along NW-SE with head to SE; horse 
lying, rump on the right side, hind-legs one under an-
other, turned to the left and slightly bent, fore-legs bent 
and located under the muzzle, head slightly turned to 
the right; snaffle bit in muzzle with rein and cheekpiec-
es mounts (?), on the skull headgear strap fittings in an 
almost unbroken arrangement: cheekpieces, browband 
composed of 3 straps, noseband composed of 2 straps 
and middle strap running along the axis of the head be-
tween the eye-sockets from the browband to the level 
below the noseband, at its end a strap end. I. Male, ca 
4.5-5.5 years old, WH. 133.3 cm.
Contents: 1. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipar-
tite with small iron rings rectangular in cross-section, 
on one of them 2 bronze rein and cheekpiece ferrules, 
on the other 1 broken off, ferrules made of rectangu-
lar plates, bent double, embracing the ring and joined 
to the straps with pairs of rivets. Ornament: double 
grooves along the edges of ferrules; WB. 13.8 cm, 
Dm. of the rings 4.2 cm and 4.5 cm, L. of the com-
pletely preserved ferrules 5.6 cm and 3.8 cm. 2. 20 
bronze headgear strap mounts of thin sheet, rectan-
gular, at the ends and in central parts short rivets with 
small hemispherical heads (usually 3 items). Orna-
ment: double grooves along longer edges; L. 4.0-13.8 
cm, W. 1.1 cm, L. of the rivets 0.5 cm. 3. Bronze strap 
end with 2 rivets, rectangular at one end, rounded at 
the other. Ornament: 2 embossed hemispherical boss-
es; L. 4.0 cm, W. 1.3 cm, Dm. of the bosses 0.3 cm. 
4. 3 bronze rivets joining crossed straps, with hemi-
spherical heads, shaft ends hammered down or bent, 
in one case a small washer preserved; probably origi-
nally there were more of them; L. of the rivets 1.1-1.3 
cm, Dm. of the bosses 1.5-1.7 cm, H. 0.9 cm.
Chronology: Phase 1-2.

Feature 79: topsoil depression without artefacts 
(Pl. XLVIII)
 At 62 cm below surface, outline close to cir-
cular, unclear in profile; Dm. ca 100 cm. Filling: dark 
grey soil.
Contents: none.
Chronology: unknown.

Grave 80: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
damaged, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. XLVIII)
 Human grave. Disturbed by ploughing, pre-
served in bottom part, oval in outline, elongated along 
N-S; Dms. 180x60 cm, D. 12 cm. Filling: black soil 
mixed with sand, with charcoals, burnt bones and 
a ring. I. Individual aged ca 2 years; additionally sin-
gle burnt animal bones.

Contents: 1. Bronze ring of undecorated wire, circu-
lar in cross-section, with tapering, unconnected ends; 
Dm. 2.8 cm.
 Horse grave. Fragmentarily preserved horse 
skeleton ca 15 cm below the bottom of the crema-
tion burial pit (limits of the burial pit unrecorded, plan 
drawn at 78 cm below surface); skeleton oriented along 
N-S with head to S; horse lying belly down, probably 
leaning to the left side, with legs tucked under; snaffle 
bit in muzzle. I. Individual aged ca 2 years.
Contents: 2. Iron snaffle bit, Type (?), with iron 
rings, one of the links shorter, made of a bar bent in 
half; preserved fragment of 1 ring and 2 links; Dm. 
of the ring 4.6 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Feature 81: cremation burial or settlement pit 
from the Early Iron Age (Pl. LI)
 At 35 cm below surface, pit in outline close to 
oval, elongated along NE-SW; Dms. 75x55 cm, D. 6 
cm. Filling: compact black soil with charcoals, burnt 
human and animal bones, burnt broken stones and 
several hundred potsherds.
Contents: 1. Fragment of the clay mug with a handle, 
Type Okulicz VIII/Hoffmann VII; secondarily burnt; W. 
of the handle 2.9 cm. 2. Fragment of the clay mug with 
a handle, Type Okulicz VIII/Hoffmann VII; secondarily 
burnt; R. 9.4 cm, W. of the handle 2.1 cm. 3. Several 
hundred fragments of 8-10 secondarily burnt clay ves-
sels of the West Balt Barrow culture (not drawn).
Chronology: Early Iron Age.

Grave 82: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, damaged, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. LII)
 Human grave. At 43 cm below surface, burial 
pit oval-shaped with irregular borders (due to plough-
ing), elongated along N-S, profile trough-shaped; 
Dms. 140x70 cm, D. 38 cm. Filling: compact black 
soil with charcoals and strongly fragmented burned 
human bones, in the upper part mixed with sand. In 
the centre of the pit a slightly leaning and cracked 
flask-shaped clay vessel, next to it crumbled drinking 
horn fittings, bent plate, hook ring and 2 iron fittings. 
I. Child several years old and probably also adult (1 
fragment of a massive long bone).
Contents: 1. Bronze plate, perhaps a fragment of the 
fitting of the edge of a drinking horn, bent at one side; 
L. 3.2 cm. 2. Hook ring of bronze, thin twisted wire 
with hook fastening; Dm. 4.5 cm, Th. 1.2 cm. 3. 2 
iron fittings of rectangular plates of unknown func-
tion, bent into a C-shape; L. 1.8 cm, W. 1.2 cm, W. of 
the plates 0.8 cm. 4. Fragments of a silver foil fittings 
of a drinking horn. Embossed ornament: on better 
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preserved plates alternating bands with motifs of rail-
ing rows, horizontal lines and triangles and rhombus-
es delineated by triple lines. 5. Upper part of a flask-
shaped clay vessel, biconical belly bend, very slim 
neck, straight rim with the edge slanting outwards; 
surface well-polished, glossy; brown in colour; H. of 
the neck 11 cm, R. 5.8 cm, BL. 8.8 cm.
 Horse grave. Horse skeleton immediately un-
der the bottom of the cremation burial (limits of the 
burial pit impossible to distinguish in yellow sand, 
plan drawn at 176 cm below surface); skeleton orient-
ed along N-S with head to S; horse lying belly down 
with hind-legs tucked under and fore-legs under the 
muzzle, neck extended upwards, head muzzle down; 
snaffle bit in muzzle, on the skull fragments of crum-
bled headgear strap fittings, a strap end and the strap 
mount. I. Male, ca 4-5 years old, WH. 136.3 cm.
Contents: 6. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bi-
partite with iron rings rectangular in cross-section; 
corroded, preserved rings and ends of the links; Dm. 
of the rings 4.8 cm and 5.0 cm. 7. Bronze strap end, 
lancet-shaped with a faceted tongue and transverse 
lines in the waist, with 1 rivet; L. 4.4 cm, W. 0.8 cm. 
8. Bronze strap mount of tapering band, on the wider 
side broken off, rounded at the end, with single rivet 
holes at either end. Ornament: lengthwise grooves; 
preserved L. 3.2 cm. 9. Several ten small fragments of 
bronze headgear strap mounts. Embossed ornament: 
alternating bands with motifs of railing rows, hori-
zontal lines and triangles and rhombuses delineated 
by triple lines; in some of the plates double holes with 
bronze wires for fastening to the strap, band-shaped 
in cross-section, bent inside at the end.
Chronology: Phase 3.

Grave 83: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. LIII-LV, CVII:3)
 Human grave. At 11 cm below surface, a pit 
irregular in outline, trough-shaped profile; Dms. 75x65 
cm, D. ca 30 cm. Filling: black soil. On the surface of 
the pit medium-sized stone with traces of polishing 
(remains of a pavement?); near the bottom layer with 
great amount of charcoals together with burnt human 
bones and grave goods: vessel lying on its side, next 
to it remains of a drinking horn with crumbled fittings 
of silver foil, a comb, a brooch, a buckle and 2 belt 
mounts; in the whole filling: several small lumps of 
raw amber. I. Adult, probably a woman. II. Charcoals 
from the pit: spruce, birch.
Contents: 1. Bronze plate brooch, close to Type Wólka 
Prusinowska, with a convex bow; upper (head) plate 
oval-shaped, lower (foot) plate – heart-shaped; at the 
end of the foot a tongue-shaped projection. Crossbow 

construction: 7-coil spring with lower chord, fixed to 
the axis placed on two projections at the underside 
of the head plate. Ornament: along the edge of the 
plates and in the centre of the bow, at its axis; sin-
gle lines made of stamped triangles with a concentric, 
convex circle; L. 5.3 cm, H. 1.5 cm, W. of the upper 
plate 2.2 cm, W. of the lower plate 2.1 cm. 2. Bronze 
buckle, close to Type Butėnas I.1, with an irregular 
oval frame, made of thin wire rectangular in cross-
section, spike made of wire, at the end bent over the 
frame; H. 1.7 cm, W. 1.3 cm. 3. 2 bronze belt fittings, 
rectangular with rivet holes at the ends. Ornament: 
double grooves along longer edges; L. 2.1 cm, W. 
0.7 cm. 4. Several ten small fragments of a drinking 
horn fitting made of silver foil (complete reconstruc-
tion impossible). Embossed ornament, visible on the 
larger fragments: bands of railing motif and double 
pearl-like lines separated by horizontal lines. 5. Comb 
made of fallen deer antler, three-layer with decorative 
outer plates in the shape of low semi-circles, original-
ly joined by 7 bronze rivets with high hemispherical 
heads (5 rivets preserved); fragmentarily preserved 
(among the fragments there were also elements of 
the case). Ornament: the better preserved outer plate 
is decorated with fourfold lines engraved along the 
semi-circular handle and the base of the teeth, on the 
preserved end a zone decorated with vertical rows of 
concentric circles, separated by 3 vertical lines; pre-
served L. 11.2 cm, H. of the plate 2.1 cm. 6. Flask-
shaped clay vessel with a biconical belly and belly 
bend at ca 1/3 of the height, slim neck, slightly flaring 
towards the rim with a straight edge; surface polished; 
light brown in colour; admixture: fine- and medium-
grained crushed stone. Ornament in 3 zones: under 
the rim, at the belly bend and near the base – groups 
of carelessly engraved horizontal lines, in two upper 
bands additionally oblique punctures made with a 
sharp tool; H. 17.2 cm, R. 5.3 cm, BL. 11.6 cm, B. 5.7 
cm. 7. More than a dozen small lumps of raw amber 
(not drawn).
 Horse grave. Poorly preserved horse skeleton 
below the bottom of the human cremation grave, back 
immediately under the bottom of the cremation bur-
ial; pit with a poorly visible outline, probably elon-
gated along N-S; skeleton oriented along N-S with 
head to S; animal lying belly down, hind-legs tucked 
under, fore-part leaning to the right side, right fore-
leg tucked under the trunk and left fore-leg stretched, 
head directed to the left; snaffle bit with bronze rings 
in muzzle, on the skull headgear strap fittings in an 
unbroken arrangement: both cheekpieces, headpiece, 
browband and noseband as well as the central strap 
running between the headpiece and noseband, below 
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the noseband a single lancet-shaped fitting. I. Male, 
ca 5 years old, WH. 127.9 cm.
Contents: 8. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipar-
tite with bronze rings, hexagonal in cross-section with 
bronze rein and cheekpiece ferrules: 2 on 1st and 1 on 
2nd, ferrules made of rectangular plates bent in half, 
each with 3 rivets and fragments of leather preserved 
between the plates; links fragmentarily preserved. Or-
nament: grooves or pseudo-pearl-like lines along long-
er edges; Dm. of the rings 5.3 cm, L. of the ferrules 
5.4 cm, 5.4 cm and 5.7 cm, W. of the ferrules 1.1 cm. 
9. 24 bronze strap mounts made of rectangular plates, 
at the ends pairs of rivets with hemispherical heads, 
on 11 longer plates additionally single rivets in the 
centre. Ornament: double grooves along longer edges; 
L. 4.8-8.0 cm, W. 1.1 cm. 10. 7 bronze headgear strap 
connectors, type Ørsnes 9D1/9D2, embossed in metal 
sheet hemispherical bosses with four opposing projec-
tions, at the ends of the projections pairs of rivets. Or-
nament: double row of alternating stamped triangles; 
Dms. 4.0-4.3x4.0-4.3 cm, H. 1.0 cm, Th. 0.15 cm. 
11. Bronze buckle, Type Butėnas III.1a, with kidney-
shaped frame, quadrangular in cross-section, rectangu-
lar ferrule of a bronze plate with a pair of rivets at the 
end. Ornament: frame decorated with a row of stamped 
triangles, ferrule with grooves along the edges; in the 
ferrule preserved remains of leather; H. 2.8 cm, W. of 
the frame 1.7 cm, L. of the ferrule 2.5 cm. 12. 2 bronze 
strap ends, lancet-shaped, with 2 rivets at the ferrules. 
Ornament: 1st with a plain faceted tongue, the 2nd with 
a step at the waist, decorated with transverse grooves; 
L. 4.2 cm and 4.4 cm, W. 1.3 cm and 1.4 cm.
Chronology: Phase 3.

Grave 84: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. LVI, LVII, 
CVIII:1-3)
 Human grave. Pit oval in outline, elongated 
along NW-SE, trough-shaped profile; Dms. 200x70 
cm, D. ca 40 cm. Filling heterogeneous: in the up-
per part in the centre light grey sand, at the perimeter 
black soil with traces of burning, deeper (especially 
near the bottom) black soil with charcoals and small 
burnt human bones with grave goods. In the centre 
of the deeper layer an iron one-edged sword with the 
point to SE, next to it potsherds of 2 vessels and re-
mains of a drinking horn with a fitting. To W of the 
hilt a concentration of belt fittings, a buckle and a 
brooch, some with traces of slight melting. I. Adult; II. 
Charcoals: birch (Betula sp.), oak (Quercus sp.), hazel 
wood (Corylus avellana).
Contents: 1. Bronze disc brooch with a central hemi-
spherical boss, at the edge 7 smaller bosses (imitation 

of a shield boss?). Construction: pseudo-crossbow, 
fastening fixed on a rectangular plate bent at the ends 
at right angles and soldered on the underside of the 
plate, at the ends of the plate holes for the axle, on the 
axle the spring and imitation chord; end of the spring 
supported at the back part of the disc which creates 
resilience (broken spring acts as in a hinge construc-
tion); remains of a catchplate soldered on the under-
side of the disc; Dm. 2.8 cm, Dm. of the boss 1.5 cm, 
H. of the boss 0.8 cm. 2. Bronze buckle, close to Type 
Butėnas IV.3, frame quadrangular with rounded cor-
ners, oval in cross-section, end of the spike bent on 
the frame, ferrule fragmentarily preserved; H. 1.5 cm, 
W. of the frame 1.6 cm, W. of the ferrule 1.1 cm. 3. 6 
bronze belt mounts, rectangular, with pairs of rivets 
near shorter ends and openwork octagonal pattern in 
the centres; traces of slight melting. Ornament: double 
row of stamped circles and triangles along the edges; 
L. 4.2-4.5 cm, W. 1.6-1.7 cm, Th. 0.2 cm. 4. 2 bronze, 
T-shaped belt fittings, Type Nørgård Jørgensen TR1/
Høilund Nielsen C5, with rectangular perforations in 
the centres and single rivets at the arms’ ends; traces 
of slight melting. Ornament: rows of stamped circles 
along the edges; W. 1.8 cm, W. 2.2 cm, Th. 0.2 cm. 
5. 4 bronze, tongue-shaped strap ends, Type Nørgård 
Jørgensen ZR1/Høilund Nielsen C6b, with 1 rivet at 
the ferrule, halfway along a waist; one completely pre-
served, others in fragments, some parts melted. Orna-
ment: 2 rows of stamped circles and triangles along 
the edge of the tongue, on the plate 3 stamped dots 
making up a triangle, on the waist transverse grooves; 
L. 5.9 cm, W. 1.1 cm. 6. Fragment of a bronze spike 
of a buckle Type Schilddornschnalle, fan-shaped 
base with a broken off spike and part embracing the 
frame. Ornament: double row of stamped circles and 
triangles along the edges; W. 1.4 cm. 7. Fragment of 
a bronze fan-shaped plate with 2 rivet holes (1 rivet 
preserved), probably a terminal of buckle’s ferrule. 
Ornament: double row of stamped circles and trian-
gles along the edges; W. 1.5 cm, L. of the rivet 0.7 
cm. 8. Iron one-edged sword with the blade gently 
curved, tapering towards the straight back; massive 
back, T-shaped in cross-section; tang distinguished on 
either side, triangular in cross-section; preserved L. 
67.4 cm, reconstructed L. of the tang ca 14 cm, W. of 
the blade 4.7 cm, W. of the back 1.7 cm. 9. Fragments 
of a crushed drinking horn with a crumbled fitting of 
silver foil originally superimposed on the rim and end 
of the horn. Embossed ornament: near the rim pearl-
like rows, lower down a zone marked out by a curved 
pearl-like band, within it a rosette motif; at the end 
of the horn vertical and horizontal pearl-like lines. 
10. Flask-shaped clay vessel with biconical belly and 
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slim neck; upper part missing, vessel cracked and de-
formed due to secondary burning; surface carelessly 
polished; light brown in colour; admixture: coarse- 
and medium-grained crushed stone; BL. 10.5 cm, B. 
5.0 cm. 11. Fragments of a clay vessel, probably flask-
shaped; surface polished and glossy; dark brown in 
colour; form impossible to reconstruct (not drawn).
 Horse grave. Horse skeleton immediately un-
der the layer of burning of the cremation grave (limits 
of the pit unclear); skeleton oriented along NW-SE 
with head to SE; horse lying belly down, fore-part of 
the trunk visibly leaning to the right, bent legs, neck 
arched, head turned to the left; snaffle bit in muzzle, 
near the skull scattered headgear fittings. I. Female, 
1.5-2 years old.
Contents: 12. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, 
bipartite with iron rings, on each ring 1 bronze rein 
or cheekpieces ferrule, ferrules made of rectangular 
bronze plates bent in half, originally at the ends pairs 
of nails bent at the ends; strongly corroded. Orna-
ment: ferrules decorated with double grooves along 
longer edges; Dm. of the rings 6.3 cm, W. of the fer-
rules 1.3 cm. 13. 15 bronze headgear strap mounts 
made of rectangular plates, pairs of rivets at the ends; 
some plates slightly bent, near the rivets preserved 
fragments of leather. Ornament: double grooves along 
longer edges; L. 5.8-8.5 cm, W. 1.3 cm.
Chronology: Phase 3.

Grave 85: double cenotaph? (Pl. LVIII-LXI, 
CVI:3, CVIII:4)
 At 4 cm below surface, under a layer of mixed 
soil, blurred outline of an oval pit, elongated along 
N-S, flat bottom; Dms. 125x60 cm, D. 12 cm. Filling: 
grey-yellow sand with darker patches near the me-
tal grave goods, without traces of cremation. Grave 
goods in 2 concentrations: 1st with weapons and other 
indicators of male gender, the 2nd with female indica-
tors. Bones can not have been decomposed (too many 
organic remains were preserved).
 1st concentration: along the E edge of the 
pit an one-edged sword in a scabbard, oriented along 
N-S, with point to S; next to the upper part of the 
scabbard, on the side of the blade, fragment of oak 
wood covered with leather, with a suspension plate 
(with its straight edge towards the point), a bar and 
a buckle. Along the scabbard, at the length of 20 cm 
and farther down, on the drinking horn placed ca half-
way the sword, to W from the blade: 30 belt fittings 
with preserved large fragments of narrow straps); in 
the same area also 2 buckles, 2 strap ends and frag-
ments of oak wood and lime wood. Under the sword 
2 shafted weapon’s heads with tips to N. To S from 

the drinking horn potsherds of 2 crushed vessels. Ca 
20 cm to W of the sword’s hilt: a brooch and a lump 
of amber. Along the W edge of the pit, ca 35 cm from 
the sword, a shafted weapon’s head with the tip to S.
Contents: 1. Bronze ladder brooch, Variant I, with 4 
rungs, upper rung trapeze-shaped, the remaining ones 
rectangular. Construction: pseudo-crossbow, spring 
of 2 segments 8 coils each, separated by a projection 
on the head of the bow, the iron axle goes through 
the projection, the right part of the spring is resilient: 
one of its ends becomes a pin, the other, goes outside 
– originally it rested at the underside of the imitation 
chord (this part has not been preserved); imitation 
chord of a bronze bar, trapeze-shaped in cross-sec-
tion, at the ends bent on the axle, its left side is broken 
and repaired while modern conservation process with 
tin soldering. Bow and foot trapeze-shaped in cross-
section; massive catchplate; at the ends of the spring 
2 huge bronze bosses decorated with pairs of large 
rings of thick, incised bronze wire. Ornament: on the 
1st rung a double line engraved along the upper edge, 
along lower edge a single line of punched dots, on the 
2nd rung pairs of lines engraved along the longer edg-
es, on the remaining rungs horizontal grooves on the 
whole surface; on bow single lines of dots punched 
along the edges and in the centre, near the bends; L. 
6.4 cm, H. 2.7 cm, W. with the bosses 6.1 cm, W. of the 
rungs 3.1 cm (the 1st one), 3.5 cm (the 2nd one), 2.8 cm 
(the 3rd one), reconstructed W. of the 4th one 3.8 cm. 
2-4. 3 identical bronze buckles, Type Butėnas IV.4, 
with trapezoid frames slightly concave in the place 
where the spike rested, ferrules of narrow bands, all 
broken off. Ornament: at the edges rows of stamped 
triangles filled with dots; H. 1.9 cm, W. of the frames 
1.7 cm, W. of the ferrules 0.9 cm. 5. Bronze strap end, 
lancet-shaped with faceted end and 2 rivets on the 
ferrule. Ornament: stamped triangles filled with dots 
along the edges of the ferrule; L. 6.0 cm, W. 1.0 cm. 6. 
Bronze strap end, lancet-shaped with faceted end and 
2 rivets on the ferrule. Ornament: imprints of goose 
feet-triangles with apexes outwards, along the edges 
of the ferrule; L. 4.6 cm, reconstructed W. 1.4 cm. 7. 2 
fragments of a bronze plate with tapering ends, curved, 
broken off at the end, at each of the fragments 1 rivet 
with hat-shaped and hemispherical heads. Ornament: 
row of stamped triangles filled with dots; preserved 
L. 4.9 cm and 2.6 cm. 8. 17 bronze strap mounts, rec-
tangular with single rivets at the ends, some broken 
to pieces, on the underside preserved fragments of 
leather from the straps to which fittings were attached. 
Ornament: row of stamped triangles filled with dots; 
L. 2.6-2.8 cm, W. 0.7 cm, W. of the straps ca 1 cm. 9. 
Iron one-edged sword in a scabbard decorated with 
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embossed foil, scabbard impossible to separate with-
out being destroyed; blade of an even width from the 
base to the 2/3 of its length, in the point part tapers 
towards the massive back, T-shaped in cross-section; 
tang symmetrical, distinguished from the blade on 
both sides, at its end bronze cross-shaped plate with 
rounded arms, joined by hammering down the end 
of the tang drawn through a hole in its centre. Scab-
bard with a suspension system: made of oak wood, 
coated with leather and strengthened with a bronze 
openwork suspension plate and straps with buckles, 
fragmentarily preserved; in the point part up to the 
height of 27 cm: an iron U-shaped fitting (chape), 
even-armed, wider from the side of the back, fixing 
the lime or oak wood chips (determination of the spe-
cies of wood from which the scabbard was made); 
no traces of leather. In the bottom part, on either side 
of the scabbard up to the height of 14 cm, decorative 
bronze foils located beneath the chape; the topmost 
foil situated on the chape, near its end, embracing 
the scabbard along its whole width. Embossed orna-
ment: in the centre of the lower foils a double pearl-
like line, on the sides horizontal railing ornaments, 
at the top a horizontal band of 4 pearl-like lines; on 
the topmost foil 2 embossed bands of vertical rail-
ing ornament between double pearl-like lines. Con-
struction of the scabbard above the chape difficult to 
recognise: on corroded blade and back fragments of 
chips and probably leather; L. of the sword in scab-
bard 69 cm, L. of the tang 12.7 cm, W. of the blade 
4.5 cm, W. of the back 1.6 cm, W. of the decorative 
leaf in the upper part 2.8 cm. 10. Bronze suspension 
plate of the scabbard, curved, openwork, along the 
edge 5 massive rivets with hemispherical heads, on 
the underside remains of thin bronze plate, probably 
of identical shape, without openwork decoration; ad-
joining fragments of wood and leather on the rivets. 
Ornament: openwork cross-shaped and T-shaped pat-
terns; L. 10.6 cm, W. 3.2 cm, Th. 0.15 cm, Th. of the 
washer 0.05 cm. 11. Iron shafted weapon’s head, Type 
Kazakyavichyus V, blade lenticular in cross-section; 
socket circular in cross-section; very strongly cor-
roded; G. 37.8 cm, A. 4.3 cm, T. 13.5 cm, Q. 18.8 cm, 
Dm. of the socket 1.9 cm. 12. Iron shafted weapon’s 
head, Type Kazakyavichyus IVB, blade lenticular in 
cross-section; socket circular in cross-section, socket 
hammered down with an overlap; very strongly cor-
roded; G. 25.2 cm, A. 4.2 cm, T. 7.9 cm, Q. 11.5 cm, 
Dm. of the socket 2.2 cm. 13. Iron shafted weapon’s 
head, Type Kazakyavichyus V; very strongly corrod-
ed, reconstructed on the basis of a drawing made be-
fore conservation; G. ca 39 cm, A. ca 3.5 cm, T. ca 13 
cm, Q. ca 20 cm. 14. Remains of a drinking horn with 

a fitting of silver foil, in 2 parts of the horn: at the end 
of the horn and on the rim, slightly outturned at the 
edge; crushed, preserved in large fragments, lower fit-
ting preserved not so well. Embossed ornament: in 
upper part – 4 horizontal decorative zones separated 
by single rows of wedge-shaped stamps, at the top 
double pearl-like row, below 2 decorative zones of 
plaited pattern of bands filled with small pearl-like 
ornaments, between them a zone with s-shaped bands 
filled with pearl-like ornament; in lower part – 5 rows 
of double pearl-like ornament and curved pairs of 
bands with pearl-like ornament, extending from them 
towards the end, following the curve of the horn; L. of 
the horn ca 19 cm, Dm. of the opening ca 7 cm, W. of 
the upper fitting ca 8 cm. 15. Flask-shaped clay vessel 
with biconical belly bend at ca 1/3 of the height, slim 
neck with a straight rim; surface polished; yellow-
brown in colour; admixture: a large amount of fine-
grained crushed stone; reconstructed from fragments; 
H. 13.2 cm, R. 5.7 cm, BL. 9.7 cm, B. 5.3 cm. 16. 
Fragment of the base part of a flask-shaped clay ves-
sel, form and texture as above; BL. 9.5 cm, B. 5.7 cm. 
17. Large lump of raw amber, approximately hexa-
gonal, broken off on one side; Dms. 7.5x4.2x4.5 cm.
 2nd concentration: in N part of the pit, ca 10 
cm above the hilt of the sword, compact circular con-
centration of finds in a mass of rotten wood, remains 
of fabric and leather; Dm. 18 cm. Concentration sur-
rounded with a leather belt with mounts, a buckle and 
a strap end; in the centre a bracelet or armlet and a 
brooch, probably wrapped in a piece of cloth (remains 
of fabric preserved); next to them a comb in a case, a 
knife, rings and a bead.
Contents: 18. Bronze ladder brooch, Variant III, 
massive, with 4 rungs, upper rung trapeze-shaped, 
the remaining ones rectangular. Construction: pseu-
do-crossbow, bronze spring on an iron axle, made up 
of 2 segments 7-coil each, separated by a projection 
for fixing the axle, the right part of the spring is re-
silient: the end of the spring rests on the underside 
of the decorative pseudo-chord; imitation chord at-
tached to the axle by means of semi-circular ends of 
the arms; in the central part of the imitation chord, at 
the top: guides fixing the bow. Bow and rungs made 
of one piece of bronze; wide bow, trapeze-shaped 
in cross-section; solid catchplate; at the ends of the 
spring 2 huge bronze bosses decorated with pairs of 
large rings of thick, incised bronze wire. Ornament: 
imitation chord profiled with a pair of small, projec-
tions hooked inwards, on the top transverse notches 
at either side of the place where it joins the bow; on 
all rungs horizontal engraved lines, the concave zones 
between the grooves covered with pearl-like ornament 
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made with a texturing tool; L. 4.0 cm, H. 1.6 cm, W. 
with the bosses 5.5 cm, W. of the rungs 3.4 cm (the 
1st and 2nd ones), 3.5 cm (the 3rd one), reconstructed 
W. of the 4th one 3.8 cm. 19. Bronze belt buckle, Type 
Butėnas III.1, with a kidney-shaped frame, quadran-
gular in cross-section; spike profiled, at the end bent 
over the frame, in the place where the spike rested a 
depression in the frame; ferrule: 2 bronze plates, rec-
tangular, bent into half around the frame, with single 
rivets at the ends, joining the buckle with the pre-
served leather of the belt; H. 3.7 cm, W. of the frame 
2.7 cm, L. of the ferrule 2.2 cm, W. of the ferrules 
0.7 cm. 20. Bronze strap end, lancet-shaped, faceted, 
lower part distinctly separated from the ferrule, at the 
end of the ferrule 2 rivets; traces of repairing at the 
back of the waist. Ornament: pair of grooves along 
the side edges of the ferrule, in the centre adjoined 
by a line made of stamped goose feet ornament also 
preserved along the edge of the tongue; L. 5.6 cm, W. 
2.0 cm. 21. 22 bronze belt mounts, rectangular with 
single rivets at the ends; some of them fragmentari-
ly preserved, at some remains of leather. Ornament: 
pairs of grooves along the longer edges, some slightly 
wavy; L. 2.2-2.3 cm, W. 0.7-0.9 cm, L. of the rivets 
0.6 cm. 22. Bronze bracelet or armlet of wire circu-
lar in cross-section, of uneven diameter, closer to the 
fastening the ring hammered down to make flat, elon-
gated, profiled plates; at their ends the fastening: a 
hook and eye. Ornament: line of dots along the edge 
of one of the plates and adjoining it from the cen-
tre line of stamped triangles each with the 3 dots in 
the centre; the other plate is decorated along the edge 
with a stamped line of goose feet pattern; Dms. 9.3x9 
cm, maximum W. of the plates 1.1 cm, Th. ca 0.3 cm. 
23. Bronze ring of spirally coiled, plain wire circular 
in cross-section; Dm. 2.3-2.4 cm. 24. Bronze ring of 
spirally coiled, transversally incised wire circular in 
cross-section; Dm. 2.1 cm. 25. Iron knife with pre-
served fragments of wooden handle (oak wood) and 
leather sheath; preserved L. 8.8 cm, L. of the blade 
5.0 cm, W. 1.5 cm. 26. Comb made of deer antler, 
three-layer, with a deer antler case. Comb with arched 
outer plates, joined with 7 bronze rivets. Case made of 
2 pairs of elongated plates: the upper ones rectangu-
lar, joined by 5 bronze rivets; the lower ones arched, 
joined by 4 bronze rivets, at one of the ends vertical, 
short and narrow antler plate between the rivets and 
both pairs of horizontal plates, making a gap for the 
comb between the plates of the case. Ornament: on 
outer plates of the comb triple grooves along the edge, 
at the end vertical lines; on case plates triple grooves 
along the edges, near the additional plate with verti-
cal grooves; L of the comb 10.1 cm, H. of the comb 

3.7 cm, L. of the rivets 0.7-1.2 cm, L. of the case 10.4 
cm, H. 3.0 cm. 27. Amber bead, barrel-shaped, pink 
in colour; H. 0.8 cm, Dm. 1.0 cm.
Chronology: Phase 3.

Grave 86: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LI)
 At 23 cm below surface, preserved in bottom 
part, pit approximately circular in outline; Dm. ca 40 
cm, D. ca 10 cm. Filling: black soil with charcoals 
and burnt human bones.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 87: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, damaged, over a damaged skeleton horse 
grave (Pl. LI)
 Human grave. At 30 cm below surface, pre-
served traces of a destroyed burial, pit approximately 
oval-shaped, elongated along NW-SE; Dms. 120x70 
cm, D. ca 20 cm. Filling: grey-yellow sand with con-
centrations of burning, with charcoals and single 
burnt human bones.
Contents: none.
 Horse grave. Poorly preserved horse skeleton 
several cm below the bottom of the human grave (out-
line of the burial pit impossible to determine); ske-
leton orientated along NW-SE with head to SE; horse 
lying belly down with hind-leg splayed and tucked 
under, fore-legs bent under the chest, neck strongly 
arched to the right and back, muzzle down (the horse 
was forced into the burial pit); snaffle bit in muzzle, 
near the skull 2 rings, in the filling 2 potsherds. I. In-
dividual aged ca 18 months.
Contents: 1. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C2, tri-
partite with iron rings and asymmetrical links, central 
link shorter with looped endings; WB. ca 16 cm, L. of 
links 7.9 cm, 7.1 cm and 7.6 cm, Dm. of the rings 4.4 
cm and 4.6 cm. 2-3. 2 iron rings, probably of a bridle; 
Dm. 3.4 cm and 2.7 cm. 4. 2 small uncharacteristic 
fragments of pottery (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Feature 88: pit from a settlement from the Early 
Iron Age? (Pl. LXII)
 At 40 cm below surface, pit oval, elongated 
along W-E; Dms. 180x120 cm, D. 25 cm. Filling: 
grey-yellow sand with several fragments of pottery.
Contents: 1. Several fragments of pottery; surface 
roughened on the outside; light brown in colour (not 
drawn).
Chronology: Early Iron Age?
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Grave 89: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. 
LXII, LXIII)
 Human grave. At 30 cm below surface, large 
circular pit, trough-shaped in cross-section; Dm. ca 
150 cm, D. 25 cm. Filling: black soil with charcoals, 
some burnt human bones and 3 potsherds, in the up-
per part patches of yellow sand and traces of plough-
ing. I. Adult and child.
Contents: 1. 3 small, uncharacteristic fragments of 
pottery (not drawn).
 Horse grave. Poorly preserved horse skeleton 
ca 20 cm below the bottom of the pit of the human 
grave, in pit close to oval in outline, elongated along 
NW-SE and shifted to E with respect to the cremation 
burial; Dms. 150x70 cm, D. 55 cm below the bottom 
of the human grave. Filling: grey-yellow sand in the 
lower part. Skeleton oriented along NW-SE with head 
to SE; horse lying belly down, hind-legs splayed and 
tucked under, fore-part of the trunk leaning to the left, 
head on the right side, unnaturally turned back, with 
muzzle to the left, cervical vertebrae broken out; snaf-
fle bit in muzzle, in the area of the back saddle fittings 
in disturbed arrangement. I. Individual aged 2-3 years.
Contents: 2. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipar-
tite with iron rings; WB. ca 14 cm, L. of the links 8.6 
cm, Dm. of the rings 4.9 cm and 4.8 cm. 3. 3 double 
iron plates, rectangular, joined by massive rivets with 
wide, irregular-shaped heads, ends hammered down; 
between the plates remains of wood; L. 6.2 cm, 6.5 cm 
and 7.3 cm, W. 1.5 cm, distance between plates ca 1 
cm. 4. 3 iron rivet washers, rectangular; fragmentarily 
preserved; preserved Dms. 3.8x1.5 cm, 2.2x1.5 cm and 
3.0x1.3 cm. 5. 8 iron rivets with wide, irregular-shaped 
heads and traces of wood on shafts; L. 1.5-2 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 90: cremation pit burial, destroyed (Pl. LXII)
 At 30 cm below surface, pit oval-shaped, elon-
gated along W-E; Dms. 55x65 cm, D. ca 10 cm. Fil-
ling: grey-yellow sand with more than a dozen burnt 
human bones and small fragments of pottery. I. Young 
individual.
Contents: 1. Small fragments of clay vessels; typi-
cal of the Early Iron Age, in secondary context? (not 
drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave (?) 91: traces of filling of a pit with burning, 
shifted by ploughing (Pl. LXII)
 At 30 cm below surface, remains of a layer 
from a destroyed grave (?); oval-shaped, elongated 
along NW-SE; Dms. 90x60 cm, D. 15 cm. Filling: 

black soil with charcoals, shifted by ploughing.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 92: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXII)
 At 30 cm below surface, bottom part of the 
burial pit, destroyed by ploughing, outline irregular; 
Dms. 60x70 cm, D. 10 cm. Filling: black soil mixed 
with yellow sand with charcoals and more than a do-
zen small fragments of pottery.
Contents: 1. More than a dozen small fragments of 
pottery; surfaces polished and roughened; earlier than 
the feature, in secondary context? (not drawn).
Chronology: Early Iron Age?

Grave 93: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed (Pl. LXIV)
 At 30 cm below surface, pit destroyed by 
ploughing, close to rectangular in outline, elongated 
along N-S; Dms. 180x160 cm, D. 20 cm. Filling: 
black soil, in E part concentration of traces of burning 
with charcoals and burnt bones, Th. ca 25 cm, with a 
fragment of a spindle whorl and small fragments of 
vessels. I. Burnt human and animal bones.
Contents: 1. Fragment of a biconical clay spindle 
whorl with flat surfaces near the holes; surface well-
polished; dark brown in colour; H. 2.6 cm, Dm. 3.2 
cm. 2. Several uncharacteristic fragments of pottery 
and 1 rim fragment of a thin-walled vessel; surface 
glossy; black in colour (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 94: cremation burial with remains of pyre, 
destroyed (Pl. LXV)
 At 30 cm below surface, pit oval-shaped, elon-
gated along W-E; Dms. 200x150 cm, D. ca 20 cm. 
Filling: black soil mixed with sand with charcoals, 
single burnt bones and 3 potsherds. I. Burnt human 
and animal bones.
Contents: 1. 3 small, uncharacteristic fragments of 
pottery (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 95: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXIV)
 At 30 cm below surface, pit circular in shape; 
Dms. ca 80 cm, D. 27 cm. Filling: black soil with 
great amount of charcoals, very small burnt human 
bones and 1 potsherd. I. Young individual.
Contents: 1. 1 small, uncharacteristic fragments of 
pottery (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?
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Feature 96: modern pit (lack of detailed docu-
mentation)

Grave 97: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXIV)
 At 30 cm below surface, pit irregular in shape; 
Dms. 75x80 cm, D. 15 cm. Filling: black soil mixed 
with sand, with very small burnt human bones and 1 
potsherd.
Contents: 1. 1 uncharacteristic fragment of pottery 
(not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?
 
Grave 98: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
over a damaged skeleton horse grave (Pl. LXV)
 Human grave. Destroyed by ploughing, out-
line impossible to determine: on the surface an irregu-
lar darker patch of the layer. Filling: dark soil with 
several charcoals and burnt human bones, fragment 
of a horse bone and 2 potsherds. I. Individual aged ca 
35-45 years.
Contents: 1. 2 fragments of pottery: an uncharacte-
ristic fragment and rim fragment with a straight edge; 
light brown in colour; admixture of medium-grained 
crushed stone (not drawn).
 Horse grave. Horse skeleton disturbed in up-
per part, under the destruction layer of the cremation 
burial (outline of the burial pit impossible to deter-
mine); skeleton oriented along NW-SE with head to 
SE; horse lying belly down with fore-legs and hind-
legs tucked under, head turned to the right; snaffle bit 
in muzzle. I. Male, ca 2 years old.
Contents: 2. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C2, tri-
partite with iron rings, central link short, 8-shaped; 
WB. 14.0 cm, L. of links 7.8 cm, 4.0 cm and 7.5 cm, 
Dm. of the rings 4.8 cm and 4.6 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 99: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
damaged, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. LXVI)
 Human grave. At 30 cm below surface, burial 
pit almost completely destroyed by ploughing and the 
road, preserved in bottom part; Dms. 100x90 cm, D. 20 
cm. Filling: black soil with charcoals, burnt bones and 
2 fragments of a vessel. I. Adult; additionally animal 
bones.
Contents: 1. 2 fragments of the base of a clay ves-
sel with marked out foot; surface carelessly polished; 
light brown in colour; admixture: large amount of 
coarse-grained crushed stone (not drawn).
 Horse grave. Pit recorded at the level where 
cremation burial was marked out, S part destroyed 
by the rut of the road, pit oval-rectangular in outline, 

elongated along N-S, slightly deeper in S part; Dms. 
180x60 cm, D. 80 cm. Filling: grey-yellow sand. Ca 
40 cm below the bottom of the pit of the human grave: 
horse skeleton oriented along N-S with head to S; 
horse lying belly down with hind-legs and fore-legs 
tucked under, neck stretched forwards, head slightly 
turned to the right; snaffle bit in muzzle, on the left 
side of the mandible a fastener for the reins. I. Indi-
vidual aged ca 2.5-4.5 years; additionally fragments 
of a limb and deciduous teeth of a much younger indi-
vidual – admixture from another burial.
Contents: 2. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C2, tri-
partite with iron rings, links of 2 bars bent in half, 
carelessly hammered together, central link 8-shaped; 
WB. 14.5 cm, L. of the link 6.6 cm, 6.4 cm and 6.3 
cm, Dm. of the rings 4.5 cm. 3. Iron fastener for the 
reins, lyre-shaped with ends bent outwards, originally 
attached to holes in cheeks made of antler sticks (un-
preserved); L. 3.7 cm, W. 2.7 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 100: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXVII)
 At 30 cm below surface, preserved bottom 
part of a pit, approximately oval, elongated along 
N-S; Dms. 105x80 cm, D. 10 cm. Filling: black soil 
with charcoals, disturbed by ploughing, with 2 frag-
ments of burnt human bones and 2 potsherds.
Contents: 1. 2 small, uncharacteristic fragments of 
pottery (not drawn). 
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 101: cremation burial with remains of pyre, 
destroyed (Pl. LXVII)
 At 30 cm below surface, irregular patch of 
a layer (remains of a grave completely destroyed 
by ploughing?); Dms. 50x55 cm, D. 14 cm. Filling: 
black soil with traces of burning.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 102: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. LXVIII)
 Human grave. At 30 below surface, situated 
in the central and N part of the pit prepared for the 
horse grave, in the central part disturbed by plough-
ing, approximately oval-shaped outline of a crema-
tion burial pit, elongated along N-S, trough-shaped in 
cross-section; Dms. 110x70 cm, D. ca 20 cm. Filling: 
black soil mixed with sand, with charcoals, burnt hu-
man bones, fragment of an amber ornament, crum-
bled stone tool and 3 potsherds. I. Adult; additionally 
probably also a child.
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Contents: 1. Small fragment of an amber ornament 
(a large bead or whorl), biconical with traces of po-
lishing. 2. Fragment of a stone grinder or whetstone, 
burnt and crumbled; Dms. 8.9x5.4 cm. 3. 3 small un-
characteristic fragments of a clay vessel; dark brown 
in colour (not drawn).
 Horse grave. Pit with the outline spotted only 
in cross-section (limits not recorded in plan), borders re-
constructed in upper parts of the walls; L. ca 200 cm, D. 
75 cm. Filling: grey-yellow sand. Horse skeleton ca 30 
cm below the bottom of the pit of the human grave; ske-
leton oriented along NW-SE with head to SE; horse ly-
ing belly down with legs tucked under, front part of the 
trunk leaning to the left, head with muzzle to the right; 
snaffle bit in muzzle. I. Individual aged 9-22 months.
Contents: 4. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C2, tri-
partite with iron rings, central link 8-shaped, outer 
links and rings rectangular in cross-section; WB. 13.5 
cm, L. of the links 6.9 cm, 4.6 cm and 6.4 cm, Dm. of 
the rings 5.1 cm and 4.8 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 103: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. LXIX)
 Human grave. Disturbed by ploughing, pit 
of the cremation burial approximately circular, situ-
ated in N part of the pit prepared for the horse grave, 
trough-shaped in profile; Dm. 65 cm, D. 20 cm. Fill-
ing: intensively black soil with charcoals and burnt 
bones, in the upper part mixed with sand. At the bot-
tom a standing vessel. I. Human and animal bones.
Contents: 1. Flask-shaped clay vessel, biconical 
belly with belly bend at ca 1/3 of the height, slim 
neck with a straight edge; surface well-polished and 
glossy; dark brown in colour; admixture: fine-grained 
crushed stone; reconstructed from fragments. Orna-
ment: under the rim and at the belly bend double rows 
of oblique, wedge-shaped dimples; H. 17 cm, R. 6.5 
cm, BL. 10.8 cm, B. 6 cm.
 Horse grave. Pit of the horse grave approxi-
mately oval, elongated along N-S (outline recon-
structed in S part); Dms. ca 180x90 cm, D. 60 cm. 
Filling: grey-yellow sand. Horse skeleton ca 45 cm 
under the bottom of the cremation burial, along the E 
wall of the feature; skeleton oriented along N-S with 
head to S; horse lying belly down with fore-legs and 
hind-legs tucked under, neck stretched upwards, head 
slightly turned to the left; snaffle bit in muzzle.
Contents: 2. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipar-
tite with iron rings, links and rings of bars quadrangu-
lar in cross-section; WB. ca 15.5 cm, L. of the links 
9.4 cm and 8.7 cm, Dm of the rings 5.0 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 104: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed, over a disturbed skeleton horse 
grave (Pl. LXX)
 Human grave. At 30 cm below surface, de-
stroyed by a modern pit and roots of a tree, preserved in 
bottom part, remains of a pit irregular in outline; Dms. 
70x75 cm, ca D. 10 cm. Filling: mixed black soil with 
charcoals, burnt human bones, several potsherds and a 
lump of an amber. I. Child (fragment of calvaria).
Contents: 1. Several small, uncharacteristic frag-
ments of pottery (not drawn). 2. A piece of raw amber 
(not drawn).
 Horse grave. Burial pit invisible at the level 
where cremation burial was marked out, outline re-
corded only in cross-section (lack of the feature’s plan); 
L. ca 150 cm, D. ca 60 cm, Filling: grey-yellow sand. 
Horse skeleton ca 60 cm below the level where the 
human grave was distinguished, disturbed by the tree 
roots; skeleton oriented along N-S with head to S; horse 
lying down with legs tucked under, head slightly turned 
to the left; snaffle bit in muzzle, next to it a stone.
Contents: 3. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipar-
tite with iron rings; one of the links preserved frag-
mentarily; L. of the preserved link 7.3 cm, Dm. of the 
rings 4.0 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 105: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, probably contained 2 burials, disturbed (Pl. 
LXVII, CVII:4-7)
 At 30 cm below the surface, pit circular in 
outline, vertical walls, flat bottom, a large stone in the 
centre; Dm. ca 120 cm, D. ca 25 cm. Filling heteroge-
neous: in the S part and at the whole bottom black soil 
with numerous charcoals and scattered burnt bones, 
in the N part an insert of brown soil (resulting from 
the fact that filling was disturbed by ploughing?). In 
the black layer a sword with point to SE, near the 
point fragments of a U-shaped object, a buckle and 
belt fittings. To NW from the sword concentration of 
burnt bones, among them 2 brooches. Furthermore: 
in the mixed soil a 4-armed belt fitting and a plate. I. 
In concentration N: adult, probably a woman. Bones 
from the other parts of the pit strongly fragmented: 
impossible to determine.
Contents: 1. Bronze brooch, pseudo-ladder, a bow 
cut out in bronze sheet with imitation of 4 rectangular 
rungs. Crossbow construction: bronze spring in 2 seg-
ments – 7-coil and 8-coil ones, made of wire with a 
cross-section of a flat rectangle, bronze axle with ends 
hooked over the end coils of the spring; a wide projec-
tion on the head bent, serving as a hook for the axle; 
a larger sheet projection on the foot hooked inwards, 
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forming a primitive catchplate; L. 4.8 cm, H. 1.9 cm, W. 
3.7 cm, W. of the imitation rungs 2.9-3.0 cm, Th. of the 
bronze sheet 0.1 cm. 2. Bronze brooch, pseudo-ladder, 
a bow cut out in bronze sheet with imitation of 4 rectan-
gular rungs. Crossbow construction: bronze spring in 2 
sections, 7-coil each, made of wire with a cross-section 
of a flat rectangle, bronze axle with one end hooked 
over the end coil of the spring; a wide projection on 
the head bent, serving as a hook for the axle; a larger 
projection of metal sheet on the foot hooked inwards, 
forming a primitive catchplate; L. 4.5 cm, H. 1.9 cm, 
W. 3.7 cm, W. of the imitation rungs 2.6-3.0 cm, Th. of 
the bronze sheet 0.1 cm. 3. Bronze belt buckle, close to 
Type Butėnas III.1d, with an oval frame, rectangular in 
cross-section, spike cross-shaped, bent at the end; H. 
2.3 cm, W. 1.8 cm. 4. Fragment of a bronze belt mount, 
rectangular with single rivets at the ends. Ornament: 
double grooves along longer edges; reconstructed L. 
1.5 cm, W. 0.9 cm. 5. Bronze 4-armed belt fitting, made 
up of 2 plates joined with single rivets on the arms, 
preserved 2 of them; Dms. 1.7x1.3 cm, L. of the rivets 
0.4-0.6 cm. 6. Bronze band-shaped plate bent spirally; 
Dms. 1.5x1.3 cm, W. of the plate 0.6 cm. 7. Iron one-
edged sword with small traces of wood preserved on 
back; blade near the point tapering towards the massive 
back (T-shaped in cross-section); tang marked out at 
right angles on the side of the back and curved on the 
side of the edge; L. 50.0 cm, L. of the tang 8 cm, W. of 
the blade 4.2 cm, W. of the back 1.4 cm. 8. Fragment 
of an iron object made of an U-shaped bar; Th. 0.3-0.4 
cm. 9. 2 iron shafts of unknown use; L. 2.8 cm and 2.6 
cm, Th. 0.3-0.4 cm.
Chronology: Phase 3.

Grave 106: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed (Pl. LXXI)
 Pit approximately oval-shaped, elongated 
along NNE-SSW, uneven bottom; Dms. ca 110x60 
cm, D. 20 cm. Filling: dark grey soil with charcoals 
and scattered burnt human bones and a brooch in the 
centre, 10 cm below the level of distinguishing the 
pit. I. Adult, individual of delicate build: probably a 
woman.
Contents: 1. Bronze disc brooch with a central hemi-
spherical boss, at the edge 10 smaller bosses (imitation 
of a shield boss?). Construction: crossbow, 5-coil spring 
with lower chord on the axle; the axle of a wire square 
in cross-section, going through a hole in a rectangular 
plate on the underside, plate bent at right angles and ri-
veted to the disc; the catchplate made of a rectangular 
plate bent at the end, riveted to the disc; Dm. 4.1 cm, 
Dm. of the boss 1.5 cm, H. of the boss 0.7 cm.
Chronology: Phase 3.

Grave 107: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXXI)
 Pit preserved in bottom part, irregular in out-
line; Dms. 40x35 cm, D. up to 10 cm. Filling: mixed 
black soil with charcoals and several burnt human 
bones and a fragment of a vessel.
Contents: 1. Fragment of the base part of a clay vessel; 
surface carelessly polished; yellow-brown in colour; ad-
mixture: fine-grained crushed stone or sand; B. 8.7 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 108: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXXI)
 At 32 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing, preserved in bottom part, irregular in outline; 
Dms. 70x55 cm, D. ca 6 cm. Filling: black soil with 
charcoals, several fragments of burnt human bones 
and 1 potsherd. I. Adult (fragments of long bones).
Contents: 1. 1 small uncharacteristic fragment of 
pottery (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Feature 109: settlement or burial pit, destroyed 
(Pl. LXXI)
 At 29 cm below surface, pit destroyed by 
ploughing, preserved in bottom part, in outline close 
to circular; Dms. 100-110 cm, D. 15 cm. Filling 
mixed: dark soil with traces of burning, charcoals and 
1 fragment of a vessel.
Contents: 1. Upper part of a large clay vessel, Type 
Okulicz II/Hoffmann IV, egg-shaped with incurved rim 
and oblique edge, on the outside underlined with an un-
even groove; surface carelessly polished; yellow-brown 
in colour; form and texture typical of pottery from the 
West Balt Barrow culture; R. 22 cm, BL. ca 25 cm.
Chronology: Early Iron Age.

Grave 110: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed (Pl. LXXII)
 At 42 cm below surface, irregular in outline, 
funnel-shaped in cross-section, next to it 2 stones (re-
mains of a pavement destroyed by ploughing?); Dms. 
55x45 cm, D. 25 cm. Filling: black soil with char-
coals, a few fragments of burnt human bones and 3 
fragments of a vessel. Ca 40 cm to W: a pit, approxi-
mately circular in outline, funnel-shaped in cross-sec-
tion (remains of the bottom part of the same feature?); 
Dm. 30 cm, D. 24 cm. Filling: black soil.
Contents: 1. 3 small fragments of a clay vessel; sur-
face carelessly polished; dark brown in colour; ad-
mixture: a large amount of crushed stone of various 
grains (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period.
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Grave 111: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXXII)
 At 27 cm below surface, pit strongly destroyed 
by ploughing, preserved as remains of the filling, ir-
regular in outline; Dms. 100x65 cm, D. 25 cm. Filling: 
black soil mixed with sand and charcoals, with a bead.
Contents: 1. Amber bead, disc-shaped with convex 
bottom and upper part, traces of turning; Dm. 2.4 cm, 
D. of the hole ca 0.4 cm, H. 1.3 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 112: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. LXXIII)
 Human grave. At 42 cm below surface, dis-
turbed by ploughing, outline of the cremation burial 
in the centre of the pit prepared for the horse grave, 
in its top part; close to oval, elongated along N-S, un-
even bottom; Dms. 135x60 cm, D. ca 30 cm. Filling: 
intensively black soil with charcoals, scattered burnt 
human and animal bones as well as fragments of a ves-
sel. I. Human and animal bones (very fragmented).
Contents: 1. Fragment of the upper part and belly of 
a flask-shaped clay vessel, biconical with belly bend 
at 1/3 of the height, slim neck with a slightly out-
turned rim; surface well-polished, glossy; dark brown 
in colour; admixture: a large amount of fine-grained 
crushed stone; R. 4.4 cm, BL. 8.8 cm.
 Horse grave. Burial pit impossible to deter-
mine at the level where cremation burial was marked 
out and at the level of the skeleton, outline recorded 
only in cross-section (lack of the feature’s plan), pit 
in upper part disturbed by ploughing, oval in outline, 
elongated along NNE-SSW, walls vertical in the low-
er part, flat bottom; Dms. 170x80 cm. Filling: near 
the perimeter and in S part grey-yellow sand. Horse 
skeleton ca 40 cm below the bottom of the pit of the 
human grave; skeleton oriented along NW-SE with 
head to SE; horse lying belly down, ‘flattened’ by the 
weight of the soil, hind-legs and fore-legs unnaturally 
splayed, neck extended slightly upwards, turned to 
the right, head muzzle down; snaffle bit in muzzle, on 
the left side of the skull, at the level of the eye-socket, 
a buckle of headgear straps (a cheekpiece or throat-
lash?). Single stone in the hind-part of the skeleton, to 
the left of the spine. I. Individual aged ca 8 years.
Contents: 2. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C2, tripartite 
with iron rings, short profiled links, central link 8-shaped, 
links and rings close to rectangular in cross-section; WB. 
12 cm, L. of links 5.2 cm, 5.4 cm and 4.9 cm, Dm. of 
the rings 6.0 cm and 5.7 cm. 3. Iron buckle of headgear 
straps, Type Butėnas III.1b, with a kidney-shaped frame 
and massive spike bent at the end; H. 2.2 cm, W. 1.5 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Feature 112A: sunken stone pavement of undeter-
mined function (Pl. LXXII)
 At 42 cm below surface, ca 30 cm from the 
NW edge of grave 112, stone pavement composed of 
3-4 layers of large and medium-sized stones, oval in 
outline, elongated along SW-NE, pit trough-shaped; 
Dms. 135x95 cm, D. 70 cm. Filling: brown-red sand.
Contents: none.
Chronology: unknown.

Grave 113: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXXIV)
 Destroyed by ploughing, survived remains 
cremation burial’s filling, irregular in shape; Dms. 
65x60 cm, D. 10 cm. Filling: black soil with char-
coals mixed with sand, with burnt bones and small 
fragments of a vessel. I. Probably young individual.
Contents: 1. Fragments of the base and walls of a 
clay vessel; surface well-polished; black-brown in 
colour; admixture: a large amount of medium-grained 
crushed stone; form impossible to reconstruct as a 
whole, probably flask-shaped (not drawn); B. 7.5 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 114: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. LXXV)
 Human grave. At 42 cm below surface, de-
stroyed by ploughing, preserved in bottom part, rec-
tangular in outline, elongated along NNE-SSW, ver-
tical walls; Dms. 155x75 cm, D. ca 10 cm. Filling: 
black soil permeated with traces of burning, charcoals, 
several small burnt bones and a spike of a buckle.
Contents: 1. Bronze spike of a buckle (?) from flat 
wire with preserved hooked part, originally bent 
around the frame; preserved L. 2.1 cm.
 Horse grave. Upper part of the horse skeleton 
37 cm below the level where the human grave was 
distinguished, feature documented only in cross-sec-
tion (lack of the plan); L. 205 cm, D. 85 cm. Filling: 
grey-yellow sand up to the level of horse burial mixed 
with black soil from the cremation burial. Skeleton 
oriented along N-S with head to S; horse lying with 
hind-legs and fore-legs tucked under, neck and head 
stretched forwards; snaffle bit in muzzle, at the level 
of left ear an iron headgear strap buckle (for cheek-
piece or throat-lash?), near the head a talus bone of 
another animal.
Contents: 2. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipartite 
with iron rings; WB. 14.9 cm, L. of links 9.3 cm and 8.8 
cm, Dm. of the rings 5.5 cm and 4.8 cm. 3. Iron buckle, 
Type Butėnas IV.4, with a trapeze-shaped frame, quad-
rangular in cross-section; W. 2.4 cm, W. 3.0 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.
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Grave 115: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXXIV)
 At 24 cm below surface, pit destroyed by 
ploughing, close to circular in outline; Dm. ca 130 cm, 
D. 60 cm. Filling: brown soil with charcoals and a few 
fragments of burnt human bones, in its upper part mixed 
with yellow sand, in the middle of its depth filled with 
charcoals. I. Adult? (fragments of long bones).
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 116: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXXIV)
 At 23 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing, preserved in bottom part, outline oval, elongated 
along NW-SE; Dms. 100x85 cm, D. 15 cm. Filling: 
dark brown soil with charcoals and a few burnt bones, 
in its upper part small stones. I. Individual of delicate 
build, probably a child (fragments of long bones).
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 117: cremation pit burial with remains 
of pyre, disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave 
(Pl. LXXVI, CVIII:7)
 Human grave. At 38 cm below surface, pit 
disturbed by ploughing, preserved in bottom part, pit 
of a cremation burial in the central part of the big rec-
tangular outline, oval in shape, elongated along W-E; 
Dms. 95x70 cm. Filling: black layer with charcoals 
and burnt bones, bunt bones also at the NE edge (due to 
the grave’s violation?). I. Adult (fragments of skull and 
long bones); additionally several burnt animal bones. 
II. Charcoals: birch (Betula sp.), oak (Quercus sp.).
Contents: none.
 Horse grave. Horse skeleton over a dozen cm 
below the bottom of the cremation burial, in the S part 
of the pit, pit in outline similar to a rectangle with 
rounded corners, elongated along N-S, trough-shaped 
profile; Dms. 235x100 cm, D. 56 cm. Filling in upper 
part mixed by ploughing: light brown soil, black lay-
ers with charcoals in the upper part in the centre and 
in N part at the level of the horse skeleton. Skeleton 
oriented along N-S with head to S; horse forced into 
the pit in twisted position with croup in squatting po-
sition with legs tucked under, trunk and neck sharply 
turned to the left and head pressed between the fore-
legs; muzzle touched left hind-leg, the occipital bone 
of the skull pushed into the E profile of the pit; snaffle 
bit in muzzle, on the skull headgear fittings (brow-
band, cheekpieces and the central strap running from 
the headpiece to the noseband), crumbled, with re-
mains of leather and fabric; at the eye level, on either 

side of the skull: square plates with fragments of fab-
ric and leather.
Contents: 1. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bi-
partite with iron rings, rectangular in cross-section; 
WB. ca 14 cm, L. of the preserved link 8.7 cm, Dm. 
of the rings 5.4 cm. 2. Bronze headgear strap mounts, 
probably rectangular. Embossed ornament: trans-
verse rows of railing pattern; preserved in very small 
fragments; Dms. impossible to reconstruct (only a 
small fragment adjoining to one of the plates No 3 
is drawn). 3. 2 square bronze plates (blinkers?) with 
remains of leather and fabric. Embossed ornament: a 
row of impressed dots between 2 straight lines along 
the edges, near the corners little squares, in the central 
square field impressed rosettes with a central dot sur-
rounded by a motif of small dots: on one plate 9 and 
on the other 12 rosettes; Dms. 4.2 cm, Th. ca 0.1 cm. 
I. Fragment of fabric collected from under plate No 3: 
fine woollen fabric with plain weave.
Chronology: Phase 2.

Grave 118: cremation pit burial with remains 
of pyre, destroyed, over a skeleton horse grave 
(Pl. LXXVII, LXXVIII)
 Human grave. At 16 cm below surface, in 
the middle of the bigger pit, destroyed by ploughing, 
blurred and irregular in outline; L. ca 110 cm, D. 20 
cm. Filling: black soil with charcoals, burnt bones 
and fragments of broken clay vessels. I. Adult; ad-
ditionally animal bones.
Contents: 1. Fragments of 2 clay vessels, probably 
flask-shaped, including the bases; surfaces well-po-
lished, glossy; black-brown in colour; admixture: a 
large amount of fine-grained crushed stone. Ornament 
on a fragment of the belly: double rows of rhomboid 
imprints and an arrangement of horizontal lines of tri-
angular imprints; B. 6.5 cm and 6.0 cm.
 Horse grave. Horse skeleton ca 30 cm below 
the bottom of the cremation grave, partly preserved 
(bones of the limbs and skull), outline blurred and ir-
regular, elongated along N-S; Dms. ca 230x100 cm, 
D. 75 cm. Filling: light brown soil. Skeleton oriented 
along N-S with head to S; horse lying belly down 
with bent hind-legs, fore-part of the trunk leaning to 
the right, neck and head sharply turned to the left and 
back; layer of burning with charcoals under the head; 
snaffle bit in muzzle, on the skull headgear fittings in 
an almost undisturbed arrangement (browband, nose-
band made up of two straps, right cheekpiece as well 
as central strap running from the headpiece to below 
the noseband and ending with an anchor-shaped fit-
ting; 2 connectors at the front and on the right side of 
the head).
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Contents: 2. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipar-
tite with iron rings; strongly corroded; reconstructed 
WB. ca 15 cm, Dm. of the rings 6.5 cm. 3. 4 bronze 
headgear strap connectors in the form of round plates 
with 4 rectangular arms; at the ends of the arms 2 
hemispherical bosses and 1-2 rivets with hemispheri-
cal heads, rivets link the arms with the overlapping 
them ends of rectangular mounts. Embossed orna-
ment: on 3 items a central hemispherical boss sur-
rounded by 6-7 concentric pseudo-filigree circles; on 
1 item central boss surrounded by a pseudo-filigree 
ring, then by a ring of larger circles and then 4 rings of 
pseudo-filigree pattern; Dm. of the plates 3.5-3.6 cm, 
W. of the arms 1.3 cm. 4. 18 bronze headgear strap 
mounts (right cheekpiece and central strap), rectan-
gular with single rivets at the ends, plates overlapped 
in the places where they were joined by the rivets; 
some of mounts broken off, visible traces of numer-
ous repairs and secondary riveting. Embossed orna-
ment: groups of 4-8 larger, hemispherical bosses, in-
terspersed with rows of 2-4 small bosses surrounded 
by a circle of embossed dots, along longer edges dou-
ble pseudo-filigree lines; L. 4-10 cm, W. 1.4-1.5 cm. 
5. 3 bronze end mounts (central strap from another 
set?): rectangular plate with rivets at either end, small 
ellipsoid plate with a rivet, broken off at the end and 
anchor-shaped pendant with single rivets in the centre 
and on arms. Embossed ornament: on the rectangular 
plate 2 lengthwise rows of small bosses separated by 
pseudo-filigree lines; on the ellipsoid plate a double 
pseudo-filigree line along the edge; in the bottom part 
of the anchor-shaped pendant a wavy line of small 
bosses, along its edge a pseudo-filigree motif; L. of 
the rectangular plate 5 cm, W. of the rectangular plate 
1.5 cm., W. of the pendant 6.2 cm.
Chronology: Phase 2.

Grave 119: horse skeleton burial, disturbed 
(Pl. LXXIX)
 Pit oval in outline, elongated along N-S; 
documented partly (lack of cross-section and plan at 
the level where the skeleton was uncovered); Dms. 
200x70 cm, D. 45 cm. Filling: light brown soil, in the 
upper part clearly disturbed by ploughing. Disturbed 
upper part of the horse skeleton at the level where the 
filling became visible; no traces of a cremation burial 
(probably completely destroyed by ploughing); ske-
leton oriented along N-S with head to S; horse lying 
belly down, the trunk leaning to the right, right fore-
leg and hind-leg tucked under the trunk, left fore-leg 
and hind-leg stretched sidewise, head lying on its 
right side with muzzle to W; snaffle bit in muzzle, at 
the level of the belly a buckle probably for the girth.

Contents: 1. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C2, tri-
partite with iron rings, on one of the rings traces of 
2 cheekpiece and rein ferrules, side links quadran-
gular in cross-section, flat near the rings, central link 
8-shaped; strongly corroded, one of the rings crushed; 
WB. ca 15 cm, L. of links 8.3 cm, 5.5 cm and 7.8 cm, 
Dm. of the rings 6.0 cm. 2. Iron girth buckle, Type 
Butėnas IV.3/4, with a trapeze-shaped frame, rectan-
gular in cross-section, massive spike bent at the end; 
H. 4.7 cm, W. 4.2 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 120: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, double, disturbed, over skeleton grave of 
2 horses (Pl. LXXX, LXXXI)
 Human grave. Disturbed by ploughing in top 
part, pit oval-shaped, elongated along N-S, bottom 
flat and narrow; Dms. 190x115 cm, D. 40 cm, W. of 
the bottom ca 80 cm. Filling: black soil permeated 
with traces of burning and charcoals with numerous 
burnt human bones scattered over the whole pit, at the 
undisturbed level black soil in narrower outline, with 
light-brown sand along the edges of the pit. In top, 
disturbed part a buckle and a fragment of a sword. 
Undisturbed grave goods more than a dozen cm low-
er; near the E edge of the pit in its N part a sword in a 
scabbard pointed to S; in the centre of the grave, at the 
level of the point from W, 3 vessels standing one next 
to another; another vessel, crushed, near the sword’s 
hilt. Between the vessels 2 buckles, a fragment of 
a strap end, 3 belt mounts, 2 ferrules of buckles, a 
brooch and 2 rings (drawing of the plan at this level 
is incomplete: no outline in SE part). I. 2 Individu-
als: woman, 35-45 years old; adult of massive build 
(probably a man). II. Charcoals: birch (Betula sp.).
Contents: 1. Bronze disc brooch of thin sheet, circu-
lar with a central hemispherical boss surrounded by 4 
concentric circles of small bosses. Construction: not 
preserved. Dm. 3.8 cm, Dm. of the boss 1.0 cm, H. 
of the boss 0.3 cm. 2. Bronze buckle, Type Butėnas 
III.1a, with a kidney-shaped frame, quadrangular in 
cross-section, spike bent at the end; H. 2.1 cm, W. 
1.1 cm, L. of the spike 1.4 cm. 3. Small bronze buck-
le, Type Butėnas IV.3, with a trapeze-shaped frame; 
H. 1.3 cm, W. 1.1 cm. 4. Small bronze buckle, Type 
Butėnas IV.3, with a trapeze-shaped frame and a fer-
rule of a rectangular plate with 1 rivet at the end. Or-
nament: pairs of grooves along longer edges of the 
ferrule; H. 1.3 cm. W. of the frame 1.1 cm, L. of the 
ferrule ca 1.6 cm. 5. 3 bronze strap mounts, made of 
pairs of rectangular plates fixed by single rivets with 
remains of leather between them; L. 1.7 cm and 2.6 
cm, W. 0.8 cm. 6. 2 bronze plates bent in half with 
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single rivets at the ends (ferrules of buckles) and re-
mains of leather; L. 1.8 cm and 1.6 cm, W. 1.0 cm and 
0.8 cm, 7. Fragment of a bronze lancet-shaped strap 
end with a profiled end; preserved L. 2.7 cm, W. 1.0 
cm. 8. Bronze ring (a bracelet?) of uneven wire, ov-
al-shaped in cross-section; preserved in 3 fragments, 
fastening missing. Ornament: traces of transverse in-
cisions, partly blurred; Dm. ca 5.4 cm, Th. 0.2 cm. 9. 
Bronze ring of incised wire, unclosed; Dm. 2.4 cm, 
Th. 0.3 cm. 10. Iron one-edged sword with preserved 
U-shaped chape, the tips of the point and tang bro-
ken off; blade of even width with the point tapering 
towards the massive, broad back (T-shaped in cross-
section); tang of the hilt curved on either side. Scab-
bard: preserved iron chape, trough-shaped in cross-
section, embracing the lower end to the height of 27 
cm on either side; preserved L. with the remains of the 
scabbard 62 cm, L. of the tang 14 cm, W. of the blade 
4.6 cm, W. of the back 1.2 cm. 11. Biconical vessel 
with the belly bend slightly above 1/3 of the height, 
slim neck, slightly outturned at the rim, edge hori-
zontal, base slightly concave, with a marked out ring; 
surface well-polished, glossy; reddish in colour; ad-
mixture: a large amount of fine- and medium-grained 
crushed stone. Ornament: rows of oblique punctures 
made with a sharp tool, at the belly bend 2 horizontal 
rows with 2-3 vertical rows going upwards and down-
wards; H. 17.4 cm, R. 5.2 cm, BL. 11.5 cm, B. 5.5 
cm. 12. Biconical vessel with the belly bend slightly 
above 1/3 of the height, medium-slim neck with a 
straight rim; surface well-polished, glossy; brown in 
colour; admixture: a large amount of fine- and medi-
um-grained crushed stone. Ornament: oblique trian-
gular imprints, at the belly bend 2 rows of triangles, 
in the lower part of the belly 5 double vertical rows, 
in the upper part the motif repeated 4 times: 1 central 
vertical row, 2 curving at the sides; H. 14.4 cm, R. 
5.8 cm, BL. 11.3 cm, B. 6.0 cm. 13. Biconical vessel 
with the belly bend at 1/4 of the height, slim neck, 
slightly outturned at the rim, edge horizontal; surface 
well-polished, glossy; brown in colour; admixture: a 
large amount of fine- and medium-grained crushed 
stone. Ornament: at the belly bend and under the edge 
2 horizontal rows of oblique, triangular imprints; H. 
16.4 cm, R. 5.9 cm, BL. 11.3 cm, B. 6.3 cm. 14. Small 
fragments of the base of a clay vessel; impossible to 
reconstruct (not drawn).
 Grave of 2 horses. Skeletons of 2 horses un-
der the bottom of human grave; pit irregular in shape, 
elongated along NW-SE (documented only at the level 
of skeletons); Dms. 235x115 cm. Filling at this level: 
uniform light brown soil. Skeletons arranged parallel-
ly, oriented along NW-SE with head of horse I (from 

W) to SE; horse I: lying belly down, with fore-legs 
and hind-legs tucked under, trunk leaning to the left 
and head turned to the right; snaffle bit in muzzle, on 
the skull crumbled headgear strap mounts (cheekpiec-
es, browband, headpiece and the central strap from the 
headpiece to the lower part of the skull); horse II (from 
E): skeleton incomplete, missing head, neck vertebrae 
and parts of fore-legs (removed intentionally); posi-
tion and orientation like in case of horse I.
Contents (horse I): 15. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 
1C2, tripartite with small iron rings, central link 
8-shaped, rings quadrangular in cross-section; strong-
ly corroded; WB. ca 15 cm, L. of links 6.0 cm, 5.1 cm 
and 8 cm, Dm. of the rings 4.4 cm. 16. Fragments of 
bronze headgear strap mounts of thin metal foil, at-
tached to the straps with thin wires running through 2 
holes in the plates, bent on the underside; crumbled. 
Embossed ornament: in the centre a vertical row of 
railing motif, at either edge 3 rows of pseudo-filigree 
ornament; W. of the plates 2.1 cm.
Chronology: Phase 3.

Grave 121: cremation pit burial with remains of pyre, 
disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. LXXXII)
 Human grave. At 29 cm below surface, pre-
served in bottom part, pit in outline similar to a circle; 
Dm. 85 cm, D. ca 40 cm. Filling: light brown soil, with 
a concentration of traces of burning, charcoals and sin-
gle burnt bones from W. I. Probably a child.
Contents: none.
 Horse grave. Poorly preserved horse skeleton 
immediately under the bottom of cremation burial 
(outline of the burial pit has not been recorded); ske-
leton oriented along N-S with head to S; horse lying 
belly down with trunk slightly leaning to the left, neck 
and head turned to the right; snaffle bit in muzzle, on 
the head headgear strap fittings (cheekpieces, head-
piece, browband, noseband and the central strap run-
ning from the headpiece to the level below the nose-
band; additionally a pair of fittings at an angle – from 
the noseband to the central strap, resembling a trian-
gle with its apex up; similar fittings – in the case of 
the browband: apex of the triangular pattern directed 
downwards), partly in undisturbed arrangement; near 
the horse’s rump: a standing vessel with crushed rim. I. 
Probably female, ca 4.5-5 years old, WH. 123.6 cm.
Contents: 1. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipar-
tite with iron rings oval in cross-section; corroded; WB. 
14-15 cm, L. of links 6.3 cm and 7.0 cm, Dm. of the 
rings 5.0 cm. 2. Bronze headgear strap mounts made of 
thin metal sheet, joined to the straps and with one an-
other by means of band-like wires, going through pairs 
of holes at the ends of the plates, bent on the underside; 
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crumbled. Embossed ornament: in the centre a row of 
rosettes composed of the central boss surrounded with 
pseudo-pearl-like ornament, along longer edges pairs 
of slightly wavy grooves; L. up to 12 cm, W. 1.8 cm. 
3. Base part of a flask-shaped clay vessel, gentle belly 
bend at ca 1/3 of the height, slim neck, broken off in 
the upper part; surface well-polished and glossy; dark-
brown in colour; admixture: a large amount of fine- and 
medium-grained crushed stone. Ornament: 4 bands of 
4 horizontal engraved lines distributed between the 
level of the base and the rim; BL. 9.0 cm, B. 5.8 cm.
Chronology: Phase 2.

Feature 122: pit of undetermined function and 
chronology (Pl. LXXIV)
 At 18 cm below surface, shallow pit irregular 
in outline; Dms. 105x70 cm, D. 32 cm. Filling: grey-
yellow sand.
Contents: none.
Chronology: unknown.

Grave 123: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXXXIII)
 At 15 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing, preserved in bottom part, irregular in outline; 
Dms. 120x65 cm, D. 20 cm. Filling: dark brown soil 
mixed with sand with several burnt bones, a patch of 
black soil with charcoals in S part.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 124: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXXXIII)
 At 18 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing, survived in bottom part; Dms. 175x120 cm, D. 
up to 20 cm. Filling: black soil mixed with sand; with 
some fragments of burnt human bones and charcoals.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Feature 125: pit of undetermined function and 
chronology (Pl. LXXXIII)
 At 16 cm below surface, shallow pit irregular 
in outline, documented partly (lack of cross-section); 
Dms. 110x50 cm. Filling: grey-yellow sand with 
small darker patches.
Contents: none.
Chronology: unknown.

Grave 126: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXXIV)
 Destroyed by ploughing, preserved in bottom 
part, outline similar to a circle (plan not drawn, docu-

mented as a photograph); Dm. 40 cm. Filling: black 
soil mixed with sand, with charcoals and over a dozen 
fragments of burnt human bones. I. Individual of deli-
cate build, probably a child (fragments of long bones).
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 127: cremation pit burial with remains 
of pyre, disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave 
(Pl. LXXXIV, CIX:3)
 Human grave. Within the limits of the bigger 
pit, near its NW edge: outline of a cremation burial, 
irregular, reaching down to the back of the horse bur-
ied below; Dms. 110x65 cm, D. 35 cm. Filling: black 
soil with charcoals, burnt human bones and lumps of 
amber. At the upper level 6 stones (remains of a pave-
ment); near S edge a standing clay vessel. I. Adult 
(fragments of skull and long bones).
Contents: 1. Biconical clay vessel, belly bend at 2/3 
of the height, straight rim; surface well-polished; 
brown in colour; admixture: a large amount of fine- 
and medium-grained crushed stone. Ornament: ap-
proximately triangular dimples – at the belly bend 
and under the rim 2 horizontal rows, between them 
and below the belly bend double or triple vertical 
rows; H. 11.8 cm, R. 8.7 cm, BL. 11.7 cm, B. 6.5 cm. 
2. Several small and one large lump of amber, with 
traces of cutting with a knife (not drawn); Th. 1.1 cm.
 Horse grave. Back and rump of the horse im-
mediately under the bottom of cremation burial (black 
soil from the bottom of the cremation burial reached 
to the animal’s ribs), pit of irregular outline, elongated 
along NW-SE (outline in NE part reconstructed hy-
pothetically on the basis of the cross-section); Dm. 
240x120 cm, D. 90 cm. Filling: brown soil with char-
coals. Skeleton oriented along N-S with head to S; 
horse probably in the standing position, fore-legs and 
hind-legs bent (under the weight of soil used for fil-
ling the grave?), neck stretched forwards, head muz-
zle down; snaffle bit in muzzle, over the back of the 
animal a standing vessel connected with the cremation 
burial (described in contents of the human grave). I. 
Individual aged ca 5 years, WH. 135 cm.
Contents: 3. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bi-
partite with iron rings circular in cross-section; 1 ring 
fragmentarily preserved; WB. 13.7 cm, L. of the links 
7.1 cm and 8.7 cm, Dm. of the rings 4.4 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 128: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXXXV)
 Destroyed by ploughing, preserved remains of 
mixed filling of the burial pit, outline close to circular; 
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Dm. 90 cm, D. 10 cm. Filling: dark brown soil with 
charcoals and a few fragments of burnt human bones.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 129: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXXXV)
 Destroyed by ploughing, preserved in bottom 
part, oval in outline, elongated along NW-SE (draw-
ings of the plan and the profile incompatible); Dms. 
106x72 cm, D. 35 cm. Filling: black soil with char-
coals, scattered burnt human bones, small pebbles, 
small fragments of pottery and 1 lump of raw amber. 
I. Probably an adult (fragments of long bones).
Contents: 1. Several fragments of pottery from at 
least 2 vessels; well-polished surfaces; light brown 
and dark brown in colour; texture typical of flask-
shaped vessels (not drawn). 2. Lump of raw amber 
(not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Feature 130: stone pavement (Pl. LXXXV)
 Compact stone pavement, approximately cir-
cular in shape, made of 2 layers of medium-sized 
stones, stones with no traces of burning, among them 
2 fragments of querns; Dm. ca 160 cm, D. 40 cm. Fill-
ing: between the stones grey-brown soil with concen-
trations of charcoals, many fragments of pottery and 
1 fragment of a bead.
Contents: 1. Half of a glass bead, Type Høilund 
Nielsen R3:b:a/f:II:I (?), barrel-shaped, made of 
opaque glass light red in colour; Dm. 1.1 cm, Dm. of 
the hole 0.4 cm, H. 0.8 cm. 2. 39 small fragments of 
clay vessels including 5 rim fragments with rounded 
edges; surfaces roughened on the outside and smooth 
on the inside; brown in colour (not drawn). 3. 13 small 
fragments of clay vessels; surfaces polished on the in-
side and outside; dark brown in colour (not drawn). 
4. 2 fragments of saddle-querns made of sandstone, 
elongated (not drawn).
Chronology: Early Iron Age?

Grave 131: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed, over a skeleton grave of 2 horses 
(Pl. LXXXVI, LXXXVII)
 Human grave. Disturbed by ploughing in up-
per part, pit approximately circular in outline, trough-
shaped in profile; Dms. 230x200 cm, D. 70 cm, D. of 
the black soil 30 cm. Filling: in the centre compact 
black soil permeated with charcoals, over a dozen 
fragments of burnt human and animal bones, a spur, 
a buckle and a fragment of a vessel, near the edges 
and at the bottom slightly lighter soil; below a brown 

layer with thin layers of charcoals. I. Adult (fragments 
of long bones); additionally a fragment of an animal 
bone. II. Charcoals: birch, pine and oak; additionally 
a lump of charred grains (probably grits with a frag-
ment of barley?).
Contents: 1. Iron buckle, Type Butėnas IV.4, with a 
trapeze-shaped frame, concave at the sides; corroded; 
H. 2.4 cm, W. 2.5 cm. 2. Iron rivet spur, Type Leuna 
Var. E, from curved rectangular band, at the edges 
poorly preserved traces of rivets, prick short, sharp; 
strongly corroded; W. 5.0 cm, W. of the bow 1.4 cm. 
3. Base part of a clay vessel with a marked out foot 
and concave base surrounded by a ring; surface well-
polished; dark brown in colour; B. 9 cm.
 Grave of 2 horses. Under the bottom of cre-
mation burial skeletons of 2 horses, poorly preserved 
(outline of the pit not recorded); skeletons oriented 
along N-S with heads to S; horse I (from E) sitting 
belly down with trunk leaning to the right, fore-legs 
and hind-legs tucked under, head stretched forward; 
horse II (from W) leaning to the left with legs tucked 
under (partly lying on horse I), head stretched for-
ward; skulls of both animals one next to another; 
snaffle bits in muzzles. I. Horse I: male, more than 5 
years old. Horse II: male, less than 4.5 years old.
Contents: 4. Iron snaffle bit of horse I, Type Ørsnes 
1C2, tripartite with iron rings, circular in cross-sec-
tion with fragments of iron rein ferrules (?), central 
link 8-shaped; WB. ca 15 cm, L. of links 8.1 cm, 4.6 
cm and 9.1 cm, Dm. of the rings 6.5 cm. 5. Iron snaf-
fle bit of horse II, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipartite; strong-
ly corroded, 1 ring and 1 link completely preserved; 
L. of the link 7.3 cm, Dm. of the ring 7.0 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Feature 132: pit of undetermined function 
(Pl. LXXXVIII)
 Pit oval in outline, elongated along N-S, fun-
nel-shaped in profile; Dms. 135x120 cm, D. 65 cm. 
Filling: grey-yellow sand with inserts of burning and 
charcoals.
Contents: none.
Chronology: unknown.

Grave 133: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXXXVII)
 Destroyed by ploughing, preserved remains of 
mixed filling, irregular in outline; Dms. 100-110 cm, 
D. 25 cm. Filling mixed: black soil with charcoals and 
burnt bones, small fragments of a vessel and a fragment 
of a bracelet (?). I. Adult, 35-45 years old.
Contents: 1. Fragment of a bronze bracelet (?) made 
of a bar polygonal in cross-section; Dm. 6.5 cm, Th. 
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0.4-0.5 cm. 2. Fragments of a clay vessel, among them 
a fragment of the base; surface well-polished; brown in 
colour; admixture: a large amount of coarse- and medi-
um-grained crushed stone; appearance and texture like 
in other flask-shaped vessels; B. 5 cm (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 134: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXXXVIII)
 Destroyed by ploughing, preserved in bottom 
part, pit irregular in outline; Dms. 60-65 cm, D. up. to 
20 cm. Filling: black soil with charcoals, a burnt bone 
and a fragment of a vessel. I. Burnt animal bone (?).
Contents: 1. Fragment of the base part of a clay ves-
sel; surface polished; brown in colour; admixture: a 
large amount of medium-grained crushed stone; ap-
pearance and texture similar to that of other flask-
shaped vessels; B. 6.2 cm (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 135: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXXXVIII)
 Destroyed by ploughing, preserved remains of 
mixed filling, irregular in outline; Dms. 55-65 cm, D. 
15 cm. Filling: black soil with charcoals, a few frag-
ments of burnt bones, potsherds and a lump of amber. 
I. Fragments of probably human bones; additionally 
1 fragment of an animal bone.
Contents: 1. 4 fragments of a vessel; surface po-
lished; brown in colour (not drawn). 2. Small lump of 
raw amber (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 136: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. LXXXVIII)
 At 40 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing, preserved in bottom part, outline close to circular 
(drawings of the plan and the profile incompatible); 
Dm. 75 cm, D. ca 10 cm. Filling: black soil with char-
coals, 1 burnt bone and a few fragments of a vessel.
Contents: 1. A few fragments of the lower part of a 
flask-shaped clay vessel with low belly bend. Orna-
ment: a double line of triangles impressed at the belly 
bend; B. ca 6 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 137: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed, over a disturbed skeleton horse 
grave (Pl. LXXXIX)
 Human grave. Destroyed by ploughing, pre-
served in bottom part, irregular in outline, elongated 
along N-S, documented partly (lack of cross-section); 
Dms. 180x70 cm, D. several cm. Filling: layer of black 

soil with charcoals and a few burnt human bones in the 
upper part. I. Probably an adult (fragment of long bone).
Contents: none.
 Horse grave. Partly disturbed bones of the 
horse skeleton immediately under the destruction 
layer of cremation burial (pit without a clear outline); 
skeleton oriented along N-S with head to S; horse ly-
ing belly down with hind-legs tucked under, fore-part 
of the trunk leaning to the left, neck stretched, head 
turned right; snaffle bit in muzzle. I. Individual aged 
ca 3.5 years.
Contents: 1. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipar-
tite (?) with iron rings; corroded, preserved 1 ring (not 
drawn); Dm. of the ring 5.8 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 138: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. XC)
 Destroyed by ploughing, preserved in bottom 
part, irregular in outline; Dms. 100x50 cm, D. up to 
20 cm. Filling: black soil with charcoals concentrat-
ed in SE part, a few small fragments of burnt human 
bones and fragments of a vessel. I. Fragments of hu-
man and possibly animal bones.
Contents: 1. Fragments of a clay vessel with a spheri-
cal base, protruding belly and straight edge; surface 
polished; yellow-brown in colour; form typical of the 
Early Iron Age, probably in secondary context (not 
drawn); R. ca 11 cm.
Chronology: unknown.

Grave 139: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. XC)
 Destroyed by ploughing, preserved in bottom 
part, circular in outline; Dm. ca 50 cm, D. 10 cm. Fil-
ling: black soil with charcoals, in upper part mixed with 
sand, with many fragments of burnt bones. I. Male, 35-
45 years old; additionally single animal bones.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Feature 140: settlement pit, destroyed (Pl. XC)
 Destroyed by ploughing, preserved in bottom 
part, irregular in outline; Dms. 130x80 cm, D. 15 cm. 
Filling: light brown soil mixed with sand, with 9 frag-
ments of pottery and flint fragment.
Contents: 1. 6 fragments of pottery with roughened 
surface and 3 polished fragments difficult to determine 
(not drawn). 2. Pressure bladelet of flint with an notch 
formed by retouch on the ventral surface in the medial 
part (microburine technique); in secondary context; 
Dms. 2.6x2.0x1.0 cm.
Chronology: Early Iron Age.
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Feature 141: pit of undetermined function, de-
stroyed (Pl. XCI)
 Destroyed by ploughing, preserved in bottom 
part, approximately oval in outline, elongated along 
N-S, trough-shaped in cross-section; Dms. 125x110 
cm, D. 25 cm. Filling: grey-brown soil with black in-
serts of burning and a few charcoals.
Contents: none.
Chronology: unknown.

Grave 142: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. XC)
 Destroyed by ploughing, preserved in bot-
tom part, oval in outline, elongated along NNE-SSW; 
Dms. 142x65 cm, D. 23 cm. Filling: mixed black soil 
with burnt human and animal bones. I. Adult (frag-
ments of long bones); additionally burnt animal 
bones, probably of a horse (teeth).
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 143: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. XCI)
 Destroyed by ploughing, preserved in bottom 
part, irregular in outline; Dms. 67x50 cm, D. 15 cm. 
Filling: black soil mixed with sand, with charcoals 
and burnt human bones. I. Adult (fragments of skull 
and long bones).
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 144: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. XCI)
 Destroyed by ploughing, oval in outline, elon-
gated along NW-SE; Dms. 75x45 cm, D. 25 cm. Fill-
ing: black soil with charcoals, mixed with sand in 
NW part, with a few fragments of an antler and small 
burnt human bones. I. Young individual.
Contents: 1. Several fragments of burnt antler with 
traces of working (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 145: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. XCI)
 Destroyed by ploughing, preserved in bottom 
part, arched in outline; Dms. 80x40 cm, D. up to 15 
cm. Filling: black soil with charcoals and burnt hu-
man bones. I. Fragments of human long bones.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Feature 146: remains of a pyre? (Pl. XCII)
 Pit irregular in outline, elongated along W-E, 

bottom irregular; L. 450 cm, W. ca 80 to 200 cm (the 
largest width in the middle), D. 45 cm. Filling: grey-
brown soil with two black layers: large content of 
charcoals with single burnt human bones, separated 
by a layer of sand; soil at the bottom of both layers 
reddened from high temperatures (result of two large 
fires – pyres?). I. Over a dozen remains of crema-
tion, including, i.a., adults (fragments of long bones). 
II. Charcoals: birch, pine and poplar; additionally 
charred straw.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 147: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, damaged, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. 
XCIII, XCIV)
 Human grave. Damaged by ploughing, ov-
al-shaped in outline, elongated along N-S, trough-
shaped in cross-section; Dms. 225x110 cm, D. 80 
cm. Filling: brown soil, in the top part thin layer of 
black soil with charcoals, single burnt human bones 
and scattered stones; irregular dark patches in plan; 
numerous charcoals down to the depth of D. ca 40 
cm. I. Adult (fragments of long bones).
Contents: none.
 Horse grave. Poorly preserved horse skeleton 
immediately under the destruction layer of cremation 
burial; skeleton oriented along N-S with head to S; 
horse lying belly down with hind-legs tucked under, 
fore-part of the trunk leaning to the left, head turned 
to the right; snaffle bit in muzzle, on the skull head-
gear strap fittings, partly in the original arrangement 
(of the headpiece, browband, noseband, cheekpieces 
and the central strap running from the headpiece to 
the noseband; additionally decorative rectangular 
plates running at an angle from the noseband to the 
central strap, resembling a triangle with its apex up; 
similar fittings in the case of browband – the arrange-
ment oriented with the apex down). I. Male, ca 4.5-5 
years old, WH. 125.8 cm.
Contents: 1. Fragments of an iron snaffle bit, Type (?) 
with iron rings, semi-circular in cross-section; strong-
ly corroded, preserved fragment of the ring with piece 
of link and 1 complete ring; Dm. of the preserved 
ring 6.3 cm. 2. Bronze headgear strap mounts made 
of rectangular plates joined with one another and the 
straps so that they overlap, linked with flat wires, bent 
inwards on the underside; most of them crumbled. 
Embossed ornament: motif of horizontal rows of rail-
ing ornament, between triple lines of pseudo-filigree 
along the edges; W. 2.3 and 1.8 cm.
Chronology: Phase 2.
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Grave 148: cremation pit burial with remains 
of pyre, disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave 
(Pl. XCVI, CIX:4)
 Human grave. In central part of the bigger 
pit remains of the proper cremation burial, disturbed 
by ploughing, in the top part irregular, in lower parts 
oval-shaped, trough-shaped in cross-section; Dms. 
50x35 cm, D. 20 cm. Filling: compact layer of black 
soil with charcoals, single stones and burnt human 
bones. At the bottom a standing vessel. I. Adult (frag-
ments of long bones).
Contents: 1. Barrel-shaped clay vessel with low 
neck, straight edge with a raised band below; surface 
carelessly polished; brown in colour; admixture: a 
large amount of medium- and coarse-grained crushed 
stone. Ornament: 3 groups of regularly spaced 5-6 
horizontal grooves near the base and at the belly, 
similar ornament under the rim, on either side of the 
raised band; raised band decorated with vertical inci-
sions, along the whole belly vertical rows of punc-
tures made with a tool with an oval tip; H. 13.8 cm, 
R. 6.7 cm, BL. 11.3 cm, B. 5.9 cm.
 Horse grave. Poorly preserved horse skel-
eton ca 25-30 cm below the bottom of the cremation 
burial, pit oval in shape, elongated along N-S (there 
are discrepancies of limits of the feature documented 
in the plan and cross-section, outline of the feature 
in parts N and S reconstructed hypothetically); Dms. 
200x80 cm, D. 85 cm. Filling: brown soil with patches 
of burning. Skeleton oriented along N-S with head to 
S; horse lying belly down, fore-part of the trunk pro-
bably leaning to the left, muzzle turned to the right; 
snaffle bit in muzzle. I. Individual aged ca 2 years.
Contents: 2. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bi-
partite with iron rings circular in cross-section; partly 
preserved; WB. ca 12 cm, L. of the preserved link 6.3 
cm, Dm. of the preserved ring 4.3 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 149: cremation pit burial with remains 
of pyre, disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave 
(Pl. XCVII, CIX:5)
 Human grave. At 53 cm below surface, dis-
turbed by ploughing, in N part and along the longer 
edges of the bigger pit, in its upper part remains of the 
proper cremation burial, preserved as irregular patches; 
Dms. 75-80x30-130 cm, D. 25 cm. Filling: black soil 
mixed with sand, with charcoals and numerous burnt 
human bones, visible also in S part of the bigger pit, at 
the depth of several cm; Th. ca 15 cm. In the centre a 
vessel lying on the side. I. Adult, probably a woman.
Contents: 1. Clay flask-shaped vessel with a biconi-
cal belly, belly bend at 2/5 of the height, slim neck 

with a straight edge, under the edge a slightly raised 
band; surface well-polished and glossy; brown in co-
lour; admixture: fine- and medium-grained crushed 
stone. Ornament: deeply impressed triangular dim-
ples in horizontal rows at the belly bend and under 
the edge, between them vertical rows, near the lowest 
row motif of inverted festoons; H. 15 cm, R. 6.1 cm, 
BL. 11 cm, B. 5.0 cm.
 Horse grave. Horse skeleton under the destruc-
tion layer of the cremation burial, pit approximately 
oval-shaped, elongated along N-S, flat bottom; Dms. 
150x80 cm, D. 55 cm. Filling: brown soil with irregular 
patches of black soil in the upper part. Skeleton orient-
ed along N-S with head to S; horse lying belly down, 
clearly leaning to the right, right-side limbs tucked un-
der, left-side limbs extended to the side, muzzle turned 
to the left; snaffle bit in muzzle, near the rump a large 
stone. I. Individual aged ca 3.5 years.
Contents: 2. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C1, bipar-
tite with iron rings quadrangular in cross-section; one 
of the rings preserved fragmentarily; WB. ca 13 cm, L. 
of the links 6.8 cm and 8.8 cm, Dm. of the rings 4.8 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 150: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, disturbed (Pl. XCVIII)
 At 65 cm below surface, disturbed by plough-
ing, irregular in outline, funnel-shaped in profile 
(there are discrepancies of limits of the feature docu-
mented in the plan and profiles); Dms. 120x100 cm, 
D. 40 cm. Filling: compact black soil with a large 
amount of charcoals, stones and burnt human bones. 
At the bottom a standing vessel. I. Adult (fragments of 
long bones).
Contents: 1. Biconical flask-shaped clay vessel with 
belly bend at 2/5 of the height, slim neck and straight 
rim; surface well-polished, glossy; brown in colour; 
admixture: a large amount of medium- and coarse-
grained crushed stone. Ornament: deeply impressed 
triangular dimples in double horizontal rows at the 
belly bend and under the rim, between them vertical 
rows of double imprints, near the lowest horizontal 
row a zone of the width equal to 4 rows of imprints; 
H. 14.9 cm, R. 5.5 cm, BL. 10.5 cm, B. 5.4 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 151: cremation pit burial with remains 
of pyre, disturbed, over a skeleton horse grave 
(Pl. XCIV, XCV, CIX:6)
 Human grave. Disturbed by ploughing, out-
line of 2 burial pits arranged at right angles. In N part 
the larger one, approximately rectangular, oriented 
along N-S (in S part the outline mingles with the other 
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burial, the stratigraphic relations between the features 
undetermined; the original place where the bones 
were deposited unidentified, the remains of cremation 
and pyre may have been scattered on the surface of 
the pit with horse burial filled up with soil); L. un-
determined, W. ca 110 cm, D. 40 cm. Filling: black-
brown soil with a large amount of charcoals and scat-
tered burnt human bones. In SE part the smaller one, 
irregular, elongated along SWW-NEE; W. ca 80 cm, 
D. 35 cm. Filling: compact black soil with charcoals, 
a few medium-sized stones and burnt human bones. 
At the bottom 2 standing clay vessels. I. Surface of 
the burial pit: Adult, probably a woman (numerous 
bones), child (single bones); smaller pit: child. II. 
Charcoals from the pit: pine, birch, beech.
Contents: 1. Biconical flask-shaped clay vessel with 
belly bend at ca 1/3 of the height, slightly concave base, 
slim neck and straight edge; surface well-polished and 
glossy; dark brown in colour; admixture: fine- and me-
dium-grained crushed stone. Ornament: deep, oblique 
oval imprints, double horizontal rows of imprints un-
der the rim and at belly bend, between them double 
vertical rows with 2 more short sections near the base; 
H. 16.6 cm, R. 6.2 cm, BL. 11.4 cm, B. 5.7 cm. 2. Clay 
vessel, biconical with upper part incurved and straight 
rim; surface roughly polished; brown in colour; admix-
ture: a large amount of coarse- and medium-grained 
crushed stone; reconstructed from fragments; H. 11.5 
cm, R. 11.2 cm, BL. 12.3 cm, B. 8.1 cm.
 Horse grave. Poorly preserved horse skeleton 
at ca 100 cm from the surface, in the lower part of the 
larger pit; skeleton oriented NNW-SSE with head to 
SSE; horse lying belly down, fore-part of the trunk 
leaning to the right, hind-legs tucked under, fore-legs 
extended, head pressed to the right fore-leg; snaffle 
bit in muzzle. I. Male, ca 7 years old (pathological 
changes of the backbone probably caused by an in-
jury or improper saddling).
Contents: 3. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C2, tri-
partite with iron rings, long central link and shorter, 
8-shaped side links, rings quadrangular in cross-sec-
tion; WB. ca 12.5 cm, L. of the links 4.9 cm, 6.9 cm 
and 4.9 cm, Dm. of the rings 5.3 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Feature 152: fragment of the filling of a cremation 
burial in secondary context
 Thin layer brought by ploughing from another 
place, irregular in shape (not drawn, not photographed); 
Th. a few cm. Filling: black soil with charcoals and a 
few fragments of burnt human bones. I. Child.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Feature 153: remains of a funeral pyre (?), dis-
turbed (Pl. XCIX)
 Disturbed by ploughing in NW part, oval, 
elongated along NE-SW (this is not determined at 
the drawing which profile was documented); Dms. 
195x165 cm, D. 25 cm. Filling: black soil with a large 
amount of charcoals, the surrounding sand pinkish in 
colour in the upper part due to high temperatures (tra-
ces of burning a fire). I. Charcoals: pine, birch, poplar.
Contents: none.
Chronology: unknown.

Grave (?) 154: cremation pit burial (?) with re-
mains of pyre, destroyed (Pl. XCVIII)
 Destroyed by ploughing, preserved in bottom 
part, irregular in shape; Dms. 55x42 cm, D. 27 cm. 
Filling: black soil with charcoals.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Grave 155: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed, over a skeleton horse grave (Pl. C)
 Human grave. Destroyed by ploughing, pre-
served in bottom part, irregular in outline; Dm. 40x30 
cm, D. up to 20 cm. Filling: mixed black soil with 
charcoals and over a dozen fragments of burnt human 
bones. I. Human and animal bones.
Contents: none.
 Horse grave. Poorly preserved horse skeleton 
ca 25 cm below the bottom of the cremation burial 
(outline of a pit impossible to determine); skeleton 
oriented along NW-SE with head to SE; horse ly-
ing belly down, hind-legs tucked under, fore-legs 
stretched forwards, head resting on the right leg, 
slightly turned to the right; snaffle bit in muzzle, near 
the back an iron buckle. I. Male, ca 6 years old.
Contents: 1. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C2, tri-
partite with iron rings, central link short, 8-shaped, 
rings rectangular in cross-section; WB. ca 16 cm, L. 
of the links 8.1 cm, 4.5 cm and 8.7 cm, Dm. of the 
rings 5.5 cm and 5.9 cm. 2. Iron girth buckle, Type 
Butėnas III.2, with a massive, oval frame, circular in 
cross-section; H. 7.4 cm, W. 3.7 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Grave 156: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. CI)
 Destroyed by ploughing, preserved in bot-
tom part, oval in outline, elongated along N-S; Dms. 
50x42 cm, D. 12 cm. Filling: black soil with char-
coals mixed with sand, with a few fragments of burnt 
human bones. I. Child.
Contents: none.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?
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Feature 157: settlement pit, disturbed (Pl. C)
 At 35 below surface, disturbed by ploughing, 
preserved in bottom part, close to circular in outline; 
Dm. ca 70 cm, D. 20 cm. Filling: grey-yellow sand 
with fragments of unburnt animal bones and potsherds.
Contents: 1. Fragment of the rim of a clay vessel, 
Type Okulicz IV, slightly turned aside; surface care-
lessly polished; brown in colour; admixture: a medi-
um amount of fine-grained crushed stone; R. 12 cm. 
2. Fragment of the rim of a clay vessel, Type Okulicz 
IV, slightly turned aside; surface polished; light brown 
in colour; admixture: a large amount of fine-grained 
crushed stone; R. 12 cm. 3. Fragment of the base of a 
clay vessel with distinguished, concave bottom; sur-
face carefully polished; brown in colour; admixture: 
a large amount of fine-grained crushed stone; B. 2.9 
cm. 4. Fragment of the handle of a clay vessel; sur-
face carelessly polished; brown in colour; admixture: 
a small amount of fine-grained crushed stone; W. 1.4 
cm. 5. Over a dozen fragments of vessels with rough-
ened and smooth surfaces; typical of the Early Iron 
Age (not drawn).
Chronology: Early Iron Age.

Grave 158: cremation pit burial with remains of 
pyre, destroyed (Pl. CI)
 At 29 cm below surface, destroyed by plough-
ing, preserved in bottom part in shape of a few ir-
regular patches, documented partly (lack of cross-
section); D. 4 cm. Filling: black soil with charcoals, 
a few fragments of burnt human bones and a frag-
ment of a vessel. I. Adult.
Contents: 1. Fragment of the base of a flask-shaped 
clay vessel, biconical with low belly bend; surface 
well-polished, glossy; dark brown in colour; admix-
ture: a large amount of fine- and medium-grained 
crushed stone. Ornament: at the preserved fragment 
of the belly bend a horizontal row of impressed, trian-
gular dimples; B. 5.7 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Feature 159: traces of a funeral pyre (?), disturbed 
(Pl. CII)
 At 39 cm below surface, in N part disturbed by 
ploughing, irregular in outline, elongated along N-S; 
Dms. 235x75 cm, D. 18 cm. Filling: grey-reddish soil, 
at the perimeter thin black soil permeated with char-
coals, in bottom part neighbouring with sand pinkish 
in colour due to high temperatures (traces of burning 
a fire).
Contents: none.
Chronology: unknown.

Grave 160: horse skeleton burial, disturbed (Pl. CI)
 Horse skeleton immediately under the sur-
face, disturbed by ploughing, slightly deeper frag-
ments preserved in anatomic arrangement (pit outline 
undetermined, the possible cremation burial above 
completely destroyed by ploughing; not drawn, not 
photographed). Filling: grey-yellow sand. Skeleton 
oriented along N-S with head to S; horse lying bel-
ly down with hind-legs tucked under and fore-legs 
stretched forwards, head turned to the left; snaffle bit 
in muzzle. I. Individual aged 3.5-4 years.
Contents: 1. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C2, tri-
partite with iron rings rectangular in cross-section, on 
each of the rings fan-shaped iron rein and cheekpiece 
(?) ferrules with single rivets at the wider ends, cent-
ral link longer; reconstructed WB. 18 cm, L. of links 
6.5 cm, 9.0 cm and 6.7 cm, Dm. of the rings 4.5 cm 
and 4.9 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period.

Feature 161: stone pavement (Pl. CIII)
 Ca 100 cm to SW from Feature 162, elongated 
stone, surrounded with smaller stones (with the ex-
ception of NW part), carefully arranged, documented 
partly (lack of cross-section); L. of the stone 100 cm. 
Filling: grey-yellow soil with single charcoals. Under 
the stone a knife and a fragment of a handle.
Contents: 1. Iron knife with preserved fragment of a 
wooden handle, slightly bent; L. 11.8 cm, W. of the 
blade 1.9 cm, B. of the back 0.5 cm. 2. Fragment of 
the iron handle (?); preserved L. 6 cm, W. 1.5 cm.
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Feature 162: remains of a funeral pyre (?), dis-
turbed (Pl. CII)
 Disturbed by ploughing, oval in outline, elon-
gated along NW-SE, trough-shaped in cross-section; 
Dms. 285x70-120 cm, D. up to 18 cm. Filling: black 
soil with layers of grey-yellow sand, with large 
amounts of charcoals, sand near the bottom of the fea-
ture pinkish due to high temperatures (traces of burn-
ing a fire). I. Charcoals: birch, pine, poplar, beech.
Contents: none.
Chronology: unknown.

Feature 163: stone pavement, damaged (Pl. CIII)
 Partly damaged by ploughing, concentration of 
small and medium size stones spread not densely, close 
to circular in outline; Dm. ca 170 cm, D. 15 cm. Fil-
ling: brown soil with 2 potsherds between the stones.
Contents: 1. 2 small, uncharacteristic fragments of a 
clay vessel; light brown in colour; admixture: coarse- 
and medium-grained crushed stone and sand (not 
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drawn). 2. Lump of a raw amber (not drawn).
Chronology: Late Migration Period?

Stray finds (Pl. CIV, CV)
 During excavation works at the site in destruc-
tion layers outside burials 16 metal finds and several 
ten fragments of clay vessels, part of which was clas-
sified as representing the Elbląg group, were found; 
the remaining ones were determined as characteristic 
of earlier periods of prehistory and to modern times. 
The list below presents descriptions of artefacts con-
nected with the burial from the Migration Period.
 1. Bronze ladder brooch, Variant I, with 4 
rectangular rungs. Construction: impossible to repro-
duce. Bow and foot trapeze-shaped in cross-section; 
fragmentarily preserved and deformed (twisted in 
the head part, the lowest rung bent, a fragment of the 
spring and part of the catchplate preserved). Orna-
ment: at the ends of the rungs holes for short rivets 
(5 preserved), heads unpreserved, probably originally 
decorative; on the 2nd rung remains of the soldering 
fixing the head on the right side and a circular imprint 
of a head around the shaft of the rivet on the left side; 
L. 6.5 cm, preserved W. of the 1st rung 3.0 cm, W. of 
the 2nd second rung 4.0 cm, preserved W. of the 3rd 
rung 3.6 cm, W. of the 4th  rung 4.4 cm.
 2. Bronze ladder brooch, Variant I, with 4 
rungs, upper rung trapeze-shaped, the remaining ones 
rectangular. Construction: pseudo-crossbow (?) or 
broken and repaired crossbow construction, spring of 
2 segments of 6 and 7 coils, separated by a projection 
on the head, fixing an iron axle, the right 6-coil side 
of the spring is resilient with the end resting on the 
underside of the pseudo-chord, pseudo-chord wound 
around the end of the axle on the right side; pseudo-
chord of wire lens-shaped in cross-section, slightly 
faceted; at the ends of the spring originally 2 deco-
rative bosses (preserved fragment of the one on the 
right side). Narrow bow and foot trapeze-shaped in 
cross-section; solid catchplate; L. 5.3 cm, preserved 
W. 3.3 cm, L. of the rungs 3.9 cm (the 1st one), 3.6 cm 
(the 2nd one), 2.8 cm (the 3rd one), 3.7 cm (the 4th one).
 3. Bronze brooch, pseudo-ladder, a bow cut 
out in bronze sheet with imitation of 4 rectangular 
rungs. Construction unknown: spring, axle and pin 
missing; a wide projection on the head bent, serving 
as a hook for the axle; a projection on the foot hooked 
inwards, forming a primitive catchplate; fragmen-
tarily preserved; L. 4.5 cm, W. of the imitation rungs 
1.6-2.2 cm, Th. of the bronze sheet 0.1 cm (artefact 
discovered near grave 27).
 4. Bronze disc brooch, circular with a large 
hemispherical boss in the centre, around the central 

boss 2 concentric rows of small bosses. Construction: 
crossbow, rectangular plate bent in half of its length at 
right angles, riveted to the underside of the disc; in the 
perpendicular part a hole for the axle, with a spring 
and a chord resting on the underside of the disc, solid 
catchplate made of a rectangular plate bent at right 
angles, riveted to the disc; Dm. 3.3 cm, Dm. of the 
bulge 1.4 cm, H. of the bulge 0.6 cm.
 5. Bronze disc brooch, circular with a large 
hemispherical boss in the centre, around the central 
boss 2 concentric rows of small bosses. Construction: 
crossbow, rectangular plate bent in half of its length at 
right angles, riveted to the underside of the disc; in the 
perpendicular part a hole for the axle, with a spring 
and a chord resting on the underside of the disc, catch-
plate originally solid, made of a rectangular plate bent 
at right angles, riveted to the disc; damaged edge of 
the disc and catchplate, pin missing; Dm. 3.3 cm, Dm. 
of the bulge 1.4 cm, H. of the bulge 0.6 cm.
 6. Bronze disc brooch, Type Ørsnes I.1-2/Høi-
lund Nielsen I1b/c; circular. Construction: crossbow, 
4-coil spring of bronze wire, close to quadrangular in 
cross-section, on the bronze axle with ends hooked 
over the end coils of the spring; a catchplate and a 
head projection with a hole for the axle cast togeth-
er with the fairly thick disc, solid catchplate; catch-
plate and pin damaged, chord broken. Ornament: 3 
concentric, circular lines of triangular stamps, inside 
the smallest circle 2 crossing double lines of stamped 
points forming the shape of St Andrew’s cross, with 
lines of triangular stamps adjoining to them from the 
outside; Dm. 4.2 cm.
 7. Bronze equal-armed brooch, Type Ørsnes 
F2/Høilund Nielsen F1c. Construction: probably 
crossbow (item incompletely preserved), bronze axle, 
near the head remains of an iron chord, traces of corro-
sion on the catchplate, iron pin not preserved; massive 
bow, oval-shaped, concave on the underside, slightly 
wider at the ends. Ornament: in the central part of the 
bow lengthwise lines of punched dots, at the ends of 
the bow and on arms transverse engraved lines and 
rows of dots; L. 3.6 cm, preserved W. 1.4 cm.
 8. Bronze lancet-shaped strap end with 3 ri-
vets at the end arranged in a triangle, tongue faceted; 
end broken off; preserved L. 5.1 cm, W. 1.1 cm.
 9. Bronze lancet-shaped strap end with 3 ri-
vets at the end arranged horizontally, tongue faceted. 
Ornament: rows of punched double-crescent stamps 
along the edge, in the bottom part also along the edge 
of the faceting; L. 5.6 cm, W. 1.3 cm.
 10. Bronze lancet-shaped strap end with 2 ri-
vets at the end arranged horizontally, tongue faceted. 
Ornament: engraved lines along the upper edge of the 
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ferrule and horizontal grooves on the waist; L. 4.2 
cm, W. 1.1 cm.
 11. Bronze belt mount, rectangular with single 
rivet holes in corners. Ornament: openwork curved 
and T-shaped pattern, along the longer edges line of 
punched dots; L. 5.6 cm, W. 2.3 cm, Th. 0.2 cm.
 12. Fragment of a bronze bracelet, quadran-
gular in cross-section; reconstructed Dm. 7.2 cm, Th. 
0.4 cm.
 13. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C2, tripartite 
with iron rings, rectangular in cross-section, central 
link short, 8-shaped, side links with one end longer; 
reconstructed WB. 12.5 cm, L. of the links 6.6 cm, 3.8 
cm and 6.9 cm, Dm. of the rings 4.7 cm and 4.9 cm.
 14. Iron snaffle bit, Type Ørsnes 1C2, tripar-
tite with iron rings, flat, rectangular in cross-section, 
central link short, S-shaped; preserved 1 ring; recon-
structed WB. 15 cm, L. of the links 8.7 cm, 4.4 cm 
and 7.3 cm, Dm. of the ring 6.3 cm.
 15. Iron link of a snaffle bit; L. 7.7 cm.
 16. Bronze fitting of a headgear strap, rectan-
gular with 2 rivet holes; broken at one end. Ornament: 
row of 7 bosses; preserved L. 4.7 cm, W. 0.8 cm.

 17. Stone grinder, close to spherical with 8 
surfaces; traces of abrasion on surfaces; Dm. 8.6 cm.
 18. Fragment of the clay vessel, barrel-shaped 
with straight rim, slightly bent inwards; surface partly 
roughened; dark brown in colour; admixture: medi-
um-grained crushed stone; H. 6.8 cm, R. 6.9 cm, BL. 
8.3 cm, B. 6.1 cm.
 19. Fragment of the base part of a clay flask-
shaped vessel; surface smooth; light brown in colour; 
admixture: fine-grained crushed stone. Ornament: 
double rows of circular dimples at the belly bend and 
neck; BL. 10.0 cm, B. 4.0 cm.
 20. Fragment of the base part of a clay flask-
shaped vessel, bottom slightly concave; surface well-
polished and glossy; beige in colour; admixture: 
fine- and medium-grained crushed stone. Ornament: 
double row of wedge-shaped imprints at the belly 
bend tool; BL. 10.3 cm, B. 6.1 cm.
 21. Several ten potsherds, typical of the Elbląg 
group; forms impossible to reconstruct (not drawn).
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III. ANALYSIS

III.1. Costume and personal ornaments (Bartosz Kontny)

III.1.1. Brooches

 At the cemetery at Nowinka thirty one brooch-
es were found, six of which were stray finds and the 
rest was discovered in nineteen burials. Except for 
the iron brooch from grave 6, all the other ones were 
made of bronze.
 The brooch from grave 6/16 represents the 
crossbow form with a solid catchplate and a boss on 
the head. It resembles the items of the Dollkeim/Kov-
rovo type (Bitner-Wróblewska 2001, p. 41-52) which 
are considered to indicate Phase D on the Balts’ lands, 
although the finds from Gotland, Oland and Bornholm 
are indicators of Phase VI:2 after B. Nerman (1935) 
dated to the 6th century till its end (Bitner-Wróblewska 
2001, p. 50-52, Pl. II). Items of Type Dollkeim/Kov-
rovo, however, had a different, i.e., arched, bows. Due 
to the angle at which its bow is bent, identical to that 
found in ladder brooches, the fibula from grave 6/1  
should be linked with the developed or late stage of 
Phase E. Similar brooches have been recorded in as-
semblages from the Late Migration Period, e.g., from 
grave ‘c’ from the area of Kaliningrad (Kleemann 
1956a, p. 72, 74, Pl. XVIII:23) or more recently at the 
cemetery at Mitino, grave 167, grave 206, grave 207, 
grave 296, grave 300, grave 319 and 381 (personal 
commitment: K. Skvortsov)7. Some of the analogical 
brooches had more or less reduced enlargement at the 
end of the foot (e.g., Mitino, grave 365 and 395), which 
resembles the ends of so called Schlusskreuzfibeln. 
Thus we may have to deal with forms which evolved 
from the Schlusskreuzfibeln, hence typologically lat-
er than them. Unfortunately as yet it is impossible to 
make any precise statements about their chronology 
due to the lack of numerous, well-dated assemblages.
 The most numerous group of fibulas embraces 
ladder brooches (germ. Sprossenfibeln). They are repre-
sented by developed and late forms (cf. Kowalski 1991, 
p. 80); all of them can be determined as Group 4, Vari-
ant B after M. Rudnicki (2008, Fig. 13). Items from No-
winka may be classified into three variants: I – slim items 
(grave 55/2, 85/1, two stray finds SF/1-2), II – compact 

items with rungs decorated with horizontally engraved 
lines, with a chord or pseudo-chord without projections 
(grave 21/1, 35/1, 55/1, 60/1), III – items with imitation 
crossbow construction with a decorated pseudo-chord 
with projections and rungs (in the case of the item from 
grave 17/1 also pseudo-chord) decorated with a textur-
ing tool, i.a., with a pseudo-filigree motif (grave 17/1, 
85/18; basing on the construction a fragment of a brooch 
of that type was also found in grave 62B/1). Due to their 
construction the ladder brooches from Nowinka can be 
divided into two basic groups: crossbow ones (grave 
21/1, 55/2, 60/1) and imitation crossbow ones (grave 
17/1, 35/1, 55/1, 62B/1, 85/1, 85/18, stray find SF/2). It 
is impossible to determine the construction of the stray 
find SF/1 (the elements of the constructions have not 
been preserved). The pseudo-crossbow construction 
was discussed in another place (Kontny 2010), and the 
detailed description of constructions of respective arte-
facts can be found in the Catalogue, so only its basic 
premises will be mentioned here: the pseudo-chord is 
fixed at the ends of the axle and has a decorative func-
tion only, underlined by the ornament; the resilience was 
obtained owing to the right side of the spring, one of its 
ends becomes the pin and the other rests on the pseu-
do-chord (the left side of the spring is non-resilient). 
Moreover, the pseudo-chord was attached to the bow 
with the use of guides in the imitation chords to which 
the bow was fixed (grave 17/1, 62B/1, 55/1?, 85/18). As 
it seems in these cases the pressure obtained by resting 
the hooked end of the spring on the pseudo-chord was 
insufficient for the latter to rest securely on the bow.
 Besides the ornaments on the rungs and pseudo-
chord, the ladder brooches had bosses decorated with 
pairs of rings of thick, incised wire, placed at the ends 
of the axle. The presence of bosses (or their remains) 
was found in all of the ladder brooches. Brooches rep-
resenting Variant I did not have an ornament (stray find 
SF/2) or it was clearly poorer than the decoration of the 
other ladder brooches (grave 55/2 – one groove at the 
lowest rung, stray find SF/1 – grooves along the edges 
of the rungs and probably rivets with decorative heads 
at the ends of the rungs). The find from grave 85/1 is 
an exception here; besides grooves on the rungs it had 
lines made of punched dots at the bow along its axis 
(four lines) and along the lower edge of the topmost 
rung (one line). Brooches representing Variant II were 
decorated with horizontal grooves at the rungs and the 
pattern covered almost the whole surface of the 2nd 

6 All finds from Nowinka discussed below are affixed with the-
grave number and the find number within the grave furnish-
ing, e.g., grave 6/1. As refers to stray finds they are signed SF 
with number on the list of loose finds, e.g., SF/2. Correspon-
ding plate numbers are added only if necessary.

7 In final stage of correction of this book the publication of Mi-
tino was published (Skvortsov 2010) so it was impossible to 
quote it here in details. 
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and 4th rung and in the remaining ones it was less co-
pious or even absent (grave 35/1). The most complex 
patterns were found on brooches representing Variant 
III. Brooch from grave 17/1 had a complex pattern of 
horizontal zig-zag lines: engraved, pseudo-filigree and 
dotted, made with a texturing tool, triangular stamp 
and a burin. Interestingly, the two bottom rungs had 
lines engraved along the longer edges on the underside, 
thus invisible for the lookers on (the craftsman’s mis-
take?). On the brooch from grave 85/1 the ornament is 
simpler and consists of engraved and pseudo-filigree 
lines composed of punched dots. Also pseudo-chords 
were decorated in some items of Variant II and III: usu-
ally with vertical engraved lines at the sides where the 
bow was fixed (grave 17/1, 55/1, 62B/1, 85/18) and in 
grave 17/1 also dots punched along the edge of the up-
per part of the imitation chord.
 Brooches of Variant I should be treated as typo-
logically the earliest (cf. Rudnicki 2008, Fig. 13), yet 
one of them (grave 85/1) was determined as coming 
from the 3rd chronological phase of the burial ground 
at Nowinka. However, it is an unusual artefact with 
extremely rich decoration and imitation crossbow con-
struction, not found in other brooches of that variant 
from Nowinka. Brooches of Variant II were found in 
all chronological phases whereas Variant III basically 
belongs to the latest, 3rd phase (the exception is item 
from grave 62B/1, hypothetically classified as this va-
riant). It should be also noted that although imitation 
crossbow and crossbow brooches appeared in all the 
phases, sometimes even in one feature (grave 55) and 
very similar forms had either of the type of construc-
tion (brooch from grave 21/1 – crossbow, 35/1 – pseu-
do-crossbow), the crossbow construction does not ap-
pear in the latest graves from the Nowinka necropolis. 
This may indicate that the crossbow construction was 
gradually replaced by the imitation crossbow one.
 Ladder brooches are the chronological deter-
minant of the late stage of Phase E in the groups of the 
West Balt circle from the Late Migration Period: the 
final phase of the Dollkeim-Kovrovo culture (Nowa-
kowski 1996, p. 54, Pl. 18:14, Pl. 107), in the Olsztyn 
group (Kowalski 2000, p. 223; Rudnicki 2008) and in 
the Elbląg group (Kowalski 2000, p. 220) as well as at 
the area of modern Lithuania (Åberg 1919, p. 139-142) 
with, i.a., the items from the cemeteries of Plinkaiga-
lis and Marvelė (Bertašius 2000, p. 137, Fig. 5), Laz-
dininkiai, grave 73 (Bliujienė, Butkus 2002, Fig. 8) 
as well as Latvia and Estonia (Brather 2001, Fig. 4, 
p. 488-490). Outside these areas they are very rare; 
the exception confiriming the rule is the find from 
grave 2 in the early Slavic burial ground at Prützke, 
Ldkr. Potsdam-Mittelmark (Brather 2001). The closest 

analogies, however, can be found in the Elbląg and 
Olsztyn groups. The slimmer forms are said to have 
appeared in the latter from Phase E2 and the stocky 
ones in Phases E2b-E3 (Rudnicki 2009, Fig. 12; cf. Ko-
walski 1991, p. 72; 2000, p. 223); in the Elbląg group 
both forms are said to have appeared in Phase E2

8, and 
the slim items are considered to be earlier (Kowalski 
2000, p. 220). Analogies for Variant I items may be 
found at, e.g., cemeteries of the Elbląg group in Łęcze, 
grave 8 (Dorr 1898, p. 9, Pl. III:8), grave 19 (Dorr 
1898, p. 10, Pl. II:7), grave 36 (Dorr 1898, p. 12, Pl. 
II:12) and Elbląg-Moniuszki St (Ehrlich 1937a, Fig. 
3, lower right), Olsztyn group necropolises at Tu-
miany, grave 21 (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 26:2; Jakobson 
2009, Pl. 7:a), Miętkie (Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. 
CLVIII) and Kosewo III, grave 212 (Jakobson files) 
and in Sambian-Natangian areas: Pesochnoe, stray 
find (Jakobson files) and Zelenyy Gay, stray find (Ja-
kobson files); for the item from grave 85/1 the closest 
analogy is the brooch from grave 23 in Łęcze (Dorr 
1898, p. 11, Pl. III:5). For Variant II analogies can be 
found at burial grounds of the Elbląg group in Łęcze, 
grave 23 (Dorr 1898, p. 11, Pl. III:3), 32 (Dorr 1898, 
p. 12, Pl. III:1), 55 (Dorr 1898, p. 14, Pl. II:6), of the 
Olsztyn group in Kielary, grave 63 (Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 156:a), Miętkie, grave 59 (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 8:4), 
Tumiany, grave 30a (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 27:3; Bitner-
Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. III; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 14:b), 
49 (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 36:1), Tylkowo (Nowakowski 
1998, p. 108, Pl. I:18; Menghin et al. 2007, p. 370, 
cat. no IV.3.6) and Waplewo (Bitner-Wróblewska 
2008a, Pl. XXXVII) and at the Sambian-Natangian 
area, e.g., Pesochnoe (Jakobson files), Kovrovo, grave 
55 (Tischler, Kemke 1902, Pl. VI:4), Suvorovo, grave 
465 (Heym 1938, Fig. 23; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, 
Pl. CCLV), Mitino, grave 267 (personal commitment: 
K. Skvortsov), and for Variant III at cemeteries of the 
Elbląg group in Łęcze, grave 7 (Dorr 1898, p. 9, Pl. 
II:4), 23 (Dorr 1898, p. 11, Pl. III:3), 30 (Dorr 1898, 
p. 12, Pl. II:11; cf. also Dorr 1898, Pl. II:3), 48 (Dorr 
1898, p. 13, Pl. III:2), Elbląg-Żytno (Dorr 1914, Fig. 
7:d-e), Elbląg-Moniuszki St (Ehrlich 1937a, Fig. 3, 
upper left), of the Olsztyn group in Popielno, grave 
41 (Jakobson files), Kielary, grave 6 (Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 110:a), grave 22 or 23 (Bezzenberger 1900, p. 173, 
Fig. 64; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 129:a), Tumiany, grave 
30a (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 14:a), 36 (Heydeck 1895, Pl. 
VIII:10; Åberg 1919, Fig. 182; Kulakov 1989, Fig. 
31:3; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 23:a), 80 (Kulakov 1989, 
Fig. 42:2; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XIV; Jakob-
son 2009, Pl. 50:a), at the Sambian-Natangian areas 

8  J. Kowalski established absolute limits of Phase E2 differently 
for the Elbląg and Olsztyn group.
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in Suvorovo, grave 338 (Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, 
Pl. CCXXXIV), 372a (Heym 1938, Fig. 24; Bitner-
Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. CCXXXV) and 392 (Bitner-
Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. CCXXXVII), ex-Plauen, 
stray find (Jakobson files) and Beryozovka II, grave 
29 (Jakobson files). It should be noted that in the case 
of finds from the Olsztyn group and the Sambian-Na-
tangian areas the analogies are slightly more distant, 
especially for Variants II and III.
 Brooches from grave 105 refer to the group 
of ladder brooches. They may be considered as imita-
tions made with the use of primitive technology. Both 
brooches have crossbow construction. In one (grave 
105/1) the axle was fixed on the wide, hooked projec-
tion on the head; its ends were bent on the external 
coils of the spring. Both the projection on the head 
and the catchplate were made of the same as the bow, 
suitably cut out piece of metal sheet. In the second 
brooch (105/2) the axle was hooked over the last coil 
of the spring only at one end; the other details of the 
construction are identical. The pseudo-ladder brooch-
es are represented also by one stray find (SF/3). It was 
fragmentarily preserved so the details of the construc-
tion were not complete; it is possible to say that the 
head had an identical shape as those of the brooches 
from grave 105, but the catchplate was shaped from 
a bent piece of metal sheet cut out at the side of the 
foot between the rungs and not, as in the case of the 
other pseudo-ladder brooches, at its end. There are 
not known exact analogies of the described brooches, 
but one should recall the brooch from Łęcze, grave 
41 (Dorr 1898, p. 13, 19, Pl. III:10) made with the use 
of equally primitive technology and also with a cross-
bow construction. The main difference is the lack of 
imitation rungs. The brooch was accompanied by, i.a., 
a bit with bronze ferrules and a hook ring of twisted 
wire (Dorr 1898, p. 13, Pl. III:1) which makes it im-
possible to establish a precise chronology. There are 
also two similar brooches from the Sambian-Natan-
gian area uncovered in the 1990s: in ex-Wangskeim 
and Izhevskoe; they are said to be still more primi-
tive: the pin was made of the same piece of bronze as 
the bow, there was no axle and chord (personal com-
mitment: K. Skvortsov). None of the brooches was 
accompanied by artefacts allowing for precise dat-
ing. On the basis of the relative chronology of the No-
winka necropolis it may be assumed that these brooch-
es are a later form, present in the final, 3rd phase of the 
cemetery.
 The next group of brooches is made up of 
two items from grave 2/1-2. These are simple forms 
made of wire with a lower chord and a solid catch-
plate. They consist of three parts: the spring which 

is extended into the pin, an axle and the bow with 
a catchplate. Their unique feature is the axle made 
of wood which is an unsophisticated solution; for 
that reason they are considered as ‘decadent’ forms 
(Okulicz 1988, p. 124, Fig. 9:e-f; cf. Pietrzak 1977, 
p. 152-153, Fig. 2:d). These brooches do not have 
exact analogies, yet in the Elbląg group some items 
of similar constructions were found: Łęcze, grave 57 
(Dorr 1898, p. 14, Pl. I:32) – they differed by having 
a marked out place where the feet became the bow, 
and Elbląg-Żytno, grave 86 (Ehrlich 1920, p. 188-
189, Fig. 2:a). B. Ehrlich hints as the analogy for the 
last mentioned artefact the items from grave 46 and 
49 in Elbląg-Żytno (1920, p. 188), but these are diffe-
rent forms with a dissimilar, concave chord (cf. Dorr 
1914, p. 10, 13, Pl. III:3-4). Simple brooches with 
a hinge construction, resembling modern safety pins 
were found in grave 4 in Chojnowo (Kowalski 1985, 
Pl. I:16-17; 1987, Fig. 3:1-2), the similarity in this 
case consists only in the simplicity of the construc-
tion as the details differ considerably. On the basis of 
the relative chronology of the Nowinka necropolis the 
brooches from grave 2 are the earliest ones at the site 
(Phase 1). Unfortunately this dating can not be verified 
by comparison of other similar finds, because they did 
not appear together with precise dating elements. The 
only exception are brooches from feature 4 in Choj-
nowo, dated by means of the Schluβkreuzfibel type 
brooch (Kowalski 1985, p. 228, Pl. 1:18; 1987, Fig. 
3:3) to Phase E1. On the one hand they seem to con-
firm the relatively early chronology of the finds from 
Nowinka, on the other one the evident differences in 
their construction do not allow to make a strong claim.
 Relatively numerous are disc brooches. Ma-
jority of them were made of circular bronze plates 
with a hemispherical boss in the centre (except for the 
stray find SF/6 where the disc is flat). The brooches 
have crossbow constructions and springs consisting 
of several coils. Both the catchplate and the element 
stabilising the axle and spring were made of bronze 
plates riveted (grave 106/1, stray finds SF/4-5) or sol-
dered (grave 34/1, 84/1) to the underside of the disc 
or cast together with it (stray find SF/6). The catch-
plates were made of vertically fixed rectangular plates 
doubly bent at right angles and the axles were fixed 
on similar plates placed horizontally and also doubly 
bent (grave 34/1, 84/1) or once bent (grave 106/1, 
stray finds SF/4-5). Only in the case of the stray find 
SF/6 the catchplate and the plate fastening the axle 
have the form of a vertical element joined with the 
base. The artefacts with riveted construction elements 
represent more primitive forms both as regards the 
technology of their production (joining with rivets the 
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ends of which are visible on the surface of the brooch) 
and the way in which the axle is fixed (the construc-
tion is less durable than in brooches from grave 34/1, 
84/1 and the stray find SF/6). Each of the brooch-
es is decorated; usually the area around the central 
boss was filled with small bosses embossed along 
the edge of the plate and arranged in single (grave 
84/1, 106/1)9, double (stray finds SF/4-5) or quadru-
ple lines (grave 120/1). The brooch from grave 34/1 
is an exception. The ornament on it consists of four 
concentric lines made of stamped triangles made with 
tools with two different endings (with a convex cir-
cle inscribed in a triangle and a smaller triangle with 
undecorated centre). Also the stray find SF/6 is very 
decorative. Its surface is covered with three lines of 
triangular stamps arranged into a pattern of concen-
tric circles. The centre of the smallest of them is filled 
with the motif of St. Andrew’s cross made of a double 
punched line adjoined on the outside by stamped tri-
angles. It is worth to note that two stray finds (SF/4-5) 
are almost identical in their ornamentation, technolo-
gy of production and dimensions, which may indicate 
that they were made in the same workshop, or they 
may have come from one burial10. Disc brooches have 
been recorded in the Elbląg group in: Łęcze, grave 76 
and the pair from grave 72 (Dorr 1898, p. 20, Fig. 5, 
Pl. I:30; Ehrlich 1932, p. 414, Fig. 13; Ehrlich 1931a, 
p. 24-26, Fig. 4)11, Elbląg-Żytno (Ehrlich 1932, p. 
414, Fig. 6:g, 7:b), Elbląg, Moniuszki St, feature 
203 (Ehrlich 1937b, p. 274); the circular discs with 
a central boss from grave 228 at the same cemetery, 
considered by their discoverer to be decorative discs 
(Ehrlich 1937b, p. 276, Fig. 8; Neugebauer 1975, Pl. 
X:3) were probably also disc brooches. It should be 
mentioned here a disc brooch from unknown site, 
probably on the territory of the Elbląg group, stored in 

MAG, inv. no 0031/02/01. Generally they had identi-
cal construction, cf. R. Dorr’s remarks on the broo-
ches from Łęcze, grave 72 and 76 (Dorr 1898, p. 20). 
However, they differ considerably in details: the large 
brooch from Łęcze and the one from MAG collection 
were decorated with a circular bronze plate with an 
embossed ornament, identical to the patterns on the 
headgear connectors from grave 118/312 in Nowinka 
and did not have a big, central boss; the brooch from 
Elbląg-Żytno was made in a similar way, whereas the 
brooches from grave 72 in Łęcze had a small central 
bulge but besides that were undecorated; the assumed 
brooches from feature 203 in Elbląg, Moniuszki St, 
also had a central bulge but surrounded with con-
centric engraved lines. The closest analogies to disc 
brooches from Nowinka may be found in the Balts’ 
milieu: for the brooch from grave 34/1 at the Sambian-
Natangian area: Beryozovka II, grave 41 and the stray 
find (Jakobson files; cf. Rudnicki 2006a, Fig. 3:3)13, 
and the two items from ex-Wangskeim (personal com-
mitment: K. Skvortsov), whereas the brooches with 
the pattern of embossed concentric bosses in the Ol-
sztyn group: Kielary, grave XXVIII (Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 212:a) and in Sambian Peninsula: ex-Siegesdicken 
II, grave 15 (Jakobson files, cf. Rudnicki 2006, Fig. 
3:2, 6) and in the materials from the NE edge of Pol-
ish lands culturally connected with the Sambian areas: 
Markajmy, grave 414, 64 i 176 (Voigtmann files)15. 
Items from Nowinka are thus local products represent-
ing the production style of the Balts. The exception to 

9 Items of this type resemble shield bosses (the small bulges 
seem to imitate rivets fixing the shield boss).

10  Although in Nowinka single disc brooches were found in 
burials, in the Elbląg group there are cases when pairs of disc 
brooches occurred: Łęcze, grave 72 (Dorr 1898, p. 20), Elbląg, 
Moniuszki St, feature 228 (Ehrlich 1937b, p. 276).

11 The brooch from grave 76 is presented at Fig. 5, erroneously 
tagged as Fig. 6 (cf. Dorr 1898, p. 20). It is stored in the MAHE 
collection, inv. no 107/276 and has been erroneously ascribed 
to the cemetery at Elbląg-Żytno. It was not correctly identified 
by M. Natuniewicz, who analysed the Elbląg collection (Na-
tuniewicz 2000, p. 124, 156, Pl. X:10). In fact it is a brooch 
from Łęcze, grave 76, which is indicated by its dimensions, 
traces of soldering the plate to the embossed pearl-like orna-
ment and the construction detail: the hook-shaped end of the 
spring. Contrary to what M. Natuniewicz supposed (2000, p. 
124) it seems that brooches of that kind were not decorated 
with applique patterns of incised wire but only with “pearl-
like” embossed plates.

12 A plate decorated with a very similar embossed pattern was 
found at the Natangian cemetery at Kholmogor’e (Heym 
1938, Pl. 35; von zu Mühlen 1978, Pl. 22, low; Kulakov 1990, 
Pl. VIII:7) – V. Kulakov assumed that it was a disc brooch 
(1990, p. 63) – an analogous brooch is known, e.g., from the 
Sambian cemetery at Mitino, grave 266 (personal commit-
ment: K. Skvortsov); at the West Lithuanian cemetery of Laz-
dininkiai, grave 73 such discs were used as decorative belt 
fittings and the embossed plate was made of silver and in its 
centre there was a glass insert (Bliujienė, Butkus 2002, Fig. 
3:3). A very similar pattern was also found on a silver plate 
decorating a bronze disc brooch from the Olsztyn group cem-
etery at Tumiany, grave 95 (Jakobson 2009, p. 53, Pl. 59:95a). 
An embossed, but only slightly similar pattern was found on a 
disc brooch from Sambian cemetery at Vetrovo, grave 3 (Hol-
lack 1914, p. 284, Fig. 126).

13 On the first-mentioned brooch the catchplate and the plate fix-
ing the axle were probably soldered and on the second one 
they were riveted. Certain similarities to this group can be 
found in the artefact from Zdory, grave 88 (Jakobson files), but 
its central boss is constructed in a different way (strengthened 
with a spike or a rivet).

14 In its case the assemblage is similar to ones from the Elbląg 
group: besides the brooch it consisted of a bit and a clay flask.

15 These brooches have quadruple (Markajmy, grave 64 and 
176), triple (Kielary, ex-Siegesdicken) or single (Markajmy, 
grave 4) lines of concentric bosses.
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this rule is a stray brooch SF/6. It differs from the oth-
ers by many details which are characteristic for Scan-
dinavia: the disc is thicker, there is no central boss, 
the catchplate and the projection fixing the axle to the 
disc were cast, also the ornament is specific. What is 
untypical is the bronze wire used to make the fastening 
construction: in Scandinavia it was almost only iron 
wire, although there are cases when bronze was used, 
e.g., in Smørenge on Bornholm (unpublished, NMK 
inv. no C33049, MB inv. no 766x463). There are also 
analogies to the arrangement and kinds of stamps. 
The closest one is the stray find from Sorte Muld on 
Bornholm (unpublished, MB inv. no 1191x416Ra) 
where concentric circles made of dots and sections 
of triangular stamps were used with the motif of St. 
Andrew’s cross in the centre, but its arms are made 
of single lines of dots. The arrangements of concen-
tric circles of stamped triangles or dots, sometimes 
also rhombuses, are recorded in Scandinavia in great-
er numbers, e.g., the above mentioned brooch from 
Smørenge, the stray finds from Bornholm: Slamre-
bjerg (unpublished, BM inv. no 1508x356), Nygård – 
here also additionally St. Andrew’s cross made of dots 
and stamped concentric circles in the centre and in the 
fields determined by the arms of the cross (unpub-
lished, NMK inv. no C32615, BM inv. no 2159x8), 
Hoglebjerg (unpublished, NMK inv. no C33707, BM 
inv. no 1635x19), as well as Knarregård øst, grave 1 
(Hedegård 1989, Fig. 1:3) and Øster Tørslev, grave 8 
(Hedegård 1989, Fig. 3:2) in Jutland. It should be thus 
assumed that we deal with an imported brooch, Type 
Ørsnes I1-2/Høilund Nielsen I1b/c.
 So far it was noted that the starting point for 
the appearance of disc brooches among the Balts were 
the Frankish disc brooches (Rudnicki 2006a, p. 81-
83). However, it seems that this claim should be modi-
fied, acknowledging the contribution in this respect of 
the Scandinavian items, especially Type Ørsnes I1-2/
Høilund Nielsen I1 (cf. Ørsnes 1966, p. 297-298, Fig. 
129-133; Høilund Nielsen 1987, p. 77). It appeared 
in Phases 1A-B (530-600 A.D.) in Scandinavia (Høi-
lund Nielsen 1987, p. 60, 62, 69). The supposition is 
also confirmed by the distribution of that type mainly 
in eastern and southern Scandinavia, including Born-
holm (Ørsnes 1966, p. 297-298; Høilund Nielsen 
2000, Figs. 1, 3), the similar chronology and the fact 
that Scandinavian influence on the Elbląg group was 
much stronger than Merovingian one. The find which 
seems to confirm this way of thinking is the brooch 
from grave 34/1: decorated with concentric stamps, 
thus in the Scandinavian style, at the same time it has 
the central boss typical of the Balt items (in Scandi-
navian brooches the centre of the disc may have been 

decorated by stamped concentric circles). It is also 
slightly more primitive than the Scandinavian items 
(vide: the way of fixing the catchplate and the axle 
grip), yet far more sophisticated than the other disc 
brooches with central bosses. This brooch may be 
thus considered to be an attempt at adapting the Scan-
dinavian fashion to local conditions (with the use of 
very similar stamping tools). This tendency was most 
probably reflected by making, on the one hand, very 
simple forms, embossed in thin metal sheets, and on 
the other one, by adding decorative, embossed plates 
soldered to the surface (which may be exemplified by 
the above-mentioned brooch from Łęcze, grave 76)16. 
M. Rudnicki dates the Balt disc brooches to Phase E3 
of the Olsztyn group (2006a, p. 82-83). In the rela-
tive chronology of the burial ground at Nowinka the 
assemblages with disc brooches belong to Phase 3, 
which confirms their late chronology, presumed by 
M. Rudnicki. It is also confirmed by the fact that disc 
brooches appeared in feature 203 at the Elbląg group 
cemetery in Elbląg, Moniuszki St together with a 
ladder brooch, probably Variant III (Ehrlich 1937b, 
p. 274)17. Also the presence of the brooch from grave 
76 in an assemblage with a sword in a scabbard deco-
rated with embossed metal sheet (Dorr 1898, p. 16; 
Ehrlich 1931a, p. 22-24) seems to confirm this obser-
vation: in Nowinka swords in decorative scabbards 
appear in Phase 3 of the necropolis. It seems that disc 
brooches were worn both by women (grave 106 – 
probably a woman) and men (grave 34 – adult man; 
84 – adult, grave with weapons); grave 120 in which 
a disc brooch was found is a double grave of a woman 
and probably a man.
 Another group of brooches is made up of im-
ported items. Besides the above-presented disc brooch 
it comprises a beak fibula from grave 38/1. It was cast 
in bronze and has a hinge construction (with its pseu-
do-chord and pseudo-spring with incisions imitating 
the coils of wire), which generally fits the Scandina-
vian model (cf. Ørsnes 1966, p. 296), yet a compari-
son with the Scandinavian finds shows that brooches 
from the latter area have almost only crossbow con-
structions of iron wire in which the chord is placed 
between socket-shaped fastenings of the axle18. It is 

16 This was probably an import from Scandinavia, which is sug-
gested by technical details: casting of the disc together with 
the grip of the axle and the catchment plate as well as the con-
siderable thickness of the disc. A decorative disc was added 
later on (in Scandinavia the discs are silvered as the enquiry 
conducted by B. Kontny in NMK and BM revealed).

17 Other reconstructed burial assemblages from the area of the 
Elbląg group are not sufficient to make dating more precise.

18 Result of the enquiry conducted by B. Kontny in NMK and 
BM.
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also worth to note the presence of stamped (triangles 
and dots) and pseudo-pearl-like ornament on the bow 
and pseudo-pearl-like ornament on the pseudo-chord. 
Also the hole, probably used for attaching a decorative 
element, e.g., a chain, should be noted. Although the 
grave goods did not contain links (except for a frag-
ment of a ring of twisted bronze wire), such uses of 
beak brooches have been confirmed for Bornholm 
cemeteries in Nørre Sandegård Vest, Bornholms amt, 
grave 54 (Jørgensen, Nørgård Jørgensen 1997, p. 41, 
Pl. 21:54) and perhaps also in Bækkegåd, Bornholms 
amt, grave 14 (Jørgensen 1990, p. 119, Pl. 4:14). The 
brooch from Nowinka represents Variant G119 with 
holes for fixing the axle in the pseudo-spring (Ørsnes 
1966, p. 296, Figs. 101-103; Høilund Nielsen 1987, p. 
76). Such forms are especially typical of southern Scan-
dinavia, i.e., Jutland Peninsula, Danish Islands, Skåne 
and Gotland (Høilund Nielsen 2000, p. 163, Fig. 3). 
They were particularly frequent on Bornholm and in 
Skåne, e.g., in Uppåkra, Uppåkra sn. one hundred thir-
ty two beak brooches were registered by 1998 (Hårdh 
1999) and ca one hundred eighty by 2001 (Hårdh 2001, 
Fig. 5), and they had the closest analogies on Born-
holm, cf. Sorte Muld, Bornholms amt (Hårdh 1999; cf. 
Lund Hansen 2009, p. 68-69). On the basis of technical 
details they can be classified into two groups: the west-
ern and the eastern one, including Bornholm and Skåne 
(Hårdh 2001; 2002, p. 47-48).
 Brooches of that type are also known from 
other sites of the Elbląg group: recently two brooches 
of that type were discovered during rescue excava-
tions in Janów Pomorski (Truso)20  and two more at the 
cemetery in Komorowo Żuławskie (they are later and 
the could be determined as Type G3; personal com-
mitment: M. Bogucki). A very late form comes from 
a ‘Viking’ assemblage from grave 41 at the ceme-
tery Elbląg-Pole Nowomiejskie, site 37 (Neugebauer 
1938, Fig. 6:f; 1975, Fig. 3; Jagodziński 1997, p. 69, 
Pl. XIV:9). Late forms were sporadically found also 
in other formally Balts’ sites, although Scandinavian 
in character or at least with strong Scandinavian influ-
ence, cf. Grobiņa, Rudzukalni I, Liepāja distr., grave 
I from the mid-7th century (Nerman 1958; Bogucki 
2006, p. 95, 97, Fig. 3); also their local, Balt imita-
tions were discovered: Grobiņa, Rudzukalni, Liepāja 
distr., grave 3 and Priediens 2, Liepāja distr., grave 5 

(Bogucki 2006, p. 97, Fig. 5:2-3)21. So far they were 
not found, e.g., in the Olsztyn group. Besides beak 
brooches are known from the Elbe region: Menzlin 
an der Peene, Lkr. Ostvorpommern (Mangelsdorf, 
Rausch 2000) – an item linked with Scandinavian in-
fluence documented for that trading settlement (Jöns 
2006, p. 127, Fig. 11:3) and two items from Wulfen, 
Lkr. Anhalt-Bitterfeld (Schmidt 1961, p. 133, Pl. 30:k, 
l; 1976, Pl. 64:1.1-2; 2005, p. 410, Fig. 5:2, 4) and the 
ones from Altenzaun, Kläden, Sanne and Unglingen22  
(Schmidt 2005, p. 410); one should add here also find 
from Usedom, Lkr. Ostvorpommern (Schoknecht 
2008, p. 123-126). They are treated as Scandinavian 
imports from the 2nd half of the 6th century (Schmidt 
1961, p. 133) to ca 600 A.D., which is tentatively 
linked with the influx of Scandinavian population to 
central Elbe region through Mecklenburg (Schmidt 
2005, p. 414, 417).
 In Scandinavia brooches of this type are found 
in women’s graves (Jørgensen 1990, p. 30-31; Jør-
gensen, Nørgård Jørgensen 1997, p. 41). In the case 
of the item from Nowinka the sex of the dead person 
has not been determined so it is impossible to confirm 
this principle for that area.
 There arises the question whether the item 
from Nowinka is an import or its local imitation. It is 
more probable that it is an imported artefact, which 
is suggested by the discovery of two brooches almost 
identical with the find from Nowinka, Type G1c, in 
grave ‘b’ from Bækkegård on Bornholm (Jørgen-
sen 1990, p. 30, 117, Pl. 2:7-8). They have the same 
stamps and arrangement of the decoration as in case 
of the item from Nowinka (more similar than in the 
case of the find from Janów Pomorski mentioned 
above) and there are more analogies on Bornholm 
(Bornholms amt): stray finds from Sandegård (unpub-

19 Most probably it was Variant G1c, but the ornament, on the ba-
sis of which these brooches are determined as respective vari-
ants does not have exact analogies in Scandinavia (cf. Ørsnes 
1966, p. 296; Høilund Nielsen 1987, p. 76).

20 One of them had almost identical decoration on the bow as 
the item from Nowinka; the pseudo-chord, however, has a dif-
ferent ornament (the remaining brooches are too poorly pre-
served to analyse their ornaments).

21 Inasmuch as the brooch from Priediens may have been in-
deed a local imitation, due to its ornament (although similar 
motifs, i.e., stamped concentric arches can be also found in 
Scandinavia, e.g., the stray find from Møllegård on Bornholm, 
NMK inv. no. C31832), the item from Rudzukalni may be a 
Scandinavian form (the suggested differences in construction 
can hardly be considered as definitive, especially as they have 
not been explained in detail – cf. Bogucki 2006, p. 97). Theo-
retically, Scandinavian beak brooches may have been locally 
copied or even be a starting point for gradual changes in the 
forms of respective generations of fibulae, which is suggested 
by the crayfish brooches popular in Western Finland in the 7th-
8th century (Purhonen 1996, p. 37-38) which formed from beak 
brooches. Local imitation of beak fibula is also proved for as 
distant region as Avar cemetery at Tác-Fövenypuszta, where 
in grave 6 dated to late 6th-early 7th century, a surely locally 
made item was found (Schilling 2009, p. 265-266, 268, Fig. 
4). However, there are no premises that such a mechanism ex-
isted in the case of the Elbląg group.

22 All: Lkr. Stendal.
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lished, NMK inv. no C31512, BM inv. no 1371x43), 
Rabekkegård (unpublished, NMK inv. no C32554, 
BM inv. no 1764x4), Mulebygård (unpublished, BM 
inv. no 2812x106)23 and from Skåne – Önsvala, grave 
2 (Hårdh 2001, p. 193, 204, Fig. 7). There is a surpris-
ing difference in the construction of the fastening: it 
seems that the different solution and raw material was 
used because the brooch was locally repaired; also the 
imitation of the spring in the form of notchings on the 
caps in which the axle was fixed was probably added 
by local craftsman. It could be a result of long, con-
tinuous use of the fibula, what seems to be confirmed 
by blurring of the ornament in the upper part of the 
bow (traces of wearing).
 The dating of the brooch from grave 38 be-
longs to Phase 1 of the cemetery at Nowinka. J. Ko-
walski placed it in the period equivalent to Phase E2b 
of Olsztyn group (1991, p. 77). At the area of Scan-
dinavia such forms are considered to be characteristic 
for Phase VIIA after K. Høilund Nielsen and dated 
to 530-600 A.D. (Høilund Nielsen 2000, p. 162-163) 
or Phases 1A-1C distinguished for the area of Born-
holm, dated to 540-ca 630 A.D. (Jørgensen, Nørgård 
Jørgensen 1997, p. 41, Figs. 24, 26); on Bornholm 
brooches Type G1 occurred only in Phases 1A-1B, 
i.e., in 520/30-600 A.D. (Jørgensen 1990, p. 30; Jør-
gensen, Nørgård Jørgensen 1997, p. 28, Figs. 18, 24, 
26). Unfortunately, the closest analogies, i.e., brooch-
es from Bækkegård and Janów Pomorski were not ac-
companied by any other dating elements (Jørgensen 
1990, p. 117) which makes it impossible to establish 
any more precise chronology. The above observations 
suggest that the brooch came to the area occupied by 
the Elbląg group already in the 6th century, and taking 
into accound the possible dating of Phase 1 of the ne-
cropolis (see Chapter III.3), in the 2nd tierce of 6th cen-
tury (if it is assumed that the fastening was repaired 
after a long-term use of the object then perhaps the 
later part of the time span should be excluded). There-
fore it was put in the ground probably in the later part 
of the 2nd third of the 6th c.
 Another imported item is a stray find of an 
equal-armed brooch SF/7 decorated with lengthwise, 
parallel lines of dots on the bow and with transverse 
engraved and pearl-like lines on the head and foot. 
It may be classified as Type F1c after Høilund Niel-
sen (1987, p. 76) or F2 after Ørsnes (1966, p. 295). 
Brooches of this type have a very similar distribu-
tion as the beak fibulas, concentrating at the area of 
southern Scandinavia (e.g., ca one hundred twenty 

such brooches were found in Uppåkra, Uppåkra sn 
in Skåne, cf. Hårdh 2002, p. 47) and Gotland (Høi-
lund Nielsen 2000, Fig. 3; see Quast 2004, p. 266). 
They are dated to Phase 1B1, or possibly also 1A and 
1B2 within the chronology elaborated for Bornholm 
(Jørgensen, Nørgård Jørgensen 1997, p. 28, Fig. 18) 
thus for the years 530-570 A.D. or possibly until 600 
A.D. (Jørgensen, Nørgård Jørgensen 1997, Fig. 24, 
26). Outside Scandinavia they were found in the Elbe 
region: Aken, Lkr. Anhalt-Bitterfeld, site 28 (Schmidt 
1961, p. 131, Pl. 41:f, 1976, Pl. 61:2; 2005, p. 410, Fig. 
5:1), Verchen an der Peene, Lkr. Demmin (Schoknecht 
2008, p. 123-126) and in greater numbers in Sanne, 
Lkr. Stendal and Unglinen, Lkr. Stendal (Schmidt 
2005, p. 410) where these brooches are considered as 
a Scandinavian element from the 2nd half of the 6th cen-
tury or from ca 600 A.D. (Schmidt 1961, p. 131; 2005, 
p. 410). Their presence was also confirmed for the 
eastern Baltic Sea littoral: Staraya Ladoga, ray. Volk-
hov and Izborsk, ray. Pechory from the area occupied 
by the Long Barrows culture, similarly interpreted and 
dated (Quast 2004, p. 265-266, Fig. 19:1, 6, with fur-
ther literature) and in SW Finland where they came as 
imports from the area of Sweden in the 2nd half of the 
7th century but soon developed into local forms used 
till the late 8th century (Purhonen 1996, p. 37). Equal-
armed brooch similar to the one found at Nowinka was 
discovered at a cemetery of the Elbląg group – Elbląg, 
Moniuszki St, feature 265 (Ehrlich 1937b, p. 275, Fig. 
8; Petersen 1939, Fig. 183; Neugebauer 1975, Pl. X:2) 
but it can not be classified exactly due to imperfect 
drawings of the artefact and its poor state of preser-
vation24. Besides, at the cemetery Elbląg, Moniuszki 
St one more equal-armed brooch was found, Type F2 
after Høilund Nielsen/F4 after Ørsnes (Jagodziński 
1997, Pl. VII:3; MAHE inv. no 50/144)25. The closest 
analogies to its ornament were found in Hegnæsvang 
on Zeeland (Ørsnes 1966, Pl. 87) and on Bornholm: 
stray finds from Sorte Muld (unpublished, BM inv. no 
1191x273Ra) and Sandegård (unpublished, NMK inv. 
no C32849, BM inv. no 1371x310); a similar decora-
tion may be found at some items from Uppåkra, Up-
påkra sn, in Skåne (Arrhenius 1999, Fig. 1, 8), stray 
find from Møllegård on Bornholm (NMK inv. no 
C31832) or Ekes and from an unknown settlement in 
Ksp. Grötlingbo, both on Gotland (Quast 2004, Fig. 
19:3-4, with further literature).

23 In the last mentioned case besides the triangular stamps, rhom-
boid ones were used.

24 The artefact was accompanied only by a bronze hook ring 
(Ehrlich 1937b, p. 275), which does not provide grounds for 
determining the chronology more precisely.

25 M. Jagodziński erroneously assigned it to the cemetery in 
Łęcze (1997, p. 279).
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 Imported s-shaped brooches from a female 
grave 41/1-2 have already been mentioned in litera-
ture (Godłowski 1981, Fig. 29; Kulakov 1990, Pl. 
VI:4). Although these brooches differ slightly in size, 
decoration and arrangement of the head and tail both 
items should be determined as Type L1 (Ørsnes 1966, 
p. 299-300, Fig. 164; Høilund Nielsen 1987, p. 77), 
Variant L1a, characterised by an s-shaped profile 
and representation of one head (Rundkvist 2003, p. 
97-98). Brooches of Type L1 often appeared in Jut-
land, on Zeeland and also in Skåne and on Bornholm; 
such forms were also found on Gotland and Oland 
but only local forms L1c3-4 are known from these 
areas (Rundkvist 2003, p. 110-112), different from 
the find from Nowinka. Brooches Type L1 were often 
decorated in animal style Ørsnes B (Rundkvist 2003, 
p. 104); the brooch with better preserved ornament 
from Nowinka (41/1) is decorated similarly. They are 
considered to determine Phase VIIA after K. Høilund 
Nielsen, dated to ca 530-600 A.D. (Høilund Nielsen 
2000, p. 162-163). According to M. Rundkvist they 
appeared in Scandinavia as a result of inspiration with 
the Alamannic brooches ca 540 A.D. and then they 
were replaced by new forms of Types H3 and J in the 
1st tierce of 7th century (2003, p. 104-105). In Nowin-
ka they should be attributed to the final stage of Phase 
1 of the necropolis. A close analogy may be found in 
Asø on Zeeland (Ørsnes 1966, Pl. 164) and in Up-
påkra, Uppåkra sn in Skåne (Rundkvist 2003, Fig. 
1); many similar brooches were found on Bornholm 
(stray finds); the closest analogy to brooch from grave 
41/1 was found in Møllegård (unpublished, NMK inv. 
no C31808, BM inv. no 1235x73), and for the brooch 
from grave 41/2 in Lille Myregård (unpublished, 
NMK inv. no C34605, BM inv. no 1233x7), Ndr. 
Mulebygård (unpublished, NMK inv. no C35106, 
BM inv. no 2112x14) and Møllegård (unpublished, 
BM inv. no 1235x21). It is worth to note that both 
these brooches had their fastenings made of iron, like 
in Scandinavia.
 Other brooches: from grave 18/1 and 83/1 are 
plate brooches resembling imported items26. Brooch 
from grave 18/1 so far has had no equivalents in the 
Elbląg group. A similar brooch was found on Born-
holm: a stray find from Store Smørengegård (unpub-
lished, NMK inv. no C36035, BM inv. no 1697x179); 
however it is fragmentarily preserved and its incom-
plete foot is not sufficient to establish whether it is 

really an analogy or not. The item from Nowinka, due 
to its heart-shaped, profiled foot (in this case imitat-
ing an animal’s head) and general proportions should 
be treated as a derivate of Type Neuwied, encountered, 
besides its original form found in Rhineland, in the Ol-
sztyn group (Kühn 1956, p. 99-101, Pl. XXVII:VI.10). 
It differs from the Neuwied type items by the lack of 
decoration on the plates and the oval not rectangular 
shape of the head27. Primitive plate brooches of this 
kind are believed to be products of local workshops 
and are far from the earlier originals (Kowalski 2000, 
p. 223). At the example of the finds from the Olsztyn 
group V. Hillberg illustrated the multi-stage process of 
imitation of plate brooches, which was accompanied 
by the simplification of the form: elimination of radiate 
projections on the head, more and more schematic rep-
resentations of the animal’s head on the foot, and final-
ly reduction or elimination of the ornament (Hillberg 
2004, p. 309-310, Fig. 14). In the case of the find from 
grave 18/1 in Nowinka we probably have to do with 
the same phenomenon. According to J. Kowalski, plate 
brooches which were late stylistic imitations, occurred 
in the Elbląg group in its late phase (Kowalski 2000, 
p. 220). The same refers to the Olsztyn group where 
they appeared in Phase E3 (2000, p. 223). V. Hillberg in 
turn dates their presence on the West Balts’ lands until 
1st half of the 7th century when the contacts with the 
Merovingian circle were discontinued (2004, p. 314). 
On the basis of the relative chronology in Nowinka 
grave 18 belongs to Phase 3.
 From the stylistic point of view the brooch 
from grave 83/1 should be interpreted in a similar 
way. In its general proportions it resembles the items 
Type Wólka Prusinowska, from which it differes in 
the lack of radiate projections on the head, which is 
a phenomenon typical of the Elbląg group (Kowal-
ski 1991, p. 83; 2000, p. 220) and oval not triangular 
shape of the head. On the other hand, the proportions 
and an ornament of triangles along the edges suggests 
a close relationship of these two solutions (cf., e.g., 
Wólka Prusinowska, grave 27 – Åberg 1919, p. 100, 
Fig. 117; Tischler, Kemke 1902, Pl. VII:11-12; Oku-
licz 1988, p. 122, Fig. 9:c; Wólka Prusinowska, grave 

26 Although V. Hillberg took into account the finds from No-
winka in his study of plate brooches, he treated them margi-
nally, not analysing their origins and analogies (2009, p. 456, 
Pl. 26:224-225).

27 However, the analysed brooch can not be linked with a ‘deri-
vate’ of the Neuwied type, recorded at the cemetery of Kov-
rovo; basically it can be dated to the late stage of Phase D and 
Phase E1 as it occurred together with brooches Type Dollkeim 
(grave 273, 279, 291) and Type Schlusskreuzfibel (grave 280) – 
cf. Kulakov 2009, passim. Besides the possible chronological 
difference the variations of shape should be taken into account: 
the rectangular plate on the head and the rhomboid foot, which 
are characteristic of finds from Kovrovo and do not occur in the 
item from Nowinka.
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102 – Jakobson files, Voigtmann files, Grenz files). An 
analogy to the find from grave 83/1 can be found at the 
area of the Elbląg group: Łęcze, grave 29 (Dorr 1898, 
p. 12, 20, Pl. I:34). A very similar item is assigned by 
V. Kulakov to the cemetery of Elbląg-Żytno, grave 98 
(1990, p. 58-59, 92, Pl. III:14), yet this determination 
should be treated as a misunderstanding: in litera-
ture quoted by V. Kulakov there are no references to 
the discussed brooch and in the collection of MAHE 
there is no such artefact28. It is impossible to date the 
brooch from grave 83/1 on the basis of the find from 
Łęcze (no accompanying dating elements) so a refer-
ence has to be made to the chronology of the items 
Type Wólka Prusinowska. They are known from the 
Olsztyn group and assigned to Phase E3 (Kowalski 
1991, p. 81, Fig. 2)29. At the cemetery of Nowinka the 
assemblage with the brooch belongs to the 3rd chrono-
logical phase.
 One more find should be assigned to the group 
of plate brooches, namely the fibula from grave 23/1. 
It has no adequate analogies. J. Kowalski assigned it 
to the late phase of the Elbląg group and moved the 
dating even to the 7th century (2000, p. 220). He also 
believed that the brooch is an immitation of Scan-
dinavian plate brooches, one of which was found at 

the Elbląg group cemetery in Elbląg, Moniuszki St. 
This was due to some stylistic features: circles on the 
bow of the brooch from grave 23/1, imitating the or-
nament on Scandinavian brooches (Kowalski 2000, 
p. 220). This does not seem to be entirely convincing: 
the button-on-bow brooches (germ. Rückenknopffibel) 
did not have a step ornament but a decorative rivet 
with a massive, hemispherical head fixed to a circu-
lar bow. It is also worth to note that the late dating 
adopted by J. Kowalski is not necessarily true. The 
item from Elbląg, Moniuszki St, feature 2 (Ehrlich 
1937b, p. 274-275, Figs. 7-8; Petersen 1939, Fig. 183; 
Neugebauer 1975, Pl. XI, upper right) represents Type 
E2A2b after Høilund Nielsen (1987, p. 76) which ap-
pears on Gotland, Oland and Bornholm and is dated 
to the Scandinavian Phase VIIA, but also VIIB, and 
thus mainly to the 2nd half of the 6th and the 7th century 
(Høilund Nielsen 2000, p. 163, Figs. 1, 3-4)30. It seems 
more probable to explain the motif on the brooch from 
grave 23/1 by the influence of the step pattern present 
on Scandinavian headgear fittings. It was imitated 
locally, which is also suggested by the discovery of 
headgear connectors from grave 21/16 in Nowinka. 
The assemblage with the brooch in Nowinka belongs 
to the late part of Phase 1 of the burial ground.

28 Personal commitment: G. Stasiełowicz. The ilustration in V. 
Kulakov’s paper most probably presents the item from Łęcze, 
grave 29.

29 These brooches very rarely occur together with good dating 
elements, except for grave 27 from Wólka Prusinowska where 
the brooch was found together with a bird brooch dated to 
Phase E3 (cf. Kowalski 2000, p. 218, 223). According to A. 
Bitner-Wróblewska (2008b, p. 106) they should be dated to 
the terminal stage of the Olsztyn group, i.e., the 2nd half of the 
7th and the early 8th century.

30 V. Kulakov erroneously reconstructed the assemblage from 
that burial (1990, p. 92, Pl. II:9) including in it all the arte-
facts presented at the illustration from B. Erhlich’s publication 
(1937b, Fig. 8), contradictory to the description in the text: in 
fact the illustration presents items from grave 2, 228, 239 and 
265 (Ehrlich 1937b, p. 274-276).

31 In turn the reconstructed diameter of the fragment from grave 
38/2 is 2.5 cm, which makes it similar in size to finger-rings, 
yet as the object was made of twisted wire (which is typical of 
bracelets) and the reconstruction wasn’t very exact, the object 
was placed in the discussed group of finds, with the full aware-
ness that this is only a question of convention.

32 A ring with a hook fastening of similar dimensions was also 
found at an Olsztyn group cemetery at Wólka Prusinow-
ska, grave 13 – it was determined as a temple ring – germ. 
Schläfenring (Grenz files).

III.1.2. Neck rings and bracelets

III.1.2.1. Hook rings 

 An important group of finds consists of ring-
shaped objects with hook fastenings: at one end they 
have an eye, and on the other one, a hook. They are usu-
ally made from plain (grave 2/3, 45/3, 60/2) or twisted 
(grave 18/5, 82/2) bronze wire. The hook was usually 
bent outwards (grave 2/3, 18/5, 45/3, 82/2) and only in 
one case inwards (grave 60/2). It is probably possible 
to assign to this group some of the fragments of bent 
bronze wire found in certain graves (grave 24/1, 38/2 
and 65/2 – twisted wire, 120/8 – wire with traces of 
transverse notching) and a stray find (SF/16), and per-
haps also massive silver twisted wire (grave 10/1). The 
function of these objects, however, is unclear: most of 
them were certainly bracelets as their diameters range 

between 5.1-6.7 cm (grave 2/3, 18/5, 60/2, 120/8). In 
the case of the item from grave 82/2 it is smaller (4.5 
cm) and the object is made of a wire thinner than usu-
ally. This may be explained by the fact that in that bu-
rial, i.a., remains of a child were deposited to whom the 
bracelet with a small diameter may have belonged. An 
exception is the item from grave 45/3 the diameter of 
which is only 2.8 cm31  i.e., clearly less that of a bracelet 
and slightly more than of a finger ring32. It is unclear 
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if that could have been a finger ring, even worn on a 
thumb, because then the fastening would be unneces-
sary. It is, however, possible that this is another orna-
ment of a woman’s garment (the grave was of a young 
woman). This could have been, e.g., an ornament at-
tached to a headband, similar to later, Early Medieval 
temple rings, or else an ear-ring33. The second unusual 
object is the find from grave 10/1: more massive than 
the other ones, probably having originally a larger dia-
meter and made of a different material (silver). It may 
have been also a neck ring: a similar ring with a large 
diameter, which may have been a neck ring, was found 
at the burial ground of the Elbląg group in Łęcze, grave 
41 (Dorr 1898, p. 13, Pl. III:11; Jagodziński 1997, 
Pl. VII:2)34. It is worth to note that on the bracelets 
constructed in the way described above decorative 
pendants of wire were sometimes strung, e.g., Kielary, 
grave 67 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 157:67c).
 Rings with hook fastenings appeared in No-
winka singly35, but cases are known where they were 
accompanied by bracelets of other kinds (grave 2, 18, 
60). These are especially typical of female (grave 2, 
45) or children’s burials (grave 38, 82), which is indi-
cated by the anthropological data. However, this does 
not mean that they may not have occurred in men’s 
graves; inasmuch as the item from grave 120/8 may 
be ascribed to a woman (a double burial of a woman 
and a man), grave 60/2 contained weapons – attri-
butes of a man.
 The analysed type of bracelets was consi-
dered to be produced locally (Dorr 1898, p. 22), which 
should not be questioned, but a note should be made 
of its wide popularity among the Balts36. Ring shaped 
bracelets with hook fastenings were discovered in the 

Elbląg group necropolises: Elbląg, Moniuszki St, fea-
ture 265 (Ehrlich 1937b, Fig. 8, p. 275), Chojnowo, 
stray find (Neugebauer 1934, p. 321, Pl. LXX:3c), 
Łęcze, grave 41 (Dorr 1898, p. 13, Pl. III:11) and 
grave 43 (Dorr 1898, p. 13, Pl. III:32)37. On the basis 
of the published descriptions also items from Łęcze, 
grave 22 (Dorr 1898, p. 11), grave 51 (Dorr 1898, 
p. 14) and grave 57 (Dorr 1898, p. 14) should be add-
ed to this group as well as the ones from many graves 
in Pasłęk (Erhlich 1923, p. 199, Pl. IX:c). They are 
also known from the cemetery at Markajmy, which 
has features of the Elbląg group or ones of Sambian-
Natangian area: grave 160 (made of twisted wire) and 
176 (Voigtmann files). They are also frequent in the 
Olsztyn group (Okulicz 1988, p. 122-124; Bitner-
Wróblewska 2008, passim). Their appearance is ad-
ditionally testified for Sambian-Natangian type burial 
grounds, e.g., Suvorovo, grave 237 (Heym 1938, Fig. 
43; Kulakov 1990, Pl. XIII:12), grave 317 (Heym 
1938, Fig. 42:a; Kulakov 1990, Pl. XV:6), grave 425 
(Heym 1938, Fig. 39; Kulakov 1990, Pl. XX:7), grave 
451 (Heym 1938, Fig. 38; Kulakov 1990, Pl. XXI:10), 
Kovrovo, grave 92 (Tischler, Kemke 1902, p. 21, Pl. 
XV:13), grave 114 (Tischler, Kemke 1902, p. 22, Pl. 
XV:12), grave 116 (Tischler, Kemke 1902, p. 22, Pl. 
XV:11), grave 152 (Tischler, Kemke 1902, p. 23), 
grave 155 (Tischler, Kemke 1902, p. 24), grave 273 
(Kulakov 2009, p. 21, Fig. 107:8), grave 276 (Kula-
kov 2009, p. 21-22, Fig. 113:5), grave 280 (Kulakov 
2009, p. 22-23, Fig. 119:11), grave 284 (Kulakov 
2009, p. 23, Fig. 122a:5), grave 291 – two items (Ku-
lakov 2009, p. 24, Fig. 126:9, 16), grave 298 (Kula-
kov 2009, p. 29-30, Fig. 145:7), grave 319 (Kulakov 
2009, p. 32, Fig. 149:3), grave 325a (Kulakov 2009, 
p. 37, Fig. 154a:7), ex-Warnikam, grave 1 – bracelet 
and a neck ring (?) of twisted wire (Tischler, Kemke 
1902, p. 41-42, Pl. XV:9-10) and from the cemetery 
at Mitino, grave 300 – a silver neck ring of twisted 
wire, and grave 319 – a bracelet (personal commit-
ment: K. Svortzov). Besides, they are known from 
the area of Lithuania, e.g., the bracelets from the cem-
etery of the West Lithuanian group at Aukštakiemiai, 
grave 102 (Reich 2006, Fig. 6:1-2). J. Okulicz (1988, 
p. 122-124) tried to make a typology of bracelets of 
this kind (finds from Nowinka would represent Types 
II and III) but due to a large accumulation of archaeo-
logical sources, this typology is no longer valid.

33 According to V. Vaitkievičius temple rings may have appeared 
in the Balt milieu already in the Late Roman Period, which is 
supported by the find from the East Lithuanian Barrows culture 
cemetery in Pakalniai, barrow 7, grave 2 (2005, p. 75-77, 80).

34 Other bronze necklaces with identical fastenings as in the brace-
lets were found at the Elbląg group necropolis at Podgórze in 
grave 5 – an item considered to be a child’s necklace (Peiser 
1919, p. 337-338) and grave 23 – an object of twisted wire and 
a diameter of 11-12 cm (Peiser 1919, p. 353); it is possible 
that a similar necklace was found at the cemetery at Braniewo, 
stray find – in the publication a necklace of twisted wire from 
Phase E is mentioned (Peiser 1919, p. 353).

35 In the Olsztyn group there is, however, one example of a pair 
of such objects from one assemblage: Leleszki, grave 11 
(Voigtmann files).

36 Due to the simplicity of form such solutions may have appeared 
separately in various regions, e.g., grave 17 at the Alamannic 
cemetery at Worms-Rosengarten, Lkr. Alzey-Worms two simi-
lar rings were found which were determined as ear-rings even 
though their diameters are close to the dimensions of smaller 
Balt bracelets (Stoll 1939, p. 18, Pl. 20:11); other analogous 

Alamannic finds (e.g. Veeck 1931, p. 53-54, Pl. 36:1-3, 5-7, 
9-11; Knaut 1993, p. 58-59, Fig. 26:b) as well as Frankish ones 
(e.g. Timpel 1999, p. 174) are interpreted similarly; larger items 
are determined as necklaces (e.g. Werner 1935, p. 81, Pl. 2:3).

37 The items from Łęcze had a ring of twisted wire.
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 Items from Nowinka were found in burials as-
cribed to Phase 1 (grave 2, 38) and 3 (grave 18, 60, 82, 
120) of the necropolis. It may be thus assumed that they 
are not an element suitable for making chronological 
distinctions, at least with respect to the time spectrum 
represented in Nowinka. In literature it is possible to 
find attempts at fitting the hook rings in narrower time 
spans. J. Okulicz assigned them to Phase E3 which 
meant for him the 1st half of the 7th century (Okulicz 
1988, p. 124), whereas J. Kowalski considered them as 
appearing earlier, from Phase E2b on (Kowalski 2000, 
p. 223); W. Nowakowski treated them as a chrono-
logical determinant of Stage 6 of the Dollkeim-Ko-
vrovo culture, which was for him contemporary to 
Phase E (Nowakowski 1996, Pl. 107). These claims, 
however, do not hold due to the large accumulation 
of new material. The earliest bracelets with hook fas-
tenings are dated to Phase D: Kovrovo, grave 11638, 
grave 152 (with a knife-dagger – germ. Dolchmesser), 
grave 155 (with a pair of brooches Type Schönwarlig/
Skowarcz); the turn of Phases D/E: Kovrovo, grave 
273 (i.a., a brooch Type Dollkeim/Kovrovo), grave 
291 (i.a., a brooch of Dollkeim/Kovrovo type and an 
early equal-armed brooch); they are also known from 

Phase E1: ex-Warnikam, grave 139, grave 92 and grave 
11440 as well as grave 280, grave 319 and 325b41, Suv-
orovo, grave 237 (with a brooch Type Schlusskreuzfi-
bel). Besides the above-mentioned finds from the 
Sambian-Natangian area, hook rings are known from 
Phase E1 also in the Elbląg group: Podgórze, grave 
5 (with a brooch Type Schlusskreuzfibel). In turn the 
find from Elbląg, Moniuszki St, feature 265, in which 
an equal-armed brooch was found, may be associated 
with the 2nd or 3rd (or, less probably also 4th) quarter 
of the 6th century (cf. Chapter III.1.1) and thus with 
the period when the Elbląg group developed; with the 
later phase of functioning of the Elbląg group, in turn, 
it is possible to link the item from Łęcze, grave 41 
(it occurred together with a fibula similar to a pseu-
do-ladder brooch) and Nowinka, grave 18, grave 60, 
grave 82 and grave 120. The possibility that hook rings 
could appear also in a later context is indicated by the 
find from grave 176 in Markajmy, which was accom-
panied by a disc brooch. It thus seems that the analysed 
type of bracelets was used in the whole time span of the 
existence of the Elbląg group, not excluding even very 
early assemblages probably connected with the final 
stage of Phase D or the turn of Phases D/E42.

38 In O. Tischler’s and H. Kemke’s work there is a description of 
the brooch ‘wie BA 455’, which is a reference to an album of 
photographs of the finds from the exhibition in Berlin (Günther, 
Voss 1880). At Fig. 455 from that publication there is a brooch 
Type Dollkeim, which dates this assemblage to Phase D (cf. 
Bitner-Wróblewska 2001).

39 For the issue of dating the assemblage cf. Hillberg 2009, 
p. 317-330.

40 In both assemblages, i.a., three-knob-fibulae (Tischler, Kemke 
1902, Pl. VI:18, 21) typical of Phase E1 (cf. Kowalski 1991, 
Fig. 2).

41 In all three cases they were accompanied by, i.a., a brooch 
Type Schlusskreuzfibel.

42 This is indicated by the discovery from grave 23 in Podgórze 
where, besides a hook ring a brooch like the one from grave 2a 
from the same cemetery was found: taking into account F. E. Pei-
ser’s record (1919, p. 342) it was analogous to brooches presen-
ted at Figs. 454-455 from the Berlin exhibition album (Günther, 
Voss 1880), i.e., representing the Schönwarling/Skovarcz or 
Dollkeim/Kovrovo type, typical of the Early Migration Period.

43 The assemblage is dated to Phase D. It included (Kulakov 2009, 
p. 50-51, Fig. 209), i.a., two spurs similar to Variant D of Type 
Leuna (Giesler 1978) typical of the Dollkeim-Kovrovo culture 
and the area of Lithuania in the Early Migration Period (Kontny, 
Natuniewicz 2009); this dating is confirmed by other finds: 
a star-footed brooch, buckle with a metope on the spike and 
a tongue-shaped belt-end fitting (cf. Bitner-Wróblewska 2001).

III.1.2.2. Other forms of bracelets

 At Nowinka also fragments of more massive 
bracelets made from bronze bars (grave 2/4, 10/2, 
133/1, SF/16) were found, it is impossible to recon-
struct them. It may be only supposed that these were 
simple bracelets of bronze bars, sometimes faceted 
(maybe with slightly widened ends like in the case 
of the finds from Aukštakiemiai mentioned below) 
known from Sambian Peninsula, e.g., Kovrovo, grave 
266 (Kulakov 2009, Fig. 209:4)43, Mitino, grave 118 
(personal commitment: K. Skvortsov) and also from 
the East Lithuanian Barrows culture (Iwanowska 
2006, p. 59), e.g., Žvirbliai, barow 38, grave 1 (Iwa-
nowska 2006, Pl. L:13) or the West Lithuanian group, 
e.g., Aukštakiemiai, grave 102 and grave 399 (Reich 
2006, p. 91, Figs. 4:1, 6:7). Judging by the paral-
lell arrangement of the preserved sides’ fragments it 
seems less probable that we have to do with remains 
of a bracelet with a clearly widened end, similar to 
one found in Łęcze, grave 10 (Dorr 1898, p. 9, Pl. 
III:9). Bar bracelets similar to the find from Nowinka 

have a broad chronology fitting between the 6th and 
10th century, although even broader time span may be 
acceptable (Iwanowska 2006, p. 59). It also does not 
seem possible to reproduce the original shape of the 
bracelet (?) the fragment of which was found in grave 
18/6. Fragments from grave 32/1 allow to assume that 
the bracelet was plain and of equal width along the 
whole circumference. No analogies for that form are 
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known. There are doubts, in turn, as refers to a frag-
ment of a plate with a punched ornament from grave 
60/17: it was found in a horse grave, which suggests 
that it may not necessarily have been a bracelet but 
rather a fitting from a horse harness. If that was really 
a bracelet it may have resembled the item from grave 
85/22. It is perfectly preserved but its function is not 
entirely clear due to its large diameter (9x9.3 cm): it 
may have been a bracelet or an armlet. The artefact is 
made of a thin bar, hammered flat in the longer sec-
tions near the fastening. The wider parts are also pro-
filed, i.e., broader in some sections. It seems interest-
ing that a similar method of fastening as in the case of 
hook rings is used here, only the hook is placed in a 
hole made at the terminal. Wider parts are decorated 
with stamped ornament made with punches with three 
different patterns. So far no analogies are known for 
the item from grave 85/22 either in the Elbląg or 
Olsztyn group or at the Sambian-Natangian area. 
Also in the Merovingian circle bracelets or neck rings 
of that form do not appear. The item from Nowinka, 
however, has some distant analogies in Scandinavia. 
It does not fit in the typology defined by K. Høilund 
Nielsen (1987, p. 78), yet it is posible to find in it 
certain references to spiral bracelets type Q244. Some 
of them have very similar widened parts as the arte-

fact from grave 85/22, e.g., the bracelet from Kyndby, 
grave I on Zeeland (Hedegård 1989, p. 200-201) and 
also from Nørre Sandegård Vest, grave 9 (Jørgensen, 
Nørgård Jørgensen 1997, p. 176-177, Pl. 6:7) and 
grave 54 (Jørgensen, Nørgård Jørgensen 1997, p. 186, 
Pl. 21:2), the last mentioned ones are also decorated 
in a similar style. It seems possible that we deal with 
a Scandinavian inspiration, which was tentatively 
combined with local traditions: only the terminals 
are flattened whereas in Scandinavia the whole ring 
is band-shaped; furthermore the item from Nowinka 
has only one coil and a fastening unknown in Scan-
dinavia but very similar to that known from the Balt 
hook rings45. This interpretation seems more probable 
than that we deal with a repaired Scandinavian im-
port: there are no traces of breaking and besides in 
Scandinavian items band and bar were not used at the 
same object. Bracelets Type Q2 appeared on Born-
holm in Phases 1C-2A (Jørgensen 1990, p. 39-40), 
thus as late as the 7th century, which does not contra-
dict the dating of grave 85 from Nowinka to Phase 3.
 Bracelets with terminals other than hook-shaped 
were found in female graves (grave 2), children’s ones 
(grave 32) or burials of undetermined adults (grave 10, 
133) – basing on archaeological criteria, most probably 
women were buried in them.

44  M. Bogucki considers this item as a specific form but referring 
(especially with its decoration) to later, Early Medieval ‘orm-
huvudringar’, i.e., rings ended with serpents’ heads (Bogucki 
2003, p. 199). It is also worth while to note the still simple 
profiling of the item from grave 85/22 which in later finds will 
be more complex.

45 A similar fastening was used in a band bracelet from Liebenau, 
grave H11/A2 in Lower Saxony (Häβler 1983, p. 46, Pl. 2:4). 
Both the profiling and decoration of this item are, however, 
completely different; it also has a completely different chro-
nology: the assemblage in which it was found is dated to the 
1st half of the 6th century (Brieske 2001, p. 229).

III.1.3. Finger rings

 In case of some of the objects included in 
the category of finger rings there may be doubts as 
to their actual functions. This concerns especially the 
artefact from grave 120/9, theoretically included in 
the group of rings put on the shaft of shafted wea-
pons but also plain rings of bronze wire with unclosed 
(grave 80/1) or overlapping (grave 45/2) ends. Their 
diameters slightly differ from those of finger rings, 
but they may have been disturbed: either the ring was 
stretched or squeezed. It is possible to classify more 
explicitly two rings from grave 85/23-24. They were 
made from coiled plain (grave 85/23) or transversely 

incised (grave 85/24) wire circular in cross-section. 
The argument for considering them as finger rings 
is supported by the fact that they appeared in a pair 
and that there are analogies from other cultural zones. 
However, it should be noted that spiral rings were 
used sometimes in untypical ways, e.g., in grave 147 
in Kovrovo in Sambia there was a ring which was 
placed on the bow of a brooch Type Schönwarling/
Skowarcz and the pin of the brooch was fastened 
(Tischler, Kemke 1902, p. 23, Pl. V:12), furthermore 
in grave 355 from the Central Lithuanian group ceme-
tery at Marvelė two rings were situated on the chord 
(Bertašius 2009, Pl. 8: 1). According to V. Kulakov, 
such ring may have been used to attach pendants or 
ornaments (Kulakov 1989, p. 166-167).
 Spiral rings were a popular form in the Balt 
milieu. In the Elbląg group they were recorded at the 
cemetery in Chojnowo, feature 1 (Kowalski 1985, 
p. 228, Pl. I:10) and 4 (Kowalski 1985, p. 228). Be-
sides for the Elbląg group there are mentions about 
rings but without details allowing to reproduce their 
form: a bronze ring was found in Chojnowo, grave 
4 (Neugebauer 1934, p. 322), Łęcze, grave 10 (Dorr 
1898, p. 9) and grave 18 – this one with a mention that 
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the artefact was incised at the top and on the underside 
(Dorr 1898, p. 10), Podgórze, grave 37 – three rings of 
bronze wire, incised in one case (Peiser 1919, p. 347-
348). Spiral rings appeared also in the Olsztyn group; 
V. Kulakov included these finds to Type 1, containing 
forms with from three to twelve coils notched or plain 
(1989, p. 166-167), e.g., Kielary, grave 3 (Jakobson 
2009, Pl. 107:b), grave 6 – three items (Jakobson 2009, 
p. 69, Pl. 111:l), grave 34 – five items (Jakobson 2009, 
p. 76, Pl. 138:f), Miętkie, grave (?) – two items? (Bit-
ner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. CLX), grave 559 (Kulakov 
1989, p. 182, Fig. 14:3), Spychówko, grave 44 (Re-
ich, Menghin 2008, p. 88, Fig. 8), Tumiany, grave 11 
(Jakobson 2009, Pl. 3:11e), grave 15a (Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 5:h), grave 20 (Kulakov 1989, p. 188, Fig. 26:1; 
Jakobson 2009, Pl. 7:20f), grave 80 (Kulakov 1989, 
p. 193, Fig. 42:2; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XIV), 
grave 109 (Kulakov 1989, p. 196, Fig. 47:3; Bitner-
Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XX). Similar artefacts found 
in the Sambian-Natangian areas and in eastern Europe 
were classified as Type III according to another clas-
sification proposed by V. Kulakov (1990, p. 27). From 
Sambia one may mention, e.g., the items from Bolshoe 
Isakovo, grave 25 (Kulakov 2006, Fig. 5:4), Kovrovo, 
grave 147 (Tischler, Kemke 1902, p. 23, Pl. V:12), 
grave 161 (Tischler, Kemke 1902, p. 24) and stray 
find (Kulakov 2009, Fig. 191:17). Moreover such ex-
amples are also known from the territory of Lithuania, 
e.g., the items from the Lower Neman group cemetery 
at Greižėnai, grave VII (Bezzenberger 1900, p. 141-
142, Fig. 22), the Central Lithuanian group necropolis 
at Marvelė, grave 355 (Bertašius 2009, Pl. 8: 1) or the 

discoveries from the East Lithuanian Barrows culture 
in Degsnė, barrow VI, grave 1 (Bliujienė 2006, Fig. 
3:7-9), Diktarai, grave 26 (Bliujienė 2006, Fig. 6:6), 
Pakrauglė, barrow 1 (Bliujienė 2006, p. 125, Fig. 1), 
Taurapilis, barrow 5 (Bliujienė, Steponaitis 2009, Fig. 
121, 3-4), Žvirbliai, barrow 24 (Iwanowska 2006, p. 
46, Pl. XXII:3). They are also known from the territory 
of Latvia (Bitner-Wróblewska, Ciglis, Radiņš 2005, 
p. 57, 111, Pl. III:99, XV:21) and Finland (Purhonen 
1996, p. 44-45). Spiral rings, although specific for the 
Balts’ zone, can not be treated as a good determinant 
of chronology. Simplicity of their form was conducive 
to their wide chronological range. In the Elbląg group 
they were represented in all phases, e.g., items from 
Podgórze come from the Early Migration Period (they 
were found together with brooches of the Dollkeim/
Kovrovo type), the discovery from feature 4 in Choj-
nowo, from Phase E1 (found with i.a., a brooch Type 
Schlusskreuzfibel) and the artefacts from grave 85/23-
24 at Nowinka from the late phase of the Elbląg group 
(Phase 3 of the necropolis). A still broader chronology 
of these finds is specific for, e.g., Finland, where they 
occurred in the same form from the Roman Period till 
the Viking times (Purhonen 1996, p. 44-45); also in the 
Balt areas they were found as late as the 12th-14th cen-
tury (Bitner-Wróblewska, Ciglis, Radiņš 2005, p. 57, 
111; Griciuvienė, Buža 2007, p. 150, 165, Fig. 705).
 Spiral rings from Nowinka were found in 
a ‘female set’ of grave 85, which is not necessarily 
an absolute principle: e.g., finds from Degsnė, barrow 
VI, grave 1 (Bliujienė 2006, Fig. 3:7-9) were found in 
a man’s burial.

III.1.4. Beads

III.1.4.1. Glass beads

 In Nowinka six glass beads or their fragments 
(grave 15/1, 23/4-6, 41/4, 131/1) were found. These are 
small barrel-shaped items (grave 15/1, 41/4, 130/1) or 
ones having the shape of a flattened sphere (grave 23/4-
6). Usually they are made of opaque glass, frequently 
uniform in colour: brown (grave 15/1), yellow (grave 
23/4-6) or light red (feature 130/1). Only the bead frag-
ment from grave 41/4 was made of multi-coloured 
glass: dark blue with red inserts in the shape of eyes 
or oblique lines. As there are no analyses made for the 
Balt zone the beads from Nowinka have to be classified 
according to K. Høilund Nielsen (1987): grave 15/1 – 
Type R3:b:a/f:I:B, grave 23/4-6 – Type R3:b:f:I:E and 
R3:b:f:I:C/E, grave 41/4 – R3:a:a/f:II:Ai:M7-8, feature 
130/1 – R3:b:a/f:II:I46.

 Beads in Nowinka determine women’s (grave 
41 – a woman 25-35 years old) or children’s graves 
(grave 23). In grave 15 only the age of the deceased 
(adult) was determined, but as there are no men’s indi-
cators in the grave goods, probably it was also a woman. 
They are found in Phase 1 (grave 23, 41) but it seems 
that the amount is too small to acquire any conclusive 
results as refers to chronology. The find from feature 
130/1 may be linked with the Early Iron Age.

46 In the last case it is not sure whether we deal with the item from the 
Early Iron Age or the Migration Period, so a connection with the 

classification by K. Høilund Nielsen is hypothetical. Nevertheless 
one should remember that glass beads are spotted in the West Balt 
Barrow culture outside Sambian Peninsula only exclusively and 
generally they are blue and dark blue in colour (Okulicz 1970, 
p. 59-60; Hoffmann 2000, p. 155; Gładki 2003, p. 31; Jaremek 
2009, p. 109), not light red like the one from Nowinka, feature 
130/1. The red bead was found so far once, in the cemetery at 
Livny, ray. Gvardeysk (Hoffmann 1999, p. 87; 2000, p. 155).
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In Elbląg group beads appear rarely among grave 
goods. They are seldom mentioned in literature; usu-
ally beads (often melted) of opaque glass, probably 
analogous to those from Nowinka are quoted: Łęcze, 
grave 80 – melted yellow bead and fragments of simi-
lar melted glass (Dorr 1898, p. 16). There were also 
items made with the use of more advanced technolo-
gy. In grave 96 at the cemetery in Elbląg-Żytno beads 
of opaque, yellow glass with a diameter of 0.7 cm and 
height of 0.4 cm, decorated with crossing intertwined 
bronze bands were found (Ehrlich 1920, p. 194, Fig. 
2:d). Before the 2nd World War the Elbląg Museum 
collection contained also beads from Elbląg-Żytno: 
stray find of a white bead with two red crossed lines, 
a diameter of 1.3 cm and height 1 cm and a similar, 
but larger bead from grave 55 (Ehrlich 1920, p. 195); 
the bead from Łęcze was parallel – of opaque glass 
with red and green wavy lines (Dorr 1898, p. 22)47. 
Beads were also found at the cemetery in Podgórze, 
grave 2 – a blue bead (Peiser 1919, p. 336-337), grave 
36 – two red-brown beads of opaque glass (Peiser 
1919, p. 347), grave 37 – melted white beads with 
dark ornaments (Peiser 1919, p. 347-348) and the 
stray finds of blue beads, including cubo-octahedral 
ones, though probably connected with the Wielbark 
culture (Peiser 1919, p. 352). Moreover, a polyhe-
dric glass bead was found in Młoteczno, grave 91 
(Ziemlińska-Odojowa 1991, p. 105, Fig. 7:1, 4, 5, 7). 
M. Jagodziński believes that glass beads had the func-
tion of money (2009, p. 153), however, this assump-
tion, made on the basis of later finds, do not seem 
appropriate with respect to the Elbląg group.
 Glass beads also appear, although rarely, at 
the Sambian-Natangian area (Kulakov 1989, p. 167; 
1990, p. 27), e.g., Mitino, stray find (personal com-
mitment: K. Skvortsov)48 or in Lithuania (Iwanowska 
2006, p. 46). They are numerous in the Olsztyn group 
(Kulakov 1989, p. 167), in which items made of 
opaque glass similar to the ones from Nowinka, but 
mainly yellow can be found, e.g., Tumiany, grave 77 
(Kulakov 1989, p. 193, Fig. 41:1; Bitner-Wróblew-
ska 2008a, Pl. XIII), grave 95 (Kulakov 1989, p. 194, 

Fig. 44:3; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XVII), 
grave 103 (Kulakov 1989, p. 195, Fig. 46:1; Bitner-
Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XVIII), grave 121 (Kulakov 
1989, p. 197, Fig. 50:1; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, 
Pl. XXII), Leleszki, grave 23 (Kulakov 1989, p. 185, 
Fig. 22:3; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XLVIII), 
grave 39b (Kulakov 1989, p. 185, Fig. 23:3; Bitner-
Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XLIX). However, they ap-
pear maily in necklaces, often with beads made with 
the use of more complex technology, imported from 
the Merovingian circle – especially Types 34-37 af-
ter B. Sasse and C. Theune (1996) or having arrived 
across the Danubian areas (cf. Voigtmann 1942, 
p. 12; Kulakov 1989, p. 168) or, less probably, from 
Scandinavia.
 As it has been mentioned above, similar 
beads, both made of multicoloured and opaque glass 
were found in Scandinavia (Høilund Nielsen 1987), 
including also yellow, red and brown, e.g., at the 
cemeteries in Nørre Sandegård (Jørgensen, Nørgård 
Jørgensen 1997, Pl. 27-34). Simple forms of beads 
made of opaque glass and forms identical to those 
from Nowinka may be also found in large numbers in 
the Merovingian circle, cf. barrel-shaped forms Type 
26 after B. Sasse and C. Theune (1996, p. 226); also 
more complicated patterns are known there, with 
colourful oblique lines Type 50 too (Sasse, Theune 
1996, p. 227).
 As the majority of finds from Nowinka were 
made with the use of simple technology it should be 
assumed that they were produced locally or in the 
broadly understood Balt zone. However, this issue 
can not be ultimately settled without making large-
scale analyses of the glass composition. Besides, as 
such beads were found in other regions of Europe it 
may be presumed that they may have arrived from 
these areas together with beads made with the use of 
more complex technologies. What is debatable, how-
ever, is the area of their origin. The suggested places 
were the middle Danube basin or, still farther, By-
zantium (Kulakov 1989, p. 168), but it could have 
also been the Merovingian circle, or, Scandinavia. 
The last mentioned direction seems to be especially 
confirmed by the bead from grave 41/4 which was 
accompanied by imported Scandinavian brooches 
and the bead itself has good analogies in K. Høilund 
Nielsen’s typology. Similar conclusions may be drawn 
from the examples of other beads found in the Elbląg 
group, made with complex technologies (Elbląg-
Żytno, grave 55 and stray find from Łęcze), which 
are reflected in the Scandinavian forms; cf. ornament 
No 5 after K. Høilund Nielsen (1987, Fig. 21:5). The 
chronology of the Scandinavian finds is very broad 

47 R. Dorr does not inform whether the bead belonged to a certain 
assemblage; neither is it mentioned in the list of grave assem-
blages and stray finds.

48 The unique assemblage was assigned to the cemetery of Svet-
logorsk, grave 86 (Voigtmann 1942, p. 10): the beads were 
very numerous in Svetlogorsk and they were accompanied by 
imports from the Merovingian circle, which allowed to make a 
suggestion of their Frankish or Alamannic origin (Voigtmann 
1942, p. 10). In fact the finds do not come from a Sambian 
cemetery but from grave 5 from a Rhineland necropolis of 
Niederbreisig, Lkr. Neuwied the finds from which became the 
subject of antiquarian trade (Göldner 1985). 
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and ranges from the 2nd half of the 6th century: beads 
from Group Ra appeared on Bornholm Phases 1B-1C 
(2nd half of the 6th-1st half of the 7th century) and from 

Group Rb in Phases 1C-2A, i.e., in the 7th and early 8th 
century (Høilund Nielsen 1987, p. 59-62, Fig. 18).

III.1.4.2.1. Amber beads

 At the cemetery eight amber beads were found 
(grave 10/3, 12/3, 38/3, 45/6, 60/10, 85/27, 102/1, 
111/1). Results of their specialized analysis, conduc-
ted by Katarzyna Kwiatkowska, M.Sc., are presented 
in Table 1. The majority of them are 2 cm in dia-
meter or slightly bigger, disc-shaped (grave 12/3, 
45/6, 111/1), biconical (grave 10/3, 102/1), oval 
(grave 38/3) or irregularly shaped (grave 60/10) items. 
Only the bead from grave 10/3 and the one from grave 
85/27 are smaller. The beads were usually carelessly 
made, their edges and surfaces are uneven, rough and 
the holes are imprecisely pierced; for some of them 
it is impossible definitely to determine their function 
(grave 60/10, 102/1). Only the beads from grave 12/3, 
85/27 and grave 111/1 were precisely executed (on the 
latter one there are even traces of turning).
 Amber beads were recorded in the Elbląg 
group: a large amber bead was found in Chojnowo, 
feature 1 (Kowalski 1985, p. 228, Fig. I:11) and there 
was a stray find of a thick ring-shaped bead (Neu-
gebauer 1934, p. 321, Pl. LXX:3a), an analogous 
form is said to have been found in Elbląg-Żytno 
(Neugebauer 1934, p. 324; cf. Ehrlich 1920, Fig. 
2:c). Other amber beads were found in Elbląg-Żytno, 
grave 10 – a quadrilateral amber bead with coni-
cal piercings on either side (Dorr 1914, p. 9), grave 
106 – a squat cylindrical undecorated item (Ehrlich 
1920, p. 194, Fig. 2:c); a damaged, later amber bead 
is said to have been found at this necropolis (Dorr 
1914, p. 5, Pl. I:1). There are also finds from Sierpin, 
grave 15 (Dorr 1898, p. 26, Pl. I:14) – a biconical 
squat bead with a hole rectangular in cross-section 
and a stray find (Dorr 1898, Pl. I:15) – cylindrical 
with one oblique surface, and from Łęcze, grave 46 
– a trapezoid, squat item with a biconical hole (Dorr 
1898, p. 13, Pl. I:13), grave 48 (Dorr 1898, p. 13, Pl. 
I:12) – flat, lenticular in cross-section, with a biconi-
cal hole, grave 63 – a tall biconical form (Dorr 1898, 
p. 15, Pl. I:11). Moreover, amber beads were dis-
covered at the necropolis at Podgórze, grave 2 where 
two cylindrical amber beads were found: a large one 
decorated with three shallow grooves and a smaller 
one, squat with a groove along the edge on one side 
(Peiser 1919, p. 336-337), grave 5 – disc-shaped 
with slightly convex surfaces (Peiser 1919, p. 337-
339), and finally there were stray finds (Peiser 1919, 
p. 352) which, however, may be theoretically linked 
with the Wielbark culture.

 Amber beads are also known from Młoteczno, 
grave 20 – a large amber bead, turned, decorated 
with surrounding grooves (Ziemlińska-Odojowa 
1991, p. 105, Fig. 4), grave 34 – fragments of two 
amber beads (Ziemlińska-Odojowa 1991, p. 105), 
grave 46 – slim biconical item (Ziemlińska-Odojowa 
1991, p. 105), grave 70 – two small lenticular beads 
(Ziemlińska-Odojowa 1991, Fig. 2:5, 9), and an-
other find was discovered above an assemblage 
(Ziemlińska-Odojowa 1991, p. 113, Fig. 2:4-12), 
grave 86 – a flat cylindrical bead with slightly convex 
surfaces (Ziemlińska-Odojowa 1991, p. 113, Fig. 10).
 Roughly worked amber beads occurred in the 
Balt areas, including, although in small numbers, the 
Olsztyn group (Kulakov 1989, p. 167-168) where 
also more carefully worked forms are known, e.g., 
Miętkie, grave 410 (Kulakov 1989, p. 181, Fig. 12:4), 
Miętkie II (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 17:3) and also at the 
Sambian-Natangian areas, usually in small numbers, 
i.e., one to three items (Kulakov 1990, p. 27), e.g., 
Kovrovo, grave 284 – four items (Kulakov 2009, 
p. 23, Fig. 122a:6, 7, 12, 13), grave 291 – one item 
(Kulakov 2009, Fig. 126:2, 4-6), Mitino, grave 394 
– two items (personal commitment: K. Skvortsov) 
and in central Lithuania (Tautavičius 1980, p. 85-
86). In the remaining Balt lands they are quite rare 
(cf. Griciuvienė, Grižas, Buža 2005, p. 110), e.g., 
Žvirbliai, barrow 17, grave I (Iwanowska 2006, p. 46, 
Pl. XII:1, CXXXVII:1). However, they were found in 
Crimea, in graves from the late 6th and 7th century, be-
lieved to be Goth women’s graves (Chajredinova 1999, 
p. 87-88, Fig. 71-74), especially the rather irregular 
forms. Well made amber beads were sporadically en-
countered in the Merovingian circle (Schnurbein 1987, 
p. 48, 51) where they are considered as imports from 
the Balt zone (Steuer 1998, p. 396; Walter, Peeck, Gil-
lich 2008, p. 27); they were also confirmed for Scan-
dinavia (usually one or two items) where they belong 
to necklaces together with glass beads (Høilund Niels-
en 1987, p. 53; Jørgensen 1990, Fig. 28; Jørgensen, 
Nørgård Jørgensen 1997, p. 46).
 At the necropolis in Nowinka amber beads 
were found mainly in poor, imprecisely dated bu-
rials (except for grave 38 linked with Phase 1 as well 
as grave 60 and 85 linked with Phase 3 of the ne-
cropolis), which can not serve as a basis for draw-
ing conclusions about chronology. However, their 
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presence in the Elbląg group has been confirmed for 
a very broad spectrum of time: from late Phase D: 
Podgórze, grave 2 (brooches of the Dollkeim/Kov-
rovo type), in phase E1: Podgórze, grave 5 (brooch 
Type Schlusskreuzfibel), late Phase E: Łęcze, grave 
41 (late form of a ladder brooch), grave 63 (one-
edged sword), and one of the beads from Elbląg-
Żytno was ascribed to the ‘hillfort period’ by R. Dorr 
(Dorr 1914, p. 5, Pl. I:1). In such a situation it should 
be assumed that amber beads are not a precise dating 
indicator in the Elbląg group.
 Neither are they an univocal identificator of 

the gender as they appear in burials of: a young wo-
man (grave 4; see ‘female set’ from grave 85), a child 
(grave 38) and, judging on the basis of the grave 
goods from grave 60 (weapons) – also of a man. Be-
sides, amber beads are more frequent in burials of 
adults (grave 10, 12, 45, 60) than in children’s burials 
(grave 10)49. Their presence in a warrior’s grave was 
confirmed also at the burial ground of the West Lith-
uanian group in Lazdininkiai, grave 73; the find sug-
gests how single beads were worn: probably hanging 
on the neck – it was found below the deceased’s jaw 
(Bliujienė, Butkus 2002, p. 82, Fig. 1:10).

III.1.4.2.2. Raw amber fragments

 Lumps of unworked amber were found in 
many burials (grave 11/3, 16/2, 34/3, 36/2, 41/7, 45/7, 
55/6, 75/2, 83/7, 85/17, 104/2, 127/2, 129/2, 135/2). 
These are usually small, not numerous lumps; an ex-
ception is the large lump from grave 85/17 which was 
found in a rich feature (its large size may be explained 
by the higher social status of its owner). In single ca-
ses there are traces of incisions (grave 11/3, 127/2). 
The lumps can not be ascribed to one sex, although 
only in one case the gender of the deceased was es-
tablished on the basis of bone remains (grave 83 – 
probably a woman); the amber fragment from grave 
85 was found in a ‘male set’. Raw amber was found 
in burials from all chronological sections: Phase 1 – 
grave 55, Phase 2 – grave 11, Phase 3 – grave 34, 83, 
85. The lumps seem to indicate that one of the sour-
ces of wealth of the people using the burial ground in 
Nowinka was probably amber gathering and trade in 
this raw material.
 Lumps of unworked amber were often found 
in graves of the Elbląg group: Chojnowo, grave 15 
(Neugebauer 1934, p. 322), feature 3, 6 (Kowalski 
1985, p. 229) and feature 7 (Kowalski 1985, p. 228), 
Elbląg-Żytno, grave 66, 72 and 87 (Ehrlich 1920, 
p. 194), Łęcze, grave 2 (Dorr 1898, p. 9), grave 

22 (Dorr 1898, p. 11), grave 36 (Dorr 1898, p. 12), 
grave 39 (Dorr 1898, p. 12), grave 40 (Dorr 1898, 
p. 13), grave 43 (Dorr 1898, p. 13), grave 57 (Dorr 
1898, p. 14), grave 59 (Dorr 1898, p. 14), grave 66 
(Dorr 1898, p. 15), grave 67 (Dorr 1898, p. 15), grave 
76 (Dorr 1898, p. 16), Młoteczno, grave 35 and 45 
(Ziemlińska-Odojowa 1991, p. 105). Like in No-
winka they occurred in various chronological phases. 
According to B. Ehrlich some of them came from the 
earliest period – Elbląg-Żytno, grave 87, other ones 
from the ‘hillfort period’ (with wheel turned pottery) 
– Elbląg-Żytno, grave 66 and 72 (Ehrlich 1920, p. 
194). The find from Łęcze, grave 2 (accompanied by 
a ladder brooch) and from grave 76 (with a sword and 
a disc brooch) can be dated to the late period of the 
Elbląg group.
 So far no traces of similar behaviours were 
found in the other parts of the West Balt circle in the 
Late Migration Period, except for the find from grave 
106 in Tumiany where amber not being a final pro-
duct but with traces of polishing was found (Jakobson 
2009, p. 55, Pl. 63:106c; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, 
Pl. XIX). From the other hand this is possible that 
small fragments of amber didn’t draw the attention of 
excavators.

49 In grave 102 remains of an adult and a child were found.
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Table 1. Description of amber beads and fragments from the cemetery at Nowinka (after K. Kwiatkowska).
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1 Stray find 4 lumps of raw 
amber

1: small lump, fragile; translucent, orange-red amber

2-3: medium-sized lumps
a) with preserved natural surfaces, weathered; transparent,
reddish amber
b) weathered piece; untransparent, transluscent, yellow-
orange amber

4: large lump with a crust (covered with a thick orange
cortex polygonally cracked), fragile with flaking off scales;
untransparent, orange-yellow amber

<1 g

2 g

6 g

2 Grave 10/3 Final product Rhomboidal bead; untransparent, brown amber 1.2x1.0
x0.8 cm

3 Grave 11/3 3 small pieces of raw 
amber

Surfaces covered with untransparent decay; transparent, trans-
luscent yellow-orange and reddish amber

4 g

4 Grave 12/3 
 
 

Final product Flat disc-shaped bead, weathered surface; untransparent, almost 
black amber

0.8x2.1
x2.1 cm

5 Grave 16/2 Small pieces coming 
from one lump

Transluscent, orange-red amber < 1 g

6 Grave 34/4 Small lump Natural cortex partly preserved; transluscent, orange-red amber < 1 g
7 Grave 34/4 Small lump Surfaces covered with untransparent decay; transparent, reddish 

amber
< 1 g

8 Grave 36/2 Small lump Natural surface partly preserved; untransparent, orange-yellow 
amber

1 g

9 Grave 38/3 Fragment of a bead Surface with traces of working with a knife; untransparent, 
yellow-orange amber

1.6x1.8
x0.6 cm

10 Grave 41/7 Small lump Strongly weathered; red-brown amber < 1 g
11 Grave 45/6 Bead Unfinished flat disc, surface with traces of working with a 

knife; untransparent, orange-yellow amber 
0.7x1.8 
x1.8 cm

13 Grave 45/7 3 pieces Weathered surface; untransparent and transparent, orange-yel-
low and red amber

< 1 g

14 Grave 55/6 Several pieces of one 
lump (?)

Surface covered with decay; untransparent, reddish amber 5 g

15 Grave 60/10 1 piece

Fragment of an orna-
ment

Surface covered with decay; untransparent, reddish amber

Weathered surface, the hole slightly drilled at the edges; mixed 
amber: untransparent and transluscent, white-yellow and red-
dish

< 1 g

3.5 g

16 Grave 75/2 2 pieces Weathered surface; untransparent, orange-yellow amber 2.5 g
17 Grave 83/7 3 small lumps Weathered surface; dark red amber 3.5 g
18 Grave 85 Final product Cylidrical bead; transparent, red-orange amber 0.8x1.1

x1.1 cm
19 Grave 85/17 Small pieces, possi-

bly from one lump
Weathered surface; transluscent, orange-red amber < 1 g

20 Grave 85/17 Fragment of an un-
worked lump

Well-preserved; transparent, reddish amber 60.5 g
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III.1.5. Belt elements

III.1.5.1. Buckles

 In the human graves from the cemetery twen-
ty buckles or their fragments were found. The remain-
ing ones come from horse graves and they are dis-
cussed in the chapter concerning the horse gear. One 
of the most interesting finds is the large bronze item 
from grave 17/2 representing Type Butėnas III.1d. It 
is a massive buckle with a cross-shaped spike (germ. 
Kreuzdornschnalle)50 and a kidney-shaped frame with 
a decorative, openwork ferrule (on the patterns on the 
ferrule cf. Chapter III.1.5.2). The plate functioning as 
a ferrule is fixed in an untypical way: it is connected 
to the frame by two bent bands of bronze sheet, fixed 
with a pair of rivets with large decorative heads. They 
are fitted in projections on the shorter side of the plate. 
To keep the distance between the edges of the plates, 
which allows the frame to move, a double layer of 
leather was inserted (remains of leather were pre-
served in that place). It is possible that these are traces 
of repair of the ferrule. This may be also suggested by 
the openwork decoration at the opposite edge, which 
breaks the symmetry of the pattern. The idea that belt 
fittings were modified is supported also by the fact 
that the second ferrule has a different openwork pat-
tern. On the other hand, in the Olsztyn group other 
instances of using such a way of fastening are known: 
Tumiany, grave 80 (Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. 
XIV; Heydeck 1895, p. 56; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 50:b), 
Kosewo, grave 392 (Jakobson files) where the ferrule 
is not changed. Besides, at the Elbląg group ceme-
tery at Łęcze, grave 28, a buckle with an openwork 
ferrule was found the end of which was hammered 
and split into two band-like grips in which the frame 
of the buckle was fixed. Their ends are joined to the 
ferrule with rivets placed in holes in openwork orna-
ment (Dorr 1898, Pl. II:1; MAHE inv. no. 15/31). The 
remaining ferrules in belt buckles of that type were 
fixed in the traditional way51. The territorially closest 
analogy is the item from Elbląg-Żytno (Ehrlich 1932, 
Fig. 9:b). Also in the Olsztyn group numerous such ar-
tefacts were found, e.g., Kielary, grave 6 and grave 34 
(Voigtmann files), Leleszki (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 24:7; 
Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. LI), Tumiany, grave 96 
(Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XVII; Jakobson 2009, 

Pl. 60:b), grave 147 (Heydeck 1895, p. 65, Pl. IV:3; 
Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XXV; Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 77:b) and grave 149 (Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, 
Pl. XXVI; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 79:b). They are also 
confirmed for the Sambian-Natangian areas, e.g., 
ex-Koddien (Ehrlich 1932, p. 415) and in the West 
Lithuanian group, e.g., Vilkyčiai (Voigtmann files)52. 
Buckles of the Kreuzdornschnalle type are dated to 
Phase E2 in the Olsztyn group (Kowalski 1991, Fig. 
2; 2000, p. 222-223) and the Elbląg group (Kowalski 
2000, p. 220). In Nowinka, grave 17 in which the ana-
lysed buckle was uncovered, was included in Phase 3.
 A buckle of the Kreuzdornschnalle type (ver-
sion similar to Type Butėnas III.1d) was also found in 
grave 105/3. It is smaller, has no ferrule, its frame is 
close to a trapeze in shape and slightly concave in the 
place where the spike rested. Buckles of similar shape 
are known in the Elbląg and Olsztyn groups and the 
closest known analogy is the item from a horse grave 
13 in Łęcze (Dorr 1898, p. 10, Pl. III:13). In the light 
of analyses made so far the chronology of buckles 
of this type does not differ from that established for 
other items with cross-shaped spike. In Nowinka the 
assemblage in which the discussed buckle was found 
is one of the latest at the site.
 Another large buckle was the bronze item Type 
Butėnas III.1 from grave 85/19. Its frame is close to 
kidney-shaped and has a notch in the place where the 
spike rested. It does not have a ferrule and was joined 
to the belt by means of a pair of bent rectangular bands 
with rivets at the ends (a similar method was used in 
the buckle from grave 17/2), which seems to confirm 
its local origin. Chronology of the majority of Balt 
buckles from the analysed period, especially of the 
simpler forms has not been established in detail; i.a., 
the analysis of cemeteries in Tumiany and Kielary has 
not brought any definitive results (Bitner-Wróblewska 
2007a, p. 78-79). It thus can only be said that oval and 
kidney-shaped buckles are known in the Elbląg and 
Olsztyn groups, in Lithuania and at the Sambian-Na-
tangian area (eg., Suvorovo, grave 63, 64, 121, 386 
– cf. Heym 1938, Pl. 6:54-56, 59-60, 63; 22:221, 225; 
29:214, 217; 30:221, 225; 33:243). They generally 
occur in Phases E2-E3 in Olsztyn group (cf. Kowalski 
2000, p. 222-223), and their chronology for the Elbląg 
group is probably similar. The item from grave 85/19 
represents Phase 3 of the Nowinka necropolis.

50 The term used after N. Åberg (1919, p. 106-108).
51 Such constructions are common in the Merovingian circle, 

which is well illustrated by the example of the cemetery at 
Peigen, Lkr. Dingolfing-Landau (cf. von Freeden, Lehmann 
2005, Fig. 35:15, 36:8, 42:7, 89:3, 94:5, 170:4). 52 Cf. Åberg 1919, p. 107-108; Reich 2009, p. 39, 43, Fig. 9-10.
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 In grave 84/6 a fragment of a spike from a 
shield-on-tongue buckle (germ. Schilddornschnalle)53 
was found. From the area of the Elbląg group other 
item of that type is known: the silver-gilt item from 
Elbląg, Moniuszki St, feature 239 (Ehrlich 1937b, p. 
275, Fig. 8; Neugebauer 1975, Pl. X:6)54. It represents 
the form with elongated, trapeze-shaped or triangu-
lar ferrule55. It seems probable that the buckle from 
Nowinka had a similar form. These forms were dated 
to the 2nd half of the 6th (Godłowski 1981, p. 114) or 
even to the 7th century and treated as an indicator of 
the final phase of the Elbląg group (Kowalski 2000, p. 
220). They are well documented for the Olsztyn group 
(mainly the items with oval-shaped ferrule) and their 
presence is confirmed also for the Sambian-Natangian 
area (cf. Åberg 1919, p. 111-114). J. Kowalski treats 
them as indicators of Phase E2 in Olsztyn group (1991, 
Fig. 2) which to a certain extent contradicts the later 
dating of such forms for the Elbląg group he sug-
gested. Schilddornschnalle were also found in Scan-
dinavia where they are determined as Types A2-3 af-
ter M. Ørsnes (1966, p. 288-289, Figs. 3, 10, 14, 17, 
19) or A1a-c after K. Høilund Nielsen (1987, p. 75). 
In A. Nørgård Jørgensen’s classification they are as-
signed to Type GU2 – with an elongated ferrule or 
GU3 – with an oval ferrule (Nørgård Jørgensen 1999, 
p. 114, Fig. 101:2-3). They were found on Bornholm, 
Gotland and in Norway, in the last-mentioned place 
only forms Type GU3 (Nørgård Jørgensen 1999, 
p. 114-116). The finds from Scandinavia are consid-
ered to be indicators of Nordic Phase I and II (520/30-
560/70 A.D. and 560/70-610/20 A.D.) and the Nor-
wegian items and forms with elongated ferrule are 
clearly later (Nørgård Jørgensen 1999, Figs. 107, 110, 
116). They are the most numerous in the Merovin-
gian circle. According to U. Koch such buckles ap-
peared in men’s burials from Phase 3 (565-590/600 
A.D.), but mainly in Phase 4 (590-620/30 A.D.) and 
the latest items even in Phase 5, i.e., 620-650/60 A.D. 

(Koch 1977, Fig. 8:B). According to other interpre-
tations they belong to Phase 5 (565-580/90 A.D.) in 
the Rhineland: items with elongated ferrule (Müsse-
meier, Nieveler, Plum, Pöppelmann 2003, Fig. 7) and 
to Phase MA3 (560/70-600/10 A.D.) in France: main-
ly items with an oval ferrule (Legoux, Périn, Vallet 
2006, p. 62). Items from Thuringia were included in 
Group IIIb (560-600 A.D) and IV (600-ca 700 A.D.) 
after B. Schmidt (1961, p. 140, Fig. 5:A, Pl. 45:s, cf. 
Fig. 1). Finds of slim buckles of that type from Lom-
bards’ cemete-ries in Italy were included by V. Bier-
brauer (2008, Fig. 18) to Phase 1 (572-590 A.D.). 
Merovingian and north European items are indicators 
of men’s burials. It seems that finds from the Elbląg 
group, including Nowinka, should be associated with 
the Scandinavian items Type GU2 or Merovingian 
ones (namely from Phase 4 after U. Koch). This is 
confirmed also by the fact that the spike from Nowin-
ka was found together with possible fragment of fer-
rule’s terminal of the shield-on-tongue buckle (grave 
84/7, cf. Chapter III.1.5.2.) typical of artefacts with 
slim ferrules. Grave 84 from Nowinka is dated to 
Phase 3 of the necropolis.
 Additionally four iron medium-sized buckles 
(ca 3 cm long) with kidney-shaped frame Type Butėnas 
III.1a (grave 8/1), oval frame Type Butėnas III.2 (grave 
33/1), rectangular-kidney-shaped frame Type Butėnas 
IV.2 (grave 18/4) or trapeze-shaped frame Type Butėnas 
IV 4 (grave 131/1) may be mentioned.
 At the cemetery in Nowinka small bronze 
buckles with frames 1-2 cm long are far more numer-
ous. In this group there are items with kidney-shaped 
frames Type Butėnas III.1b (grave 17/8, 120/2), tra-
peze-kidney-shaped frames Type Butėnas IV.4 (grave 
85/2-4), trapeze-oval-shaped frames (grave 120/3-
4), trapeze-shaped frame Type Butėnas IV.4 (grave 
44/1), similar to a square frame Type Butėnas IV.3 
(grave 84/2), oval-shaped frame Type Butėnas III.2a 
(grave 21/7), or irregular-oval-shaped frame Type 
Butėnas I.1 (grave 83/2) and additionally a spike of 
a buckle from grave 114/1. Some of them had fer-
rules (grave 21/7, 85/2-4, 120/4). Most of them are 
fragile and simple, except for items from grave 85/2-4 
which also have stamped decorations on the ferrules. 
Some of these buckles were elements of the belts used 
for fixing a sword’s scabbard or drinking horn (grave 
85/2-4).
 Simple bronze and iron buckles were also 
found at other burial grounds of the Elbląg group, e.g., 
Elbląg, Moniuszki St (Ehrlich 1937b, p. 275). As the 
analogies one may mention small oval forms, e.g., 
Chojnowo, feature 1 (Kowalski 1985, Pl. I:2, 4-6), fea-
ture 2 (Kowalski 1985, Pl. II:32), feature 14 (Kowalski 

53 The term used after N. Åberg (1919, p. 109).
54 In this group of artefacts a buckle from Żuławka Sztumska 

was mentioned  (Godłowski 1981, p. 114, Fig. 31; Jagodziński 
1997, Pl. III:6; Bogucki 2006, p. 101, Fig. 10). Inacurate draw-
ing included in the above mentioned papers could have main-
tained this idea. Actually the item preserved in collection of 
MAG, inv. no 1986:59, and thus it has to be underlined that it 
unequivocally comes from Elbląg, Moniuszki St, feature 239.

55 This group may be also extended by a ferrule of a buckle, prob-
ably Type Schilddornschnalle from Komorowo Żuławskie 
(personal commitment: M. Bogucki) and a fragment of a fer-
rule probably of a buckle of analogous type from the MAHE 
collection, inv. no. 254/700 from an undetermined site at the 
area of Elbląg.
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1985, Pl. II:3), Elbląg-Żytno (Ehrlich 1932, Fig. 9:d), 
Młoteczno, feature 68 (Ziemlińska-Odojowa 1991, p. 
113, Fig. 9:6), feature 70 (Ziemlińska-Odojowa 1991, 
Fig. 2:6); kidney-shaped ones, e.g., Chojnowo, fea-
ture 1 (Kowalski 1985, Pl. I:3), Młoteczno, feature? 
(Ziemlińska-Odojowa 1991, Fig. 5) or trapeze-kid-
ney-shaped items, e.g., Elbląg-Żytno (Ehrlich 1932, 
Fig. 9:f-g), Łęcze, grave 38 (Dorr 1898, p. 12, Pl. 
III:26). They were also encountered at the necropo-
lises of the Olsztyn group: small, kidney-shaped, e.g., 
Leleszki, grave 44 (Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. L), 
Tumiany, grave 26 (Heydeck 1895, p. 46, Pl. V:9; Ku-
lakov 1989, Fig. 26:6; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 9:f), grave 
28 (Heydeck 1895, p. 46; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 11:c), 
grave 47 (Heydeck 1895, p. 51; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 
30:b), grave 88 (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 43:3; Jakobson 
2009, Pl. 55:a), grave 141 (Heydeck 1895, p. 64; Ku-
lakov 1989, Fig. 51:1; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 73:c), grave 
148 (Heydeck 1895, p. 65; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 78:c), 
grave 150 (Heydeck 1895, p. 66; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 
80:d), grave 153 (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 51:6; Jakobson 
2009, Pl. 81:a); small, oval-shaped, e.g., Tumiany, 
grave 49 (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 36:1; Bitner-Wróblews-
ka 2008a, Pl. X; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 49:d), grave 79 
(Kulakov 1989, Fig. 42:1; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, 
Pl. XIV; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 49:c), graves? (Bitner-
Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XXIX); small, trapeze-kid-
ney-shaped, e.g., Miętkie (Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, 
Pl. CLVII), Miętkie, grave 37 (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 
2), grave 51 (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 8:2), Miętkie II, 
grave 99 (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 16:5), grave 90? (Ku-
lakov 1989, Fig. 19:2), Tumiany, grave 78 (Kulakov 
1989, Fig. 41:2; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XIII; 
Jakobson 2009, Pl. 48:e), grave 85 (Kulakov 1989, 
Fig. 42:3; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XV; Jakob-
son 2009, Pl. 53:b); trapeze-shaped, e.g., Miętkie (Bit-
ner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. CLVII), Leleszki, grave 
12 (Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XLVI), Tumiany, 
grave 85 (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 42:3; Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 53:c), grave 95 (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 44:3; Ja-
kobson 2009, Pl. 59:c), Waplewo, grave 22 (Bitner-

Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XXXVIII); rectangular-oval-
shaped, e.g., Miętkie, grave 51 (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 
8:2). Small buckles were also recorded at the Sambi-
an-Natangian areas, i.a., oval forms, e.g., Suvorovo, 
grave 116 (Heym 1938, Fig. 54), grave 131 (Heym 
1938, Fig. 214, 217), grave 286a (Heym 1938, Fig. 
235); trapeze-kidney-shaped, e.g., Kholmogor’e 
(Heym 1938, Pl. 35) or kidney-shaped, e.g., Suvo-
rovo, grave 63 (Heym 1938, Fig. 221); all these types 
were also discovered at the cemetery of Mitino, e.g., 
kidney-shaped-oval in grave 119, grave 305 and grave 
342 as well as oval-shaped in grave 119 and grave 
319 (personal commitment: K. Skvortsov). They are 
also known from the territory of Lithuania (Butėnas 
1999, p. 54-55). Among the items mentioned above 
buckles with more massive frame, similar to the ones 
from grave 85/2-4 in Nowinka, are exceptional, e.g., 
Miętkie II, grave 90?
 The chronology of small and medium-sized 
buckles is even less precise than that of large ones. 
Similar buckles may be found in the contexts from 
the early phase of the Elbląg group, e.g., Młoteczno, 
feature 70 (together with a Schluβkreuzfibel, cf. 
Ziemlińska-Odojowa 1991, Fig. 2:4-12). Only for the 
trapeze-kidney-shaped items it is possible to estab-
lish that they occurred in graves from Phase 3 of the 
cemetery (grave 85 and grave 60 – where the buckle 
belonged to a horse grave). It is also worth to consider 
the function of small buckles: certainly not all of them 
were used to fasten the belt, if only because of their 
low durability, besides they occurred in larger sets: 
three items in grave 85 (‘male set’) and three items in 
grave 120. In grave 85 their location in the burial pit 
suggests that one buckle was used to fasten the strap 
of the sword’s scabbard and two others were attached 
to the belt whereas in grave 120 the buckles were in 
the same context as the belt fittings. They may have 
been used to attach some elements to the belt. Some-
times they are interpreted as buckles used to fasten 
the spurs (Heydeck 1895, p. 66), which, however, is 
not confirmed by the materials from Nowinka.

56 The object was additionally ornamented with lines of dots 
punched near the edges.

III.1.5.2. Belt fittings

 At the cemetery also openwork rectangular 
bronze plates were discovered, which served as belt 
mounts (grave 17/3, stray find SF/11). They were 
fixed with rivets placed in the corners (stray find, 
SF/11) or in threes near the shorter edges (grave 17/4). 
They had openwork decoration which was a mixture 
of T-shaped and curved (stray find SF/11)56  or cross-

shaped motifs (grave 17/3). A very similar to the latter 
one pattern was found at the suspension plate of the 
scabbard from grave 85/10. Another openwork motif 
was found on the bronze plate from grave 17/2 which 
served as a ferrule: on the sides of T- and cross-shaped 
motifs a step motif was added. Analogies for this kind 
of belt ornaments with T-shaped motifs can be found at 
burial grounds of the Elbląg group: Elbląg-Żytno (Ehr-
lich 1932, p. 415; Fig. 6:l) and Łęcze, grave 28. In the 
last-mentioned burial ground a set of nine mounts with 
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T-shaped, curved and cross-shaped motifs and lines en-
graved along the edges was found; part of them is rep-
resented by smaller, square items with rivets inserted 
in the holes of the openwork decoration (Dorr 1898, 
p. 12, 21, Pl. II:1). An openwork mount was also found 
in grave 13 in Łęcze, yet there it was probably part of 
horse furniture (Dorr 1898, p. 10, 22, Pl. III:23). In the 
Elbląg group also less carefully made patterns of open-
work squares were found: Elbląg-Żytno (Ehrlich 1932, 
Fig. 9:e), Łęcze, grave 13 (Dorr 1898, p. 22, Pl. III:22-
23) as well as rectangles: Elbląg-Żytno, grave 99 (Ehr-
lich 1920, p. 193, Fig. 2:e). Similar decorations can be 
found in the Olsztyn group. These are curved patterns: 
Kielary, stray find (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 191:24), Spy-
chówko, grave 1 (Åberg 1919, Fig. 168; Nowakowski 
2007a, p. 117, Fig. 7:c), Tumiany, grave 36 (Heydeck 
1895, p. 48, Pl. VIII:13), grave 48 (Bitner-Wróblews-
ka 2008a, Pl. IX; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 31:e), grave 80 
(Kulakov 1989, Fig. 42:2; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, 
Pl. XIV; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 50:d). Still numerous are 
cross- or T-shaped patterns: Kielary, grave 5, grave 6, 
grave 22, grave 37, grave 62, grave 73, grave 85, grave 
90 (Voigtmann files; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 109:f, 110:h, 
128:d, 140:f, 155:f, 160.73:c, 170:d, 174:e), stray find 
(Jakobson 2009, Pl. 191:25), Leleszki, grave 25 (Ku-
lakov 1989, Fig. 23:1; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. 
XLVIII), Miętkie II, grave 32 (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 
15:3), Tumiany, grave 48 (Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, 
Pl. IX; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 31:g), grave 79 (Kulakov 
1989, Fig. 42:1; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XIV; 
Jakobson 2009, Pl. 49:e), grave 80 (Heydeck 1895, 
p. 56, Pl. IV:3; Kulakov 1989, Fig. 42:2; Bitner-
Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XIV; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 50:e), 
grave 84 (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 41:3; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 
52:d), grave 96 (Heydeck 1895, p. 58, Pl. IV:3; Ku-
lakov 1989, Fig. 45:1; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. 
XVII; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 60:d), grave 108a (Heydeck 
1895, p. 60, Pl. VI:2; Kulakov 1989, Fig. 46:2; Bitner-
Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XIX; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 64:b-
c), grave 115 (Heydeck 1895, p. 61; Kulakov 1989, 
Fig. 48:5; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XXI; Jakob-
son 2009, Pl. 66:b, f, g), grave 121 (Heydeck 1895, 
p. 62; Kulakov 1989, Fig. 50:1; Bitner-Wróblewska 
2008a, Pl. XXII; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 70:c), grave 147 
(Heydeck 1895, p. 65, Pl. IV:3; Bitner-Wróblewska 
2008a, Pl. XXV; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 77:b, d, e)57, grave 
149 (Heydeck 1895, p. 65; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, 
Pl. XXVI; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 79:d), Waplewo, stray 
find (Jakobson files). There are also known cross- and 
T-shaped patterns of the step variant: Tumiany, grave 

87 (Heydeck 1895, p. 57, Pl. VIII:11; Kulakov 1989, 
Fig. 43:2; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XV; Jakob-
son 2009, Pl. 54:d-f), and with patterns of letters T, 
L and S – Kosewo, grave 394 (Jakobson files). Open-
work mounts with T- or cross-shaped patterns were re-
corded also in other regions of the West Balt circle: in 
the Sambian-Natangian area, e.g., Suvorovo, grave 392 
(Kulakov 1990, Pl. XIX:7; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, 
Pl. CCXXXVIII) and in the West Lithuanian group, 
e.g., Lazdininkiai, grave 73 (Bliujienė, Butkus 2002, 
Fig. 4:4; Beganskaitė, Satkūnaitė 2002, Fig. 10:b)57 
and Vilkyčiai (Åberg 1919, p. 114; Voigtmann files); 
lately next item from Katyčiai (Lower Neman group) 
and one from unknown site, probably in Western Lithu-
ania were published (Banytė-Rowell 2009, p. 228-231, 
Fig. 1:2-3). They are also known in the northern Bal-
tic Sea littoral, on Bornholm, in Sweden and Finland 
(Ørsnes 1966, p. 291), e.g., the mount similar to a rec-
tangle from Bornholm cemetery at Bækkegård, Born-
holms amt, grave ‘e’ (Ørsnes 1966, Fig. 23; Jørgensen 
1990, p. 134, Pl. 24:10) or Swedish mounts from Vals-
gärde, Gamla Uppsala sn, grave 8, where they were 
used as mounts of horse furniture No II (Arwidsson 
1954, p. 73, Fig. 50), Vendel, Vendels sn, grave XIV 
(Stolpe, Arne 1927, Pl. XLIII:10, XLIV:20) and Birka, 
Adelsö sn (Stolpe, Hallström 1913, Pl. VI, VIII) as 
well as stray finds from Gotland (Nerman 1969, Figs. 
330, 333; 1975, p. 21-22, 155). Also items with open-
work decoration of the step variant are known from 
the area of Sweden, e.g., Vendel, Vendels sn, grave 
XII (Stolpe, Arne 1927, Pl. XLIII:10), including Got-
land, e.g., Bjärs, Roma sn, and the vicinity of Roma, 
Roma sn (Åberg 1919, Fig. 168; Nerman 1969, Fig. 
332; 1975, p. 22, 155, Table 1-2; Nørgård Jørgensen 
1997, p. 262, Pl. 105:15). A. Nørgård Jørgensen classi-
fied the items with the step motif as a local, Gotlandic 
variant RR1b (1997, p. 112). However, they are usually 
determined as Type Ørsnes C3/Høilund Nielsen C1c 
(Høilund Nielsen 1987, p. 76). Fittings of that type are 
very rare outside the Balt area59 and their occurrence 
in Scandinavia is explained by the influences com-

57 In V. Kulakov’s work named erroneously as grave 150 (1989, 
Fig. 53:2, cf. p. 199).

58 Also here the plate had a less carefully made pattern of open-
work squares (Bliujienė, Butkus 2002, Fig. 4:3; Beganskaitė, 
Satkūnaitė 2002, Fig. 10:b).

59 Openwork belt fittings were found also at the Merovingian and 
Anglo Saxon areas in the late 6th and 1st half of the 7th century 
(Hillberg 2009, p. 267-269, footnote 946, 947), i.e., in a simi-
lar time spectrum as in Scandinavia. A similar plate, however, 
with L-shaped motifs was found in central Germany. It was 
part of a decorative disc brooch from Deersheim, Lkr. Halber-
stadt, grave 14 (Schmidt 1976, p. 19-20, Pl. 6:3) and the cross- 
and T-shaped patterns decorated belt fittings from grave 25 in 
Mainz-Finthen, Stadt Mainz (Hillberg 2009, Fig. 7.39:4) or at 
the Alamannic cemetery of Waiblingen, Lkr. Rems-Mur Kreis 
in Württemberg (Veeck 1931, Pl. 63:4).
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ing from the area of the former Ostpreussen (Ørsnes 
1966, p. 291; cf. Åberg 1919, p. 115). According to 
J. Kowalski the chronology of mounts from the Ol-
sztyn group should be limited to Phase E2 (1991, Fig. 
2; 2000, p. 222). He also dates to Phase E2 the items 
from the Elbląg group (2000, p. 220). At the cemetery 
of Nowinka objects with openwork decoration (belt 
fittings and a suspension plate of the scabbard) can be 
assigned to Phase 3. The items from Sweden may be 
linked with the Early Vendel Period (Phase Vet 1 after 
J. Ljungkvist, i.e., 560/70-620/30 A.D., cf. Ljungkvist 
2008, Table 1:a) and the ones from Gotland were con-
nected by A. Nørgård Jørgensen with Nordic Phase I 
in the chronology of graves with weapons which she 
placed between 520/30 A.D. and 560/70 A.D. (1997, 
p. 112, 141) whereas B. Nerman assigned them to 
Phase VII:1 (Nerman 1969) dated from the 2nd half of 
the 6th century (cf. Bitner-Wróblewska 2001, Pl. I-II).
 In grave 105/5 a four-armed belt fitting made 
up of two bronze plates with rivets in the corners was 
found. The only known Balt analogies are ones from 
the cemeteries of the Olsztyn group in Kielary, grave 
XXVIII (Jakobson 2009, p. 97, Pl. 212:c), grave 51 
(Voigtmann files; Jakobson 2009, p. 79, Pl. 150:f) 
and Tumiany, grave 52 – here the fitting was made of 
silver (Jakobson 2009, p. 46, Pl. 36:e; Catalogue of 
the Prussia Museum, Book 01, Chart 021 – personal 
commitment: K. Skvortsov); an object like that may 
have also been found in grave (?) in Miętkie excavat-
ed in 1903 (Nowakowski 1998, p. 120, Pl. 21:404)60. 
Fitting from grave 51 in Kielary was found together 
with, i.a., a buckle with a cross-shaped spike, a cross-
bow brooch with trapeze-shaped head and foot, lan-
cet-shaped strap ends and band-shaped riveted spurs, 
which allows to date the assemblage to Phase E2(a) (cf. 
Kowalski 2000, p. 222-223). The item from grave 
XXVIII was found together with, i.a., a disc brooch 
(Jakobson 2009, Pl. 212:a), which puts the assem-
blage in Phase E3 (Rudnicki 2006a). In grave 52 from 
Tumiany, i.a., a semi-circular openwork ferrule of a 
buckle was found (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 36:b) typical of 
Phase E2 (Kowalski 1991, Fig. 2) and in grave 57, i.a., 
a Kreuzdornschnalle and a brooch Group II after M. 
Rudnicki (2008, Fig. 13) dated to Phase E2a (Rudnicki 
2008, Fig. 12). The item from Nowinka is synchroni-
cal with the later finds from the Olsztyn group as it 
was found in an assemblage dated to Phase 3 of the 
necropolis. Similar fittings were recorded in the Mero-
vingian circle, yet they were larger and were used as 
headgear strap connectors in Merovingian areas, e.g., 

Staffelberg bei Staffelstein, Lkr. Lichtenfels (Koch 
1967, p. 73, Pl. 41:14), Frankfurt-Heddernheim, Lkr. 
Frankfurt, stray find (Koch 1967, p. 73; Oexle 1992, 
p. 220, Pl. 148:321.1). In the Early Medieval Period 
such connectors were recorded also in Balt areas, e.g., 
Klintsovka-Irzekapinis, grave 91 (Kulakov 1990, Pl. 
LXX:1). The appearance of four-armed belt fittings in 
the Balt milieu should be probably explained by the 
Merovingian influences, which concerned mainly the 
belt fittings61.
 In grave 35/2 and 84/4 T-shaped belt fittings 
were uncovered. They have rectangular openings near 
the longer, straight edges. It is worth to note that the 
stamped ornament on the fitting from grave 35/2 is 
analogous to the pattern on the imported brooch from 
grave 38/1. A different pattern of lines punched along 
the edges covered a pair of fittings from grave 84/4: it 
is very similar to the motif on imported tongue-shaped 
strap ends (84/5), belt mounts (84/3) and the shield at 
the tongue of the buckle (84/6) from the same grave. 
This may indicate that T-shaped fittings from No-
winka were imports. T-shaped fittings are quite nume-
rous in the Olsztyn group (however, usually without 
openwork pattern) where they are dated to Phase 
E2b (Kowalski 1991, Fig. 2; cf. Kowalski 2000, p. 
215-216) and occassionally at the Sambian-Natan-
gian area, e.g., Schosseynoe, stray find (silver-gilded 
item – an import; personal commitment: K. Skvort-
sov). From the Elbląg group so far only one find 
was known: Jelonki, stray find (Rudnicki, Trzeciecki 
1994, p. 151, Pl. III:2). However, they were found 
on a much larger area, especially in the Merovingian 
circle (see Åberg 1919, p. 114, Fig. 154-166), e.g., 
at the Alamannic cemeteries in Hailfingen, Stadt Rot-
tenburg am Neckar, grave 286 (Stoll 1939, p. 58, Pl. 
24:1c-d; Koch 1968, Pl. 29:3), Marktoberdorf, Lkr. 
Ostallgäu, grave 34 – four items (Christlein 1966, p. 
114-115, Fig. 15, Pl. 10:5-8) and Schretzheim, Stadt 
Dillingen a.d. Donau, grave 463 (Koch 1977, p. 100-
101, Pl. 120:13-14), in the Frankish necropolises Kre-
feld-Gellep, Stadt Gellep, grave 2638 – three items 
(Pirling 1979a, p. 133; 1979b, p. 54, Pl. 54:6) and 
Kleinlangheim, Lkr. Kitzingen, grave 19 (Pescheck 
1996, p. 217; Pl. 3:14), grave 37 – two items (Pes-
check 1996, p. 220-221, Pl. 8:9-10), grave 113 (Pe-
scheck 1996, p. 234-235, Pl. 26:17), grave 115 (Pes-
check 1996, p. 235, Pl. 27:13), grave 192 – two items 
(Pescheck 1996, p. 247-248, Pl. 45:6-7), grave 195 
(Pescheck 1996, p. 248, Pl. 46:4), grave 293 – four 

60 Dating and determination of the find from Miętkie are highly 
dubious; besides it is larger than the items from Nowinka.

61 It should be also noted that sometimes openwork pattern in de-
corative belt mounts give them the shape similar to four-armed 
fittings, e.g., Tumiany, grave 36 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 23:g).
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items (Pescheck 1996, p. 266, Pl. 71:4, 7-9, 94:4-7), 
grave 295 (Pescheck 1996, p. 267, Pl. 73:2, 96:14), 
Westheim, Lkr. Weiβenburg-Gunzenhausen, grave 
134 (Reiβ 1994, p. 322-323, Pl. 64:5), grave 152 
– two items (Reiβ 1994, p. 333-335, Pl. 71:17-18), 
grave 170 (Reiβ 1994, p. 352-354, Pl. 86:3), grave 
from Wölfersheim, Lkr. Wetteraukreis – two items 
(Behrens 1937, p. 272, Fig. 6:12-13), Andernach-
Kirchberg, Lkr. Mayen-Koblenz, stray finds (Vogel 
2006, p. 164, Pl. 28:4-5, 9, 12-18), grave 11a – four 
specimens (Vogel 2006, p. 146, Pl. 4:10-13), grave 7 
– two specimens (Vogel 2006, p. 145, Pl. 2:13-14) and 
grave 10 (Vogel 2006, p. 146, Pl. 4:3-4), Weingarten, 
Lkr. Ravensburg, grave 12 – two items (Roth, Theune 
1995, p. 18, Pl. 6:8) and grave 335 – two items (Roth, 
Theune 1995, p. 99-100, Pl. 126:d-e)62, Eichstetten, 
Lkr. Breisgau-Hochschwarzwald, grave 201 (Sasse 
2001, p. 211, Pl. 86:A5-6) and grave 272 (Sasse 2001, 
p. 230-231; Pl. 116:9), Peigen, Lkr. Dingolfing-Lan-
dau, grave 36 – five items (von Freeden, Lehmann 
2005, p. 68-69, Fig. 36:12), grave 42 – four items 
(von Freeden, Lehmann 2005, p. 75-77, Fig. 42:11), 
grave 170 – four items (von Freeden, Lehmann 2005, 
p. 147, Fig. 170:7), grave 189 – three items (von 
Freeden, Lehmann 2005, p. 153-154, Fig. 189:11-13), 
at the cemetery Beckum I, Lkr. Warendorf, grave 43 
(Capelle 1979, p. 23, Pl. 17:43.i), Junkersdorf, Stadt 
Köln, grave 80 (La Baume 1967, p. 162, Pl. 6:80.2), 
Pleidelsheim, Lkr. Ludwigsburg (Koch 2001, p. 285-
287), Kelheim-Gmünd, Lkr. Kelheim, grave 53 (Koch 
1960, Pl. 29:3), Göggingen, Lkr. Augsburg, grave 57 
– two items (Stein 1961, p. 81, 102, Fig. 2:1)63, two 
items from an unknown site from the RGZM collec-
tion (Behrens 1947, Fig. 104), four items from Basel-
Aeschenvorstadt, Kt. Basel-Stadt, grave 334 (Giesler 
1998, Fig. 225)64, Liebenau, Lkr. Nienburg a.d. Weser, 
grave G12/B5 (Häβler 1983, p. 82, Pl. 37:1, 87:5), 
grave H11/B1 (Häβler 1983, p. 52, Pl. 6:1:d-e, 81:7), 
grave K12/B1 (Häβler 1985, p. 107, Pl. 48:4-5). The 
finds from Liebenau, Lkr. Nienburg a.d. Weser in 
Lower Saxony, grave H11/B1 are dated to the late 6th 
century (Häβler 1997, p. 289) or ca 600 A.D., within 
Phase 5 of the cemetery (Brieske 2005, p. 115). In the 
Merovingian circle T-shaped belt fittings may occur 
together with ones decorated with motifs of animal 

heads; they are known from the last tierce of the 6th 
century especially from the east Frankish and Ala-
mannic areas but also from Lower Saxony (Brieske 
2001, p. 200-203, Fig. 83; Böhme 2005, p. 87). They 
were also found in less ornamental sets of fittings, 
yet they are considered to have a decorative function 
(Brieske 2001, p. 209). They are indicatiors of men’s 
burials from Phase 4 (590-620/30 A.D.) after U. Koch 
(1977, Fig. 8:B). Most of the Merovingian finds had 
openwork decorations along the longer part65, like in 
the case of the items from Nowinka although there 
were also openwork decorations in the narrow part 
(Koch 1977, p. 124) and also ones without openwork 
decoration at all (Andernach-Kirchberg, Lkr. Mayen-
Koblenz, stray find; Kelheim-Gmünd, Lkr. Kelheim, 
grave 53; Kleinlangheim, Lkr. Kitzingen, grave 37; 
Peigen, Lkr. Dingolfing-Landau, grave 170 and one 
item from grave 189). They make up a group of di-
verse forms: besides items similar to the finds from 
Nowinka there are also fittings with typical propor-
tions but with lower parts ended with a circular plate 
with a rivet (Andernach-Kirchberg, Lkr. Mayen-Kob-
lenz, grave 7 and 10; Kleinlangheim, Lkr. Kitzingen, 
grave 115, single item from grave 293, grave 295; 
Liebenau, Lkr. Nienburg a.d. Weser, grave K12/B1; 
Peigen, Lkr. Dingolfing-Landau, grave 36). This vari-
ant may have been also used for attaching the scab-
bard, which is suggested by the find from a Frankish 
cemetery in Neuβ where two such fittings adjoined 
the edge of the scabbard of a sax (Stoll 1940, Pl. 
34:2). Taking into account the location of the fittings 
in grave 84 in the case of Nowinka such a function of 
T-shaped fittings should be excluded. In the Merovin-
gian circle there are also much more compact fittings 
(Andernach-Kirchberg, Lkr. Mayen-Koblenz, stray 
find; Eichstetten, Lkr. Breisgau-Hochschwarzwald, 
grave 272; Kleinlangheim, Lkr. Kitzingen, grave 293; 
Westheim, Lkr. Weiβenburg-Gunzenhausen, grave 
134). There are also items with clearly elongated cen-
tral arm ended with a semi-circular or circular plate 
with a rivet (Andernach-Kirchberg, Lkr. Mayen-
Koblenz, grave 11a and stray finds; Eichstetten, Lkr. 
Breisgau-Hochschwarzwald, grave 201; Kleinlang-
heim, Lkr. Kitzingen, grave 192; Marktoberdorf, Lkr. 
Ostallgäu, grave 34; Peigen, Lkr. Dingolfing-Landau, 
grave 189; Weingarten, Lkr. Ravensburg, grave 12; 
Westheim, Lkr. Weiβenburg-Gunzenhausen, grave 
152 and grave 170; Wölfersheim, Lkr. Wetteraukreis 
– one item). Their location in the burials sometimes 

62 More similar in shape to a triangle than to letter T.
63 The items from Göggingen, Lkr. Augsburg clearly differ from 

the other ones in their complex shapes and decoration; they 
are also later – dated to the 1st tierce of the 7th century (Stein 
1961, p. 81). Also the find from grave 7 from the Alamannic 
cemetery at Fridingen, Lkr. Tuttlingen differs in shape from 
the other ones. It has less convex sides and profiled end of the 
lower part (von Schnurbein 1987, p. 113, Pl. 2:13).

64 Items with straight sides and profiled ends.

65 Basing on the reconstruction of the arrangement of the fittings 
on the belt (Pescheck 1996, p. 49, Fig. 19) it seems that the 
openings may have been used to fasten the straps from which 
various objects were suspended. 
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suggests that they were used for fastening belt pouch-
es in men’s graves, e.g., Marktoberdorf, Lkr. Ostall-
gäu, grave 34 (cf. Christlein 1966, Fig. 15). The last 
mentioned form is basically a little later within Phase 
4 (Koch 1977, Fig. 8:B).
 Relatively numerous (over a dozen items) T-
shaped fittings were found in Scandinavia where they 
are determined as Type Nørgård Jørgensen TR1 (1999, 
p. 114)/Ørsnes C10 (1966, p. 292, Fig. 27)/Høilund 
Nielsen C5 (1987, p. 76). Some were found on Born-
holm, more in Gotland, in Sweden and, exceptionally 
also in Norway (Ørsnes 1966, p. 292; Nørgård Jør-
gensen 1999, p. 114). They are considered to be attri-
butes of men’s belts; on Bornholm they are determined 
as Phase II, i.e., 560/70-610/20 A.D. and in Gotland as 
Phases I-II, i.e., 520/30-610/20 A.D. (Nørgård Jørgen-
sen 1999, Figs. 107, 110, 116). They comprise compact 
(cf. grave 35/2) and slim (cf. grave 84/4) items but so 
far no chronological differences between them have 
been found. The closest, although not identical, ana-
logy as regards proportion and decoration of the item 
from grave 35/2 is the fitting from Stora Ihre, Hellvi sn 
on Gotland (Nerman 1969, Fig. 368; Nørgård Jørgen-
sen 1997, p. 262, Pl. 107:6) and as regards the shape, 
also Merovingian fittings. A. Nørgård Jørgensen dates 
the assemblage from Stora Ihre to Nordic Phase I, i.e., 
520/30-560/70 A.D. (1999, p. 262, cf. p. 141). This is 
in agreement with the early dating of grave 35 (Phase 
1) in the chronology of the Nowinka necropolis. In the 
case of finds from grave 84/4 the closest known ana-
logy are four items from grave 42 from Peigen, Lkr. 
Dingolfing-Landau (the only difference is that other 
stamps were used) and the items from Beckum I, Lkr. 
Warendorf, grave 43 and Kleinlangheim, Lkr. Kitzin-
gen and Wölfersheim, Lkr. Wetteraukreis (they differ 
from the item from Nowinka by their slightly larger 
dimensions and more elaborate decoration). The next 
analogy (as regards decoration, but not the propor-
tions) may be the item from Krefeld-Gellep, Stadt 
Gellep, grave 2638. The fittings from grave 84/4 are 
dated to Phase 3 of the Nowinka necropolis. It should 
be noted that the majority of west European and the 
larger part of Scandinavian finds was silver gilted, 
which makes them different from the finds from No-
winka. At the present stage of research it is impossi-
ble to decide whether they were imports or imitations 
inspired by the Scandinavian and Merovingian influ-
ences. The second interpretation is supported by the 
fact that similar fittings were found in the Olsztyn 
group, yet they were most probably a local product, 
which is indicated by the important difference with re-
spect to their originals (lack of openings). However, 
the cooccurrence of fittings from grave 84/4 with other 

ones having Merovingian analogies (cf. below) indi-
cates that we have to do with a Merovingian import. 
What is more, this direction is confirmed by the fitting 
from Jelonki, stray find, which had a long projection; 
forms of this kind do not have any analogies in Scan-
dinavia or in the Olsztyn group, but they are typical 
of the Merovingian circle. The fitting from grave 35/2 
has, in turn, close analogies in Scandinavia, thus in 
this case import (at least the import of the idea) from 
the north should be rather taken into consideration.
 In grave 84 more belt fittings were found. 
These are six bronze rectangular mounts with an 
elongated opening along the longer axis and rivets 
in the corners (grave 84/3). The stamped ornament 
along the edges is very similar to the patterns found at 
strap ends, a fragment of the spike of the buckle and 
at the T-shaped fittings from that grave which sug-
gests that it was a set of fittings from one belt. So far 
no analogies for these mounts were found either in the 
Balt milieu or in Scandinavia. However, similar items 
may be occassionally found in the Merovingian cir-
cle where they are interpreted as sets of belt fittings. 
As an example one may quote two items from grave 
61 in Linz-Zizlau, Bez. Linz-Land. (Ladenbauer-Orel 
1960, p. 39, Pl. 4:61.2)66, finds from grave 362 (Roth, 
Theune 1995, p. 106, Pl. 132:A2) and 487 from Wein-
garten, Lkr. Ravensburg – two items (Roth, Theune 
1995, p. 142-143, Pl. 176:c-d), grave 54 and 286 from 
the Alamannic cemetery in Hailfingen, Stadt Rotten-
burg am Neckar (Stoll 1939, p. 47, 58, Pl. 25:39-40; 
Menghin 1983, Fig. 18). The last mentioned have 
been determined as Group D of graves with two-edged 
swords, dated to 580-620 A.D. (Menghin 1983, p. 59-
60, Fig. 25), a similarly dated item comes from grave 
25 in Mainz-Finthen, Stadt Mainz (Hillberg 2009, 
Fig. 7.39:4, footnote 946), from the Frankish burial 
in Wölfersheim, Lkr. Wetteraukreis (Behrens 1937, 
p. 272, Fig. 6:16) and from the Alamannic ceme-
tery of Oberböbingen, Lkr. Gmünd (Veeck 1931, Pl. 
M:4). The last mentioned one occurred in a set with 
a square belt mount decorated in the niello technique 
– so it was probably a washer67. A very similar find 
to the one from Oberböbingen was discovered at the 
Frankish cemetery of Krefeld-Gellep, Stadt Gellep, 
grave 2616 (Pirling 1979a, p. 132; 1979b, p. 49, Pl. 
49:3), especially with respect to the compact propor-
tions. Another analogy is the fitting from grave 23 in 
Dingden-Lankern, Lkr. Borken which had a simpler 
rectangular opening; on the basis of the coins found in 

66 One with a cross-shaped opening.
67 A similar interpretation (as ‘Gegenbeschlag’) was assigned 

to the find from grave 54 in Hailfingen, Stadt Rottenburg am 
Neckar (Stoll 1939, p. 47).
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the burial it is dated to the 7th century (Werner 1935, 
p. 100, Pl. 28:B.3).
 It is not utterly clear what was the purpose of a 
fan-shaped bronze plate from grave 84/7, which may 
have been a belt mount. One should underline that the 
style of its decoration matches the other belt fittings 
from that burial. The exact analogy is not easy to find 
due to the bad state of preservation. From one hand it 
is possible that the item is a fragment of an 8-shaped 
loop (germ. Schlaufe) known from the Olsztyn group, 
e.g., Leleszki (Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. LVII), 
Tumiany, grave 121 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 70:k), grave 
141 (Heydeck 1895, Pl. V:10; Kulakov 1989, Fig. 
51:1; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XXIV; Jakob-
son 2009, Pl. 73:m), grave 148 (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 
53:1; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XXVI; Jakob-
son 2009, Pl. 78:h); such forms occur with, i.a., T-
shaped belt fittings, buckles Type Kreuzdornschnalle 
and Type Schilddornschnalle, and crossbow brooches 
decorated with rings of notched wire which allows 
to place them in Phase E2; R. Banytė-Rowell placed 
them in the whole Late Migration Period (2009, 
p. 233). From the other hand much more probable 
is that we deal with the terminal of the belt buckle’s 
ferrule or the end of the ornamental mount shaped 
identically as the buckle’s ferrule, situated at the op-
posite end of the belt (cf., e.g., Pescheck 1996, Fig. 
13). Its shape, decoration, rivet sticking in it and its 
size very close to the shield on tongue make this idea 
most probable. Such endings are typical of shield-
on-tongue buckles with elongated ferrules, popular 
in the Merovingian circle in Phase 4 after U. Koch, 
i.e., 590-620/30 A.D (1977, Fig. 8:B). In Nowinka it 
appeared in grave dated to Phase 3 of the cemetery.
 In some graves also simpler belt mounts were 
found, often in larger numbers: grave 17/4 – fifty two 
items, grave 85/8 – seventeen items, grave 85/21 – 
twenty two items. The most frequent forms are rec-
tangular, fixed at the ends with single rivets (except 
for some items from grave 17/4 with pairs of riv-
ets), decorated with grooves along the longer edges 
(grave 17/4, 35/3, 83/3, 85/21, 105/4)68. Only on the 
belt from the ‘male set’ of the assemblage from grave 
85/8 additionally there were stamped triangles along 
the edges. The lengthts of the mounts vary between 
1.5 cm and 2.8 cm, their proportions also differ even 
in the case of fittings from one belt (cf. grave 17/4, 
85/21). No connection between the gender of the de-
ceased and the forms of the mounts have been ob-
served.

 Moreover, some very similar fittings were not 
used as transverse belt fittings: the mount from grave 
17/10 had a rivet much longer than the thickness of 
the belt. It should be noted that in the Olsztyn group 
there were cases of using identically decorated rec-
tangular plates as pendants – elements of a necklace, 
e.g., Tumiany, grave 114 (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 48:4; 
Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XXI; Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 65.114:a) or Wólka Prusinowska (Voigtmann 
files) although surely this is not the case of the find 
grom grave 17/10.
 Analogous belt mounts were also found in 
grave 28 at the cemetery of Łęcze (Dorr 1898, p. 12, 
21, Pl. II:1b-c). Items decorated with grooves near the 
edges may be also found in the Olsztyn group, e.g., 
Kielary, grave 4 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 108:d), grave 5 
(Jakobson 2009, Pl. 109:i-k; Voigtmann files), grave 6 
(Jakobson 2009, Pl. 111:k), grave 15 (Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 121:c), grave 30 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 135.30:f), 
grave 47 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 149:b), grave 51 (Jakob-
son 2009, Pl. 150:g-h), grave 57 (Voigtmann files), 
grave 62 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 155:g), grave 74 (Ja-
kobson 2009, Pl. 161:d), grave 78 (Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 164:h), grave 88 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 173.88:d), 
grave XXVIII (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 212:d) and stray 
finds (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 191:26, 28), Leleszki (Bit-
ner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. LVIII; Voigtmann files), 
Miętkie, grave 37 (Kulakov 1989, p. 180, Fig. 7:2; 
Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. CLVII), grave 51 
(Kulakov 1989, p. 180, Fig. 8:2), Miętkie II, grave 
32 (Kulakov 1989, p. 182, Fig. 15:3), Tumiany, 
grave 38 (Heydeck 1895, Pl. IX:5-6; Kulakov 1989, 
p. 190, Fig. 33; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 24:h), grave 51 
(Kulakov 1989, p. 191, Fig. 37:1; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 
35:g.1), grave 57 (Kulakov 1989, p. 191, Fig. 39:2; 
Jakobson 2009, Pl. 40:e), grave 77 (Kulakov 1989, 
p. 193, Fig. 41:1; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 47:f), grave 79 
(Kulakov 1989, p. 193, Fig. 42:1; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 
49:g), grave 80 (Kulakov 1989, p. 193, Fig. 42:2; Ja-
kobson 2009, Pl. 50:f), grave 83 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 
52.83:b), grave 88 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 55.88:d), grave 
89 (Heydeck 1895, p. 57, Pl. VIII:17; Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 55.89:b69, grave 95 (Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, 
Pl. XVI), grave 96 (Kulakov 1989, p. 195, Fig. 45:1; 
Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XVII; Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 60.96:e), grave 102 (Kulakov 1989, p. 195, Fig. 
45:3), grave 108a (Kulakov 1989, p. 195, Fig. 46:2; 
Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XIX; Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 64.108a:f-i), grave 115 (Kulakov 1989, p. 196, 
Fig. 48:5; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XXI), grave 

68 Similarly made but larger objects were used as headgear fittings.
69 V. Kulakov erroneously named the assemblage as grave 82 

(Kulakov 1989, Fig. 39:5).
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121 (Kulakov 1989, Fig. 50:1; Bitner-Wróblewska 
2008, Pl. XXII; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 70.121:f), grave 
126 (Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XXII)70, grave 
141 (Heydeck 1895, p. 64, Pl. V:2; Kulakov 1989, p. 
198, Fig. 51:1; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XXIV; 
Jakobson 2009, Pl. 73:h), grave 147 (Heydeck 1895, 
Pl. IV; Kulakov 1989, p. 198, Fig. 52; Bitner-Wróblew-
ska 2008a, Pl. XXV; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 77:d)71. They 
were also found at the Sambian-Natangian areas, e.g., 
in: Kholmogor’e, grave ‘b’ (Kulakov 1990, Pl. VIII:7), 
Suvorovo, grave 392 (Kulakov 1990, Pl. XIX:7; Bitner-
Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. CCXXXVIII), grave 444 (Ku-
lakov 1990, Pl. XXI:5), grave 472 (Kulakov 1990, Pl. 
XXII:10). As it seems they have little dating value as 
they appeared in a wide time spectrum. Similar strap 

mounts, but decorated with grooves along all edges, 
were found on Gotland. They are too long (4.3-12.3 cm) 
to be transverse belt mounts. They were determined as 
Type RR3 after A. Nørgård Jørgensen (1999, p. 12), yet 
they are later than the Balt items, for they occurred in 
Nordic Phases IV-VI, i.e., ca 680-830/40 A.D. (Nørgård 
Jørgensen 1999, p. 130). The items from Nowinka were 
recorded for Phases 1 and 3 so there are no grounds to 
make their chronology more precise.
 The fitting from grave 120/5, made from 
a rectangular bronze plate, bent in half, with a rivet 
at the end, should be also mentioned. The preserved 
fragments of leather indicate that it was attached to 
a strap, yet its actual function is unclear. Similarly 
unclear is the function of the fittings from grave 17/11.

70 V. Kulakov erroneously named the assemblage as grave 108d 
(Kulakov 1989, Fig. 45:8).

71 There are also the longer items with an unclear function, e.g., 
Kielary, grave 5, grave 10, grave 57 and grave 61 (Voigtmann 
files), Tumiany, grave 51 (Heydeck 1895, p. 52, Pl. V:17).

III.1.5.3. Strap ends

 The most popular belt end fittings in Nowinka 
are the lancet-shaped items. They were found in hu-
man graves where they functioned as belt-end fittings 
but also in horse burials where they served as headgear 
strap fittings (the latter ones are discussed in Chapter 
III.3.2.4.). They were usually fixed with a pair of rivets 
(grave 17/5, 17/7, 18/2, 60/3, 85/5-6, 85/20, stray find 
SF/10), and seldom, with three rivets (grave 17/6, stray 
find SF/8, 9). There are items of various proportions: 
slim (grave 17/7), compact (grave 17/6, 85/20) and all 
kinds of intermediate forms. In contrast to the lancet-
shaped headgear strap fittings the majority of belt fit-
tings was decorated72 (except for the fitting from grave 
120/7): the ornament of stamped triangles covered 
the ferrule (85/5-6), tongue (grave 18/3) or both parts 
(grave 17/5-6, 60/3, 85/20, stray find SF/9 – in this case 
a crescent-shaped punch was used). The edges of the 
ferrules were decorated with grooves (grave 17/7, 18/2, 
stray find SF/10). Some items have a well marked out 
metope between the tongue and ferrule (grave 17/7, 
18/3) or a zone composed of horizontal grooves (stray 
find SF/9-10) sometimes decorated with pearl-like or-
nament (grave 17/5-6). In other cases the zone between 
the tongue and ferrule is not very distinct (grave 18/2, 
60/3, 85/5, 120/7, stray find Pl. SF/9-10) or stepwise 
(grave 85/6, 85/20). The larger and compact items are 
more decorative. All lancet-shaped fittings are faceted. 
The above-presented diversification is not reflected 
in relative chronology: all assemblages with lancet-
shaped fittings, both from human and horse graves, 

belonged to Phase 3 of the necropolis. Lancet-shaped 
fittings frequently appeared in the West Balt circle. 
They occur in the Elbląg group where they are dated to 
Phase E2 (Kowalski 2000, p. 220): Elbląg-Żytno (Ehr-
lich 1932, Fig. 6:n-o; 8), Łęcze, grave 19a, grave 19b, 
grave 27, grave 28, grave 30, grave 43 (Dorr 1898, p. 
21-22, Pl. II:1, III:28, 30, 31, 33, 36), but they are also 
common in the Olsztyn group (Åberg 1919, p. 98-99), 
especially in Phase E2, but it is possible to extend their 
dating to Phase E3 (Kowalski 1991, Fig. 2). They were 
also recorded in the Sambian-Natangian area, e.g., in 
Suvorovo, grave 392 (Heym 1938, Fig. 46, 247-248; 
Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. CCXXXVII), Mi-
tino, grave 209 and grave 309 (personal commitment: 
K. Skvortsov) and in Lithuania, e.g., Lazdininkiai, 
grave 73 (Bliujienė, Butkus 2002, p. 90, Fig. 3:7, 4:2, 
6), Vilkyčiai (Åberg 1919, p. 98). With respect to their 
origin the possible connection with the fittings from the 
area of Bayern (Åberg 1919, p. 98, Fig. 134) was men-
tioned but it is much more probable that they evolved 
from the tongue-shaped strap ends of the Samland type, 
characteristic for Phases 2-3 after A. Bitner-Wróblew-
ska identified with Phase D (Bitner-Wróblewska 2001, 
p. 111-113, 120, Pl. LIX). Items of that type were also 
found at the cemeteries of the Elbląg group: Elbląg-
Żytno, grave 10 – the horse I (Dorr 1914, p. 9, Pl. II:5), 
Łęcze, grave 22 (Dorr 1898, Pl. III:29). In grave 10 
from Elbląg-Żytno also a lancet-shaped with a slightly 
rounded tip was found whereas the item from grave 22 
in Łęcze was accompanied by a simple brooch prob-

72 For that reason two of the stray finds (stray finds SF/9, 10) were 
considered as parts of the belt and one (stray find SF/8) as part 
of horse trappings. It should be, however, stressed that this is a 
hypothetical solution.
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ably of early dating (Dorr 1898, p. 11, Pl. I:32)73. This 
seem to suggest that such forms lasted till Phase E 
and that lancet-shaped strap ends had appeared firstly 
sightly earlier than previously proposed. However, this 
does not concern the cemetery at Nowinka where all the 
precisely dated artefacts come from graves ascribed to 
Phase 3 of the cemetery.
 Among the belt-end fittings there are also im-
ported items (four items from grave 84/5). These are 
tongue-shaped strap ends Type Nørgård Jørgensen 
ZR1 (1999, p. 113)/Ørsnes C12 (1966, p. 292, Fig. 
32-36)/Høilund Nielsen C6b (1987, p. 76). Such fit-
tings were found mainly on Gotland and Bornholm, 
sometimes there were several (up to four) items in one 
grave (Nørgård Jørgensen 1999, p. 113). They are also 
known from Norway, Sweden and Estonia74. They oc-
curred rarely in Brandenburg (Stöβen, Lkr. Burgen-
landkreis, grave 61 – Schmidt 1961, Pl. 86:A; 1970, 
p. 32, Pl. 24:2.a) or Thuringia (Alach, Stadt Erfurt, 
grave 1/81 – Timpel 1999, p. 176)75, and quite fre-
quently in western Germany and Holland (Alamannia, 
Austrasia and Lower Saxony), e.g., Altenerding, Lkr. 
Erding, grave 467 (Sage 1984, p. 134-135, Pl. 63:22) 
and grave 610 (Sage 1984, p. 170-171, Pl. 80:7), 
Altluβhein, Lkr. Rhein-Neckar Kreis, grave 22 (Oexle 
1992, Pl. 2:7, 4), Dörverden, Lkr. Verden, stray find 
(Genrich 1963, p. 37, Pl. 7:4), Gammertingen, Lkr. 
Sigmaringen, grave from 15.12.1902 (Rieth 1937, 
p. 45, Fig. 4:12), Liebenau, Lkr. Nienburg a.d. Weser, 
grave E17/B3 (Brieske 2001, p. 210, Fig. 89:1), grave 
K14/A1 (Häβler 1985, p. 119, Pl. 63:3), Pfullingen, 
Lkr. Reutlingen, two stray finds (Quast 2006, p. 288, 
Pl. 81:277, 279), Regensburg, Lkr. Regensburg, horse 
grave from 1977 (Oexle 1992, Pl. 103:222, 10, 11), 
Schretzheim, Lkr. Dillingen, grave 540 (Koch 1977, p. 
115-116, Pl. 142:28-29), two items from unknown site 
in the RGZM collection (Fiedler 1962, p. 37, Pl. 60:7-
8), Stuttgart-Zazenhausen, Stadt Stuttgart, stray find 
(Veeck 1931, p. 241; Koch 1977, p. 81), Maastricht, 
Limburg prov. and Groβ-Rohrheim, Lkr. Bergstraβe 
(Koch 1977, p. 81), Peigen, Lkr. Dingolfing-Landau, 
grave 42 – two items (von Freeden, Lehmann 2005, 
p. 75-77, Fig. 42:12-13), Undenheim, Lkr. Mainz-
Bingen, grave 7 (Schnellenkamp 1935, p. 86, Fig. 
15:2), Weingarten, Lkr. Ravensburg, grave 335 (Roth, 
Theune 1995, p. 99-100, Pl. 126:k), Beckum I, Lkr. 
Warendorf, grave 17 (Capelle 1979, p. 15, Pl. 8:17.i; 

Oexle 1992, Pl. 155:341, 8-9), Beckum II, Lkr. 
Warendorf, grave 110 (Oexle 1992, Pl. 166:370, 6-9, 
20, 21), Bremen, Lkr. Bremen, grave 14 (Oexle 1992, 
Pl. 179:381, 6, 7), grave 21 (Oexle 1992, Pl. 182:382, 
4, 5)76. The last-mentioned finds are explained by the 
Scandinavian influences in the northern part of the 
Merovingian circle (Høilund Nielsen 2003, p. 214-
216) yet as the finds of such fittings were quite numer-
ous in the Merovingian circle this does not have to 
be true; besides the Scandinavian influence also pa-
rallels with southern Germany are taken into account 
(Falk 1980, p. 35, footnote 124; Brieske 2001, p. 210). 
Interestingly, unlike in Scandinavia the Merovingian 
strap fittings often occured together with elements of 
headgear, which suggests that they were also used as 
elements of horse furniture (e.g., Gammertingen, Re-
gensburg, Beckum I, Beckum II)76. The single finds 
from France or Italy differ considerably from their 
possible north-European prototypes (Ørsnes 1966, 
p. 292). However, some of the Frankish finds have 
features which make them similar to the fittings from 
Nowin-ka: like them they have a waist between the 
tongue and ferrule, sometimes with transverse not-
ches (Baudot 1860, Pl. XVIII:7; Boulanger 1909, Pl. 
XXXIII:2; Vallet 1996, p. 688, Fig. 560:3, 561:6-7); 
similarly waisted strap ends dated to the 1st half of 
the 6th century (Brieske 2005, p. 109-110) are also 
known from Lower Saxony: Liebenau, Lkr. Nienburg 
a.d. Weser, grave E17/B3 and grave K14/A1 (Brieske 
2001, p. 210, Fig. 89). The fittings from Nowinka do 
not seem to be a local imitation because other features 
such as proportions or the ornament have exact analo-
gies in Scandinavia, e.g., Stora Ihre, Hellvi sn on Got-
land (Nerman 1969, Pl. 24:258, 259; 1975, p. 11, 94) or 
Kobbeå, Bornholms amt, grave 1 (Nørgård Jørgensen 

73 Similar ‘transitory’ forms occurred also in the Olsztyn group, 
e.g., Waplewo, grave 2 (Jakobson files).

74 It is worth to note that tongue-shaped strap ends Type ZR1 are 
internally diversified (cf. Nerman 1969, Pl. 22-24). The items 
from Nowinka differ from the other ones by their marked waist 
with transverse grooves between the ferrule and the tongue.

75 The find is connected with the Frankish presence in Thuringia.

76 At the Frankish areas they were exceptionally rare, e.g., Bre-
chen-Niederbrechen, Lkr. Limburg-Weilburg, grave 3/1950 – 
two items (Schoppa 1952, Pl. 3:2), grave from Wölfersheim, 
Lkr. Wetteraukreis (Behrens 1937, p. 272, Fig. 6:11) or Kre-
feld-Gellep, Stadt Gelep, grave 454 – the last-mentioned one 
was considered to be an import from Scandinavia (Pirling 
1966a, p. 205-206, Fig. 24:5; 1966b, p. 59, Pl. 36:454.12).

77 In Scandinavia such cases are very rare, e.g., Nørre Sande-
gård Vest, grave 1, Bornholms amt (Jørgensen, Nørgård Jør-
gensen 1997, p. 175, Pl. 4:1), Kobbeå, Bornholms amt, grave 
1 (Nørgård Jørgensen 1992, Fig. 11) or much later, dated to ca. 
675 A.D. (Arwidsson 1977, p. 131) the finds from Valsgärde, 
Gamla Uppsala sn, grave 7, where highly decorative tongue-
shaped strap ends with motifs of human heads served as end 
fittings of the central strap of the horse headgear (Arwidsson 
1977, Pl. 21:43, 22:45, 46, 57, 75). At the Alamannic areas, in 
turn, slightly later and less profiled tongue-shaped fittings (with 
very slightly concave sides) were found in women’s burials as 
garter and shoe strap ends, e.g., Truchtelfingen, Lkr. Zollen-
albkreis, grave 27 (Menghin 2007, p. 442-443).
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1992, Fig. 11:6, 7) as well as in the the Merovingian 
circle – the ones mentioned above. However, it is dif-
ficult to decide definitively whether they were Mero-
vingian or Scandinavian imports. The Scandinavian 
finds are considered to denote Phases II-III in Norway 
and Bornholm and Phases I-II on Gotland (Nørgård 
Jørgensen 1999, Fig. 107, 110, 116) whereas the dis-
coveries from the Merovingian areas are dated to the 
6th century (Falk 1980, p. 35-36). Such forms are also 
recorded, but sporadically, in the Olsztyn group – two 
items from grave 10 in Waplewo (Åberg 1919, p. 99, 
Fig. 135; Voigtmann files; Jakobson files), perhaps 
also the fragmentarily preserved item from Kosewo 
II, grave 219 (Jakobson files); they are more frequent 
in the Elbląg group. From its area, besides the items 
from Nowinka, one can mention also the stray find 
from Chojnowo (Neugebauer 1934, Pl. LXX:3e; 
1975, Pl. XI, upper left) and a silver-gilt item from 
grave 239 from the cemetery Elbląg, Moniuszki St 
(Ehrlich 1937b, p. 275, Fig. 8; Neugebauer 1975, Pl. 
X:5). The former has a slightly different shape than 
the classical tongue-shaped strap ends78. The latter is 
fragmentarily preserved; it was accompanied by a pair 
of shafted weapon heads and a silver-gilt buckle Type 
Schilddornschnalle, which suggests that the assem-
blage belonged to the late phase of the Elbląg group. 
This is in accordance with the dating of the fittings 
from Nowinka, which were similarly accompanied by 

78 However, it has analogies in Scandinavia, e.g., on Bornholm: 
Østerlars, grave 1 (unpublished, BM inv. no 1409x108) and 
Vasegård, stray find (unpublished, NMK inv. no. C35092, BM 
inv. no. 2147x37).

79 Due to the lack of agreement about the date when the stirrups 
first appeared in the Balt milieu and doubts as to the coherence 
of assemblages from earlier excavations (cf. Kleemann 1956b; 
von zu Mühlen 1975, p. 47; Żak, Maćkowiak-Kotkowska 
1988, footnote 561; Świętosławski 1990, p. 32-33) it is impos-
sible to exclude the quoted analogies. What is more, the recent 
studies (Nowakowski 2008) confirm O. Kleemann’s conclu-
sion (1956b) that the earliest stirrups appeared in the Balt mi-
lieu in the horizon of the late ladder brooches and thus at the 
time when the Nowinka necropolis was functioning. W. Nowa-
kowski dated them to the final stage of the Migration Period, 
i.e, ca 650-700 A.D. (2008, p. 199), which, however, seems to 
be a not entirely justified attempt at reconciling the so far con-
sidered as discrepant datings of ladder brooches and stirrups.

a fragment of a buckle of that type: the assemblage is 
dated to the 3rd chronological phase of the cemetery. 
The dating of the item from Waplewo is not different: 
the crossbow brooch with a trapeze-shaped plate on 
the head and a buckle of the Kreuzdornschnalle type 
which accompany it are dated to Phase E2 in the Olsz-
tyn group (the supposed item from Kosewo was not 
accompanied by precise dating elements).
 It is impossible to find close analogies to the 
bronze fitting from grave 21/9. It is similar in shape 
to a rectangle with concave longer sides, along which 
pairs of grooves were made. Similar, but elongaged, 
trapeze-shaped fittings were found at the Balt ceme-
tery at Kholmogor’e, grave ’b’ (Heym 1938, Fig. 255; 
von zu Mühlen 1978, Pl. 22, bottom; Kulakov 1990, 
p. 63, Pl. VIII:7) yet they occurred in a theoretically 
later chronological context, together with the early 
forms of stirrups, but also with a disc similar to the find 
from Łęcze (cf. footnote 150)79. The Lithuanian find 
from Taurapilis, barrow 5 is, in turn, earlier: elongated 
fittings with a ferrule in its wider part and minimally 
concave longer edges were found there in an assem-
blage dated to the turn of Phases D/E. They were used 
as fittings of the straps fixing the spurs (Bliujienė, Ste-
ponaitis 2009, Fig. 6, 10:3-4). It is possible that in both 
cases we have to do with local derivatives referring 
to the tongue-shaped fittings. The find from Nowinka 
should be associated with Phase 3 of the necropolis.

III.2. Weaponry (Bartosz Kontny)

III.2.1. Swords

 At the cemetery in Nowinka seven one-edged 
swords (saxes) and a fragment of one more sword 
(grave 53/2)80 were found. On the basis of their di-
mensions and proportions81 they may be divided into 

two groups (cf. Table 2): slim, longer ones (grave 
17/12, 84/8, 85/9) and compact, shorter ones (grave 
21/2, 105/7, 120/10). The sword from grave 60/5 was 
halfway between the two groups. Almost all swords 
had a clearly thicker back as a result of which their 
blades were T-shaped in cross-section (except for the 
item from grave 21/2). Such a solution required con-
siderable technological skills and was a local feature 
unknown, e.g., in Scandinavia (Nørgård Jørgensen 
1999, p. 53, 57). Its aim was to strengthen the blade 
and make it heavier, which increased the power of the 

80 The swords from Nowinka were tentatively analysed by 
R. Mroczek (1997) to whom we would like to thank for per-
mission to use his thesis. As the knowledge on the subject has 
increased considerably it was necessary to make a new analy-
sis of the saxes from Nowinka.

81 Following H. Westhpal’s suggestion (1997, p. 408-409) a co-
efficient calculated as a quotient of the length and width of the 
sword (l/w) was used. Additionally, due to the untypical width 
of the backs a coefficient calculated as a quotient of the width 
and thickness of the back (w/b) was introduced.
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cuts (cf. Kontny 1998). The point reaching ca 1/3 of 
the length of the blade visibly tapered towards the 
back. The tangs were marked out on either side, vi-
sibly and usually at right angles on the side of the 
back and more gently on the side of the blade. Very 
poor state of preservation of the iron made metal-
lographical analyses impossible so it is impossible 
to determine whether the blade was made with the 
use of complex technologies or the back was sim-
ply hammered down. The swords found in decora-
tive scabbards (grave 17/12, 85/9) had cross-shaped 
bronze plates with rounded arms on the tangs of the 
hilts. They were attached by hammering down the 
ends of the tang inserted in the central hole. One of 
such plates (grave 17/12) is decorated in the style 
found also at suspension plate of the scabbard from 
that assemblage (grave 17/13). The plates strength-
ened the fastening of the unpreserved organic hilt82, 
which allows to state that the hilts were not longer 
than the tangs (probably also in the case of the re-
maining swords). Thus in longer swords the hilt was 

about 13 cm long. Taking into consideration obser-
vations made during excavations (namely shape of 
darker patches neighbouring the hilt – remains of 
organic handle) it may be supposed that the width 
of the hilt was approximately as wide as the plates 
fastening it, i.e., 3.6x2.8 cm, and certainly was not 
smaller than them. Thus the hand holding the sword 
was poorly protected. As the are no general publica-
tions on the topic of the saxes from the Elbląg group, 
it is impossible to make their precise classification. 
Although A. Nørgård Jørgensen determined them as 
Type SAX2 – grave 60/5, grave 105/7 (1999, p. 53) 
and SAX3 – grave 17/12, grave 21/2, grave 84/8, 
grave 85/9, grave 120/10 (1999, p. 57), yet due to 
large discrepancies, also chronological, it is hard 
to consider this issue as settled. Also the criterions 
of classification, adopted for west European saxes 
(Westphal 2002, p. 205-206, 288-293) are not suit-
able in this case. Finally, the monograph on the Balt 
weapons (Kazakevičius 1988, p. 99-109) does not 
suggest any classification of one-edged swords.

   
Dimensions: (cm)
lenght x width x thick-
ness of a back

l/w w/b

Grave 17 71.4x4.7x1.4 15.19 3.36
Grave 21 58.5x5.5x0.9 10.36 6.11
Grave 60 ~60x4.5x1.2 13.33 3.75
Grave 84 ~67x4.7x1.7 14.25 2.76
Grave 85 69x4.5x1.6 15.33 2.81
Grave 105 ~50x4.2x1.4 11.90 3.00
Grave 120 63.9x4.6x1.2 13.89 3.83

Table 2. Dimensions and proportions of swords from the cemetery at Nowinka.

 One-edged swords were also found at other 
cemeteries of the Elbląg group: they were recorded 
in Pasłęk in grave 26 and outside the burials, together 
with a shafted weapon’s head (Ehrlich 1923, p. 199). 
Seven complete items and numerous fragments were 
found in Elbląg-Żytno (Ehrlich 1920, p. 181; 1931a, 
p. 19-25, Fig. 2; 1932, p. 404, Fig. 2, 5:i) including 
grave 105 (Ehrlich 1920, p. 187, 193) and four items 

were found in Łęcze, including grave 63 and 76 and 
two stray finds (Dorr 1898, p. 23-24, Pl. I:16, 20-22; 
Ehrlich 1931a, p. 22, 25); a fragment of a sax was 
also discovered in Komorowo Żuławskie (Bogucki 
2009, p. 32-33). The publications usually do not pre-
sent the descriptions of these weapons, occassionally 
some details can be noted83. On their basis it is pos-
sible to classify the sword from grave 105 in Elbląg-
Żytno to the group of smaller ones (Ehrlich 1920, p. 
193) as well as another (?) find from Elbląg-Żytno 
(Ehrlich 1932, Fig. 5:i) and the item found outside 

82 R. Dorr says that the iron tang of one of the swords acciden-
tally discovered in Elbląg-Żytno in 1907 was covered with 
wood and in upper part fixed by a fitting of sheet of iron band 
decorated with incised bronze wire (Dorr 1914, p. 2). Remains 
of wooden handle platings were preserved also on the sword 
from grave 63 in Łęcze (Dorr 1898, p. 23; the collection of 
the MAHE).

83 For one of the items from Elbląg-Żytno the thickness of the 
back was given: 1.8 cm (Ehrlich 1931a, p. 19), which suggests 
that thickened backs occurred not only at the cemetery at No-
winka but seem to have been typical of the whole Elbląg group.
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graves in Łęcze (Dorr 1898, p. 24 , Pl. I:20) whereas 
three swords in decorative scabbards from Elbląg- 
-Żytno as the larger ones (Erhlich 1931a, p. 19-21) 
and also swords in decorated scabbards from Łęcze, 
grave 63 (Dorr 1898, Pl. I:16; Ehrlich 1931a, p. 22) 
and probably also from grave 76 – preserved frag-
mentarily (Dorr 1898, Pl. I:21)84. The accidental find 
from Łęcze (Dorr 1898, p. 24, Pl. I:22) is an inter-
mediate form. The above observations confirm that in 
the Elbląg group decorated scabbards were used for 
longer swords; the same is the case at the cemetery at 
Nowinka.
 In the Balt milieu saxes are also found at the 
area of Sambia, Natangia, Nadrovia and the Neman 
River drainage basin (Ehrlich 1931a, p. 34). These are 
the long artefacts from Suvorovo, grave 335 and 392 
(Heym 1938, p. 63, Pl. 9:95, 34:245; Kulakov 1990, 
p. 69, Pl. XV:10, XIX:7)85. They differed slightly 
from the finds from Nowinka: they were slimmer, the 
point was slightly outcurved towards the back; they 
also had a thicker back but not to that extent as the 
saxes from the Elbląg group (0.5-1.0 cm), finally had 
shallow fullers near the back (Heym 1938, p. 63). 
This group comprises also an one-edged sword from 
ex-Sorthenen (Ehrlich 1932, p. 412; Knorr 1938, p. 
522; MWMO collection, cat. no 646) and a sword in 
a scabbard decorated with gold foil from grave 1 in 
Vetrovo; according to the author of the publication it 
is analogous to the sword from Łęcze, grave 63 (Hol-
lack 1914, p. 283; cf. Prussia Archiv PM-A 282/1, 
275); two similar but shorter one-edged swords were 
also found in grave 3 (Hollack 1914, p. 284, Fig. 
127). Another analogy to sword from grave 63 in 
Łęcze was said to be the sax in a scabbard decorated 
with silver embossed sheet decorated in animal Style 
I from grave 1 in ex-Warnikam (Tischler, Kemke 
1902, p. 42). A sax in a scabbard decorated with gold 
embossed sheet was found in ex-Tengen, grave 9 (Be-
rendt 1873, Pl. I:9, II:4). The other one-edged swords 
were recorded in grave 28 in ex-Tengen (Klebs 1877, 
p. 53, Pl. 1:5) and in ex-Eisliethen (Gaerte 1929, Fig. 
242:g). Besides similar swords are mentioned in ar-
chival sources (usually without and specific data) con-
cerning the drainage basin of the lower Neman River, 
e.g., Rzhevskoye, grave 39 (Ehrlich 1932, p. 409), 
grave 96 (Engel 1932, Fig. 86, right), and excavations 
from 1939: in grave 15 (PM-A 1472/1, 128), grave 59 

(PM-A 1472/1, 112), grave 420 (PM-A 1472/1, 212), 
grave 448 (PM-A 1472/1, 228), grave 457 (PM-A 
1472/1, 229), grave 476 (PM-A 1472/1, 221), grave 
481 (PM-A 1472/1, 234), grave 484 (PM-A 1472/1, 
236) – cf. F. Jaensch’s report in the Prussia Archiv; 
they are also said to have been found in Vėžaičiai, 
grave 667 (Gaerte 1929, Fig. 242:f; Olsén 1945, p. 
64, Fig. 299) and Barvai, grave 34 (Hollack 1914, 
p. 284; Knorr 1938, Fig. 42; Olsén 1945, p. 64, Fig. 
298; Kazakyavichyus 1981, p. 95). Lithuanian one-
edged swords were analysed by V. Kazakyavichyus 
(1981; 1988, p. 93-94, 99-109), yet he did not study 
the chronological and typological differences. The 
swords were very numerous, and were said to have 
appeared from the 6th (or even 5th) till the early 11th 
century (Kazakyavichyus 1988, p. 101-104). They 
concentrated at the area of West Lithuanian group but 
they were also found at the area of the Lower Neman 
group, Central Lithuanian group and Samogitian Flat 
Cemeteries group (Kazakyavichyus 1988, Map XVI). 
In Samogitia and Semigallia they are not numerous; 
at these areas wide swords close to falchions became 
popular (Kazakyavichyus 1988, p. 106).
 Saxes were found also in western Europe and 
Scandinavia. The origins of the development of saxes 
are believed to be connected with the Huns who used 
long knives in the 5th century (Nørgård Jørgensen 
1999, p. 44; Quast 1999). It is believed that the direct 
predecessors of saxes were the long knives known 
both in Scandinavia and in western Europe from the 
late 5th century. They gave rise to short saxes, which 
in fact were large knives accompanying double-
edged swords86. These in turn yielded forms included 
in type SAX1 after A. Nørgård Jørgensen, i.e., nar-
row swords up to 52 cm long, which happened before 
575 A.D. In the early 7th century the paths of deve-
lopment of one-edged weapons in Scandinavia and 
the Merovingian world diverged: in western Europe 
wide saxes with a long, sometimes double handed hilt 
appeared and in the Nordic zone forms SAX2, simi-
lar to SAX1 but clearly longer and wider, reaching 
up to 69 cm in length appeared (Nørgård Jørgensen 
1999, p. 44-45, 50-53, 147). Type SAX3, however, 
to which A. Nørgård Jørgensen determined some of 
the items from Nowinka, embraced forms with broad 
blades and up to 81 cm long, analogous to west Euro-
pean langsaxes. It appeared in western Europe after 

84 The differences in sizes of the swords from Łęcze were indi-
cated by R. Dorr (1898, p. 24).

85 One-edged swords were also said to have been found in grave 
435a and 466 but in these cases the details of description are 
missing or there are unclarities as to the grave numbers (Heym 
1938, p. 19).

86 Quite long but very narrow saxes, reaching 60-70 cm in length, 
are known also from Gepidic cemeteries in Tisa basin, starting 
from the 2nd tierce of 6th century although they were not very 
frequent there (Boná, Nagy 2002, p. 112).
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the mid-7th century and before 680 A.D. (cf. West-
phal 2002, p. 213, Table 2.3a87, whereas its copies 
were first made in Scandinavia in the late 7th century. 
(Nørgård Jørgensen 1999, p. 46, 53-57, Fig. 110). The 
copies, however, were not made with the use of the 
Damascene technology known in western Europe. 
The Scandinavian forms were made in a simpler way. 
Also other technologically advanced solutions such 
as T-shaped cross sections of the blades, recorded in 
the Elbląg group, were adopted in Scandinavia later 
on, in the Middle Ages (Nørgård Jørgensen 1999, p. 
46). Due to the technological and chronological dif-
ferences it seems that determining some of the swords 
as type SAX3 is a misunderstanding.
 Saxes from Nowinka were found only in bu-
rials dated to the Phase 3 of the necropolis, thus there 
are no grounds to assume that the differences in the 
lengths of the swords were connected with their dif-
ferent chronology88. The late dating is confirmed also 
by the discoveries from Łęcze: in grave 63 the sword 
was accompanied by, i.a., a buckle with a kidney-
shaped frame, spurs and a lancet-shaped strap end 
(Dorr 1898, p. 15) and the sax from grave 76 by, 
i.a., a disc brooch (Dorr 1898, p. 16, Fig. 6)89. The 
finds from the neighbouring areas also belong to this 
chronological horizon: in grave 392 from Suvorovo, 
i.a., a late ladder brooch, an openwork belt mount 
and a tongue-shaped strap end were found (Kulakov 
1990, Pl. XIX:7) and in grave 3 from Vetrovo, a disc 
brooch (Hollack 1914, p. 284, Fig. 126); in grave 59 
and 457 from Rzhevskoye, ladder brooches (Prussia 
Archiv PM-A 1472/1, 112, 229). However, also earlier 
finds are known: with a brooch Type Schluβkreuzfibel 
considered to be an indicator of Phase E1 (Kowal-
ski 2000, p. 219): ex-Warnikam, grave 1 (Tischler, 
Kemke 1902, p. 41, Pl. XIII:2)90 and Rzhevskoye, 

grave 484 (Prussia Archiv PM-A 1472/1, 236). This 
is where we get to the question what the origin of this 
kind of swords was. It seems that adopting the west 
and north European scheme of variation of the forms 
of the saxes does not entirely explains the problem 
and does not fit exactly the reality of the Balt milieu. 
In this case we have at our disposal the forerunner of 
the one-edged weapons, which were most probably 
daggers-knives (germ. Dolchmessern): a characteris-
tic form of a knife with a long and very narrow point 
and several grooves spaced out on the blade along the 
back or slightly obliquely with respect to it. The pos-
sibility that one-edged swords developed from knives 
of the Dolchmesser type was suggested by V. Ka-
zakyavichyus, who stressed that in ca the mid-1st mil-
lennium they began to lose the features of knives and 
gain morphological elements typical of the swords: 
greater length and width, thickened back, wider point 
(1981, p. 45, 57-58; 1988, p. 99-100). V. Šimėnas, in 
turn, indicated that the reason for appearing daggers-
knives was the migration of human groups from the 
middle Danube in the 5th-6th century (1996, p. 71), 
which seems unjustified due to the fact that in the Dan-
ube area no similar weapons were found. Moreover, 
in his publications he did not clearly distinguish dag-
gers-knives from one-edged swords, which resulted 
in such misunderstandings as treating the items from 
Elbląg-Żytno and Łęcze as daggers-knives (Shime-
nas 1992, p. 98; Šimėnas 1996, p. 65-66). The inter-
pretation put forward by V. Kazakyavichyus is much 
more probable. Besides the examples of long daggers-
knives (1988, p. 100) which he mentions, it is possible 
to quote items which have to be considered as swords 
due to their considerable length (from ca 50 cm) and 
certain archaic features, such as the presence of the 
fullers – Dobroe-Gora Velikanov, grave N-1 (Kula-
kov, in print, p. 8, Fig. 22), Kalniškiai, Pakalniškiai and 
Vidgiriai (Šimėnas 2006, Fig. 30, 54:1, 2), Povarovka, 
site 2, grave 92 (Prussia Archiv PM-A 1730/2, 120), 
Rzhevskoye, grave 457 (Prussia Archiv PM-A 1472/1, 
229), Suvorovo (Heym 1938, p. 63), ex-Tengen, grave 
1 (Klebs 1877, Pl. 1:5). In the last mentioned one, the 
find from Povarovka, and possibly also one from grave 
9 from ex-Tengen (Berendt 1873, Pl. I:9a) the blade 
is T-shaped in cross-section, which was characteristic 
for many daggers-knives. Thus the most probable hy-
pothesis is that saxes developed locally from daggers-
knives91, which most probably happened in the Early 
Migration Period, for it is in Phase D that Dolchmes-
sern were used (Nowakowski 1996, p. 58) including 
the sword from grave 28 in ex-Tengen (Nowakowski 

87 This is stated that the first saxes longer than 50 cm appeared 
generally in the west of Europe as late as before the mid-7th 
century (Westphal 2002, p. 217), although there are rare ear-
lier finds from central Europe, e.g., Blučina, okr. Brno-venkov 
but also western Europe, e.g., Pouan, dép. Aube (Menghin 
1983, p. 180-184, with further literature), both attributed to to 
chronological Group A after W. Menghin, i.e., 450-480 A.D. 
(Menghin 1983, p. 58-59, 173).

88 Fragment of the sword from grave 53 was found together 
with a ring of incised wire – probably a decoration of a ladder 
brooch Variant II or III, which also suggests the late dating 
within the cemetery.

89 J. Kowalski stated that the swords belong to the latest stage of 
the necropolis at Łęcze (2000, p. 220).

90 It should be noted that J. Kowalski earlier dated that assem-
blage to Phase E2a (1991, p. 76). After a detailed analysis and 
reconstruction of the burial assemblage V. Hillberg dated 
grave 1 from ex-Warnikam to the late 5th or early 6th century 
(2009, p. 317-330). 91 Of a similar opinion was also B. Ehrlich (1931a, p. 34-35).
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1996, Pl. VIII:b, XVI:d) and Povarovka92. This was in 
accordance with the cross-European trend of lengthen-
ing the weapons, but evidently happened earlier than in 
Scandinavia or western Europe. The area where dag-
gers-knives and later on one-edged swords appeared 

basically comprises the zone along the SE coast of the 
Baltic Sea. This is probably from there and not only 
from the eastern part of the Merovingian circle that 
the tendencies for lengthening the one-edged weapons 
came to Scandinavia.

III.2.2. Scabbards

 Elements of scabbards were preserved only in 
four graves. The arrangements of preserved fittings 
indicates that the swords were in scabbards. The fit-
tings include U-shaped iron chapes and embossed 
bronze sheets placed between the chips and the chape. 
There were also bronze elements used for fastening 
the scabbard. In some cases organic elements of the 
scabbards were preserved: remains of wooden chips 
on the blades (grave 17/12, 60/6, 85/9) or back (grave 
105/7). What is important in grave 105/7 no metal fit-
tings of the scabbard were found, which supports the 
claim that some scabbards were made of wood and did 
not have any additional fittings. In graves 21 and 84 
no traces of wooden chips were found which suggests 
that the swords were deposited without scabbards or 
that their organic elements became completely de-
composed (the second possibility is supported by the 
fact that in grave 21 an organic outline of a construc-
tion used to suspend the sword found in the forte part 
was recorded). In grave 17/12 also the leather cover-
ing the wooden scabbard was found and in grave 85 
the leather with remains of oak wood was discovered 
in the area of the forte, which may be linked to the 
construction used for suspending the scabbard. In the 
point part of the sword from grave 85/9 the scabbard 
was made of oak or lime wood chips. The state of 
preservation of the organic parts does not allow to de-
termine whether the wooden parts of the scabbards 
were decorated93.
 Iron chapes (grave 17/12, 60/6, 85/9, 120/10) 
had the form of U-shaped, one-piece fittings embra-
cing ca 2/5 of the length of the blade. Their arms were 
originally of equal length (it is different in the case of 
the item from grave 60/6 but there the chape is incom-
plete and it is difficult to determine whether is much 
longer on either of the sides). Two of the scabbards 

were additionally decorated with bronze sheets with 
embossed ornaments (grave 17/12, 85/9) placed in 
the lower parts of the scabbards. It should be noted 
that decorated scabbards co-occurred only with long 
slim swords. In the scabbard from grave 17/12 a thin 
bronze plate (fragmentarily preserved) was placed in 
its lower part, originally pushed between the chips 
and the U-shaped chape; similar was the case in grave 
85/9 where metal sheets were preserved on either side. 
Another decorative metal leaf occurred additionally in 
the scabbard from grave 85/9: it was superimposed on 
the U-shaped fitting near its upper end; it embraces the 
scabbard along its whole width and its ends slightly 
overlap. In both scabbards a combination of embossed 
double railing pattern and double pearl-like lines in 
horizontal and vertical arrangements were used. Such 
motifs were also used on sheets decorating the sheath 
of a knife (grave 60/4) and headgear fittings (grave 
82/9, 117/2, 120/16, 147/2) and a drinking horn (grave 
17/19, 21/5, 83/4; the railing ornament occurred on the 
fittings of drinking horns also in combination with oter 
motifs – grave 11/1, 62A/1, 82/4).
 The construction of the part of the scabbard 
above the chape and of the way of suspending it are 
difficult to reconstruct; some possibilities are given 
only by the analysis of the context of the finds from 
grave 17 and grave 85, and to some extent also grave 
21. In the case of the scabbard from grave 17, in the 
forte part a rectangular organic outline was noticed. It 
had the dimensions of ca 16x4.5 cm and adjoined the 
back with its longer side. At its top there was a yoke 
fitting (grave 17/14) and below an openwork X-shaped 
fitting (grave 17/13) – both placed along the longer 
axis of the organic outline. Most probably the scab-
bard had in this part an organic clasp (made of leather 
or leather and wood), fixed with an X-shaped fitting 
on the underside and a yoke fitting on the overside: 
both fittings were probably joined with the same pair 
of rivets: the distances between the preserved rivets 
and holes are identical. Very close to the fittings there 
were remains of a belt, most probably serving to fas-
ten the scabbard, together with its fittings. The buckle 
(grave 17/8) found nearby may have been used to fas-
ten the strap on which the scabbard was suspended. In 
grave 85 in turn the construction for suspending the 

92 It was accompanied by, i.a., a buckle with an oval-shaped 
 thickened frame and a crossbow brooch with a solid catchplate.
93 This can not be excluded as the instances of placing deco-

rative motifs on organic parts of the scabbards are known in 
the Baltic zone from the Migration Period: in its earlier part 
(Phase D), e.g., bog deposits of Nydam Id and IV (Jørgensen, 
Petersen 2003, Figs. 25, 36; Petersen 2003, Fig. 1-2) and the 
later one, e.g, Nørre Sandegård Vest, Bornholms amt, grave 62 
(Jørgensen, Nørgård Jørgensen 1997, Fig. 57).
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scabbard was made from oak wood coated with leath-
er (which suggests that a similar material was used 
in grave 17) and bound from the side of the blade 
with an arched bronze plate with openwork ornament 
(grave 85/10) with remains of leather adjoining it; the 
fastenings consisted of straps combined with buck-
les (grave 85/2-4). As the construction was very frag-
mentarily preserved, it is impossible to reconstruct 
its details but it is possible to assume that two of the 
buckles belonged to the belt from which the scabbard 
was suspended and the third may have been part of 
the strap to which the drinking horn was fixed. This 
is confirmed by the fact that identical buckles were 
elements of a belt used for suspending the scabbard of 
the sax (probably a double belt – hence two buckles) 
in Lazdininkiai, grave 73 (Bliujienė, Butkus 2002, 
Fig. 3), which is suggested by the arrangement of fit-
tings in the inhumation grave from Lazdininkiai. In 
the vicinity of the forte of the sword from grave 21/2, 
however, a rectangular organic outline was recorded. 
It had the dimensions 30x8 cm and no additional fit-
tings. This suggests that there was a scabbard with 
a wider part, probably used for fastening it.
 In the Elbląg group metal elements of scab-
bards quite frequently co-occurred with the swords: 
especially the U-shaped chapes (Ehrlich 1932, p. 
411)94. They were found in Elbląg-Żytno (Ehrlich 
1931a, p. 19-25; 1932, Fig. 5:i) and Łęcze, grave 63 
and grave 76 (Dorr 1898, p. 23, Pl. I:16). The best 
preserved sword from Elbląg-Żytno (so-called sword 
I) was in a scabbard with a U-shaped chape with one 
arm longer (on the side of the back – 26 cm) and one 
shorter (18 cm). Additionally the chape was suppos-
edly fixed also with a decorative rivet placed 13 cm 
from the point in the back part (Ehrlich 1931a, p. 19, 
Fig. 2). The chape from grave 63 in Łęcze was simi-
lar in length to the items from Nowinka (in grave 76 
numerous fragments of U-shaped fittings were pre-
served, but the chape was not reconstructed)95. Chapes 
decorated with embossed bronze metal sheets were 
recorded in Łęcze, grave 63 (Dorr 1898, p. 23) and 
grave 76 (Dorr 1898, p. 23, Fig. 6). The last-men-
tioned one was decorated with a pattern of embossed 
concentric circles and a damier pattern of rhombuses 
separated by lines of dots. Decorative metal sheets 
were made also of more precious metals. Silver sheets 

94 They are also known from Scandinavia and the Merovingian 
circle, yet the items from these areas clearly differ from the 
Balt artefacts in the use of a fitting placed along the whole 
length of the scabbard (cf. Olsén 1945, Figs. 125-169; Nørgård 
Jørgensen 1999, Figs. 19, 25, 34).

95 At present the finds of Łęcze are much worse preserved and 
the remains of the U-shaped chape are preserved only on the 
point part (collection of MAHE).

were placed on either sides of the scabbards found in 
Elbląg-Żytno (Ehrlich 1931a, p. 19-20, Fig. 2; 1932, 
p. 404, Figs. 2, 4): in case of sword I they were deco-
rated with the railing ornament, concentric circles, 
embossed lines and lines of horizontal and oblique 
dots (Ehrlich 1932, p. 19-20, Fig. 2), the scabbard of 
sword II was decorated with railing motif and straight 
lines, of sword III – with embossed concentric circles 
surrounded by rings of dots, and of sword IV – a pat-
tern of concentric circles placed between borders of 
double lines of dots (Ehrlich 1931a, p. 21-22). In cont-
rast to finds from Nowinka, in Elbląg-Żytno the metal 
sheets covered the whole lengths of the scabbards. It 
was also noticed that the end parts of the metal sheets 
overlapped (Knorr 1938, p. 521-522, Fig. 37); this so-
lution was probably also used in decorative scabbards 
from Nowinka, which is suggested also by the way in 
which the topmost sheets in sword from grave 85/9 
were fixed. The decorative motifs observed on scab-
bards from Nowinka have analogies in decorations of 
other objects from the Balt milieu, including the Olsz-
tyn group, at the Sambian-Natangian area and in the 
drainage basin of the lower Neman (Ehrlich 1931a, 
p. 25-34, 39-42). There are no similarities to the deco-
rations on scabbards of the saxes from Scandinavia 
and the Merovingian circle (cf. Olsén 1945, Figs. 125-
169; Nørgård Jørgensen 1999, Figs. 19, 25, 34)96.
 Both saxes and scabbards with U-shaped chape, 
including ones decorated with embossed metal sheets, 
occurred at Balt areas, especially in Sambia, Natangia 
and in the drainage basin of the lower Neman River. 
One of them is the find from ex-Sorthenen, grave 15. 
During the excavations of 1931, together with a flask-
shaped vessel a sword in a scabbard was discovered, 
decorated with an embossed pattern of zig-zags and 
concentric circles interspersed with lines of dots (Ehr-
lich 1932, p. 412). According to H. A. Knorr (1938, 
p. 522) two swords with fittings were discovered 
(from C. Engel’s excavations). The swords preserved 
in MWMO collection, cat. no 646, unfortunately in 
very poor state. It may be said that these saxes belong 
to the group of longer swords and that the embossed 
sheets probably covered the whole blades; like in the 
case of sword I from Elbląg-Żytno, they were made of 
overlapping sheets, in the lower part held in place by 
an iron chape. They were decorated with vertical and 

96 The ornaments found on the scabbards from the Elbląg group 
were tackled by P. Urbańczyk. He came to the conclusion that 
whereas the construction of the scabbard was derived from 
the Germanic, west European environment, the decorations 
found at the scabbards were drawn from the nomadic (basi-
cally Avarian) milieu from the Carpathian Basin, which was to 
be proved by the lack of local prototypes (1978, p. 113-128).
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horizontal plain and dotted lines, plain oblique lines 
and a motif of concentric circles ringed with pearl-like 
ornament (like in sword II from Elbląg-Żytno). Due 
to their poor state of preservation it is difficult to say 
which raw material was used to make the metal sheets. 
In turn in grave 1 from Vetrovo a sword in a scab-
bard decorated with gold sheet was found; according 
to the author of the publication it is analogous to the 
sword from Łęcze, grave 63 (Hollack 1914, p. 283; cf. 
Prussia Archiv PM-A 282/1, 275). A scabbard deco-
rated with embossed gold sheet was found also in ex-
Tengen grave 9 (Berendt 1873, Pl. I:9, II:4). Another 
decorated scabbard was found with the sax from grave 
1 in ex-Warnikam: it was decorated with embossed 
silver sheet with ornaments in animal Style I (Tisch-
ler, Kemke 1902, p. 42) after B. Salin (1935). Bronze 
sheet was said to have been found in grave 484 from 
Rzhevskoye, most probably covering only a small part 
of the scabbard (Prussia Archiv PM-A 1472/1, 236). 
There are also simple scabbards with U-shaped chapes 
similar in length to the items from Nowinka, e.g., from 
ex-Eisliethen (Gaerte 1929, Fig. 242:g). Due to the ear-
lier dating of the assemblages from ex-Warnikam and 
Rzhevskoye (discussed above) than the scabbards from 
the Elbląg group it seems evident that they appeared as 
a secondary phenomenon in the Elbląg Upland97.

 The finds from the Elbląg group also con-
firm that scabbards were made of wood and leather, 
which was noticed by R. Dorr in the materials from 
Łęcze (1898, p. 23); wooden parts of a scabbard were 
preserved in Elbląg-Żytno on sword I (Knorr 1938, 
p. 521), sword II and sword III (Ehrlich 1931a, p. 21). 
Other elements discovered at the cemetery in Nowinka 
which have analogies in the Elbląg group are parts of 
the suspension system for the scabbards. In Elbląg-
Żytno a decorative fitting made of an openwork sil-
ver plate was found; it strongly resembled the bronze 
suspension plate from grave 17/13 in Nowinka but it 
had longer terminals bent inwards, owing to which it 
has the shape of a triple rhombus. The ornament is also 
similar. It consists of a double row of stamped triangles 
filled with a motif of dots (Ehrlich 1931a, p. 24-25, Fig. 
6; 1932, Fig. 3; Jagodziński 1997, Pl. XI:5). Although 
there are small differences in length (Elbląg-Żytno: 
8.2 cm, Nowinka: 6 cm), shape and the way of fixing 
(Elbląg-Żytno: eight rivets, Nowinka: two rivets) un-
doubtedly the two items were used for the same pur-
pose. As the item from Elbląg-Żytno is a stray find, B. 
Erhlich could not identify its function (1931a, p. 35) 
but in the light of the discoveries from Nowinka it is 
obvious that they were used to suspend the scabbard 
(use of different raw material can be easily explained by 
the fact that decorative metal sheets from Elbląg-Żytno 
were also made of silver and not from bronze, like in 
Nowinka). Also the yoke fitting from Nowinka (grave 
17/14) has an analogy at the cemetery in Elbląg-Żytno. 
Exactly such an item is represented in B. Erhlich’s pub-
lication (1932, Fig. 9:k) among artefacts determined as 
strap fittings and buckles, but it may be also interpreted, 
on the basis of the find from Nowinka, as an element of 
sword suspension system98. It should be noted that yoke 
fitting from grave 17/14 has some functional analogies 
in the Merovingian circle: a similar bronze artefact was 
found in grave XVI at a Thuringian cemetery at Ober-
möllern, Lkr. Burgenlandkreis where it was riveted to 
a wooden projection placed in the upper back part of 
a scabbard of a knife/short sax (Holter 1925, p. 94, 
Fig. 53, Pl. VIII:16, XVI; Olsén 1945, p. 64, Figs. 45, 
289; Schmidt 1976, p. 105)99. This place was probably 

97 Here the debatable but still accepted (Nowakowski 2008, 
p. 185) conception put forward by P. Urbańczyk (cf. footnote 
96) should be discussed. As the chronological issues were 
treated too freely and the finds accompanying the scabbards 
were considered as only auxilliary in determining the chrono-
logy (Urbańczyk 1978, p. 109) P. Urbańczyk’s dating of the 
scabbards to the 2nd half of the 7th century (Urbańczyk 1978, 
p. 127-128) should be considered as not proved and (in the 
light of the remarks made above) as regards the adoption of de-
corative motifs on scabbards from the Sambian-Natangian area 
– as erroneous. The arguments put forward by P. Urbańczyk 
contain also mistakes such as treating gold sheets from Hunnic 
Totenopfer in Pécs-Ūszögpuszta, kom. Baranya as fittings of 
the whole length of the scabbard, which was meant to prove 
that such constructions were drawn from the nomadic circles 
(Urbańczyk 1978, p. 118). In fact these are fittings of a sym-
bolic reflex bow (László 1951, p. 96-97). This does not mean 
that the possibilities of certain, probably strongly modified no-
madic inspirations in the decorative style should be completely 
rejected, but as the earliest scabbards decorated with embossed 
ornaments appeared in Sambia already in Phase E1 the Ava-
rian influence (the Avars settled in the Carpathian Basin as late 
as 567 A.D.) has to be excluded. It should not be also forgot-
ten that in the late part of Phase D the Germans adopted many 
features of the nomadic culture, also as regards the weapons 
(cf. Bitner-Wróblewska, Kontny 2006, p. 112, 117), thus some 
motifs made in nomadic style may have reached the Balt areas 
via the Germans. The local character of the decorations of the 
Balt scabbards is also supported by P. Olsén, who accepted the 
similarities in constructions of the scabbards to those used in 
the Merovingian circle (1945, p. 68).

98 B. Ehrlich states that at Suvorovo, grave 385, together with 
a sax an openwork scabbard fitting was discovered, decorated 
with T-shaped patterns (Ehrlich 1932, p. 412). This informa-
tion suggests that we have to do with a similar plate as in grave 
85/10 but there are no other data to confirm this statement: the 
sword is not mentioned by H. Heym (1938), V. Kulakov (1990) 
or A. Bitner-Wróblewska (2008).

99 A pair of similar yoke fittings was recorded also at the cemetery 
of Duisburg-Walsum, Lkr. Duisburg Stadt, grave 32, and simi-
lar forms were sometimes classified as P-shaped metal exten-
sions of Avaric scabbards, e.g., Kishegyes, kom. Bács-Bodrog, 
(Olsén 1945, p. 64, Fig. 40).
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strengthened on the underside with an X-shaped sus-
pension plate (grave 17/13) attached to it, like in the 
case of the openwork plate from grave 85/10.
 The organic outline from grave 21 resem-
bles the solution from the cemetery at Oberflacht, 
Lkr. Tuttlingen in Württemberg where a sheath of 
a knife with a similar organic wider part but addi-
tionally strengthened with borders made of metal 
sheet (Veeck 1931, Pl. O:3; Olsén 1945, Fig. 290) 
was found. Closer analogies of this construction are 
known in the Olsztyn group (Olsén 1945, p. 65, 68), 
e.g., Tumiany, grave 38 (Heydeck 1895, Pl. IX:1; Ja-
kobson 2009, Pl. 24:m).
 The analogies for the suggested suspension 
system of sax scabbards from Nowinka can be seen 
in finds from other parts of Europe. In the Late Mi-
gration Period the places at which the scabbards 
were fastened were usually at their sides, especially 
in the case of knives and saxes. This way of fastening 
can be observed in the Balt (including the Olsztyn 
group), Finnish, Scandinavian, and Slavic areas as 
well as in the Merovingian circle (cf. Ehrlich 1920; 
Knorr 1938; Urbańczyk 1978; Olsén 1945; Böhner 
1958, p. 140, 144, Fig. 7) and also among the Avars, 
where, however, the projections are of a different 
shape (P-shaped)100. On the basis of these analogies 
and some observations made for the materials from 
the Elbląg group it is worth while to try to establish 
the number of points at which sax scabbards from 
that group were fastened. It has already been stressed 
that a two-point system of fastening is suggested by a 
space free of decorative metal sheets located between 
the chape and metal sheets attached higher up on the 
scabbard of the sword from Elbląg-Żytno. According 
to B. Ehrlich (1931a, p. 20) this is where an iron band 
with a ring to which the strap for fastening the scab-
bard was placed; the second strap was to be close to 
the hilt, above the upper metal sheets (but the traces 
of fastening were not found). As the researcher from 
Elbing believed – these bands may look similar to 
the one from the sax scabbard from Vėžaičiai, grave 
667 (Gaerte 1929, p. 301, Fig. 242:f; Ehrlich 1931a, 

Fig. 19) where a two-point system of suspending 
the scabbard was used. The idea that in the Elbląg 
group the two-point system of fastening scabbards 
was used is supported by P. Urbańczyk (1978, p. 
118), who linked it not with local traditions but with 
German influences from the Rhineland, expressed in 
the construction of weapons (1978, p. 122). In the 
light of the considerations from Chapter III.2.1. sug-
gesting the early dating of Balt saxes, the last men-
tioned hypothesis should not be treated as valid any 
longer. Also the hypothesis of two-point fastening 
of scabbards need not necessarily be supported. Al-
though it is assumed that this system was used for 
double-edged spathae (cf. Menghin 1983, Figs. 62, 
65, 84, 90) and saxes (Stoll 1940), yet for the latter 
ones also cases of using two systems at one cemetery 
are known, e.g., at Nørre Sandegård Vest, Bornholms 
amt: grave 36 – one-point system, grave 24 and grave 
31 – two-point system (Jørgensen, Nørgård Jørgensen 
1997). Usage of both systems is also suggested by 
the iconographic representations: one-point system is 
shown at the representations of warriors-werewolves 
with saxes in scabbards preserved on the scabbard of 
a sword of the spatha type from an Alamannic grave 
in Gutenstein, Lkr. Sigmaringen or on a plate from 
Toslunda, Torslunda sn on Oland, and the two-point 
system – at the representation on the Frankish stele 
from Niederdollendorf, Lkr. Rhein-Sieg-Kreis (cf. 
Olsén 1945, Figs. 257-259)101. This state of affairs 
is also supported by the above-mentioned Balt dis-
coveries: swords from Vėžaičiai, grave 667 and Laz-
dininkiai, grave 73, were fastened in two points but 
the find from Barvai, grave 34, only in one (the bow-
shaped fastening in the upper part of the scabbard; 
it is treated as a nomadic influence, cf. Knorr 1938, 
Fig. 42; Olsén 1945, p. 64)102. In such a situation it 
can not be excluded that both systems were repre-
sented also at the cemetery in Nowinka. Whereas in 
grave 85, due to the presence of buckles, it is possi-
ble to consider a two-point fastening, in grave 17 and 
grave 21 it is not so certain and fastening only in the 
upper part is also possible.

100 E.g., graves from Bócsa, kom. Bács-Kiskun (cf. Garam 1993, 
Pl. 12:2), Kecel, kom. Bács-Kiskun (Garam 1993, Pl. 45:3), 
Kunágota, kom. Békés (Garam 1993, Pl. 58:4), Kunmadaras, 
kom. Jász-Nagykun-Szolnok (Garam 1993, Pl. 66:9), Ozora-
Tótipuszta, kom. Tolna (Garam 1993, Pl. 76:8), Zsámbok, 
kom. Pest (Garam 1993, Pl. 103:9).

101 Noticing this contradiction, P. Olsén came to the conclusion 
that the iconographic representations did not reflect the reality 
but had a purely ornamental function (1945, p. 63-64), which 
seems to be an evasion of the issue.

102 He considers (1945, p. 64) as an analogy also one of the finds 
from Rzhevskoye and Łęcze, grave 60. In the latter case it was 
the only find in the feature which had no connections with 
weapons (Dorr 1898, p. 14, Pl. III:12) and its military designa-
tion seems to be dubious.
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III.2.3. Heads of shafted weapons

 At the cemetery in Nowinka eleven iron heads 
of shafted weapons (grave 17/15-17, 21/3, 53/3-4, 
60/7-8, 85/11-13) were found as well as fragments 
of two more (grave 34/2 – a fragment of the blade, 
grave 69/1 – a fragment of the socket). They were 
found in assemblages with swords (grave 17, 21, 53, 
60, 85)103.
 The majority of shafted weapon heads are 
slim, ca 40 cm long. The items from grave 17/15, 
grave 53/3-4 and grave 85/11 are exceptions: their 
lengths range from 20 to 30 cm, they are also more 
compact. The blades are rhomboid or lens shaped in 
cross-section; only the heads from grave 17/15-17 
have marked out midribs. The sockets are narrow and 
shafts were pressed in them without the use of rivets, 
nails, etc. Another head which has a specific form is 
the one from grave 21/3, with a very long socket. The 
weapons are in a very poor state of preservation: in 
many cases only the analysis of old drawings was 
possible for the artefacts are almost completely dis-
integrated (especially grave 53/3-4 and 85/13). So 
far there are no typology worked out for the heads of 
shafted weapons from the Elbląg group104. However, 
it is possible to use the classification elaborated by 
V. Kazakyavichyus (1988)105. According to it, Type 
ID is represented by the head from grave 21/3, Type 
IVA by heads from grave 17/15 and grave 17/17, 
Type IVB by head from grave 85/12, and Type V by 
heads from grave 17/16, grave 60/7-8, grave 85/11 
and grave 85/13. Heads from grave 53/3-4 are so 
poorly preserved that it may be only assumed that 
they represent Type IVA or V. The fragmentarily pre-
served heads (grave 34/2 and 69/1) can not be classi-
fied. Shafted weapons were found also at other sites 
of the Elbląg group: in Łęcze two items near grave 63 

(Dorr 1898, p. 23-24, Pl. I:17)106 and two near grave 
4 (Dorr 1898, p. 9, 24), in Elbląg-Żytno fifteen heads 
were found and fragments of many other ones (Ehr-
lich 1920, p. 181; 1931a, p. 18; 1932, p. 404)107, and 
three items in Chojnowo (Neugebauer 1934, p. 323, 
Pl. LXX:4c-e)108 and probably fragments of other 
ones in feature 1 (Kowalski 1985, p. 228)109. Another 
head was uncovered in a feature (?) accidentally dis-
covered in Młoteczno (Ziemlińska-Odojowa 1991, p. 
105, footnote 8, Fig. 5)110. There are mentions of heads 
made in connection with feature 239 from Elbląg, Mo-
niuszki St (Ehrlich 1937b, Fig. 8), Podgórze, grave 2111 
(Peiser 1919, p. 336), grave 5112  (Peiser 1919, p. 338) 
and a stray find (Peiser 1919, p. 351), Pasłęk, grave 
26 and a concentration of finds in an area between 
graves (Ehrlich 1923, p. 199)113, as well as Komorowo 
Żuławskie (Bogucki 2009, p. 32-33). Heads of shaf-
ted weapons of types found in Nowinka are frequent 
in Lithuania and neighbouring Balt areas, including, 
which has been indicated by B. Erhlich (1920, p. 34-
35), the Sambian-Natangian areas and the drainage 
basin of the lower Neman River. V. Kazakyavichyus 
(1988, p. 22-52), however, provides very broad chro-
nological range for them, which makes it impossible to 
date the finds from Nowinka more precisely basing on 
types of shafted weapons. Interestingly, the finds from 
Nowinka belong to Phase 3 of the cemetery (except 
for grave 53 and 69, the assemblages of grave goods 
of which are too small to establish precise chronolo-
gy). Also the context of the find from feature 239 in 
Elbląg, Moniuszki St indicates that heads occured in 

103 Grave 34 and grave 69 were destroyed so there are no grouds 
to decide whether there were swords in them or not.

104 Heads of shafted weapons from Nowinka do not have analo-
gies in the Merovingian circle or in Scandinavia. It should be 
noted that in some cases it is possible to talk about a tendency 
for shaping shafted weapon heads embracing also other re-
gions of Europe: head Type ID from grave 21/3 resembles in 
its proportions the Alamannic finds Type 6 after F. Garscha 
(1970, Pl. D:6) or Frankish finds Type A5 after K. Böhner 
(1958, Pl. 28:9), whereas heads Type V from grave 60/7-8 
some Gepidic forms, e.g., Kisköre-Pap tanya, kom. Heves, 
grave 44 (cf. Bóna, Nagy 2002, Pl. 86:4). This should, how-
ever, be considered as a result of general European trends 
rather than of direct borrowings.

105 The classifications of Scandinavian and west European shaft-
ed weapon heads (Nørgård Jørgensen 1999, p. 88-100) com-
pletely do not fit the heads from Nowinka.

106 One of them (Dorr 1898, Pl. I:17) may be determined as a 
specific variant of Type IB. The MAHE holds all the heads 
from Łęcze (inv. no 18/37, 8/19, 18/36, 18/38). The first one is 
the head Type IB Variant, published by R. Dorr, the other ones 
represent respectively types: V, IA/IVA and IVB/V.

107 On the basis of the published photograph it is possible to de-
termine them as Type IB Variant (Ehrlich 1932, Fig. 5:c), Type 
II (Ehrlich 1932, Fig. 5:d), a form similar to Type IVA (Ehrlich 
1932, Fig. 5:e) and Type V (Ehrlich 1932, Fig. 5:f-g); the last 
mentioned of the published items (Ehrlich 1932, Fig. 5:h) is 
impossible to determine.

108 Due to the poor state of preservation and the bad quality of the 
published photograph they can not be given a final typological 
affiliation. Most probably they represent Type IVA or B.

109 Only fragments of the sockets were preserved.
110 Type IG.
111 The description suggests that it is Type II.
112 The description suggests that this was an arrowhead with  

a socket and blade.
113 In the publication there is a mention that the blade of the head 

had the shape of a leaf of a reed (schilfblattförmigen Blatt) and 
had a midrib.
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the late chronological context: together with shield-on-
tongue buckle and tongue-shaped strap end (Ehrlich 
1937b, p. 275, Fig. 8). On the other hand, some early ar-
tefacts were found in Podgórze. On the basis of descrip-
tions made by F. E. Peiser, who referred to analogous 
forms published by O. Tischler and H. Kemke (1902), 
in grave 2 the head was found together with a cross-

bow brooch with a massive catchplate or a fibula Type 
Schlusskreuzfibel, and in grave 5 – a Schlusskreuzfi-
bel; this situates these assemblages in the early stage of 
Phase E. In the light ot the above it seems probable that 
in the whole Elbląg group the shafted weapons, unlike 
the saxes, occurred in the early and late phase, although 
further research is necessary to confirm this claim.

III.2.4. Shaft rings 

 In two graves rings placed on shafts were 
found (grave 17/18, 21/4). These are unclosed rings 
of plain (grave 17/18) or incised (grave 21/4) bronze 
wire with a diameter of 2.1-2.2 cm. Their function is 
proved by the context: at the moment of its discovery 
the ring from grave 17/18 was placed on a fragment of 
hazel wood (Corylus avellana) – remains of a shaft, 
and the item from grave 21/4 was lying several ten cm 
from the head, on its axis and the wood fragment ad-
joined it. It is also possible that the ring of incised wire 
from grave 120/9 had a similar function. Although in 
that grave no shafted weapon heads were discovered, 
yet the feature was disturbed in the part where the 

weapons (sword) were placed, so it may have origi-
nally contained shafted weapons.
 No similar ornaments are known from other 
cemeteries of the Elbląg group and the remaining Balt 
areas. Similar rings fastened close to the head were 
said to occur only in inhumation graves of Curonia, 
sometimes together with amber beads or lumps of raw 
amber (Tautavičius 1996, p. 86). The custom of deco-
rating shafts with metal elements was also proved for 
the Migrations Period: e.g., in Valsgärde, Gamla Upp-
sala sn, grave 7 these were openwork semi-sockets of 
bronze sheet fixed with small nails in the upper part of 
the shaft (Arwidsson 1977, p. 52, Pl. 18:67, 95-97).

III.2.5. Spurs

 At the cemetery in Nowinka two iron spurs 
were found (grave 45/1, 131/2)114. Both of them re-
present the riveted forms. They were made of curved, 
flat, rectangular band; at the ends of arms there are 
single iron rivets and in the centre an iron prick. In 
item from grave 45/1 the bottom iron plate (a washer) 
was preserved which was originally placed inside the 
shoe and attached with rivets to the rest of the spur. 
The spurs are small (5 and 4.4 cm long, respectively). 
Although some categories of Balt spurs from the Late 
Migration Period have already been studied (Rud-
nicki 2006b), the spurs of this kind have not been ana-
lysed115; they can only be related to variant E (West 
Balt) of spurs Type Leuna (Giesler 1978, p. 13-14, 
52-54); some of the items included in this variant did 
not have a hook at the base of the prick, in which they 
resemble the finds from Nowinka. Analogous forms 
were recorded at the necropolis of the Elbląg group 
in Łęcze, grave 50 – one spur (Dorr 1898, p. 13, 22, 
Pl. III:34), grave 38 – one spur (Dorr 1898, p. 12, Pl. 

III:25); basing on the description (Dorr 1898, p. 22) 
also the pair of spurs from grave 19 looked similar-
ly (Dorr 1898, p. 10), as well as the fragment from 
grave 52 (Dorr 1898, p. 14), fragments of spurs from 
grave 62 (Dorr 1898, p. 14), the spur from grave 63 
(Dorr 1898, p. 15), fragment of 1 spur from grave 69 
(Dorr 1898, p. 15)116. They also appeared at Sambian 
cemeteries, e.g., Mitino, grave 226 (personal commit-
ment: K. Skvortsov) or Izhevskoe II, grave 6/38 (Kle-
emann 1956b, p. 115-116, Pl. XXXII:6/38f)117; their 
presence was confirmed also for the area of the East 
Lithuanian Barrows culture, unknown site (Giesler 
1978, p. 54, Pl. 5:124); a similar spur, although with 
a fragmentarily preserved third hook was found as 
a stray find in Bratei in Transilvania (Giesler 1978, 
p. 52, Pl. 5:117)118. Spurs of this kind, however, are 

114 The supposed fragment of the third spur from above grave 15 
was too poorly preserved to be analysed.

115 M. Jahn included them in the Prussian group of plate spurs 
(1921, p. 107), yet his study is no longer valid due to the huge 
increase of the archaeological material. It is difficult to accept 
the claims of E. Roman (1998) who determined spurs of this 
kind as X-shaped spurs (Knebelsporen), here: Group IV (Ro-
man 1998, p. 170-171) which is an obvious misunderstanding.

116 R. Dorr indicated that the spurs from Łęcze were made of 
iron, only the bow or washer could have been made of bronze 
(1898, p. 22).

117 W. Nowakowski, after an analysis of the preserved archive 
sources, included this spur in grave 3/38 (2008, p. 207).

118 One can also mention a similar spur from the settlement of 
Shankiv Yar (Boremel), ray. Mlyniv and the stray find from 
the cemetery at Velikaya Boogayovka, ray. Vasilkov (Mago-
medov, Levada 1996, p. 314, 319, Fig. 8:9-10). Although they 
were found at the sites of the Chernyakhov culture, yet they 
were found without any dating context; they may have been 
one of the products of evolution of rivet spurs.
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most popular in the Olsztyn group. Finds of similar 
dimensions, proportions and construction were found, 
e.g., in Bogaczewo-Kula (Voigtmann files), Dłużec, 
grave 541 (Voigtmann files), Kielary, grave 6 (Hol-
lack 1900, p. 169; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 109:o; Voigt-
mann files), grave 27 (Hollack 1900, p. 174; Jakobson 
2009, Pl. 133:f; Voigtmann files), grave 33 (Hollack 
1900, p. 175; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 137:e; Voigtmann 
files), grave 51 (Hollack 1900, p. 178; Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 150:i; Voigtmann files), Leleszki, grave 14 (Kula-
kov 1989, p. 184, Fig. 21:1), grave 44 (Kulakov 1989, 
p. 185, Fig. 23:4; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. 
XLIX; Jakobson files), stray find (Bitner-Wróblewska 
2008a, Pl. LVIII), Spychówko, grave 167 and grave 
172 (Jakobson files), Stare Kiejkuty, grave 208 (Ja-
kobson files; Voigtmann files), Tumiany (Heydeck 
1895, Pl. IX:19) in grave 11 (Heydeck 1895, p. 44, Pl. 
IX:19; Kulakov 1989, p. 187; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 3:f), 
grave 32 (Kulakov 1989, p. 189, Fig. 30; Jakobson 
2009, Pl. 19:q), grave 51 (Heydeck 1895, Pl. V:15; 
Kulakov 1989, p. 191, Fig. 37:1; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 
35:n), grave 141 (Kulakov 1989, p. 198, Fig. 51:1; 
Jakobson 2009, Pl. 73:n), grave 198 (Kulakov 1989, p. 
200, Fig. 56:1; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XXXI), 
Tylkowo, stray find (Jakobson files), Waplewo (Voigt-
mann files; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XXXVII), 
Wyszembork, site IVa, stray find (Szymański 2005, p. 
71-72, Pl. XIII:3). In the Olsztyn group the discussed 
spurs occurred singly or in pairs (three items only in 
grave 6 from Kielary); usually their bows were made 
of bronze and pricks of iron (only in Dłużec, grave 
541 and Kielary, grave 27 they were made entirely of 
iron)119.
 Items from Nowinka were found in graves 
contextually linked with horse burials, which sup-
ports the claim that these were graves of riders. This 
was not always the case in the Elbląg group: graves 
with spurs were associated with burials of riders and 
horses (Łęcze, grób 19 and 38) but also with burials 
of only humans (Łęcze, grave 50, 52, 62, 63, 69).
 Some spurs from the Elbląg group were ac-
companied by buckles which are considered to be 
elements of a strap for fastening the spur or shoes, 
e.g., Łęcze (Dorr 1898, p. 22); finds of small buckles 
with narrow ferrules (cf. Heydeck 1895, Pl. III:13-14) 
from graves with spurs in Olsztyn group (Jahn 1921, 
p. 38) are interpreted similarly. This does not concern 
the finds from Nowinka, where no similar buckles 
were found in analogous contexts.

 The chronology of spurs of this kind has not 
been elaborated yet. Although U. Gielser claimed 
that they occurred between ca 500 A.D. and the 2nd 
half of the 6th century (1978, p. 23), yet this does not 
seem valid as the number of finds has considerably 
increased since that time. W. Nowakowski, in turn, 
assumes that their presence in the West Balt circle 
should be connected with the Late Migration Period 
(2008, p. 195). Assemblages with spurs from No-
winka can not be dated precisely as they do not con-
tain good dating elements. It is, however, possible to 
establish their chronology by analysing assemblages 
from other sites: in grave 62 from Łęcze the spurs 
of the discussed type co-occurred with a ‘crossbow 
brooch’ (Dorr 1898, p. 14) and in grave 63, an one-
edged sword and a buckle with a kidney-shaped frame 
(Dorr 1898, p. 15) and in grave 69, a buckle with a 
frame close to kidney-shaped (Dorr 1989, p. 15). This 
suggests that analogous spurs are characteristic for 
the developed phase of the Elbląg group. Similar con-
clusions may be drawn from the analysis of the finds 
from the Olsztyn group. The spur from grave 14 in 
Leleszki co-occurred with a plate brooch with a rec-
tangular head (Kulakov 1989, p. 184, Fig. 21:1) which 
according to V. Hillberg should be described as a de-
rivative form of Type Mülhofen (2004, p. 314), dated 
to the late stage of Phase E; nevertheless M. Rud-
nicki sees rather similarities to plate brooches Type 
Andernach-Nordendorf, although treating them as lo-
cal forms and dating them to Phase E2, i.e., 2nd half 
of the 6th century (2010, p. 425-426, Fig. 5). A spur 
from grave 44 at the same site appeared with a slim 
ladder brooch, disc brooch and a buckle Type Kreuz-
dornschnalle (Jakobson files), one from grave 208 in 
Kiejkuty with a buckle with a kidney-shaped frame 
(Jakobson files), from grave 172 in Spychówko with a 
brooch Type Schlusskreuzfibel with a bar at the end of 
the foot decorated with horizontal grooves (Jakobson 
files), from grave 51 in Tumiany with a buckle Type 
Kreuzdornschnalle and a crossbow brooch decorated 
with rings of incised wire (Heydeck 1895, Pl. V:16; 
Kulakov 1989, p. 191, Fig. 37:1), from grave 141 
at the same site with an analogous brooch and a T-
shaped belt mount, from grave 31 with a brooch with 
a trapeze-shaped head and pseudo-crossbow, i.e., late 
construction (Kulakov 1989, p. 189, Fig. 30), finally 
in grave 541 from Dłużec there were a Schlusskreuzfi-
bel (stylistically late form decorated with horizontal 
grooves in the wider part) and a Kreuzdornschnalle 
(Voigtmann files). Basing on the above it seems pos-
sible to assume that these spurs generally occurred 
during the whole Phase E2, although it can not be 
excluded that they first appeared slightly earlier (cf. 119 Such spurs do not have any analogies in Scandinavia or the 

Merovingian circle (see Rettner 1997).
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Kowalski 2000, p. 219-224). These assumptions are 
not contradicted by the find from the Sambian cem-
etery at Izhevskoe II, grave 6/38 where together with 

the spur a compact ladder brooch with a pseudo-
crossbow construction was found (Kleemann 1956b, 
Pl. XXXII:6/38b)120.

III.3. Horse furniture (Bartosz Kontny, Jerzy Okulicz-Kozaryn, Mirosław Pietrzak)

III.3.1. Bridles

 The grave goods in horse burials consisted 
mainly of bridles. They are represented exclusively 
by snaffle bits, sticking in muzzles (grave 8/3, 17/20, 
18/10, 20/1, 21/10, 26/3, 34/5, 35/4, 45/9, 47/1, 48/6, 
52/3, 55/7 and 9, 60/11, 61/2, 62A/3, 62B/3, 65/4, 70/2-
3, 77/3, 78/1, 80/2, 82/6, 83/8, 84/12, 87/1-3, 89/2, 
98/2, 99/2, 102/4, 103/2, 104/3, 112/2, 114/2, 117/1, 
118/2, 119/1, 120/15, 121/1, 127/3, 131/4-5, 137/1, 
147/1, 148/2, 149/2, 151/3, 155/1, 160/1). Additionally 
there are three loose finds (SF/13-15). Only three horse 
skeletons were not accompanied by bridles. In grave 
44 this can be explained by the fact that the buried indi-
vidual was too young (9-12 months) to be broken. On 
the other hand, grave 60 contained a young (about 1 
year old) individual with a bridle in its muzzle. Lack of 
a bridle in the case of one of the horses buried in double 
grave 120 is connected with the fact that the individual 
was deprived of its head. In turn grave 142, in which no 
bridle was found, was disturbed and that is how its lack 
can be explained; moreover its exceptional character is 
underlined by a fact that cremated bones of a horse (?) 
were found there.
 Great part of the bridles consisted of bipar-
tite bits which were symmetrical (grave 17/20, 45/9, 
52/3, 60/11, 89/2) but also slightly (grave 47/1, 103/2, 
114/2 and 121/1) or clearly asymmetrical (grave 8/3, 
48/6, 62B/3, 127/3, 149/2)121. Such forms represent 
Type 1C1 according to M. Ørsnes (1993)121. Equal-
ly significant part of bridles create tripartite forms 
(grave 20/1, 70/2, 80/2?, 98/2, 102/4, 112/2, 119/1, 
120/15, 131/4-5, 155/3, 160/1, SF/13-14) represen-
ting Type 1C2 according to M. Ørsnes (1993). Some 
of the central links were 8-shaped (grave 20/1, 98/2, 
120/15), others were S-shaped with unfinished ends 
(grave 131/4, 155/1) or had the form of a rod with 
ends in the shape of little hooks (grave 70/2, 80/2?, 
102/4, 112/2, 160/1). The majority of central links 

were clearly shorter than the remaining ones and cer-
tainly functioned as baubles – elements used as a piece 
for a tongue to ‘play’ with, in aim to accept the bridle 
easily; touching the central link with the tongue makes 
the bit not getting too deep into the mouth (also at pre-
sent some horses with a tendency to reject a bridle, 
do need such utensils)123. Some of central links were, 
however, of similar and even greater length than the 
remaining ones (graves 80/2?, 119/1, 160/1). In such 
cases we have probably to do with bits adapted to calm 
horses, for the addition of a third, long link made the 
pressure of the bit on gums lesser than in bipartite bits. 
Both types of bits have been recorded for the Elbląg 
group: tripartite items with the short central link were 
discovered in Elbląg-Żytno (Ehrlich 1932, Fig. 5:b) 
and in grave 21 in Łęcze (Dorr 1898, p. 11, Pl. I:23) 
whereas bipartite items were confirmed by the finds 
from Elbląg, Moniuszki St (Ehrlich 1937b, Fig. 2), 
Elbląg-Żytno (Ehrlich 1932, Fig. 5:a) and Łęcze (the 
artefact the copy of which survived in the collection of 
the RGZM, no 20044124 and the item from grave 15 – 
Dorr 1898, Pl. I:25). The situation at the necropolis of 
the Olsztyn group at Tumiany is slightly different. On 
this necropolis fourteen of seventeen horse graves (for 
twenty two from twenty six complete horse skeletons) 
contained pieces of equipment: mainly bridles, but 

120 Yet, if as W. Nowakowski has assumed, the spur was in fact 
part of grave 3/38, then due to the presence of the imported 
Merovingian bronze vessel the item should be dated to the 2nd 
half of the 7th century (Nowakowski 2008, p. 195).

121 They should be determined as Type 1, Subtype 2 according to 
V. Kulakov (1990, p. 35).

122 It should be noted that M.Ørsnes’ classification is schematic; 
the author did not distinguish the cases where links of various 
lengths were found (1993, p. 190).

123 This kind of form with short, S-shaped link can be determined 
as Type 2 according to V. Kulakov (1990, p. 36). They are found 
in Balt areas, e.g., at a Semigalian cemetery at Šukioniai, grave 
69 (Griciuvienė, Grižas, Buža 2005, p. 129, Fig. 670), in the 
East Lithuanian Barrows culture, e.g., Žvirbliai, tumulus 55, 
grave 1 (Iwanowska 2006, p. 117, Pl. XCIX:1), in the Lower 
Neman group, e.g., Rzhevskoye, grave 8, grave 65, grave 69, 
grave 75 (Jankuhn files), the West Lithuanian group, e.g., Laz-
dininkiai, grave 73 (Bliujienė, Butkus 2002, p. 85, Fig. 2:6), 
Central Lithuanian group, e.g. Marvelė (Bertašius 2009, pas-
sim) or in the Sambian-Natangian area, e.g., ex-Warnikam (La 
Baume 1944, Fig. 4), Izhevskoe, grave 11 (Kleemann 1956b, 
p. 115, Pl. XXXII:11), Mitino, grave 99, grave 101, grave 106, 
grave 112, grave 161, grave 197 (personal commitment: K. 
Skvortsov). They are known even further to the east, i.e., from 
the area of the Long Barrows culture (Kazanski 2007, p. 245-
246) and to the north (Scandinavia) in the Vendel Period and 
– on Gotland – also from the Viking Age (Sundkvist 2001, p. 
239); starting from the Merovingian Period they appeared also 
in Finland (Purhonen 1996, p. 60, Pl. 22).

124 Personal commitment: M. Jagodziński Ph.D. (MAHE), whom 
we would like to thank for this information.
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also fragments and decorations of headgear (Bara-
nowski 1996, p. 72-73). However, the tripartite bits 
(eight items) are more numerous here than the bipar-
tite ones (seven items), as compared to the propor-
tion of 14:14 at the burial ground in Nowinka but the 
difference is minimal. Actual dissimilarity lies in the 
fact that snaffle bits with cheeks were quite frequent 
in Tumiany (five cases), and they are proved also for 
other necropolises of the Olsztyn group and for the 
Sambian-Natangian area ones as well (see La Baume 
1944, p. 14). Meanwhile in the Elbląg group they are 
almost unknown125. The next difference between the 
two necropolises is the fact that the richest, decora-
tive headgear fittings appeared in Tumiany, except 
for grave XVII, with tripartite bits (Baranowski 1996, 
p. 73) whereas in Nowinka the situation is opposite: 
in burials with rich headgear fittings a tripartite bit 
was found only in grave 120; bipartite items were 
recorded in all the remaining cases. On the basis of 
the scant available material it is hard to decide if the 
above mentioned differences have a cultural character 
or they only are a result of different preferences of lo-
cal communities. It is only possible to state the almost 
complete absence of snaffle bits with cheeks in the 
Elbląg group.
 In the analysis of the bits attention was paid to 
their span: it was attempted to measure so-called inter-
dental space, i.e., the maximum length of the part of the 
bit which was in the animal’s mouth. It was possible in 
thirty six cases. The average value was 13.3 cm, and 
the results were comprised between 9 and 18 cm. A 
very small span (9 cm) was found in grave 8 where an 
8 year-old, rather short (125.8 cm at the withers) horse 
was buried. This does not mean however that there is 
a directly proportional relation between the horse size 
and the span of the bit, for one of the largest span (17 
cm) was recorded in the grave of a rather short horse 
(grave 20 – the horse of the age of 7-8 years, withers 
height: 127.4 cm). Probably we have to do with indi-
vidual features of the horse skull structure and making 
simple comparisons with the horse size is not justi-
fied. Besides, no correlations were observed between 
the bit sizes and heights or ages of the horses. One can 
notice however, that the largest spans appeared in tri-
partite bits (grave 20/1 – 17 cm, 87/1 and 155/1 – 16 
cm, 160/1 – 18 cm), and only exceptionally in bipartite 

ones (grave 60/11 and 103/2 – both about 15.5 cm), 
which can be easily explained by practical reasons: 
tripartite bits generally were never set straight and the 
reconstruction of the real interdental space should de-
crease its length. Also the horses’ individual features of 
character should be taken into account: their skittish-
ness, sensitiveness of the jaw, etc.
 Bridle rings from Nowinka varied in their dia-
meters (average 5.2 cm, calculated on the basis of 
ninety five measurements). It is worth to note the large 
items (grave 8/3 – 6.6 cm and 6.8 cm, grave 45/9 – 6.8 
cm and 7.0 cm, grave 52/3 – 7.6 cm and 7.7 cm, grave 
55/9 – both 6.6 cm, grave 131/4-5 – twice 6.5 cm and 
7.0 cm), which can be determined as Type 2B ac-
cording to M. Ørsnes (1993, p. 190)126; the remaining 
items are smaller and do not go beyond the dimen-
sions of Type 2C127. The rings of larger sizes generally 
accompanied bipartite bits (grave 45/9, 52/3, 55/7 and 
9, 84/12, 118/2, 131/5) and only exceptionally tripar-
tite ones (grave 131/4)128. No relation between the di-
ameter of rings and age of the horses or their withers 
height has been observed.
 The decided majority are iron bridle rings, 
however, also bronze ones were found (grave 17/20, 
18/10, 21/10, 34/5, 77/3, 83/8). Bronze bridle rings 
have been also found at another necropolises of the 
Elbląg group, in Elbląg-Żytno, grave 8, grave 10, 
grave 13 and grave 41 (Dorr 1914, p. 7-8, Pl. I: 3-5; 
Ehrlich 1920, p. 182; Ehrlich 1932, p. 404)129, in 
Elbląg, Moniuszki St (collection of MAHE, inv. no 
ME 112/303-310; 246:683), Pasłęk (Ehrlich 1923, 
p. 199) and Komorowo Żuławskie (Bogucki 2009, 
p. 33). In Nowinka they had average sizes (diameters 
from 4.4 cm to 5.6 cm) and they were found only with 
bipartite bits130. More often than in the case of iron 

125 The only example (except the plausible find of the bridle with 
cheeks made of organic material from grave 99 in Nowinka) 
of a bit with cheeks comes from Elbląg, Moniuszki St (Ehrlich 
1941, p. 96, Fig. 32:4; Neugebauer 1975, Pl. XI). It should 
be attributed to Type 5C3 according to M. Ørsnes (1993) and 
it has an analogy, e.g., in the find from Tumiany (La Baume 
1944, Figs. 16, 19; Baranowski 1996, Fig. 5).

126 They are not, however, as large as some of items from the 
cemetery at Tumiany where rings of diameters up to 9-11 cm 
were discovered (Baranowski 1996, p. 73). 

127 As the studies on bits from the Merovingian Period indicate, the 
diameters of rings could have a chronological importance. The 
sizes recorded for Nowinka, however, do not allow to draw un-
ambiguous conclusions in this matter (see Oexle 1992, Fig. 3).

128 A similar regularity can be found in Tumiany, cf. grave IX and 
grave XIV (Baranowski 1996).

129 Bronze bridle rings with bronze strap fittings are also known 
from the other units of the West Balt circle, e.g., Sambian find from 
Izhevskoe, grave 10 (Kleemann 1956b, p. 114, Pl. XXXI:10.b) 
or Olsztyn group discoveries from grave 228 in Tumiany 
(Voigtmann files, Prussia Museum inv. no VII.461.13005) and 
from „horse grave 1”, in which, i.a., a considerable part of head-
gear fittings of Tumiany type was preserved (Voigtmann files, 
Prussia Museum inv. no VII.304.11948a).

130 The same refers to the cemetery at Pasłęk, where bronze rings 
appeared and only bipartite snaffle bits were found (Ehrlich 
1923, p. 199).
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items they appeared together with ornamental bronze 
headgear fittings (grave 17, 18, 21, 34, 65, 83), which 
indicates that the material probably determined the 
status of the horse owner131.
 Rings of some bits had bronze (graves 17/20, 
18/10, 65/4, 78/1, 83/8, 84/12) or iron (graves 20/1, 
45/9, 47/1, 119/1, 131/4, 160/1) ferrules, serving to 
fix reins or straps of the headgear – first of all cheek-
pieces. This solution is frequently found in the Elbląg 
group, cf.: Łęcze, grave 13 (Dorr 1898, p. 10, Pl. I:27), 
grave 21 (Dorr 1898, p. 11, Pl. I:23), grave 41 (Dorr 
1898, p. 13, Pl. I:26), Elbląg-Żytno, grave 10, grave 
13, grave 41 (Dorr 1914, Pl. I:3-4) and grave 107 (Ehr-
lich 1920, p. 193), Elbląg, Moniuszki St (collection 
of MAHE inv. no ME 112/303-308, 310; 246:683). 
At the burial ground in Chojnowo, on the other hand, 
the presence of greenish tarnish on one of the iron bits 
was found (Neugebauer 1934, p. 322), which suggests 
that originally there was a bronze ferrule in that place. 
Bronze items from Nowinka had the same form: they 
were made of long rectangular plates, bent at half length 
around the ring of the bit. The arms of the ferrules were 
originally joined together and with the strap by means 
of two or three rivets (depending on the length). Along 
the longer edges an ornament in the form of two en-
graved lines was placed132. Such fittings were used 
both to fix the rein straps and headgear (cheekpieces) 
as they appear singly – and then their function may 
be only a subject of conjecture (graves 18/10, 65/4, 
84/12), or in pairs – in such cases they were used to 
strengthen both straps (graves 17/20, 78/1, 83/8). Most 
probably also fittings from grave 34/8 served as strap 
fasteners. They were made similarly of bent, rectangu-
lar, elongated sheets of bronze ornamented with lines 
parallel to longer edges. The main difference lies in big 
(roughly 1 cm) distance between two parts, fastened 
with rivets. Moreover items were found not directly on 
bridle rings. From the other side in the Elbląg group we 
know fittings with similar distance between both parts, 
used surely as bridle ferrules as they are still located on 
bronze rings: Elbląg-Żytno (MAHE, inv. no ME 387). 
Much less can be said about the iron specimens, due to 
the fact that they were strongly damaged by corrosion. 

Only in the case of bit rings from grave 20/1, a pair 
and a single ferrules of U-shaped iron plate was record-
ed, whereas in grave 160/1 pairs of fittings attached to 
rings were made of fan-shaped iron plates with single 
rivets at their broader ends designed to join the strap133.
 So far there are no grounds to attribute bipar-
tite and tripartite snaffle bits from Nowinka to par-
ticular chronological stages. Bipartite ones are proved 
for Phase 1 (grave 62B/3), Phase 2 (grave 121/1) 
and Phase 3 (grave 17/20, 60/11) whereas tripartite 
for Phase 3 (grave 120/15). The number of items as-
cribed to certain phases is not big enough to state any 
regularities. Nevertheless it seems that bipartite and 
tripartite bridle bits were used paralelly for the long 
period, e.g., in horse graves from the East Lithuanian 
Barrows culture both bipartite and tripartite bits were 
common, not showing any significant variability in 
time. Tripartite items have been recorded for the time 
from the 2nd half of the 5th century but they gained 
the largest popularity in the 10th-14th century (Iwa-
nowska 2006, p. 68). Also in Finland no chronologi-
cal differences referring to bipartite and tripartite bits 
were spotted (Purhonen 1996, p. 60). However this is 
possible to attribute bridle rings of bronze to Phase 3 
(grave 17/20, 18/10, 21/10, 34/5, 83/8). 
 The rare find from grave 99/3 was also con-
nected with bridle. This lyre-shaped object of iron 
wire was found on the left side of a horse’s mandible. 
An almost identical object was uncovered in exactly 
the same relation to the horse in barrow 1 at the burial 
ground of the Sudovian culture in Korkliny, site I. It 
was interpreted as a link between the reins and the bri-
dle (Jaskanis 1968b, p. 304, Pl. I:2), which, however, 
seems hardly probable due to its insufficient tough-
ness. It seems most probable that we have to do with 
a fastener for the reins attached to holes in cheeks 
made of organic sticks134. They co-occurred with bri-
dles with terminals in form of rings of small diameters 
in which sticks were put; additionally the hooks fixed 
cheeks in rings of low diameters. Such sticks may not 
have been preserved till today; they may have been 
made from materials which are more easily decom-

131 To a certain extent, for there are known bits completely made 
of iron, which are accompanied by decorative bronze fittings 
of the headstalls (grave 8, 26, 47, 55, 60, 62B, 78, 82, 84, 117, 
118, 120, 121, 147). Additionally, an opposite case is known: 
in grave 77 a snaffle bit with bronze rings without headgear 
ornaments was found.

132 There are also more solid bronze fittings proved for the Elbląg 
group but they seem to be extremely rare: Elbląg, Moniuszki 
St (Ehrlich 1941, p. 96, Fig. 32:4; Neugebauer 1975, Pl. XI; 
MAHE inv. no 73:180); possibly they are elements of snaffle 
bits with metal cheeks.

133 Similar form is known from the item atributed to Łęcze (col-
lection of MAHE, inv. no ME 243/676). Nevertheless these 
forms are so simple that they rather should not be treated as a 
cultural factor: similar forms were found, e.g., in Merovingian 
cemeteries, e.g., Neresheim, Lkr. Ostalbkreis, grave 44 (Knaut 
1993, p. 259, Pl. 7:10), Beckum I, stray find (Capelle 1979, 
p. 39, Pl. 40:T5).

134 Such function is also possible in case of find from grave 65/3. 
Although it was found in human part of the grave we cannot 
exclude its connection with the horse’s one as they were con-
siderably disturbed. The second possibility is that we deal with 
a fragment of a buckle.
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posed, e.g., antler or wood. They appeared in bridles 
of Avar type, which are considered to be the product 
of nomadic influences; it is believed that starting from 
the 2nd half of the 6th century they reached to the Balt 
areas (Nowakowski 2000, p. 18; 2007b, p. 182), al-
though also a view has been reasonably expressed that 
their chronology is broader and embraces the period 
from the turn of Phases D/E till Phase E2 (Piwowar-
ska, forthcoming). From the other side use of antler 
sticks, although differing in details, is proved also for 
Early Medieval Period135 in Lithuania, see: Central 
Lithuanian group cemetery at Marvelė, horse grave 33 
(Bertašius 2009, Pl. 30:1), grave 43 (Bertašius 2009, 
Pl. 160:43), grave 46 (Bertašius 2009, Pl. 35:1), grave 
57 (Bertašius 2009, Pl. 146:1), grave 82 (Bertašius 
2009, Pl. 164:82), grave 84 (Bertašius 2009, Pl. 167:4). 
Solutions similar to Sudovian finds are known from, 

i.a., a cemetery in Suvorovo, grave 115, grave 172, and 
grave 183 (La Baume 1944, Fig. 27; Kulakov 1990, Pl. 
XII:11; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008, Pl. CCXXVII) and 
also from the Sudovian culture cemetery at Przebród, 
barrow I (Nowakowski 2000, Fig. 5:a; 2007b, Fig. 10) 
and the Olsztyn group necropolises at Tumiany, horse 
grave II (Baranowski 1996, p. 84-85, Fig. 6), Kielary 
(Jakobson 2009, Pl. 218:s) as well as Wyszembork, site 
II, feature 23. The identity of the finds from Polish lands 
with this form is supported by the fact that the item 
from Korkliny was accompanied by a bridle with rings 
of small diameter (3.4 cm); also the find from Nowinka 
has rings of internal diameter of 4.5 cm, which is much 
less than the average for the other bridles from that ne-
cropolis (although they differ in details as the rings are 
not the part of the rod as, e.g., in case of the item from 
Korkliny).

135 According to M. Bertašius (2009, p. 18) – first stage of the 
Marvelė cemetery, to which specified graves are attributed, 
was dated to late 8th-early 9th century A.D.

136 The only exception is an iron fitting from grave 62A/6, consist-
ing of two rectangular plates: a larger one, about 2.4 cm long, 
bent at the end, and a smaller one joined to it by a pair of rivets. 
Their exact function is difficult to establish, although due to 
their location close to the animal’s muzzle one may conjecture 
that the fitting strengthened the place where the straps crossed.

137 They were also found at the burial ground in Tumiany (Bara-
nowski 1996, p. 77).

III.3.2. Headgear

III.3.2.1. Strap mounts

 The most spectacular category of the equip-
ment of horse graves are the fittings decorating head-
gear straps. They were found in many graves (graves 
8/4, 17/23, 18/11, 21/15, 26/4, 34/9-10, 47/2, 55/10, 
60/12-13, 62A/6, 62B/4, 65/5, 78/2, 82/8-9, 83/9, 
84/13, 117/2, 118/4, 120/16, 121/2, 147/2), however, 
only in some of them they were numerous enough and 
their arrangement was similar enough to the original 
ones to make their reliable reconstruction. Headgear 
mounts were made of thin or very thin bronze plates136 

which crumbled easily, which was noted already in 
the pre-war period (cf. Ehrlich 1920, p. 191-192). 
No silver fittings were found at Nowinka, similar to 
the ones recorded for the necropolis at Chojnowo 
(Kowalski 1987, p. 281, 284)137 or the more so, fit-
tings made of gold, which appeared, next to silver 
and bronze ones, at the burial ground in Elbląg, Mo-
niuszki St (Ehrlich 1941, p. 96). The most common 
form were rectangular strap mounts decorated with 
lines engraved along the edges, fixed with the use 

of pairs of rivets placed on shorter sides138. In some 
graves they were quite numerous (over twenty items). 
They appeared comparatively often at different ne-
cropolises of the Elbląg group, where beside forms 
decorated with grooves also items with one, two or 
three lines made of stamped points were found, e.g., 
in Łęcze, grave 20 and grave 25 (Dorr 1898, p. 22, 
Pl. III:19, 24), Elbląg-Żytno, grave 10, grave 105 and 
grave 107 (Ehrlich 1920, p. 191-192, Fig. 2:f-h), Choj-
nowo – pre-war investigations (Neugebauer 1934, p. 
321, Pl. LXX:4) as well as feature 1 and feature 14 
(Kowalski 1987, p. 281, 284). They were also popular 
in the Olsztyn group, e.g., Tumiany, grave V, horse 9 
or grave XVII, horse 30 (Baranowski 1996, Figs. 5, 
17:n, 50, 52:b) as well as Sambian-Natangian area, 
e.g., Soldatovo, grave 20 (Bujack 1891, p. 15, Pl. III).
 In grave 60, instead of elongated rectangu-
lar fittings with grooves there were found also four 
shorter plates with grooves and stamped triangles sit-
uated along longer edges (grave 60/12); additionally 
there were documented two almost identical finds but 
slightly bent and added with lower plates riveted to 
them (grave 60/13). In the Olsztyn group objects very 
similar to the latter form are considered as spurs (e.g. 
Kulakov 1989, p. 165-166), but this is definitely not 
the case of finds from Nowinka. Objects from No-
winka served as headgear mounts what is proved by 

138 Only the find from grave 82/8 was more trapezoid than rec-
tangular.
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the context. Moreover, middle rivet was too small to 
be used as a prick. They are dated to the 3rd phase of 
the cemetery.
 Some of rectangular fittings were decorated 
with impressed patterns. Particular motifs differ. Fit-
tings from grave 26/4 survived partly and we may 
only say that there were impressed pearl-like lines 
and groups of bosses in shape of angle and square 
motifs used here. As refers to plates from grave 47/2 
there were two kinds of fittings proved: first with 
waffer motif together with pearl-like ornament along 
the edges and the second with waffer pattern and 
small squares enclosured by small circles. The ones 
from grave 82/9 were ornamented with the pattern 
of embossed geometric and railing motives. In grave 
118/4 stamped ornament composed from four larger 
groups of hemispherical bosses was used; the spaces 
between them were filled with rows of three or four 
smaller bosses surrounded by pearl-like motif and 

bordered with double lines of pseudo-filigree; single 
rivets were placed at the ends. In case of items from 
grave 120/16 and 147/2 another decorative motif was 
documented: in the centre there was a vertical line of 
embossed railing motif and on either side three rows 
of pseudo-filigree made with the same technique. The 
fittings from grave 121/2 were decorated in the centre 
with a line of embossed rosettes consisting of a cen-
tral boss surrounded by a pearl-like motif, along the 
longer edges there were standard double engraved 
lines. Some of impressed fittings were joined with 
flat wires bent inwards (grave 47/2, 82/9, 120/16, 
121/2, 147/2) while the others with rivets (grave 
26/4, 118/4). Chronology of impressed fittings cannot 
be stated precisely: they appeared in graves dated to 
2nd (grave 118/4, 147/2) and 3rd (grave 82/9, 120/16) 
phase of the cemetery. It is in agreement with the da-
ting of the impressed motifs found on sword scabbards 
and drinking horns.

III.3.2.2. Connectors

 Bronze strap connectors of various forms 
were less numerous than strap fittings: usually a few 
of them were found in one grave. Examples of the 
most popular type had circular bosses in their central 
parts. In case of finds from grave 83/10 decorative ar-
rangements consisting of concentric lines of embossed 
points were made139. An almost identical arrangement 
of headgear fittings together with connectors was 
found in grave XVII, horse 30 in Tumiany (Baranows-
ki 1996, p. 77, Figs. 4, 50). Connectors of this type 
were also found in other graves at the necropolis in 
Nowinka (grave 18/12, 34/6, 60/14). Items from grave 
34/6 were not decorated whereas the ornament on the 
connector from grave 18/12 differed in details from 
the one presented above. Some of them were made of 
thin sheet of metal like objects from Nowinka, grave 
18/12 and grave 34/6 whereas others, like ones from 
grave 60/14 or 83/10 were solid. They were found in 
different numbers in particular graves: three (grave 
34/6), four (grave 18/12), six (grave 60/14) and seven 
specimens (grave 83/10). They appeared exclusively in 
graves ascribed to 3rd phase of the Nowinka cemetery 
and it doesn’t contradict datings acquired for parallels 
from Merovingian area, put down further. Connectors 
of the discussed kind were found at necropolises of the 
Elbląg group in Elbląg-Żytno, grave 10 (Dorr 1914, p. 
8, Pl. II:1-3)140, grave 105 and grave 107 (Ehrlich 1920, 

p. 192)141  and during later investigations (Ehrlich 1932, 
Fig. 10)142, in Elbląg, Moniuszki St (Ehrlich 1937a, 
Fig. 2) among the others in grave 2 (Ehrlich 1937b, 
p. 274)143, and in Komorowo Żuławskie (Bogucki 
2009, p. 33)144. They were numerous also at other Balt 
burial grounds: in Olsztyn group145 or in Sambian Pen-
insula, e.g., in ex-Koddien (Ehrlich 1920, p. 192), Sol-
datovo, grave 11 (Bujack 1891, p. 15, Pl. III)146. Similar 
forms were sporadically discovered in the Merovingian 
circle where, however, they were more ornamental, cf. 
items made of gilded bronze from Wörrstadt-Rommer-
sheim (Eichloch), Lkr. Alzey-Worms, grave 54 (Werner 
1935, p. 95, Pl. 22:28-29; Oexle 1992, Pl. 136:294.2-
3)147 and Beckum II, Lkr. Warendorf, grave 110 (Oexle 

139 Such forms have no direct equivalents in M. Ørsnes’ classifica-
tion (1993), representing a form between Types 9D1 and 9D2.

140 In this case the ornament around the central boss (riveted to the 
connector and not embossed) consisted of zigzag engraved lines.

141 With the ornamental motif in the form of an engraved zigzag 
line with a central boss embossed from the inside.

142 Both the items with the embossed bulge and the flat ones, origi-
nally with riveted boss.

143 Iron connector of that type with additional, ornamental bosses 
is still in MAHE, inv. no 254/703, but its attribution is not very 
precise, although it is known that it originates from Elbląg (Na-
tuniewicz 2000, p. 138, 159, Pl. XXXVIII:5).

144 Here items made of very thin sheet were found.
145 Unfortunately so far there are no grounds to establish their 

chronology precisely (see Baranowski 1996, p. 81-83).
146 Item with a very small boss.
147 Curiously enough, in this case the ornament of stamped tri-

angles and pseudo-pearl-like pattern, which is typical of items 
from the Elbląg and Olsztyn groups, was used. From the other 
side the design of the connectors was different from Nowinka 
finds: their bosses were separate elements actually serving as 
heads of huge rivets fastened to the bases of connectors. Basing 
on numismatic data as well as analogies in form and ornaments 
this feature is linked with Group D after W. Menghin (1983, 
p. 40-43), i.e., 580-620 A.D. (Menghin 1983, Fig. 25).
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1992, Pl. 166:370.2; 167:370.3)148. One may mention 
also the very ornamental, solid item from Døvregård, 
Bornholms amt, stray find (BM, inv. no 34404). Ne-
vertheless connectors of that type are typical of Balt 
area. They could be connected in a way with circular 
objects Type Ørsnes 9D2, appearing namely in Scan-
dinavia and Merovingian circle (Ørsnes 1993, p. 239-
240) but surely it is of local origin.
 Somewhat different, simpler cross-shaped con-
nectors of Type 9D1 according to M. Ørsnes (1993) 
with single rivets at the ends of the arms and a small 
central boss in the place where the arms meet (with-
out a circular central part) were found in grave 62B/5 
in Nowinka. Similar solutions were discovered at the 
burial ground of the Elbląg group in Łęcze, where four 
such fittings were uncovered in grave 25 (Dorr 1898, 
p. 11, 22, Pl. III:17). They are also known from the 
Olsztyn group, e.g., Tumiany, grave XV, horse 27 and 
XVI, horse 28 (Baranowski 1996, p. 113, 116, Figs. 
40:c, 44:d-h) and Sambian Peninsula, e.g., Izhevskoe 
II, grave 8 (Kleemann 1956b, p. 114, Pl. XXXI:8e-f; 
Nowakowski 2008, Fig. 4:7). Two cross-shaped con-
nectors were found also in Elbląg-Żytno (MAHE, inv. 
no 176/460-461); they were more solid than finds from 
Nowinka and additionally they were deprived of boss-
es that had been originally fastened in the centre (the 
same refers to finds from Tumiany). In Nowinka they 
come from grave attributed to Phase 1 of the cemetery 
but it cannot be treated as a definite statement concer-
ning chronology of a type, e.g., in Izhevskoe they were 
found together with stirrups what suggests also their 
late appearence. Connectors of the same Type 9D1 but 
different in details from the specimens from Nowinka 
are confirmed in Scandinavia and Merovingian cir-
cle but they are characterized by a wide chronology 
(Ørsnes 1993, p. 238-239, Fig. 53).
 The discovery from grave 21/16 is particularly 
worth mentioning. Four cross-shaped connectors with 
pairs of rivets at the ends of the arms and with a step 
pyramid (with three steps) in the centre were found 
there. They should be considered as a transitional form 
9D1/9D3 variant b according to M. Ørsnes (1993). 
A similar style of decoration was found on a brooch 
from grave 23/1. The closest, although not complete, 
analogy for this solution can be found in grave 228 
from Tumiany, where a pair of connectors was found 
differing from the items from Nowinka by the pres-
ence of different texture at the upper surface of the 
pyramid (Nowakowski 1998, p. 196, Fig. 1:B; Voigt-
mann files, Prussia Museum, inv. no. VII 461.13005) 

and the size of the pyramid, extending to the arms of 
the connector (in case of the find from Nowinka the 
whole pyramid is on a plate). Further analogies for 
such solutions can be found in Scandinavia among 
forms Type RV1a according to A. Nørgård Jørgensen 
(1999, p. 112), cf.: Kobbeå, Bornholms amt, grave 
1 (Nørgård Jørgensen 1992, Figs. 11:2-3; 37; see 
Ørsnes 1966, Fig. 26) and Glasergård, Bornholms 
amt, grave 2 (Jørgensen 1990, p. 138, Pl. 31:2-3; 
see Ørsnes 1966, Fig. 25) on Bornholm and Torgård, 
Klæbu komm. in Norway (Nørgård Jørgensen 1992, 
Fig. 29:7-8; 1999, p. 234, Pl. 56:7-8) or Valsgärde, 
Gamla Uppsala sn, grave 7 in Sweden (Arwids-
son 1954, Pl. 22:43, 73). Connectors in the form of 
a pyramid are also known from the Merovingian 
circle, e.g., Alamannic cemetery in Betzingen, Stadt 
Reutlingen, grave from 1909 (Oexle 1992, Pl. 3:16.2; 
Quast 2006, p. 193, Pl. 5:5-6), Beckum I, Lkr. Waren-
dorf, grave 73 (Capelle 1979, p. 35, Pl. 33:73.e; Oexle 
1992, Pl. 158:348.2-3) and grave 76 (Capelle 1979, 
p. 36, Pl. 35:76.d; Oexle 1992, Pl. 160:349.2-3)149, 
Köln-Müngersdorf, Stadt Köln, grave 80 (Fremers-
dorf 1955, p. XII, Pl. 12:80.6-7, 100:B.4-5), Xanten, 
Lkr. Wesel, grave 27 (Oexle 1992, Pl. 196:430.2); cf. 
also items more decorative and sometimes differing 
in details: Neuwied-Engers, Lkr. Neuwied (Oexle 
1992, Pl. 123:269.1-2), Klepsau, Lkr. Hohenlohe, 
grave 6 (Oexle 1992, Pl. 39:84.2-3), Beckum I, Lkr. 
Warendorf, grave 17 (Capelle 1979, Pl. 8:17.c; Oexle 
1993, Pl. 154:341.2-3), Regensburg, Lkr. Regensburg 
(Oexle 1992, Pl. 102:222.2-3), Bremen, Lkr. Bremen, 
grave 12 (Oexle 1992, Pl. 176:379.2-3) and grave 14 
(decorated: Oexle 1993, Pl. 178:381.2, 179:381.3), 
Gammertingen, Lkr. Sigmaringen (Rieth 1937, Fig. 
4:7) as well as Junkersdorf, Stadt Köln, grave 411 
(Oexle 1992, Pl. 183:393.1); one may enumerate 
here also find from grave 7 at Hodmèzövasarhely-
Kishomok, kom. Csongrád in Hungary (Menghin 
1983, Fig. 17; Boná, Nagy 2002, Fig. 55:7, Pl. 9:26). 
These are not, however, ideal parallels: the motif of 
a pyramid on the finds from Scandinavia and Mero-
vingian circle decorates a square plate which makes 
up the main part of the connector (small projections 
with rivets are placed in the corners of the plate) 
and not only the central part of the cross-shaped fit-
ting. Also their function is not entirely identical with 
that of the Scandinavian finds: in Kobbeå only two 
pyramid-shaped fittings were found and they func-
tioned as connectors of the browband and cheekpiece 
(Nørgård Jørgensen 1992, Fig. 28); pairs of them ap-
peared also in the Merovingian circle (cf. Capelle 

148 Very decorative items, with cross-shaped mounts made of 
a metal band. 149 Gilded ones.
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1979, Fig. 11), while in the assemblage from Nowin-
ka four items were discovered, thus also other pairs of 
straps must have been connected (curiously enough in 
the case of the find from Tumiany also a pair of con-
nectors was found). Thus we have to do with a local 
imitation of a decorative motif and not of the whole 
product. Such interpretation is supported by another 
find from the area of the Elbląg group – a stray find 
of a headgear connector from Jelonki: the step pat-
tern was used as a decoration of a connector typical 
of the Tumiany type (Nowakowski 1998, p. 196, Fig. 
1:a), i.e., characteristic of Balt milieu. Western and 
northern analogies are dated quite widely, i.e., for the 
whole Migration Period until the end of Merovingian 
Period (Ørsnes 1993, p. 240, Fig. 53). The item from 
Nowinka is dated to the 3rd phase of the necropolis.
 Unusual connectors come from grave 118/3 
(four items). They have the shape of circular discs on 
which the ornament was pressed, the same on three of 
them, of a central boss and seven concentric circles of 
pseudo-filigree; on the fourth one the above composi-
tion was enriched with a ring-shaped pearl-like pattern 
around the central boss. At the ends of the arms pairs 
of hemispherical bosses and single rivet holes were 
added. The preserved rivets join the fittings with the 
overlapping ends of rectangular mounts of headgear 
straps150. If this is compared to M. Ørsnes’ typologi-
cal suggestions, they represent a mixed form 9D1/9D2. 
Comparable solution is known from the Elbląg group: 
it is the stray find from Elbląg-Żytno (Ehrlich 1932, 
Fig. 10; MAHE, inv. no 176/459) in shape of a circu-
lar plate with projecting arms, one of which was very 

long. Nevertheless it was made of bronze plate more 
solid than ones from Nowinka. Moreover it was origi-
nally fitted with an ornamental plate with a big boss (see 
Ehrlich 1932, Fig. 10) that didn’t survive – only a hole 
is visible in the middle of circular plate. In Nowinka it 
was found in grave from the 2nd phase of a cemetery but 
it is possible that they were used also slightly later: later 
chronology is approved by analogically ornamented 
finds quoted above, i.e., disc brooches.
 In grave 55/10, in turn, in the place where the 
straps crossed, rectangular plates of equal lengths, 
overlapping so that they made up a pattern of an 
equal-armed cross, were found (formally they should 
be determined as Type Ørsnes 9D1). At the place 
where they crossed they were joined by a rivet and 
similar rivets were fixed at the ends of the arms of the 
connectors. The cross-shaped connectors of this type 
were also found at the burial ground in Łęcze, grave 
25 (Dorr 1898, p. 11, Pl. III:15) and Elbląg-Żytno 
(Ehrlich 1932, Fig. 10). Similar form but cut out from 
a single piece is known from the Sambian cemetery at 
Mitino, grave 344 (personal commitment: K. Skvort-
sov).
 Quite numerous are elongated rectangular fit-
tings arranged at acute angles, serving partly as con-
nectors. One should mention here the sets from grave 
78/2 (ones ornamented with grooves), grave 121/2 
and grave 147/2 (both with impressed pattern). So far 
we do not know any exact analogies for them. Two 
of above features are connected with Phase 2 on the 
cemetery but it is impossible to draw any definite con-
clusions as refers to dating on these grounds.

III.3.2.3. Buckles

 In some cases small buckles, probably – bas-
ing on their location – serving to tighten headgear 
or rein straps were found (grave 17/21-22 and grave 
55/8: close to Type Butėnas III.2a; grave 18/13: Type 
Butėnas III.1d; grave 20/3: Type Butėnas IV.4; grave 
21/13-14: Type Butėnas III.1 and IV.4; grave 60/16-
17: Type Butėnas III.2 and IV.4; grave 62A/4-5: Type 
Butėnas IV.3/4; grave 83/11: Type Butėnas III.1a; 
grave 112/3: Type Butėnas III.1b; grave 114/3: Type 
Butėnas IV.4). Some of them were made of iron (grave 
62A/4-5, 112/3, 114/3) whereas the others of bronze. 
The location of buckles from grave 112/3 and grave 

114/3 at the back of the skull, on the left, suggests that 
they served to fasten the cheekpiece or throat-lash (in 
both graves no decorative headgear fittings were found) 
whereas thanks to a very well preserved arrangement 
of the headgear fittings from grave 83 it was possible 
to state that the buckle (83/11) was used to fasten the 
throat-lash. Similar buckles appeared in horse graves 
of the Elbląg group: kidney-shaped ones, e.g., Choj-
nowo, feature 14 (Kowalski 1985, Pl. II:1-2), Łęcze, 
grave 25 (Dorr 1898, p. 11, Pl. III:14) and oval one in 
Elbląg, Moniuszki St (Ehrlich 1937a, Fig. 2).

150 The motif of this kind was found in the Elbląg group: a very 
similar fitting was discovered in Elbląg-Żytno (Ehrlich 1932, 
Fig. 10, top left). An almost identical decoration as on the central 
piece of the connectors from grave 118/4 in Nowinka was found 
on the disc fibula from Łęcze, grave 76 (Dorr 1898, p. 20, Fig. 
6) and on the one from unknown site, in collection of MAG, inv. 
no 0031/02/01. Also the decorative belt mounts from grave 73 

in Lazdininkiai in Lithuania, dated to the first half of the 7th cen-
tury, have a very similar form (Bliujienė, Butkus 2002, p. 98-
99, Fig. 3:3). Circular plate (a disc fibula?) ornamented in that 
way comes from Natangian necropolis at Kholmogor’e (Heym 
1938, Pl. 35; von zu Mühlen 1978, Pl. 22; Kulakov 1990, p. 63, 
Pl. VIII:7) and quite close motif was found on the brooch from 
Sambian cemetery at Mitino, grave 266 (personal commitment: 
K. Skvortsov).
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III.3.2.4. Strap ends

 Some of lancet-shaped strap ends were surely 
related to a headgear (grave 21/11-12, 34/7, 60/15, 
82/7, 83/12). They were almost identical as the ones 
from sets of belt fittings. The main difference lies in 
the fact that their adornment was very limited: strap 
ends from grave 21/11-12 and two finds from grave 
60/15 possess grooves along edges of the upper part 
and metope in the middle, the item from grave 34/7 
has the ornament of stamped triangles on the tongue 
and horizontal grooves in the middle, one find from 
grave 60/15 is characterized by grooves along the 
edges of the upper part and in the middle, item from 
grave 82/7 has only horizontal grooves in the middle 
similarly to one item from grave 83/12. The second 
strap end from the latter wasn’t ornamented at all151. 
All of them have facetted tongues, some of them also 
upper parts (grave 34/7, 83/12 – one item). The strap 
ends were fastened with the use of  single rivets (grave 
21/11-12, 34/7, 60/15 – one item, 82/7) or double ones 
(grave 60/15 – two items, 83/12). They appeared in 
graves in different numbers: one (grave 34/5, 82/7), 
two (grave 21/11-12, 83/12) or three (grave 60/15) 
items; at least in case of grave 34 the set was incom-
plete. Their exact function can be reconstructed only 
occasionally as their original position most frequently 
was disturbed. In case of grave 83/12 it served as a 
throat-lash ending. We may imagine also different 
purpose: in grave XVII (horse 30) from Olsztyn group 
cemetery at Tumiany it decorated central strap, be-
hind the headpiece (Baranowski 1996, p. 77, Figs. 4, 
50). Lancet-shaped strap ends from horse graves are 
proved also for other Elbląg group cemeteries: Łęcze, 
grave 25 (Dorr 1898, Pl. III:16), Elbląg-Żytno (Ehr-
lich 1937a, Fig. 2), including grave 10 (Dorr 1914, p. 
9, Pl. II:4) – here with a wide tongue-shaped strap end 
(Dorr 1914, Pl. II:5). As refers to the chronology it is 
the same as lancet-shaped belt-end fittings, i.e., Phases 

E2-3. In Nowinka all of them them come from graves 
ascribed to Phase 3.
 In grave 21/9 another bronze strap end was 
found. It is almost rectangular in shape, with concave 
longer edges; grooves are situated along the sides. Is 
has not close analogies: similar but definitely more 
elongated, trapezoid items come from Balt cemetery 
at Kholmogor’e, grave ‘b’ (Heym 1938, Fig. 255; 
von zu Mühlen 1978, Pl. 22; Kulakov 1990, p. 63, Pl. 
VIII:7), however they appeared in theoretically later 
context (with early stirrups but also a disc ornament, 
paralel to the find from Łęcze, grave 76 (Dorr 1898, 
p. 20, Fig. 5, Pl. I:30)152. From the other side similar 
fittings from Taurapilis, barrow 5, widened in upper 
part and with delicately concave sides were found 
in feature dated to the turn of Phases D/E; here they 
served as mountings of strap used for fastening spurs 
(Bliujienė, Steponaitis 2009, Figs. 6, 10:3-4). This is 
possible that we deal with local derivatives close to 
tongue-shaped strap ends. The find from Nowinka is 
dated to the 3rd phase of the necropolis.
 Unique strap end was found in grave 118/5. It 
mas made of an anchor-shaped plate with impressed 
dot and pearl-like ornament, with additional rivet 
at the end. It served as the lower end of the central 
strap. It has no analogies and in Nowinka it is con-
nected with 2nd phase of the cemetery. The same was 
the function of strap end from grave 78/3. Made of 
bronze it had almost rectangular shape but one of the 
shorter ends was convex; additionally it was adorned 
with two bosses impressed from the inner side. May-
be also a stray find SF/16, ornamented in the similar 
way should be linked with analogical headgear. Find 
from grave 78/3 cannot be dated precisely; only if 
we compared it with chronology of other graves with 
headgear fittings arranged at acute angles we would 
link it with Nowinka Phase 1 or 2.

151 Hypothetically one may add to the group of horse harness 
strap ends also the stray find SF/8 as it was not ornamented.

III.3.2.5. Blinkers

 Completely unique find comes from grave 
117/3. There were square bronze plates with the sides 
of 4.2 cm found there. They were richly decorated 
with embossed motifs: at the edge a row of pearl-like 
ornament was placed between two straight lines, in 
the corners, little squares, and in the inside impressed 
rosettes with central points surrounded by pearl-like 
ornament (nine on one plate and twelve on the oth- 152 There are controverises as refers to the dating of stirrups’ ap-

pearence in Balt milieu. They result from doubts concerning 
compactness of the earliest strirrup graves furnishings which 
were not adequately documented (cf. Kleemann 1956b; von 
zu Mühlen 1975, p. 47; Żak, Maćkowiak-Kotkowska 1988, 

er). Some fragments of leather and fabric adhered to 
them. Due to their location it is supposed that they 
functioned as decorative blinkers. The silver head 
fittings from Elbląg, Moniuszki St, unfortunately 
known only from a photograph of the horse burial, 
which does not allow to make a reliable comparison, 
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may have had a similar function (Ehrlich 1937b, Fig. 
10). It may be also possible that the presence of blin-
kers suggests that harness animals were deposited in 
the burials. This may be confirmed by the asymmetry 
of many bits, which would be practical if they were 
used for two harnessed horses. It should be reminded 

that in Nowinka, i.a., pairs of horses were found in bu-
rials. The predominant number of single burials and 
the unique character of the discovery from grave 117/3 
seem, however, to contradict this. It seems that if we 
really have to do with a burial of a harness horse, then 
it is a rather isolated case.

footnote 561; Świętosławski 1990, p. 32-33). Nevertheless the 
latest paper concerning the problem (Nowakowski 2008) con-
firms the conclusion by O. Kleemann (1956b), who stated that 
the earliest stirrups emerged in the Balt milieu in chronologi-
cal horizon of late ladder brooches, i.e., synchronically with a 
period of the Nowinka cemetery’s existence. W. Nowakowski 
tried to specify their chronology to the end of the Migration 
Period what he meant 650-700 A.D. (2008, p. 199) but such 
late chronology does not have to be adequate (it seems to be 
prolonged excessively just to fit datings of late ladder broches 
and early stirrups).

III.3.2.6. Other fittings

 Some fittings are more problematic as refers to 
their function. One should mention here the find from 
grave 62A/6. Is is rectangular iron plate with a washer 
(both linked with two rivets). Unfortunately it has no 
analogies so far. Nevertheless it was found near bri-

dle so probably it served as a connection of the strap, 
strenghtening of it or rein fastening. The same prob-
lem refers to two iron finds from grave 65/5 situated 
analogically. Grave 62A cannot be dated precisely but 
grave 65 comes from 1st phase of necropolis.

III.3.3. Saddles

 In some graves it may be assumed that the 
horse was buried together with the saddle made of 
organic materials. Although such materials can not 
survive till modern times, certain premises seem to 
confirm such a presumption. In grave 20/4-7 iron and 
bronze fittings located over the animal’s backbone 
were found, probably strengthening certain parts of 
the saddle. What is more, fragments of wood were 
found in this place, some of them sticking to the iron 
(grave 20/6) and bronze (grave 20/7) fittings (in the 
last case lime wood fragments were traced). So far 
they find so exact parallels (see Ørsnes 1993, p. 271-
275). The presence of organic materials on the ani-
mals’ backs was recorded also in graves 17 and 21. 
According to the analysis conducted by T. Radek in 
grave 17 these were fragments of moss and, in grave 
21, tissues of wicker or bast making up a kind of 
plait. The analysis of the samples also showed the 
presence of remnants of tanned leather and of horse, 
cattle, and sheep fur, which T. Radek interpreted as 
remains of horse fur and remains of pieces of leather 
harness tanned together with hair (cattle hides and 
hair) as well as remains of fabrics (sheep hair). The 
saddle was made of oak wood planks (Quercus sp.) 
covered with hide. Also in grave 21/8 at the side of 
the animal’s hind-part bronze plates ornamented with 

grooves along the edges were found (fifteen items): 
maybe fittings of the dock (?). Iron fittings in the form 
of plates connected by massive rivets spaced out by 
ca 1 cm (fragments of wood were preserved between 
the plates) arranged in a way impossible to interpret, 
nails, and rectangular washers, were found near the 
back of the horse buried in grave 89/3-5.
 In graves 119/2 and 155/2, large iron buckles, 
probably used to fasten the girth (and thus to secure the 
saddle, held in place by the girth), were found near the 
animal’s abdomen. First of them should be attributed 
to Type Butėnas IV.3/4 and the second to Type Butėnas 
III.2. Similar buckles (in form, dimensions, and the lo-
cation in the grave) were found at sites from the West 
Balt circle: in Olsztyn group necropolis at Tumiany, 
grave X, horse 20; grave XIII, horse 23; grave XV, 
horse 27 (cf. Baranowski 1996, p. 77, Figs. 30:c, 35:a, 
40:d), in Sambian-Natangian area at Kholmogor’e 
(Heym 1938, Pl. 35) and Suvorovo, grave 345 (Heym 
1938, Pl. 36:259), in culturally linked cemetery at 
Sątoczno, grave 3 (Lasota-Moskalewska, Perlikowska-
Puszkarska 1994, p. 193, Fig. 2) and also in the Sudo-
vian culture at Szwajcaria, barrow 25 (Jaskanis 1966, 
Fig. 4-5) and Korkliny, barrow 2 (Jaskanis 1966, p. 40, 
Fig. 6; Krysiak, Serwatka 1970, p. 219). They should 
be interpreted in an analogous way.
 The data presented above do not, of course, al-
low to say anything about how the presumed saddles 
may have been constructed. The only relation to any 
of the various features of burial rites or grave goods, 
which it was possible to observe, is that in graves with 
alleged saddles bits had large spans (grave 20 – 17 
cm, grave 89 – 14 cm, grave 119 – 15 cm, grave 155 
– 16 cm). It is hard, however, to establish if this has 
any connection with using saddles. Also grounds for 
making any conclusions concerning chronology of 
saddles are too weak.
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III.3.4. Arrangements of headgear

 In a few cases it is possible to reconstruct the 
arrangements of headgear, basing on the fittings’ locali-
zation in a grave (Pl. CXIV). The model known from 
the cemetery of the Olsztyn group and hence called the 
Tumiany type (La Baume 1944, p. 13-14)153  is repre-
sented by a set of fittings from grave 83 in Nowinka 
(Pl. CXIV:2). Rectangular plates (grave 83/9) covered 
in that case the cheekpieces, headpiece, browband, 
noseband (in the exposed part, i.e., in the front part of 
the head) and the central strap, running along the axis 
of the horse’s head extending from the headpiece to the 
noseband or even beyond it and ending with a lancet-
shaped fitting (grave 83/12). Also part of the throat-lash 
was fitted and the strap coming through the buckle was 
ended with a lancet-shaped fitting (grave 83/12). In the 
places where the straps crossed, connectors in the form 
of circular plates with four arms each ending with four 
rivets designed to fix the straps were used (grave 83/7). 
In the grave there were seven such connectors, which 
provides a certain point of reference owing to the very 
well preserved arrangement of the headgear fittings. 
An almost identical arrangement of headgear fittings 
was found in grave XVII, horse 30 in Tumiany (Bara-
nowski 1996, p. 77, Figs. 4, 50). The only difference 
consists in the use of one of the lancet-shaped fittings 
to decorate part of the central strap, behind the head-
piece found in Tumiany, while in Nowinka it was used 
as an end of the throat-lash.
 One may say that in grave 118 metal mounts 
(grave 118/4) decorated the browband, noseband (in 
this case composed of a pair of parallel straps), the cen-
tral strap (from the headband to below the noseband) 
and the right cheekpiece (the arrangement was almost 
intact)154. The lower end of the central strap was made 
of an anchor-shaped plate with a rivet at the end (grave 
118/5). Four connectors (grave 118/3) with pressed or-
nament were also used (Pl. CXIV:3).
 The set of fittings from grave 120 also de-
serves attention (grave 120/16). On the skull of horse 
I mounts from the cheekpieces, the central strap (from 
the headpiece to the lower part of the skull), browband 
and headpiece were found.

 In grave 21, on a partly disturbed horse skull 
other thirty six bronze mounts of standard type (grave 
21/15) with double grooves along longer edges and 
one or two rivets at the ends were found. They deco-
rated the browband, headpiece, noseband and the two 
cheekpieces; also two small buckles (grave 21/13-
14), two lancet-shaped strap ends (grave 21/1-12) and 
some remains of the straps were discovered.
 Unfortunately, in grave 55, it is impossible re-
liably to reconstruct the headgear: the two sets of fit-
tings (double burial) were scattered and mixed up. It 
is, however, worth to notice the presence of connectors 
consisting of two plates: a longer one and a shorter one 
fixed to it with a rivet placed at the end, and arranged at 
an angle of about 45° (grave 55/10). This is an example 
of a solution serving both to decorate and strengthen 
the branching out straps. In the case of the discussed 
grave, typical fittings of thin plate, decorated with lines 
engraved along the longer edges were used.
 Fittings arranged at acute angles are more nu-
merous at the analysed necropolis. One should men-
tion here the sets from grave 78 and 121. In grave 78 
an almost intact arrangement of cheekpieces, brow-
band, noseband and central strap (from the browband 
to the place below the noseband) mounts was found (Pl. 
CXIV:1). Moreover, another specific feature of horse 
harness from Nowinka is manifested here, i.e., multi-
plied straps of the headgear (grave 78/2): in this case the 
browband consisted of three parallel straps covered with 
plates, whereas the noseband, of two similarly decorated 
straps, the lower of which was connected to the central 
strap at the angle of about 45°. The lower end of the 
central strap had the form of a mount similar in shape to 
a rectangle but rounded at the end and with two deco-
rative bosses: they were attached to the strap with the 
use of two rivets (grave 78/3). In grave 121, where fit-
tings were partly preserved in their original arrangement 
(Pl. CXIV:4), however, it was found that some plates 
made up triangular patterns (grave 121/2). A reproduc-
tion of the former was obtained thanks to the mounts 
going from the noseband on either side at an angle to the 
central strap (motif of a triangle with the apex pointing 
upwards). The second triangle was slightly higher and 
had its apex pointing downwards. It was made of plates 
going from the headband at an angle towards the cent-
ral strap. Also the headpiece, browband, cheekpieces, 
noseband, and the central strap were mounted (from the 
headpiece to the level below the noseband). The way of 
fixing the fittings is also very interesting: they were at-
tached by means of pieces of flat wire running through 
holes in the metal plates and bent on the inside. An al-
most identical decorative arrangement (only the fittings 

153 It is worth noting that this type was not defined precisely by 
W. La Baume, and the examples used to illustrate it differ con-
siderably (cf. Baranowski 1996, p. 76). The common features, 
however, were supposed to be cross-shaped strap connectors, 
elongated, rectangular mounts, belt buckles and tongue-shaped 
strap ends (the bits may have been ended with rings or metal 
rods).

154 Lack of the fittings of the left cheekpiece may be explained by 
the fact that the thin plate was destroyed.
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of the central strap did not reach below the noseband) 
and the way of fixing them was found for the headgear 
fittings from grave 147/2.
 In grave 117 on the horse’s skull layed fittings 
(grave 117/2) of the browband, cheekpieces and the 
central strap (probably extending from the headpiece 
to the noseband). Unfortunately, they were preserved in 
small pieces and it was impossible to reproduce how 
they looked like: most probably they were rectangular 
plates decorated with stamped transverse railing orna-
ment, similarly as in grave 120. The most spectacular 
finds were two bronze ornamental plates, described 
above, serving probably as blinkers (grave 117/3).
 Summing up it is worth to note that the sets of 
headgear fittings from Nowinka, besides the solutions 
known in the Balt world (similar to the Tumiany type) 
have their specific features. These embrace the use of 
many straps with mounts155 (grave 78, 118), including 

the plates oriented towards one another at acute angles 
(grave 55, 121, 147), the method of joining decorative 
elements with flat wire (grave 47, 82, 120, 121, 147), 
characteristic patterns embossed on fittings and their 
specific forms, even if inspired by external influences 
(cf. connectors from grave 21/16) bearing traces of lo-
cal production, or the use of unique for the area ends of 
the central strap (graves 78 and 118). All that indicates 
that headgear ornaments were results of local produc-
tion open to external influences.
 Deducing from the chronology of Nowinka 
finds one may assume that arrangements of headgear 
fittings at acute angles were characteristic for Phase 
1 (grave 55) and Phase 2 of the cemetery (grave 121, 
147) and joining straps with a wire appeared in Phase 
2 (grave 121, 147) and 3 (grave 82, 120). Multiplied 
straps were proved for Phase 2 (grave 118) but there 
are no grouds to establish their chronology firmly.

III.4.Tools and toilet accesories (Bartosz Kontny)

III.4.1 Knives

 At the cemetery in Nowinka seven knives 
were found (grave 2/5, 18/7, 41/3, 48/1, 60/4, 85/25, 
feature 161/1). All of them are small in size, ca 10-
15 cm in length. They have short tangs and clearly 
longer blades ca 1.5 cm wide, distinguished on the 
side of the blade and sometimes also on the side of the 
back (grave 18/7). They are poorly preserved; due to 
corrosion only fragments remained: only items from 
grave 2/5, grave 18/7, grave 48/1 and feature 161/1 
were preserved in large part. In some cases fragments 
of wooden handles were preserved (grave 2/5, 18/7, 
feature 161/1); for knife from grave 85/25 it was pos-
sible to establish the kind of wood from which the 
handle was made (oak). In one case the wooden part 
was reinforced at the base of the tang with an iron 
band (grave 2/5). In two cases (grave 2/5, 85/25) re-
mains of leather were preserved on the blades, which 
indicates that this material was used to make the 
sheaths. One of the knives (grave 60/4) was placed 
in a wooden sheath girded with bronze foil with em-
bossed ornament (railing ornament bordered with 
double pearl-like lines).
 In Nowinka knives were found much more fre-
quently in women’s burials marked by anthropological 
and archaeological indices (grave 2, 41, 48) and the ar-
chaeological context (grave 85 – a ‘female set’). Only 

grave 60 can be described as a man’s burial (weapons) 
and the gender of the deceased buried in grave 18 is 
not evident (the presence of a bracelet seems to indi-
cate a woman and of a drinking horn, a man). The for-
mer, however, is not typical: it has a decorative sheath. 
Similar conclusions may be drawn also basing on the 
analysis of the cemetery in Łęcze where the numerous 
knives only twice, in grave 63 and grave 76, were re-
gistered in graves with weapons (Dorr 1898, p. 15).
 The small diversification of the forms of 
knives from Nowinka was determined by their func-
tion; they do not have any chronological value and 
can be assigned both to Phase 1 (grave 2 and 41) and 
Phase 3 (grave 18, 60 and 85) of the necropolis.
 Small knives were also found at other ne-
cropolises of the Elbląg group: in Chojnowo, stray 
find (Neugebauer 1934, p. 321, Pl. LXX:4.a), grave 
18 (Neugebauer 1934, p. 322, Pl. LXX:4.b)156, fea-
ture 5, feature 11 and feature 12 (Kowalski 1985, p. 
229), Elbląg-Żytno: one in the vicinity of grave 3 and 
two stray finds (Dorr 1914, p. 13, Pl. III:8), grave 
68 (slightly wider, found near the back of the horse 
and considered to be the proof that the animal was 
killed in the burial pit157), grave 71, grave 89, grave 

155 Although a double browband is known from Tumiany (La 
Baume 1944, Fig. 19), such a solution was exceptional in the 
Olsztyn group. It is worth to note that standard cross-shaped 
connectors with a small boss in the centre and less typical T-
shaped connectors cut from sheet metal were used here.

156 A bent knife was found there, which is a unique situation for 
the Elbląg group (Neugebauer 1934, p. 324).

157 Due to the lack of detailed information concerning the context 
of the discovery, this claim does not seem fully justified; to kill 
a horse a precise hit had to be made, besides, it is not known 
how bigh the knife was, which certainly was important for the 
situation in which it was used.
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91, grave 92, grave 96 and grave 97158 (Ehrlich 1920, 
p. 185, 193, 194), Łęcze, grave 1 – two items (Dorr 
1898, p. 9), grave 9 (Dorr 1898, p. 9, Pl. I:18), grave 
17 (Dorr 1898, p. 10), grave 19 (Dorr 1898, p. 10), 
grave 20 (Dorr 1898, p. 10), grave 23 (Dorr 1898, p. 
11), grave 27 – two items (Dorr 1898, p. 11, Pl. I:19), 
grave 28 (Dorr 1898, p. 12), grave 30 (Dorr 1898, p. 
12), grave 36 (Dorr 1898, p. 12), grave 46 (Dorr 1898, 
p. 13), grave 49 (Dorr 189, p. 13), grave 52 (Dorr 
1898, p. 14), grave 53 (Dorr 1898, p. 14), grave 55 
(Dorr 1898, p. 14), grave 63 – two items (Dorr 1898, 
p. 15), grave 75 (Dorr 1898, p. 16), grave 76 – two 
items (Dorr 1898, p. 16)159 and Podgórze, grave 4 (Pei-
ser 1919, p. 337), grave 5 (Peiser 1919, p. 337-338), 
grave 40a (Peiser 1919, p. 348-349).
 Larger knives occurred in the Elbląg group 
sporadically: in Podgórze, grave 2 (Peiser 1919, 
p. 336-337) and grave 5 (Peiser 1919, p. 337-338) and 
in Młoteczno, accidentally discovered assemblage? 
(Ziemlińska-Odojowa 1991, footnote 8, Fig. 5). The 
above-mentioned finds are, however, clearly earlier 
than the ones from Nowinka: in grave 2 from Podgórze 
there were crossbow brooches with solid catchplates, 
in grave 5 – the brooch Type Schlusskreuzfibel160, also 
the knife from Młoteczno may be in theory linked to 
the earliest stage of the Elbląg group although it is not 
certain if this assemblage is coherent.
 Small knives, slightly differing in proportions 
and the shape of the tangs and blades may be found at 
the Sambian-Natangian area, e.g., in Suvorovo, grave 
9 (Heym 1939, Fig. 86; Kulakov 1990, Pl. IX:4), grave 
171 (Heym 1938, Fig. 81; Kulakov 1990, Pl. XI:15), 
grave 246 (Heym 1938, Fig. 88), grave 287 (Heym 
1938, Fig. 83; Kulakov 1990, Pl. XVI:4), grave 343 
(Heym 1938, Fig. 87), grave 364 (Heym 1938, Fig. 
82; Kulakov 1990, Pl. XVIII:6) or the numerous finds 
from Mitino (personal commitment: K. Skvortsov). 
They were also very popular at the necropolises of the 
Olsztyn group, e.g., Tumiany, grave 2 (Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 1:2.d), grave 8 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 2:8.d), grave 13 

(Jakobson 2009, Pl. 3:13.d), grave 30a (Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 15:p), grave 32 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 19:1), grave 33 
(Jakobson 2009, Pl. 20:c), grave 41 (Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 27:m), grave 29 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 29:g), grave 47 
(Jakobson 2009, Pl. 30:f), grave 57 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 
40:h, i), grave 71 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 44:71.h), grave 
73 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 45:73.d), grave 75 (Jakobson 
2009, Pl. 46:i), grave 77 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 47:o), 
grave 88 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 55:88.g), grave 95 (Ja-
kobson 2009, Pl. 59:95.m), grave 96 (Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 60:96.g), grave 97 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 59:97.c), 
grave 100 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 61:100.b), grave 107 
(Jakobson 2009, Pl. 64:107.b), grave 108c (Jakobson 
2009, Pl. 64:108.c-b), grave 112 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 
65:112.b), grave 113 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 65:113.c), 
grave 118 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 68:118.b), grave 119 (Ja-
kobson 2009, Pl. 69:119.a), grave 127 (Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 71:127.a), grave 135 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 72:135.b), 
grave 141 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 73:o), grave 142 (Ja-
kobson 2009, Pl. 74:k), grave 143 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 
75:143.c), grave 146 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 75:146.a), 
grave 150 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 80:g), grave 151 (Ja-
kobson 2009, Pl. 81:151.b), Kielary, grave 9 (Jakob-
son 2009, Pl. 116:9.p), grave 33 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 
137:f), grave 46 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 147:p), grave 49 
(Jakobson 2009, Pl. 145:49), grave 52 (Jakobson 2009, 
Pl. 151:52.b), grave 58 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 152:58.a), 
grave 73 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 160:73.f), grave 90 (Ja-
kobson 2009, Pl. 174:k).
 In the West Balt circle there are also analogies 
for the sheath of the knive from grave 60/4 decorated 
with the railing and pearl-like motifs. In the Olsztyn 
group analogously decorated sheath fittings were dis-
covered in Tumiany, stray find (Ehrlich 1931a, Fig. 10; 
Jakobson 2009, p. 65, Pl. 100:139, 219:f) and Kielary, 
grave 6 (Ehrlich 1931a, Fig. 7; Jakobson 2009, p. 69, 
Pl. 111:o, 219:d). The difference consist in the mate-
rial from which the sheaths were made (silver plate in 
Tumiany and Kielary) and dimensions of the knives 
(clearly larger knives in the Olsztyn group).

158 For knives from grave 68 and grave 97 also remains of wood-
en handles were preserved.

159 For knives from grave 28, grave 52, grave 62 and grave 76 
remains of wooden handles were preserved, and for knife from 
grave 36 – of a wooden sheath.

160 Here so-called dagger-knife (Dolchmesser) was found.

III.4.2. Spindle whorls

 At the cemetery two biconical clay spindle 
whorls were discovered (grave 15/2, 93/1). They 
were carefully made: one bears traces of turning, the 
other has carefully polished surface. The fragment 

of amber from grave 102/1, which may have served 
as a whorl, is described in the part devoted to amber 
products. They probably come from women’s burials 
but in neither case it was possible to determine the 
gender of the deceased on the basis of bone remains. 
This claim is also confirmed by the fact that none of 
the whorls from the Elbląg group was found together 
with evident indicators of the male gender. 
 So far whorls were found at the following 
cemeteries of the Elbląg group: Chojnowo, feature 
4 (Kowalski 1985, p. 228, Fig. I:19), Elbląg-Żytno 
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(Dorr 1914, p. 5), Łęcze, grave 42 (Dorr 1898, p. 13), 
grave 43 (Dorr 1898, p. 13), grave 45 (Dorr 1898, 
p. 13, Pl. I:10) and grave 55 (Dorr 1898, p. 14) as 
well as Podgórze, grave 37 (Peiser 1919, p. 347-
348). These are biconical items often with a clearly 
marked bend (Dorr 1898, p. 23; Kowalski 1985, Fig. 
I:19), usually undecorated (except for the find from 
Łęcze, grave 45). It is said in literature that some 
whorls were made of amber, e.g., Łęcze, stray find 
(Dorr 1898, p. 23; cf. Kulakov 1990, p. 34), yet it is 
possible that these were in fact large amber beads. It 
is possible that some whorls were made of stone – the 
item from Elbląg-Żytno was made of clay or stone 
(Dorr 1914, p. 5).
 Biconical clay whorls are also known from 
Sambian-Natangian areas: Type 2 after V. Kulakov 
(1990, p. 34), e.g., from Mitino, grave 67, grave 156, 
grave 207, grave 349, grave 364 (personal commit-
ment: K. Skvortsov), and Olsztyn group, e.g., from 

Kielary, grave 68 (Hollack 1900, p. 180; Jakobson 
2009, p. 82, Pl. 159:68.b, 217:N’), Miętkie II, grave 
32 (Kulakov 1989, p. 182, Fig. 15:3), grave 66 (Ku-
lakov 1989, p. 182, Fig. 19:1), Leleszki, grave 22 
(Kulakov 1989, p. 185, Fig. 22:2; Bitner-Wróblewska 
2008, Pl. XLVII), Tumiany, grave 74 (Kulakov 1989, 
p. 192, Fig. 40:2; Jakobson 2009, p. 49, Pl. 45:74.e), 
grave 198b (Kulakov 1989, p. 200, Fig. 57:7; Bitner-
Wróblewska 2008, Pl. XXXI).
 As the graves with spindle whorls from No-
winka had poor grave goods, their chronological anal-
ysis is impossible. On the basis of other discoveries 
from the Elbląg group it is possible that they occurred 
in a wide temporal spectrum: in the initial (Podgórze, 
grave 37 – i.a., with a brooch Type Dollkeim/Kov-
rovo), early (Chojnowo, feature 4 – with a brooch 
Type Schlusskreuzfibel), and late chronological phase 
of the Elbląg group (Łęcze, grave 55 – with a pair of 
compact ladder brooches).

III.4.3. Combs

 At the cemetery two combs made of deer ant-
lers (grave 83/5, grave 85/26) were found. Both were 
long (10-11 cm) and narrow, three-layer, with decora-
tive outer plates in the shape of low arch, fixed to the 
toothed plates by means of seven bronze rivets with 
high hemispherical heads. Together with the comb 
from grave 85/26 the case was also well-preserved 
whereas in grave 83 only small fragments could be 
found among the pieces of antlers. The case was 
made up of two pairs of elongated plates: rectangular 
at the top and arched at the bottom, joined; at one end 
additional short antler plate was preserved between 
the rivets, which ensured that there was a space be-
tween the layers. Outer plates of the combs and the 
case were decorated with combinations of engraved 
lines and rows of concentric circles.
 So far no combs in burials of the Elbląg group 
were found, which should be, however, put down to 
the unsatistactory state of research. The only mention 
is the information about fragments of a comb found 
in a feature (?) accidentally discovered in Młoteczno 
(Ziemlińska-Odojowa 1991, p. 105, footnote 8, Fig. 
5)161. At the Balt areas, especially in Lithuania, they 
are rare and often represent forms different from the 
ones found in Nowinka (cf. Tautavičius 1996, p. 275-
277; Griciuvienė, Buža 2007, p. 220). However, simi-
lar combs are known from the Olsztyn group, e.g., 
Kielary, grave 91 (Hollack 1900, p. 184, Fig. 73; Ja-

kobson 2009, Pl. 175:91.a, 220:k), Leleszki, grave 14 
(Kulakov 1989, Fig. 21:1), Miętkie II, grave 32 (Ku-
lakov 1989, Fig. 15:3), Tumiany, grave 47 (Bitner-
Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. IX; Jakobson 2009, Pl. 30:47.e, 
220:i), grave 49 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 33:49.o), grave 
227 and grave 228 (Voigtmann files), Waplewo, grave 
10 (Voigtmann files), Piecki, grave (Rudnicki 2004, 
p. 266, Pl. I:8), Wyszembork, site IVa, grave 197 and 
grave 293 (Szymański 2005, p. 63, Pl. XV:1-2)162. In the 
Balt milieu they are recorded also at the Sambian-Na-
tangian areas, e.g., Suvorovo, grave 26 (Heydeck 1938, 
Fig. 50; Kulakov 1990, p. 64). Very similar construc-
tions are also known from Thuringian areas (Schmidt 
1961, p. 141-144), e.g., Bilzingsleben, Lkr. Sömmerda, 
grave 30 (Schmidt 1976, Pl. 30:2.n), Obermöllern, Lkr. 
Burgenlandkreis, grave 15 (Schmidt 1976, Pl. 88:d) 
and grave 26 (Schmidt 1976, Pl. 92:2.d), Beuditz, Lkr. 
Weiβenfels, grave 1 (Schmidt 1976, Pl. 110:1.b), as 
well as the Gepidic cemeteries in the basin of the Tisa 
River, e.g., Hódmözovásárhely-Kishomok, kom. Cson-
grád grave 73 (Boná, Nagy 2002, Pl. 19:73.1) or Szol-
nok-Szanda, kom. Jász-Nagykun-Szolnok, grave 68 
(Boná, Nagy 2002, Pl. 37:68.1, 98:5). Combs were also 

161 The grave was said to contain the body of a maturus man but 
the circumstances of the discovery suggest that its coherence 
is quite doubtful.

162 In the Olsztyn group also slim combs, which were part of 
the horse grave goods, are quite well documented: Tumiany, 
grave III, grave V, grave VII, grave VIII, grave IX, yet these 
are different forms with archaic features consisting in more 
or less pronouced bell-shaped handle end (Baranowski 1996, 
Figs. 9:g, 22:f, 24:c, 28:g), whereas the item from grave V is 
completely different: it is exceptionally long (more than 20 
cm) and has a straight handle (Baranowski 1996, Fig. 14:j).
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recorded at the Frankish areas (Aufleger 1996, p. 642) 
and in Scandinavia (Callmer 1995), especially on Got-
land (Nerman 1969, Pl. 37-40)163 where their state of 
preservation is enhanced by the favourable climate164. 
Similar forms, but with a triangular handle, were also 
recorded in Moravia and Bohemia where they are con-
sidered to be Slavic, e.g., Kozly, okr. Mělnik, waste 
pit (Curta 2008, Fig. 10), Svépravice, okr. Pelhřimov, 
Praha-Horni Počernice, okr. Praha-mĕsto, semi-dugout 
from 1981 (Curta 2008, Fig. 11), Roztoky, okr. Praha-
západ, feature 911 (Curta 2008, Fig. 12). It may be thus 
assumed that this is an interregional form, occurring 
during the Migration Period, which developed from 
earlier forms dated to the Late Roman Period and the 
Early Migration Period, with a bell-shaped or triangu-
lar handle (cf. Schmidt 1961, p. 141, 144). The finds 
from Nowinka were most probably local products, 
judging from the West Balt traditions of antler work-
ing. More precise dating is not possible, the finds from 
the Olsztyn group, however, should not be connected 
with its early phase (cf. Rudnicki 2004, p. 268, 270), 
Scandinavian combs occurred starting with Nordic 
Phase I for a very long time (cf. Nørgård Jørgensen 
1999, cat. no 226, 239, 260-261, 318, 333, 338) and 
the Gepidic finds are earlier than the occupation of 
the Tisa areas by the Avars in 567 A.D., whereas the 
Slavic finds occurred in assemblages imprecisely dated 
with the Prague Style pottery decorated and undeco-
rated, at the turn of the 6th and 7th century (Curta 2008, 
p. 673). B. Schmidt’s observation that slimmer items 
with poorly marked out handle may have appeared in 
the late 5th century and forms decorated with grooves 
along the edges in the early 6th century may serve as 
a certain kind of indication; B. Schmidt noticed also 
on the basis of finds from Central Germany that in the 

early 7th century the plates from which the platings of 
the combs were made became semi-circular in cross-
section instead of the rectangular one (1961, p. 144). 
As this feature occurs in finds from Nowinka, it may 
indicate a late chronology, reaching the early 7th centu-
ry. This agrees with the fact that both assemblages with 
combs belong to Phase 3 of the Nowinka necropolis.
 It is worth to stress the fact that combs from 
Nowinka were found in cases. According to the cur-
rent state of knowledge it may be assumed that cases 
appeared in the Early Migration Period (Phase D3) to-
gether with combs with bell-shaped handles, see bog 
site Nydam IV (Jørgensen, Petersen 2003, p. 283, Fig. 
37). In the Late Migration Period they were much more 
frequent; they are known from the Olsztyn group, e.g., 
Tumiany, horse graves VII-IX (Baranowski 1996, 
Figs. 22:f, 24:c, 28:g), from Gotland (Nerman 1969, 
Pl. 40: 420) or central Germany, e.g., Obermöllern, 
Lkr. Burgenlandkreis, grave 15 (Schmidt 1976, Pl. 
88:d).
 There remains the question whether combs 
were determiners of gender. For the finds from the 
Gepidic lands studies were duly conducted, which in-
dicated that the combs appeared both in men’s and 
women’s graves, and slightly rarer also in children’s 
burials; found next to the skull they were used to fix 
the hair (Boná, Nagy 2002, p. 95-99). Similar conclu-
sions were drawn from the analysis of finds from the 
Frankish areas where they were found in graves of 
both genders (Aufleger 1996, p. 642). It seems that it 
should be the same in the Elbląg group. Unfortunate-
ly, the finds from Nowinka are not numerous enough 
to settle this issue. It may be only said that comb from 
grave 85 occurred in a ‘female set’ and in grave 83 an 
adult was buried, probably a woman.

163 Also with cases (cf. Nerman 1969, Pl. 40:420).
164 The lack of finds of combs in the other parts of Scandinavia 

is explained by the unfavourable climatic conditions, e.g., on 
Bornholm they are manifested by the presence of very small 
rivets in the grave assemblages (Jørgensen, Nørgård Jørgensen 
1997, p. 54-55).

III.5. Vessels (Bartosz Kontny, Jerzy Okulicz-Kozaryn, Mirosław Pietrzak)

III.5.1. Drinking horns (Bartosz Kontny, Jerzy Okulicz-Kozaryn, Mirosław Pietrzak)

 In nine graves (grave 11/1, 17/19, 18/8, 21/5, 
62A/1, 82/1 and 82/4, 83/4, 84/9, 85/14) fragment-
ed pieces of thin silver foil from plating of drinking 
horns were found (only in grave 62A/1 and grave 82/1 
it was probably bronze leaf). The form of the drink-
ing horn is difficult to reconstruct because the leaf 
was strongly fragmented and fragile. Basing on the 
few better preserved parts and imprints of embossed 

plates in the soil a tentative reconstruction was made 
(grave 82/4a, 84/9a, 85/14a). The horns had naturally 
curved shape; they were probably made from cattle 
horns. For the best preserved one from grave 85/14 
the original length of the horn was ca 19 cm and the 
diameter of the opening ca 7 cm. It was possible to 
establish approximate dimensions for the find from 
grave 17/19: the length was ca 12-13 cm and the di-
ameter at the rim ca 4.5-5 cm165. The silver leaf cov-
ered top and bottom parts of the horns, probably fixed 
with little nails (grave 17/19) or hooked over the rim 

165 The horn, mentioned also below, from grave 1 in ex-Warni-
kam (Hillberg 2009, p. 315) had a similar diameter (5.7 cm).
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(grave 85/14): in grave 85/14 it was a horizontal band 
ca 8 cm wide and in grave 17/19 more than 4.8 cm; 
similar solution was probably applied in grave 82/4 
whereas the fitting from grave 84/9 tapered on one 
side towards the rim. In all three reconstructed horns 
also the bottom parts were covered with metal: the 
fittings had the shape of narrow bands with parallell 
edges and a curved band going towards the tip of the 
horn. All the leaves were embossed, but only in some 
cases it was possible to reproduce the major part of the 
decoration. In grave 11/1 there were used: a motif of 
two horizontal rows of the railing motif, under them 
a row or rosettes, then three railing rows and below 
them a band with a wafer motif. In horn from grave 
17/19 in the upper part there were two rows of rail-
ing ornament separated by horizontal ‘pseudo-corded’ 
lines, below them a band with a wafer motif bordered 
with two pearl-like lines. In grave 18/8 there was a ro-
sette motif, in grave 21/5 a rosette motif and railing or-
nament separated by double pearl-like lines, in grave 
62A/1 a motif of a railing row bordered with horizon-
tal lines, in grave 82/4, alternating rows of raling orna-
ment, horizontal lines and triangles and rhombuses of 
triple lines. In grave 83/4 survived impressed bands of 
railing ornament and double pearl-like lines separated 
with horizontal lines. In grave 84/9 one may notice – 
in the rim part – pearl-like lines, below them a zone 
delimited by a curved band of pearl-like ornament and 
in it a motif of rosettes; at the end of the horn vertical 
and horizontal pearl-like lines. Finally in grave 85/14 
four horizontal decorative zones separated by single 
rows of wedge–shaped stamps were arranged, at the 
top double pearl-like row, below two decorative zones 
of plaited pattern of bands filled with small pearl-like 
ornaments, between a zone with s-shaped bands filled 
with pearl-like ornament; the fitting at the end of the 
horn had five rows of double pearl-like lines and pairs 
of curved bands of pearl-like ornament.
 Drinking horns so far have been almost com-
pletely unknown at the area of the Elbląg group. Only 
in Chojnowo, feature 14, it was possible to identify 
fittings of a drinking horn made of silver foil with 
embossed railing motif (Kowalski 1985, p. 229, Pl. 
II:28)166. It is also probable that a fragment of a tubu-
lar, as it seems originally circular in shape bronze fit-
ting with rivets from Łęcze, grave 25, considered to be 
a part of horse furniture (Dorr 1898, p. 11, Pl. III:18) 

was in fact a fitting of the rim of a drinking horn. It 
may be only guessed that drinking horns occurred at 
necropolises but were not noticed during excavations, 
probably due to very poor state of preservation of the 
metal foils. It is also possible that the discovered frag-
ments of fittings of drinking horns were classified as 
decorations of headgear or scabbards which, as the 
find from Nowinka indicate, had similar embossed or-
naments. One can also mention here the plates from 
Elbląg-Żytno, stray finds from 1928: these were five 
fragments of silver sheet of various sizes with a scale 
motif (Ehrlich 1920, p. 26, Fig. 9; 1932, Fig. 4) con-
sidered as possible fittings of a quiver (Erhlich 1920, 
p. 26); the author of the publication excluded the pos-
sibility that these were fittings of a scabbard as they 
were convex and originally covered a rounded surface 
(Erhlich 1920, p. 26). As there is no information about 
the use of bow and arrows by the Elbląg group popula-
tion this interpretation may be rejected in favour of the 
more probable one that these were fittings of a drinking 
horn. Undetermined silver plates with embossed orna-
ment were found also at the Sambian-Natangian area, 
e.g., in grave 1 from ex-Warnikam silver leaves were 
found, probably of a drinking horn, with embossed 
railing, rosette and pseudo-pearl-like ornaments, thus 
motifs analogous to those discovered at Nowinka 
(Tischler, Kemke 1902, p. 42, Pl. XIII:4; cf. Hillberg 
2009, p. 316-317). Since, as it has been already men-
tioned, they are earlier than the finds from Nowinka 
it seems probable that the presence of fitted drinking 
horns in the Elbląg group is a result of the influences 
coming from north-east. Drinking horns were used 
as grave goods also at the area of Lithuania (as well 
as Latvia, see Bebre 1996), especially in the coastal 
area (Griciuvienė, Grižas, Buža 2005, p. 112)167, e.g., 
Lazdininkiai, grave 73 (Bliujienė, Butkus 2002, p. 82, 
Fig. 1:1), however, they represent completely differ-
ent forms (cf. Simniškytė 1998, p. 196-207, Figs. 16, 
24, 38; Kazakievičius 1993, p. 125-136): in contrast 
to Lithuanian horns the finds from Nowinka lack fit-
tings of the rims and terminals or chains to suspend the 
horn from the belt. It has to be admitted, however, that 
similar decorative motifs were used, e.g., embossed 
rosettes on the fittings of horns from Jaunsaules Siliņi 
and Aizkraukles Lejasbitēni in Latvia (Bebre 1996, 
p. 46; Simniškytė 1998, Fig. 24) or grave 226 from 
Jauneikiai in Semigallia (Griciuvienė, Grižas, Buža 
2005, p. 112, Fig. 567); at the area of Lithuania the 
railing motifs were also popular (Bogucki 2000, p. 28, 
Table 1).

166 MAHE collection. The tubular fitting considered by J. Ko-
walski as an element of a drinking horn (1985, p. 229, Pl. 
II:27) was impossible to find so its function could not have 
been verified. There is one thing which inspires doubt: the 
fitting is rather straight so it could not have been used to 
strengthen the rim of the horn.

167 Such distribution of horns is typical of the 7th-8th century, ear-
lier on the distribution was more regular (Simniškytė 1998, 
Fig. 54-55).
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 Particularly interesting is the motif from the 
horn found in grave 85/14. It represents the animal 
Style II after B. Salin (1935), Variant B after M. 
Ørsnes (1966). Such motifs, although typical of Scan-
dinavia and the Merovingian circle (excluding the 
centre of the Franks’ state, cf. Høilund Nielsen 1998, 
p. 11, Figs. 6-9), have been also recorded in the Balt 
context: at the belt fittings from Lazdininkiai, grave 
73 (Bliujienė, Butkus 2002, p. 88, Figs. 3:5, 4:5) 
or belt fittings from grave 55 in Tumiany (Heydeck 
1895, Pl. VIII:2, 4; Kulakov 1989, p. 191, Fig. 40:1; 
Jakobson 2009, Pl. 39:d, h). As it does not differ in 
the technology of production from the fittings of other 
horns from the cemetery it should be assumed that it 
is a local product. With respect to western and south-
ern Europe it was assumed that Style II became wide-
spread after the arrival of the Lombards to Italy, i.e., 
after 568 A.D.; the debate on the subject is in prog-
ress (a real turning point was brought about by the 
discovery of the grave of Arnegundis in Saint-Denis 
dated to 565-570 A.D. where shoe fittings decorated 
in that style were found), but it is generally assumed 
that it could not have existed earlier than ca 575 A.D. 
(Roth 1998, p. 356-359; Birkmann 1995, p. 61-63). In 
Scandinavia, in turn, Style II, Variant B, functioned 
from Phase 1B2 on Bornholm, i.e., ca 570-600 A.D. 
(Jørgensen, Nørgård Jørgensen 1997, p. 24, 28) and, 
in terms of M. Ørsnes’ system (1966), only in Phase 
1, i.e., from ca 575 A.D. till the mid-7th century (Birk-
mann 1995, p. 64-65)168. The late dating of the horn 
from grave 85/14 is indicated by the place the assem-
blage occupies in the relative chronology of the ne-

cropolis in Nowinka: it comes from Phase 3 of the 
cemetery, which concerns almost all the other assem-
blages with horns (the exceptions are: grave 62A, not 
included in seriation and grave 11, which belongs to 
the final stage of Phase 2). Thus the horn from grave 
62A/1 has a similar dating.
 It is not entirely clear whether the horns were 
indicators of gender. Although they were found in as-
semblages with weapons (grave 17, 21, 84, 85) and 
the graves were determined as male ones also on the 
basis of anthropological analyses (grave 17, 62A), in 
some cases there are no data to determine the gender 
(grave 11, 18, 82) and in one case the anthropological 
analysis determined the grave as a female one (grave 
83). However, it should be generally assumed that 
drinking horns were rather elements typical of assem-
blages from male burials. Similar conclusions were 
drawn on the basis of finds from the area of Lithuania 
(Griciuvienė, Grižas, Buža 2005, p. 112) or Latvia al-
though exceptions to the rule are known (Bebre 1996, 
p. 43-44).
 In seven cases horns were lying near flasks, 
in human graves accompanied by horse burials and 
only in two cases in graves without a horse. Drin-
king horns, all ornamented, occurred five times with 
undecorated flasks and twice with decorated flasks 
(grave 18, 120). Co-occurrence of flasks and drinking 
horns is not accidental, especially as it happens al-
most exclusively in burials with rich grave goods de-
posited over horses wearing decorative bridles: flasks 
and horns may have been sets for ceremonial drinking 
and making ritual offerings.

168 Although K. Høilund Nielsen accepted the possibility that 
Style II may have appeared in Scandinavia even before the 
mid-6th century (1998, p. 10), yet she based this opinion on 
earlier claims made by A. Nørgård Jørgensen (1992).

III.5.2. Pottery (Jerzy Okulicz-Kozaryn, Mirosław Pietrzak)

 The pottery typical of the sepulchral purposes 
from the Migration Period in the West Balt circle are 
small, slim vessels with tall, narrow necks and rounded 
bellies, called flask-shaped vessels or flasks. Besides 
the Elbląg Upland, the areas where they were found 
include Sambia, lower basin of the Pregolya River 
and  the Prussian Lowland (Tischler, Kemke 1902, Pl. 
XXIX, XXX; Nowakowski 1996, p. 61). At the cem-
etery in Nowinka a series of fourty three ceramic ves-
sels of that type or their fragments were found. These 
are forms of small capacity used for storing liquids 
and drinking. It is particularly important that Nowin-
ka is the first place where they were recorded with the 
complete grave furnishing contexts. Earlier on only 

a series of several graves with flasks from the Elbląg 
group cemetery at Łęcze was published with the main 
artefacts from the assemblages (Dorr 1898), but pub-
lications of flasks with the finds which co-occurred 
with them in well-dated assemblages are very few. 
Reports from major pre-war excavations at a number 
of sites of the Elbląg group indicate that such ves-
sels occurred at these necropolises in large numbers: 
Elbląg-Pole Nowomiejskie, Elbląg-Żytno and Elbląg, 
Moniuszki St (Dorr 1914, p. 15-17; Ehrlich 1922; 
1937b, p. 271-274) and at many Sambian-Natangian 
sites and those from the Pregola River drainage basin 
(e.g., Dorr 1914, p. 17-19; Gaerte 1929, Figs. 26:a, 
205:d-f; Heym 1938; Kleemann 1956b, Pl. XXXI; 
Kulakov 1990, p. 34-35, Fig. 19, Pl. IX-XII; Nowa-
kowski 1996, p. 61; Kowalski 2000, p. 225). Several 
ten flasks from various cemeteries have been saved 
from war destruction (especially from the Sambian 
areas from the MWMO collection) but usually they 
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are not accompanied by descriptions of burials or of 
the dating artefacts which accompanied them.
 Flasks from Nowinka make up a very uniform 
group of vessels of one type with strikingly similar 
morphological features, technology and style of deco-
ration. The belly bends are low, at ca 0.25-0.3 of the 
height or lower. They are usually gently biconical 
(grave 8/2, 11/2, 21/6, 26/2, 41/5, 48/5, 55/4, 83/6, 
84/10, 85/15, 103/1, 120/11-13, 149/1, 150/1, 151/1, 
stray find SF/20) or, more rarely, rounded (grave 
18/9, 27/1, 62A/2, 65/3, 77/2, 85/16, 121/3, stray find 
SF/19) but these differences are very slight and can 
not be used as a basis for classification into variants 
or sub-forms. Also the slight differences in the forms 
of necks: almost cylindrical or slightly concave and 
of rims: with slightly out-turned edges or without 
them, are not sufficient for making typological dis-
tinctions. The perceptible similarities between some 
of the flasks in their profiles are useful for identifying 
respective potters’ workshops.

 A comparison of sizes of twenty completely 
reconstructed flasks and of their volumes allowed to 
divide them into three groups according to the size and 
proportions (Table 3). Group I comprised exceptional-
ly small items, 10-14 cm high and with capacities of ca 
208-320 cm3, Group II, the majority of other flasks, ca 
15-17 cm high and with capacities of ca 360-710 cm3, 
and Group III consists of only one very large, charac-
teristic flask with a gentle profile found in grave 62A/2. 
It is 23 cm high and has a capacity of 2486 cm3; the 
flask from grave 77/2, of which only the bottom part 
was preserved, probably had a similar volume. The 
third group thus differs the most from the rest.
 As regards their technological features the 
flasks from Nowinka are a homogenous group of pro-
ducts, which may suggest that the potter’s clay was 
produced according to one recipy, using similar tech-
nology of hand-making vessels and of finishing their 
surface as well as firing them in a similar kiln. These 
observations are introductory, so far not supported by 
specialist analyses. 

Grave no Maximum height 
(cm)

Rim diameter 
(cm)

Belly diameter 
(cm)

Base diameter 
(cm)

Capacity 
(cm3)

Group I
48/5 11.5 5.0 9.4 5.0 260
21/6 12.1 6.3 9.1 4.8 328
55/4 12.3 4.5 7.8 3.6 209
85/15 13.2 5.7 9.7 5.3 305
120/12 14.4 5.8 11.3 6.0 321
Group II
82/5 14.8 (reconstructed) 5.8 8.8 ? 358
11/2 15.5 6.1 12.0 5.7 539
149/1 15.0 6.1 11.0 5.0 524
150/1 14.9 5.5 10.5 5.4 497
41/5 17.0 7.1 11.3 5.8 573
26/2 16.0 5.7 11.0 5.9 588
27/1 15.8 5.4 10.8 4.5 598
8/2 15.8 5.5 10.0 3.8 572
65/3 16.6 6.6 11.7 5.0 766
120/13 16.4 5.9 11.3 6.3 514
83/6 17.2 5.3 11.6 5.7 707
151/1 16.6 6.2 11.4 6.0 627
103/1 17.0 6.5 10.8 6.0 475
120/11 17.4 5.2 11.5 5.5 714
Group III
62A/2 24.0 5.8 15.3 7.8 2486

Table 3. Dimensions of the flasks from the cemetery at Nowinka.
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Taking into account forms and working the surfaces 
of the vessels, two types may be distinguished. The 
first type is composed of eleven undecorated vessels, 
less carefully modelled than the other ones, usually 
asymmetrical and with thicker walls, polished but 
not glossy, with visible on the surface large and me-
dium grains of crushed stone (grave 21/6, 27/1, 48/5, 
55/4-5, 77/2, 82/5, 84/10, 85/15-16, 112/1, and prob-
ably also fragments from grave 1/1). The second type 
consists of twenty six flasks more carefully shaped, 
usually decorated, including thirteen complete ones 
(grave 8/2 – undecorated, 11/2, 26/2, 41/5, 62A/2 – 
undecorated, 65/3 – undecorated, 83/6, 120/11-13, 
149/2, 150/1, 151/1) and four partly reconstructed 
(grave 54/1, 61/1, 112/1 – undecorated, 121/3) as well 
as nine cases of fragments included in this group due 
to the kind of surface or ornament (grave 18/9, 107/1, 
118/1, 131/3169, 134/1, 136/1, 158/1, stray find SF/19-
20). All the vessels of the second type have carefully 
polished and glossy surface, reddish or brown (of va-
rious hues – from dark brown to yellowish). On their 
surfaces fine grains of crushed stone whitish or pink 
in colour are visible as well as fine sand. The firing is 
so strong that the sherds do not crumble or flake.
 The supposed ritual function of the flasks (see 
Chapter III.7) must have required specific ornaments. 
Not all flasks found at Nowinka were decorated: thir-
teen of them had plain walls. The relative chronology, 
however, does not allow to state whether the presence 
of the ornament had a dating value170: the decorated 
flasks were found in graves from the Phase 2 (grave 
11, 26) and Phase 3 (grave 83, 120) of the necropolis 
whereas the undecorated ones, in graves from Phase 
3 (grave 21, 82, 85). Interestingly, the flasks from the 
cemetery at Nowinka have a late chronology. The 
flasks were mostly decorated in a specific, quite uni-
form style, which differs them from decorated flasks 
known from earlier burials of the West Balt circle 
from Phases D2, E1 and E2a (Okulicz-Kozaryn, Pie-
trzak 2009, Pl. XIII-XIV), but have many analogies 
from horizons E2b-E3. This style was confirmed for 
cemeteries from the Elbląg group (Dorr 1898, Pl. I:1-
10) and for the Dollkeim-Kovrovo culture (Nowa-
kowski 1996, Pl. 18, 107). Decorated flasks occurred 
exceptionally in the Olsztyn group: Kielary, grave 44 
(Voigtmann files) and grave 74 (Jakobson 2009, Pl. 
161:f)171. Similar flasks were found even in Gotland 

169 In this case the vessel may be also classified as a bowl.
170 Different conclusions were drawn from a so far introductory 

chronological analysis of the assemblages with flasks (Okulicz-
Kozaryn, Pietrzak 2009).

171 Despite the similarity of the vessels from grave 44 and 74 
from Kielary it is not the same item (the vessel from grave 74 
is more compact).

(Nerman 1969, Pl. 88:756, 150:1290-1291) and dif-
ferent flasks but of similar capacity, on Bornholm 
(Vedel 1872, Pl. 6:12; 1897, Figs. 48, 86). No such 
vessels were found in grave assemblages from the 
Prudziszki Phase (i.e., the Migration Period) of the 
Sudovian culture in Suwałki region or in any cultural 
groups from the area of Lithuania.
 Only few flasks were decorated in a diffe-
rent way than the above-described ones. The flasks 
from earlier phases: E1-E2a, from Sambian cemeteries 
(Tischler, Kemke 1902; Nowakowski 1996, p. 20, Pl. 
17, 18:1) were mainly decorated with various raised 
bands, bosses and small handles, pierced and com-
plete, together with horizontally engraved lines or 
bands of angular patterns typical of the Dollkeim-Ko-
vrovo pottery already in the Roman Period. Similar 
types of decoration are found at the few known flasks 
from the early phase of the Elbląg group, e.g., from 
Pasłęk (Ehrlich 1923, p. 196-200). In later phases, 
both in Sambia and in the Elbląg group, such mo-
tifs and their composition do not occur; the same is 
true of the vessels from Nowinka, except for sporadi-
cally used horizontally engraved or impressed lines, 
which, however, form different arrangements. The 
most frequent are rows of punctures made with a tool 
with a rectangular tip which, impressed at an angle, 
yielded an attractive pattern of wedges or triangles re-
sembling cross-stitch embroidery (grave 11/2, 61/1, 
103/1, 120/12-13, 136/1, 149/1, 150/1, 151/1, 158/1 
and stray find SF/20). A variant of this motif are rows 
of small oval-shaped dimples (grave 18/9, 41/5, stray 
find SF/19) and another one – rows of short oblique 
incisions on flask from grave 120/11. All the described 
patterns appear usually in double rows – horizontal at 
belly bends and under the rim and vertical in the bot-
tom and top part of the vessel. In four cases (grave 
61/1, 103/1, 120/13, stray find SF/20) there are only 
horizontal rows and in three (grave 18/9, 41/5, 120/11), 
horizontal combined with vertical rows. The most eye-
catching are compositions made of rectangular (grave 
150/1, 151/1), triangular (grave 11/2, 149/1) and tri-
dent-shaped (grave 120/12) zones linked with hori-
zontal and vertical rows. Most of the flasks decorated 
with ‘stitch’ motifs are similar both as regards the way 
of making and composition of ornaments as well as in 
the texture of the surface and details of the shape of 
the walls; all of them were probably made in the same 
workshop. This may also concern some of the undeco-
rated flasks (grave 27/1, 48/5, 55/4-5, 62A/2, 65/3).
 Other unique motifs and compositions of the 
ornament were found at the other flasks, which also 
differed from the described ‘workshop group’ in de-
tails of the shape of their walls. On flask from grave 
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83/6 at the belly bend and under the rim there were 
carelessly drawn horizontal lines separated by rows of 
small punctures made with a sharp tool sometimes held 
vertically towards the walls but in other rows oblique-
ly downwards which yielded rows of round dimples 
and elongaded ‘commas’. On the preserved bottom 
part of the flask from grave 54/1 at the belly bend there 
were two horizontal rows of relatively large dimples 
impressed with a tool with a rounded end. Flask from 
grave 26/2 was decorated in the central part of the bel-
ly with five rows of imprints of a five-tooth comb. On 
the preserved part of the flask from grave 121/3 there 
are evenly spaced from the bottom to the base of the 
neck four horizontal bands composed of four or five 
lines each; the lines were impressed with a tool with 
a rounded tip; a fragment of a similar band is visible 
also in the partly preserved rim part.
 Of the fourty one flasks discovered in thirty 
two graves (two flasks are stray finds) in twenty five 
cases there were single flasks, in six graves – two 
flasks, and in one case there were four flasks. Out of 
these, in twenty six human graves accompanied by 
horse burials twenty nine flasks were recorded where-
as in six human graves without horses – seven flasks 
(as compared to twenty human burials without flasks 
but with horses), which does not allow to find any 
regularity in this respect.
 It is, however, interesting to note that together 
with flasks there sometimes appeared drinking horns. 
Drinking horns occurred in nine graves and out of 
these only once without a flask (grave 17); the pre-
served fragments of horns were lying near flasks in 
the human graves with horses and only in two cases 
without a horse. Co-occurrence of flasks and drin-
king horns is certainly not accidental, especially as it 
happens almost exclusively in burials with rich grave 
goods deposited over horses wearing decorative head-
gear. Flasks and drinking horns may have been sets 
used for ceremonial drinking and making ritual offer-
ings. According to anthropological determinations, not 
entirely certain (cremation remains were very poorly 
preserved), in seven cases horses and flasks accompa-
nied women’s burials, including one case when also a 
drinking horn was discovered (grave 83).
 Besides flasks also some vessels of other 
forms were found: bowls (grave 26/1, 127/1, 151/2, 
stray find SF/18) and a barrel-shaped vessel (grave 
148/1). Undecorated bowls were dark brown in col-
our, not completely polished surfaces and curved pro-
files with slightly incurved edges (grave 151/2, stray 
find SF/18). Bowl from grave 26/1 had a different 
shape: its upper part was cylindrical. The vessel was 
carefully made: the edge is horizontal, on the outside 

marked out by a groove; a similar groove is on the 
belly bend; the surface is polished. On the belly there 
is an ornament of impressed wedge-shaped tool: two 
horizontal bands in grooves on the belly and under the 
edge and five vertical bands in the upper and central 
part of the vessel. Also the bowl from grave 127/1 
was carefully polished on the surface and the ‘stitch’ 
pattern was used: approximately triangular dimples 
impressed at the belly bend and under the edge to cre-
ate two horizontal rows, between them and below the 
belly bend double or triple vertical rows making up 
rectangular zones. Thus these vessels are similarly di-
verse in quality and execution style as the flasks.
 The group of carefully made vessels should 
also comprise the barrel-shaped vessel (grave 148/1). 
It is particularly well executed, has thinner walls, bet-
ter polished light brown surface and, as the only one 
in Nowinka, a relief decoration. Under the edge there 
is a relatively low, horizontal raised band with oblique 
incisions and the whole belly from the bottom to the 
border is decorated with evenly spaced four horizontal 
bands each composed of five engraved lines; a similar 
band is also above the border, on the low cylindrical 
neck. Additionally on the belly there are eight even-
ly spaced vertical rows of imprints made with a tool 
with an oval-shaped tip. The shape of the vessel and 
the ornament were probably meant to imitate a bar-
rel with marked out edges of the staves and hoops of 
bands of phloem. These motifs resemble very much 
the decoration of flask from grave 121/3.
 It should be also mentioned that these vessels 
represent similar sizes as flasks from Group I and II: 
the bowls (grave 26/1, 127/1, 151/2) were ca 11.5 
cm high and had capacities of 550-640 cm3 while the 
barrel-shaped vessel (grave 148/1) was 13.8 high and 
had the capacity of 639 cm3. Taking into account their 
capacity they could have had the same function dur-
ing funeral rites as the flasks and sometimes (grave 
26) made together with flasks sets for ceremonial 
drinking of sacred drinks.
 Moreover, at the cemetery several hundred frag-
ments of vessels were found, mainly in secondary con-
text, both in features and in the destruction layer as well 
as in the fillings of burial pits. This pottery came from 
various periods of the site: the Neolithic (feature 68/1), 
modern times (in a modern feature – feature 62/1 or in 
secondary context – grave 55/6) and also small undeter-
mined fragments. The most numerous fragments came 
from the Early Iron Age. They were found in a second-
ary contexts – in features from Migration Period (grave 
41/6, 45/5, 51/1?, 55/6, 57/1, 60/9, 67/1, 138/1) or later 
(feature 62/1) but also in the features from the Early 
Iron Age (feature 14/1, 64A/1, 74/1, 81/1-3, 88/1, 90/1, 
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109/1, 157/1-5), connected with the West Balt Barrow 
culture. On the contrary, the fragments from Migration 
Period were not numerous among the stray finds, but 

judging from the texture, admixture and colour of the 
surfaces of the sherds it is possible to say that these 
were fragments of flasks (stray find SF/21).

III.6. Others (Bartosz Kontny)

 In grave 102/2 a fragment of a stone grinder or 
whetstone, burnt and crumbled, was found. It was ac-
companied by a fragment of an amber ornament with 
traces of polishing, which may suggest that the stone 
object was used for working the amber. It has basically 
no analogies in the materials from the Elbląg group or 
from the West Balt circle. A spherical stone without oth-
er grave goods was found only in Łęcze, grave 6 (Dorr 

1898, p. 9). A possible analogy may be represented by 
the finds from grave 106 in Olsztyn group cemetery at 
Tumiany, where pebbles and amber polished on one side 
were discovered (Jakobson 2009, p. 55, Pl. 63:106c-d; 
Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a, Pl. XIX). It is also possible 
that these were objects of earlier origin, from the Early 
Iron Age which were deposited in graves from the Mi-
gration Period in a secondary context.

III.7. Burial rite (Bartosz Kontny, Jerzy Okulicz-Kozaryn, Mirosław Pietrzak)

 The human graves were located at relatively 
small depths, their outlines were often visible already 
at the depth of more than a dozen centimetres from 
the surface, which was probably due to the fact that 
the field had been cultivated for a long time (and the 
stones were cleared off the surface) and that the upper 
layer of the topsoil was removed by a bulldozer, as 
it is usually done before the exploitation of a gravel-
pit. For that reason most of the fillings of burial pits 
were disturbed in their upper parts or completely de-
stroyed and deprived of finds; as a result their original 
outlines can not be reproduced, although it should be 
noted that some burial pits were oval-shaped, round-
ed, similar to rectangles or irregular (only in the case 
of well-preserved burials one may notice surely that 
the outlines were irregular – grave 17, 21, rectangular 
– grave 60 and oval-shaped – grave 84). Also some 
of the horse burials, deposited under human graves, 
were destroyed. The pavements over the graves were 
thus removed. Above the graves only single stones 
were found, probably remains of destroyed stone 
pavements (grave 26, 33, 37, 38, 48, 57?, 62A, 78, 
83, 88, 105?, 110, 127, 147, 148, 149?, 150 and 151). 
Also the stone cist around grave 60 can be treated as 
a remainder of a pavement. Only the pavement from 
grave 21 was better preserved. However in the ma-
jority of the features no remains of pavement were 
found. In turn, some features had the pavement, but it 
was not connected with graves (feature 22, 39, 112B 
and 161). Their function is difficult to determine; only 
in the case of feature 22 it is possible to suppose that 
it was a hearth.
 Similar graves with pavements are quite typi-
cal of the Elbląg group where often, although not 
always, they appeared together with horse burials. 
Pavements sometimes consisted of several layers. 
They were circular, elliptic or irregular in shape (cf., 

e.g., Dorr 1898, p. 6-7, Fig. 3; Ziemlińska-Odojowa 
1991, p. 109). The lack of pavements was explained 
by their destruction by ploughing (Dorr 1898, p. 7; 
1914, p. 3), which seems justified, but most probably 
not all burials were covered with pavements (they 
were not found at all in, e.g., Chojnowo, cf. Neuge-
bauer 1934, p. 323, although some of the stones re-
corded during the post-war excavations may have 
been related to graves, cf. Kowalski 1985, p. 226, Fig. 
IV; 1987, p. 281, 284). Unfortunately, so far there are 
no grounds to determine for certain whether the use of 
pavement has any chronological value.
 One of the local phenomena are the so-called 
horse graves (the animals were probably a special ele-
ment of grave goods from human burials): there were 
fifty of them, including four double ones (altogether 
fifty four horses)172. This makes up a significant as-
semblage, so far the largest at the area of the Elbląg 
group173 and one of the largest in the Migration Period 

172  Grave no. 8, 17, 18, 20, 21, 26, 34, 35, 44, 45, 47, 48, 52, 55, 
60, 61, 62A, 62B, 65, 70 (70-72), 77, 78, 80, 82, 83, 84, 87, 89, 
98, 99, 102, 103, 104, 112, 114, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 127, 
131, 137, 142, 147, 148, 149, 151, 155 and 160. Comparing to 
the published data (Kontny, Okulicz-Kozaryn, Pietrzak 2009) 
a few refinements and corrections has been made.

173 At the burial ground in Łęcze thirteen horse graves were dis-
covered (Dorr 1898), in Chojnowo four horse burials were 
found during pre-war excavations (Neugebauer 1934, p. 321-
322) and three more after the war (Kowalski 1985, p. 227-
228; 1987, p. 281, 284). From Elbląg-Żytno excavated by 
R. Dorr in 1907-1912 six graves are known (Dorr 1914, p. 
6-7, 10-15), and five more from investigations conducted by 
various researchers in 1916-18 (Ehrlich 1920, p. 184). It is 
known, however, that the excavations were continued there 
from 1928 (Ehrlich 1932, p. 404), so the final number was pro-
bably larger. The burial ground Elbląg, Moniuszki St yielded 
ten horse burials (Ehrlich 1937a, p. 80-84; 1937b, p. 268), but 
also there more horse burials were recorded during the exca-
vations conducted in the eve of the 2nd World War (Ehrlich 
1941, p. 96, Fig. 32:3-4). One should also mention grave 21, 
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Europe174. Horses were inhumated in elongated pits, 
usually only slightly larger than the animals (in grave 
62A, 62B and 87 the pits were so narrow that horses 
could barely fit in)175. In the same pit, between several 
and several ten centimeters above the horse’s back, hu-
man cremation pit burials were located, similarly to 
what was found for the same period at the Sambian-
Natangian area (e.g. Nowakowski 2008, p. 199). The 
outlines of horse graves were usually hardly visible, 
as pits were filled with clear sand. After covering the 
pit with a horse grave, a smaller circular or elonga-
ted pit was dug in its centre with its bottom reaching 
a horse’s back or hindquarters. In particular cases one 
may assume that cremation was finished before bury-
ing the horse and the remains of the funeral pyre were 
placed close to the burial pit. This is suggested by 
the presence of burnt soil with charcoals at the level 
of the skeleton (grave 117) or underneath the horse’s 
skull (grave 118). Over the horse’s back the remains 
of cremation and grave goods were placed. It seems 
possible that also clothes were located there as remains 
of fabric were found in a few cases (grave 17, 21, 26, 
85). Women were given personal ornaments and men 
weapons (saxes and heads of shafted weapons) as well 
as flasks or drinking horns. Such grave goods, exclu-
ding clay flasks which may be treated as substitutes 

of glass beakers, together with ornamental helmets 
and shields, are also typical of richly equipped graves 
from Bornholm, Gotland, central Sweden and Norway 
as well as the Merovingian area. The horizon of such 
opulent graves from the late 6th century and the early 7th 
century could be a proof of existence of warrior elites 
in unstable times of constant wars (see Oexle 1992; 
Høilund Nielsen 2003; Nørgård Jørgensen 1999). It 
seems that such elites, honoured in the burial rite, exis-
ted also in the Elbląg group and at the Sambian-Natan-
gian area, naturally having their own, local traits.
 Although human corpses were burnt, the grave 
goods generally were not burnt: traces of high tem-
perature are visible only sporadically on grave goods 
(grave 18/2-3, 18/6; 55/3; 84/3-5), besides remains 
of pyre are generally traced in the filling (except for 
graves 46 and 90). This was probably the rule in the 
Elbląg group as traces of melting were not found on 
bronze items from the other cemeteries, either176.
 It was noted that one-edged swords were usu-
ally arranged along the N-S axis, sometimes slightly 
deviating from it, with the point towards S (grave 17, 
21, 84, 85, 105, 120) – thus they had the same orien-
tation as the horse skeleton and the burial pit; only in 
grave 60 the sword was directed with foible to N. The 
heads of shafted weapons, however, were directed 
with their tips to S (grave 21, 60, 85) and to N (grave 
17, 85). The flasks, usually standing, and the drinking 
horns lying next to them, decorated with silver leaf, 
were found in men’s graves with weapons often near 
the sword and heads of shafted weapons (grave 17, 
21, 84, 85), outside of the remains of cremation; more 
rarely in richly equipped women’s graves (grave 83). 
In graves without horse burials and weapons, the 
flasks were placed in the centre of cremation remains; 
in such burials a drinking horn was found next to the 
flasks only once (grave 11). Flasks and drinking horns 
were probably sets with which the deceased should 
make ceremonial offerings to the gods and heroic an-
cestors during his journey to the land of the dead.
 There are several mentions in the written 
sources of the specific features of the rites of Aestii. 
The earliest one comes from Wulfstan’s account from 
the late 9th century about the same area and community 
which had been represented by the Elbląg group sev-
eral generations after the moment when the necropolis 
at Nowinka was abandoned. The Anglo-Saxon trans-
lation of Orosius’ Historia adversum paganos made 
by Alfred the Great, in its smaller part called Chorog-
raphy, contains an account of a traveller and sailor 

discovered at the burial ground in Elbląg-Pole Nowomiejskie 
(Neugebauer 1937, p. 55, Fig. 10:3), probably connected with 
the Elbląg group. The burial ground at Podgórze yielded four 
horse graves (Peiser 1919, p. 339, 342, 350), whereas Pasłęk 
yielded three (Ehrlich 1923, p. 199). A relatively small num-
ber of horse burials at the above mentioned burial grounds 
may be explained only to a certain extent by the improper re-
search methods, i.e., by the use by the German researchers of 
probes made of steel rods, which were pushed into the ground 
to locate a stone pavement and the area was explored only 
if it was spotted (Dorr 1914, p. 2). This method was aban-
doned by B. Ehrlich when it turned out that not all graves were 
covered with pavements. As a result, from 1912 whole areas 
under investigation were excavated (Dorr 1914, p. 4; Ehrlich 
1920, p. 179). Doubts as to the actual number of graves can 
be expressed in that way only in the case of investigations at 
the burial ground in Łęcze and the first excavation seasons 
in Elbląg-Żytno. The excavations at Młoteczno yielded five 
horse graves (Ziemlińska-Odojowa 1991, p. 105).

174 The custom of burying the dead with a horse spread more 
widely in these times in Balt milieu, namely in Sambian Penin-
sula (Kulakov 1990, p. 20; Skvortsov 2009), cemeteries from 
the north-east borders of contemporary Poland, connected with 
the Sambian-Natangian area like Równina Dolna or Sątoczno 
(Lasota-Moskalewska, Perlikowska-Puszkarska 1994), in the 
Sudovian culture (Jaskanis 1966; 1968a), in the Olsztyn group 
(Baranowski 1996) and also in Lithuania but to a lesser extent 
(Bliujienė, Butkus 2009; Bliujienė, Steponaitis 2009).

175 Only in grave 142 there were found cremated bones of an 
animal (horse?) but the character and dating of the feature is 
not sure.

176 The only exception known to us is the fibula from a cemetery 
in Elbląg, Moniuszki St (collection of MAHE, inv. no ME 
35/66).
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Wulfstan from his journey to Truso (Labuda 1961; see 
also Bately 2007, p. 48-50). According to information 
given there in Chapters 20-21, Wulfstan reached Wit-
land, a land located to the east of the mouth of the 
Vistula River, inhabited by the Aestii; clearly the area 
of the Elbląg Upland is meant. Wulfstan met the local 
people and described their customs noticing that the 
land of the Aestii is very large with many towns177, 
and in each town there is a king178; he mentioned that 
there is a lot of honey and gull there and that the king 
and the rich drink mare’s milk while the poor and the 
slaves drink mead. Moreover the Aestii do not brew 
any beer, but there is a lot of honey. Most important 
here is their custom: when a man dies he lies unburnt 
in his home visited by his family and friend for a 
month or even two; during all that time when the de-
ceased is at home they drink and play until the day 
in which they will burn him179. Besides this account, 
other chroniclers, surprised by the Old Prussians’ 
customs and their favourite drink of mare’s milk, 
give similar information: Adam of Bremen in Gesta 
Hammaburgensis Ecclesiae Pontificum IV, 18 and 
IV, schol. 134 (129)180 mentions Goths181 and Sam-
bians drinking mare’s milk; also in a late, i.e., a 14th 
century, text, Peter of Duisburg in Chronicon terrae 
Prussiae III, 5 contains the information that the Old 
Prussians drink ordinary water and a drink made of 
honey, that is, mead, and mare’s milk. What seems to 
be very important, according to his description, they 
don’t drink the milk until it is consecrated and when 
they received visitors they did not believe they were 
hospitable enough unless the guests have been drunk 
silly182.
 All the above-mentioned chroniclers’ ac-
counts about the feasting customs and drinks in daily 
life and rites of the Aestii-Old Prussians indicate that 
the strangers considered them as utterly exotic. There 
is a lot of other information about drinks made of fer-
mented honey but ‘mare’s milk’ was not known any-
where else in that part of Europe. The assumption that 
as a result of some contacts with the steppe peoples 
the locals learnt about and adopted kumys is probable 
but difficult to prove. It is, however, doubtless that the 
Aestii had a developed system of beliefs connected 
with the cult of the horse, which is discussed in the 

later part of this chapter. As the horse as a cult animal 
for the Old Prussians, also the drink of mare’s milk, 
probably cleverly fermented and hence not without 
alcohol, may have been considered as sacred. The 
clay flasks discovered in Nowinka and similar vessels 
from other cemeteries of the Elbląg group and Sam-
bian area were most probably used to store and drink 
the revered and sacred in the Old Prussians’ customs 
drink from the mare’s milk – hence the vessels were 
carefully made and decorated. Probably the drin-
king horns, which usually appeared together with the 
flasks, had a similar purpose.
 One of the features of the burial rites from 
Nowinka is the presence of lumps of unworked 
amber placed in the layer of burning (see Chapter 
III.1.4.2.2). This phenomenon is known also from 
other Elbląg group necropolises (Dorr 1898, p. 24). 
It can not be excluded that some (although, bearing 
in mind the scope of the phenomenon, not all) of the 
lumps were found in a secondary context and got into 
the ground in the Early Iron Age. It is also possible 
that amber was used as incense during the burial rites; 
use of amber as incense is suggested by the Ancient 
sources with respect to the Germans183 or ancient In-
dia184 (cf. Kolendo 1998, p. 145, 152, 154).
 One of the richest and simultaneously most 
peculiar features is grave 85. Its outline was not clear 
as there were no traces of burning or burnt bones. 
Dark, organic patches appeared only in the vicinity 
of the grave goods. The grave goods formed two con-
centrations: in E part with male (i.a., weapons) and in 
N part with female (i.a., personal ornaments) archae-
ological determinants of sex. A lot of organics sur-
vived so lack of bones cannot be accounted for by bad 
state of preservation. Most probably this was a dou-
ble cenotaph. The female artefacts consisted of a cir-
cular bulk of rotten wood, remnants of textiles and 
leather; they were surrounded by a leather belt with 
bronze fittings: rectangular plates, a buckle and a belt-
end fitting. Inside it a bronze bracelet and a brooch 
were found, originally probably placed in a textile 
bundle; the remaining objects (a comb, a knife, rings 
and a glass bead) were found nearby. Among mate-
rials from the Elbląg group a belt rolled in a similar 
way was proved for grave 17 at the Nowinka ceme-
tery but it was found also in grave 28 at Łęcze, which 
is suggested by the arrangement of belt fittings (Dorr 
1898, p. 21, Pl. II:1); similarly arranged belt fittings 
and a ladder brooch were also discovered in grave 

177 The term byrig rather concerning hillforts.
178 The term cyninge rather means a leader or a chieftain.
179 After G. Labuda (1961, p. 85-86); Latin text after Ch. Hart-

knoch (1679, p. 80).
180 After B. Schmeidler 1917, p. 253.
181 Probably Old Prussians living on the lower Vistula River 

were meant here.
182 After S. Wyszomirski (2005, p. 46).

183 The record of Pytheas of Massilia quoted by Pliny the Elder, 
Naturalis Historia XXXVII, 35.

184 Pliny the Elder, Naturalis Historia XXXVII, 36.
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15 from the Olsztyn group cemetery at Kielary (La 
Baume 1939, p. 285; Pl. 76:2).
 Also graves 78, 120 and 151 contained dou-
ble burials. Interestingly, they were found together 
with horse skeletons: single (grave 78 and 151) or 
double (grave 120). Separate parts of pits were dedi-
cated to particular burials in grave 78 (an adult in the 
bigger pit and a child in the smaller one) and grave 
151 (two pits arranged at right angles: in the bigger 
one, the bones of an adult – probably of a woman to-
gether with a child, and in the smaller one – bones of 
a child). Grave 120 was disturbed in its upper part so 
the possible outline could not be recorded (bones of 
a woman and probably of a man were found there).
 One should also mention grave 6, probably 
with two (according to anthropological analysis) or 
even more (taking into account four concentrations of 
burnt soil in the corners of the pit) buried people. The 
burial contained only human bones.
 At the cemetery in Nowinka, besides the pre-
dominating graves with single horses, also burial pits 
with pairs of horses (graves 55, 62A, 120 and 131) 
were found. Double horse burials were found in the 
Elbląg group only in rare cases. Besides the graves 
from Nowinka one can mention only grave 15 from 
Chojnowo (Neugebauer 1934, p. 322, 324) and lately 
also grave 3 from Komorowo Żuławskie (Bogucki 
2009, p. 31). The anthropological analyses of human 
bones from graves below which horses were depo-
sited indicate that pairs of horses accompanied pairs 
of humans (grave 55 – woman and child, grave 120 
– woman and man) or single people (grave 62A and 
grave 131 – in both cases one adult?). Although one 
can attribute the last-mentioned result to imprecise 
determination based on burnt bones (cf. Godłowski 
1974), the assemblage is too small to state if in the 
burial rites there existed a relationship: a pair of peo-
ple – a pair of horses deposited in the grave.
 Horse graves were placed under cremation 
burials of warriors, i.e., graves with weapons (grave 
21 and 60), but also under ones anthropologically de-
termined as female graves (grave 45, 18?, 48?, 63? 
and 149?), graves of a woman and a child (grave 55 
and 151?), of an adult and a child (grave 78, 82, 89 
and 102), or even of only one child (grave 70, 80, 104 
and 121). The appearance of horse graves in combi-
nation with graves of people of different age and gen-
der were noticed by R. Dorr, who made inferences on 
the basis of the excavations at the burial ground in 
Łęcze (Dorr 1898, p. 7-8)185. Interestingly, burials of 

women with horses seemed to be very rare in the Mi-
gration Period: it is said that only men accompanied 
horses (Alseikaitė-Gimbutienė 1946, p. 137; Jaskanis 
1966, p. 30-31; Bertašius 2002; Witte 2006, p. 130; 
Bliujienė, Butkus 2009, p. 157-158), although in the 
Frankish area burials of women accompanied by hor-
ses occurred sporadically (Schubert 1999, p. 167).
 In Nowinka horse graves not connected with 
human burials appeared only exceptionally (grave 47, 
119 and 160). In these cases one may conjecture that 
the human graves were destroyed by ploughing, which 
is indicated by the traces of burning in the upper parts 
of the investigated features. Only in the case of grave 
20 it is possible that the horse alone was deposited in 
the pit. Such cases were not, in the principle, found in 
the Elbląg group: the only known example comes from 
grave 15 in Łęcze where a horse burial under a pave-
ment without traces of a human cremation burial was 
found. Less evident is the discovery of two horses with 
no connection to human burials found in Elbląg-Żytno 
(Dorr 1914, p. 6), due to the possibility that the hu-
man graves may have been destroyed by ploughing. At 
the burial ground in Nowinka complete skeletons were 
found186 and the presence of incomplete skeletons can 
be reliably explained by the worse preservation of the 
bones. Grave 120 in which a pair of horses was buried 
is an exception. In case of one of them the head, cervi-
cal vertebrae, and some of fore-leg bones were missing. 
It is certainly impossible to explain that by the state of 
preservation of the feature as the skeleton was located 
next to the edge of the burial pit: evidently the horse 
was deposited in the burial after decapitation. Deposit-
ing parts of the skeleton was confirmed in the Elbląg 
group by the discovery from grave 106 in Elbląg-Żytno 
(Ehrlich 1920, p. 187). The closest analogy from the 
Balt area for the discovery from Nowinka is in this case 
grave XV from Tumiany (Olsztyn group) where both 
buried horses were deprived of heads (Baranowski 
1996, p. 70, Fig. 39).
 Horse graves from Nowinka were N-S orien-
tated (with the head directed towards S), with small 
variations: NNW-SSE (grave 151) with the head to-
wards SSE, NW-SE with the head towards SE (grave 
22A, 78, 84, 87, 89, 98, 102, 112, 120 and 150) or 
NE-SW with the head towards SW (grave 62B). Two 
features: grave 45, oriented on the N-S axis, but with 
the head directed towards N and grave 44, oriented on 
the W-E axis, with the head towards E, are exceptions 
to this rule. The unique graves did not differ from 
the other ones in the arrangement of horses’ bodies, 

185 A general remark to this effect was made in reference to the 
Balt areas by J. Jaskanis (1966, p. 55-65).

186 Partial burials were found at other Balt areas: in the Sudo-
vian culture, in Sambian Peninsula and Lithuania (Bitner-
Wróblewska 2007, p. 106 with further literature).
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their sizes, or equipment. The only departure from the 
rule there was the fact that the horse from grave 44 did 
not have the bit, which was the standard element of the 
horse equipment. It was a young individual, aged nine-
twelve months, yet in the case of another young individu-
al, about one year old, from grave 60, the bit was in the 
muzzle. The orientation of horse graves from Nowinka 
follows the customs of the Balt peoples. Horse skele-
tons in the Elbląg group were arranged on the N-S axis 
with the heads towards S, with small deviations from 
this axis. This was confirmed by the investigations con-
ducted at the cemetery in Elbląg-Żytno (Ehrlich 1920, 
p. 181, 184-186), Elbląg, Moniuszki St (Ehrlich 1937b, 
p. 274), Podgórze (Peiser 1919, p. 342) or Chojnowo 
(Kowalski 1987, p. 281, 284). The only exception is 
the necropolis at Młoteczno where in three cases horse 
heads were directed towards N, and only in one, towards 
S (Ziemlińska-Odojowa 1991, p.109)187. Horse burials 
in the Olsztyn group as well as in the Bogaczewo and 
Sudovian cultures or in Sambian-Natangian area were 
also orientated along the N-S axis, sometimes slightly 
deviating towards E or W, often with the head oriented 
towards S188 (cf. Jaskanis 1966, p. 53; 1968a, p. 96-97; 
Baranowski 1996, p. 70-71; Kulakov 1990, p. 22; La-
sota-Moskalewska, Perlikowska-Puszkarska 1994, p. 
195; Piątkowska-Małecka 2000, p. 188; Gręzak 2007, 
p. 362), although in eastern areas (Lithuania) departures 
from this rule were observed (Jaskanis 1966, p. 53). In 
such a situation the atypically oriented graves 44 and 45 
from Nowinka seem more interesting.
 At Nowinka horses’ bodies were deposited in 
so-called ventro-dorsal position, natural for a lying 
horse, sometimes slightly on the side. The limbs were 
almost always bent and the fore-legs were stretched 
forward, similarly as at other burial grounds of the 
Elbląg group (Neugebauer 1934, p. 324; Kowalski 
1985, p. 227; 1987, p. 281, 284; Ziemlińska-Odojowa 
1991, p. 109) or generally Balt cemeteries, particular-
ly the ones from Sambian Peninsula and neighbouring 
areas (Jaskanis 1966, p. 47; 1968a, p. 89; Baranowski 
1996, p. 70-71)189. At the cemetery in Nowinka some 
departures from this rule were also recorded: in grave 

70 the horse was deposited with its neck strongly bent 
backwards, in grave 87 the head was turned towards 
the back, to the right190 and downwards, whereas 
the horse from grave 127 was arranged in a stand-
ing position only with slightly bent legs; also horses 
from grave 17, 60 and 62A were put in a standing 
position. The position of the horse from grave 117 is 
also unique. The animal was pushed into the pit in a 
twisted position with bent hind-legs, trunk and neck 
strongly turned leftwards, and the head between the 
fore-legs with the muzzle touching the left hind-leg. 
In several graves (grave 20, 34, 48, 55 – both skel-
etons, grave 112) the horses had fore- and hind-legs 
strongly extended to the sides191. The last mentioned 
cases can be explained by sagging of the horses’ bod-
ies under the weight of the soil. In the other, less typi-
cal, cases the position of the horses seems to indicate 
that the horses were put in the pits alive and that they 
were trying to get out of the grave. The animals may 
have been ridden into the ground so that it was easy 
to push them into the pit192 but it is also possible that 
they were stunned, poisoned or intoxicated. J. Jas-
kanis also suggested starving the animal put in the pit 
(1966, p. 47), which seems hardly probable judging 
from the arrangement of the skeletons from Nowinka. 
No unambiguous cases of tying limbs193, like those re-
corded for horses from the cemetery at Sątoczno (La-
sota-Moskalewska, Perlikowska-Puszkarska 1994, p. 
197) and the necropolises of the Sudovian culture in 
Korkliny (Krysiak, Serwatka 1970, p. 219)194, were 
found either. It is worth to note that the pits into which 
animals were pushed were very narrow (namely grave 
62A, 62B and 78)195. Generally it should be assumed 
that horses were deposited in pits before they reached 
rigor mortis, which is suggested by their natural po-
sitions. In some cases burying alive seems the most 

187 In this case, however, one should remember about the very poor 
preservation of horse skeletons, as a result of which the orien-
tation of burials was reproduced only on the basis of the loca-
tion of teeth in the pit (Ziemlińska-Odojowa 1991, p. 109). This 
could have resulted in certain inaccuracies in the reconstruction.

188 In the case of inhumation graves, the horse skeletons were 
oriented in the same way as the human remains, i.e., with the 
head to N (Jaskanis 1966, p. 53).

189 It should be, however, noted that in the Balt milieu horses 
were also buried at their sides, which concerns especially 
graves from the Roman Period (cf. Jaskanis 1966, p. 46-47).

190 A similar position, although not so strongly twisted, was 
found for one of the horses from the cemetery in Elbląg, Mo-
niuszki St (Ehrlich 1937b, Fig. 5).

191 A similar arrangement was found at the cemetery in Elbląg, 
Moniuszki St (Ehrlich 1937b, Fig. 6).

192 Such practices among Medieval Prussians are mentioned, i.a., 
by Peter of Duisburg, Chronicon terrae Prussiae III, 5 (cf. 
Jaskanis 1966, p. 46-47; Gręzak 2007, p. 361).

193 No cases of crossing fore-limbs or placing the limbs very 
close, or under the belly, which could have been interpreted 
as prove of tying the limbs (cf. Piątkowska-Małecka 2000, p. 
190-191), were found.

194 Some researchers believe that tying the legs was a general 
custom, and tied animals were lowered to the burial pits on 
ropes (Krysiak, Serwatka 1970, p. 219; Piątkowska-Małecka 
2000, p. 191).

195 Also B. Ehrlich noted the fact that at the necropolis in Elbląg, 
Moniuszki St, pits were small, exactly fitting the dimensions 
of the horses (1937b, p. 274).
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accurate interpretation. The suspicions that living 
animals were put in the pits and deprived of life as 
offerings in the graves were expressed already in the 
pre-war period, on the basis of the observation from 
the necropolises of the Elbląg group (Ehrlich 1937a, 
p. 82; 1937b, p. 274). In grave 66 from Elbląg, Mo-
niuszki St, a knife, which may have been used to kill 
the animal, was found in the central part of the horse’s 
back; moreover positions of many skeletons were 
said to suggest that the horses fought for their lives 
(Ehrlich 1937b, p. 274). Undoubtedly horses played 
significant role during burials and their peculiar treat-
ment was an important element of funeral rites, al-
though we cannot reconstruct it even in general196.
 In horse graves there were spotted bridles, 
elements of headgear (bronze fittings of straps) and 
probably sometimes also saddles. Generally, besides 
the ones listed above, other grave goods were not 
found in Nowinka. Although near the head of the 

horse from grave 114 a talus bone of another animal 
was found and in grave 121 a clay flask, whereas 
in grave 149 a large stone was discovered near the 
horse’s rump, all the above cases concern disturbed 
graves. For that reason both the bone and the flask 
should be connected with the assemblages from the 
disturbed human graves197 and the stone with the dis-
turbed pavement covering the horse and human grave. 
At the other cemeteries of the Elbląg group no other 
categories of goods were found in horse graves. At 
the necropolises of the Elbląg group no horse caring 
items such as combs and scissors, or knives and twee-
zers, known from the Olsztyn group (Baranowski 
1996, p. 78-79) have been found. It should be, how-
ever, reminded that at the burial ground in Młoteczno, 
tools were discovered in horse graves: in grave 68 un-
der the horse’s belly an iron sickle was found whereas 
in grave 86 an iron plane was found near the animal 
bones (Ziemlińska-Odojowa 1991, p. 113).

III.8. Chronology (Bartosz Kontny, Jerzy Okulicz-Kozaryn)198 

graves as possible. Unfortunately, it was not always 
possible: due to the lack of detailed analyses of finds 
from the investigated period and thus of data on their 
changeability in time, and on the other hand, due to 
the presence of important for chronology but rare 
artefacts, some compromises had to be made in this 
respect. Ultimately, the following traits were taken 
into account: 1 – ladder brooch, Variant I; 2 – lad-
der brooch, Variant II; 3 – ladder brooch, Variant III; 
4 – pseudo-ladder brooch; 5 – simple brooch made of 
wire; 6 – disc fibula; 7 – S-shaped brooch; 8 – beak 
fibula; 9 – brooch similar to Type Wólka Prusinow-
ska; 10 – brooch similar to Type Neuwied; 11 – buck-
le Type Kreuzdornschnalle; 12 – large buckle with a 
kidney-shaped frame; 13 – small buckle; 14 – buckle 
Type Schilddornschnalle; 15 – lancet-shaped strap 
end; 16 – tongue-shaped strap end; 17 – T-shaped belt 
fitting; 18 – belt mounts of the Merovingian type200; 
19 – openwork belt mounts; 20 – ‘angled’ arrange-
ments of headgear strap fittings; 21 – headgear Type 
Tumiany; 22 – step ornament; 23 – pearl/pearl-like 
ornament; 24 – railing ornament; 25 – wafer orna-
ment; 26 – rosette ornament; 27 – undecorated sword/
scabbard; 28 – decorated sword/scabbard; 29 – head 
of a shafted weapon; 30 – undecorated flask; 31 – 
decorated flask; 32 – hook ring; 33 – antler comb; 
34 – drinking horn; 35 – glass bead; 36 – amber; 37 
– ‘wolf fang’ ornament. Some of the traits turned out 
to be less important for establishing the chronology 

 The relative chronology was elaborated with 
the use of a cluster analysis method popular in archae-
ology – the Czekanowski Diagram (Czekanowski 
1913). To carry it out the MaCzek program version 
3.3.44 created by Piotr Jaskulski (Sołtysiak 1997; 
Sołtysiak, Jaskulski 1999)199 was used. To measure 
the distance between features the Jaccard coefficient 
was used as it is the most appropriate for the analysed 
set of all the distance measures included in the pro-
gramme. The comparison of the features was con-
ducted with the use of traits from relatively narrow 
time spans and occurring from as large a number of 

196  In Orosius’ Chorography, 22 translated by Alfred the Great 
we find the information about horse races connected with bu-
rial ceremony aimed to win the valuables formerly possessed 
by the deceased. The precious items had been divided and hid-
den in a known place. Then horse riders were to hurry and get 
the prize (cf. Labuda 1961, p. 70, 86). The significance of the 
horse in the burial rite is also underlined in a mention from 
the Treaty of Christburg, 13: a peace treaty signed in 1249 
between the pagan Prussian clans, represented by a papal le-
gate, and the Teutonic Knights. Pagan priests called Tulissones 
or Ligaschones are described here during burial ceremonies; 
they were reporting their visions of the mounted armed dead 
person, riding the sky together with his retinue and a falcon 
(text after Hartknoch 1679).

197 The presence of a fragment of a window urn near horse 8 in 
grave V at Tumiany was interpreted in a similar way (Bara-
nowski 1996, p. 80).

198 Preliminary version of the chronology (Okulicz-Kozaryn, 
Pietrzak 2009, p. 123-131), proposed a few years ago, during 
conference in 2005, demanded further investigations. Herein 
we present the results of these studies.

199 Cf. Jaskulski 2009.
200 This term was used to denote rectangular fittings with an elon-

gated opening from grave 84/3.
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of the necropolis (e.g., amber, hook rings) than other 
ones (e.g., swords, combs, drinking horns). As the 
majority of the features was damaged and as a result 
the grave assemblages were poorly preserved, only 
twenty five features were finally taken into account 
in the chronological diagram (Table 4), from which 
some are quite poor but they were taken into conside-
ration to observe chronological position of particular 
traits in the chronological system. On its basis it was 
possible to distinguish three chronological phases. 
The first one comprised grave 38, 35, 62B, 55, 65 as 
well as grave 2, 23 and 41, where the three last men-
tioned ones were not directly linked with the remain-
ing ones201. They may be considered as an element 
separating the 1st phase from the 2nd one, yet ascribed 
to Phase 1 (Subphase 1’). Phase 2 comprised grave 
117, 121, 118, 26, 147 and 11. Phase 3, comprising the 
greatest number of graves, is represented by grave 120, 
21, 60, 82, 17, 83, 18, 85, 84, 34 and 105. A compari-
son of respective phases with the relative chronology 
of the Elbląg group elaborated by J. Kowalski (2000) 
is problematic due to a certain arbitrariness of the lat-
ter’s claims. Lack of a detailed and apt chronological 
analysis of respective necropolises of the Elbląg and 
Olsztyn groups creates great difficulties in compar-
ing the chronological systems of even the closely 
related Elbląg and Olsztyn groups. It should be only 
noted that all the three phases distinguished at the ne-
cropolis in Nowinka belong to the 2nd horizon of the 
Elbląg group dated by J. Kowalski to the 2nd half of 
the 6th and the early 7th century defined as Phase E2 
(Kowalski 2000, p. 220). However, some doubts are 
inspired by J. Kowalski’s view that two settlement 
horizons should be identified with Phases E1 and E2 as 
the beginnings of the settlement in the Elbląg group 
are marked by artefacts evidently connected with the 
developed part of Phase D (e.g., star-footed brooches, 
brooches Type Schönwarlig/Skowarcz or Dollkeim/
Kovrovo as well as Type Niemberg), which J. Ko-
walski has noted (2000, p. 219). Thus the 1st horizon 
should be extended at least to the final stage of Phase 
D. In turn, limiting the time span of the 2nd horizon 
of the Elbląg group to Phase E2 is contradicted by 
the presence of indices of Phase E3 from the Olsztyn 
group (e.g., disc brooches, see Rudnicki 2006a). Also 
striking are the so-far unconfirmed in recently inves-
tigated archaeological material observations made by 
the pre-war researchers, who perceived continuity 

of use of ‘Old Prussian’ cemeteries until the Early 
Medieval Period. This was to be manifested by the 
presence of the ‘hillfort period’ pottery and, which 
is more debatable, selected metal artefacts or stone 
constructions at the necropolis in Elbląg-Żytno (Dorr 
1914, p. 6, 12-14; Ehrlich 1920, p. 200-203). At pre-
sent it is thus possible to move the duration of the 2nd 
horizon of the Elbląg group at least to the early Phase 
E3

201. As there are no complete publications of sites 
from the Elbląg group, in order to establish the rela-
tive chronology for the whole group new excavations 
should be made at its area and systems of periodi-
sation for the Sambian area (the existing suggestions 
are not convincing) and the Olsztyn group (attempts 
are being made at present) should be created and then 
detailed comparative studies should be conducted. 
This exceeds the scope of this monograph but it is 
clear that the chronology established for the cemetery 
at Nowinka will be very useful for such studies.
 To establish the absolute chronology of the 
respective phases it is necessary to use the dating 
of the imports found in the assemblages from Now-
inka. It should not, however, be forgotten that some 
forms of artefacts may have reached the area of the 
Elbląg group later on and they may have been used 
for a longer time in the Balt milieu.
 For Phase 1 the dates are provided by the beak 
brooch Type G1 after Høilund Nielsen from grave 38. 
According to the chronological systems elaborated 
for Bornholm, it denotes Phase VIIA equivalent to 
530-600 A.D. (Høilund Nielsen 2000, p. 162-163) or 
Phases 1A-1B, i.e., 520/30-600 A.D. (Jørgensen 1990, 
p. 30; Jørgensen, Nørgård Jørgensen 1997, p. 41, Figs. 
24, 26). This is, however, a very broad chronological 
spectrum. It should not be also overlooked that the 
beak brooch from Nowinka had a new, local fastening 
mechanism which probably replaced the original one 
damaged after long use. Long use is proved also by 
traces of wearing in the upper part of the item. Thus 
the artefact may have reached Nowinka later on and 
it may be necessary to shift at least the beginning of 
Phase 1 to the later part of the 2nd tierce of the 6th cen-
tury. In turn, the T-shaped belt fitting Type Nørgård 
Jørgensen TR1/Ørsnes C10/Høilund Nielsen C5 from 
grave 35 has analogies in Scandinavia; such forms are 
dated to Phase II on Bornholm, i.e., 560/70-610/20 
A.D. and to Phases I-II on Gotland, i.e., 520/30-610/20 
A.D. (Nørgård Jørgensen 1999, Fig. 107, 110, 116). 
Generally this matches the chronology of grave 38. It 
is possible that the earlier part of that period should be 201 One should notice that in cases of graves with small number 

of traits (e.g., grave 2, 23, 38) their position in the diagram is 
not utterly sure (they are situated between concentrations or in 
the ending parts of diagram because of lack of coincidences 
with other objects).

202 There is a general need to redefine the meaning of Phases E1, 
E2 and E3.
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taken into consideration, which is suggested by a close 
analogy: a fitting from Stora Ihre, Hellvi sn on Got-
land from the Nordic Phase I, i.e., 520/30-560/70 A.D. 
(Nørgård Jørgensen 1999, p. 262, cf. p. 141).
 For the late stage of Phase 1 at the Nowin-
ka necropolis (Subphase 1’) there is only one good 
da-ting element: S-shaped brooches Type L1a from 
grave 41. The item with a better preserved ornament 
(grave 41/1) was decorated in Style B (a variant of 
the animal Style II) according to M. Ørsnes (1966, p. 
285), which is a frequent feature of brooches of that 
type (Rundkvist 2003, p. 104). Brooches Type L1a 
are also treated as indicators of Phase VIIA (Høilund 
Nielsen 2000, p. 162-163), and they are presumed to 
have appeared in Scandinavia as a result of inspiration 
by the Alamannic S-shaped brooches in ca 540 A.D. 
to be replaced by new forms Type H3 and J in the 
1st tierce of the 7th century (Rundkvist 2003, p. 104-
105). In the analysed case the presence of decoration 
in Style II is very important. It should not be forgotten 
that that style appeared not earlier than ca 575 A.D. 
(Roth 1998, p. 356-359; Birkmann 1995, p. 61-63) 
and in Scandinavia Variant B was used on Bornholm 
from Phase 1B2, i.e., ca 570-600 A.D. (Jørgensen, 
Nørgård Jørgensen 1997, p. 24, 28) and according to 
M. Ørsnes (1966) only in Phase 1, i.e., from ca 575 
till the mid-7th century (Birkmann 1995, p. 64-65). 
Thus Subphase 1’ may be tentatively put in the last 
third of the 6th century. On the basis of the above it is 
possible to claim that, if the proposed chronological 
succession of Phase 1 and Subphase 1’ is true, Phase 
1 embraces the times before the decline of brooches 
Type G1, i.e., probably the 2nd tierce of the 6th century.
 For Phase 2 there are no adequate dating ele-
ments and its time span must be determined by the 
limits of Subphase 1’ and Phase 3.
 For Phase 3 a good starting point is grave 85 
which contained a drinking horn with a fitting deco-
rated in animal Style II. In contrast to the brooches 
from grave 41 in this case we most probably don’t 
have to do with the earliest phase of the popularity 
of this style. This is suggested by the fact that it was 
accompanied by a bracelet similar to Type Q2. Such 
ornaments were used on Bornholm in Phases 1C-2A 
(Jørgensen 1990, p. 39-40) and thus during the whole 
7th century. The latest date for grave 85 is the time 
when Style II gradually lost its popularity, i.e., the 
mid-7th century. 
 Equally important for establishing the limits 
of Phase 3 is grave 84. The buckle Type Schilddorn-
schnalle found in it is considered as an identifier of 
Nordic Phase I and II (520/30-560/70 and 560/70-
610/20 A.D.) and the Norwegian items and forms 

with elongated ferrules (and probably this is the case 
of item from grave 84) are clearly later (Nørgård Jør-
gensen 1999, Fig. 107, 110, 116). Analyses concer-
ning the Merovingian circle place buckles of these 
type in the late 6th and early 7th century: according to 
U. Koch – Phase 4 (590-620/30 A.D.); the latest items 
from Phase 5 (620-650/60 A.D.) could be excluded 
(Koch 1977, Fig. 8:B); items with elongated ferrules 
are said to be typical for Phase 5 (565-580/90 A.D.) 
according to U. Müssemeier, E. Nieveler, R. Plum and 
H. Pöppelmann (2003, Fig. 7); in France they are said 
to have occurred in Phase MA3 (560/70-600/10 A.D.) 
– mainly items with oval-shaped ferrules (Legoux, 
Périn, Vallet 2006, p. 62). Fortunately, in Nowinka 
besides a spike of the buckle also the terminal of the 
ferrule was found, which makes it possible to date the 
item more precisely and to exclude it representing 
the earliest items (Phase 3 after U. Koch) with oval 
ferrule and the latest ones (Phase 5 after U. Koch), 
frequently decorated with the use of the silver wire 
inlaid. In the same grave T-shaped belt fittings were 
found which are very similar to Merovingian finds; 
in the Merovingian circle they determined men’s bu-
rials from Phase 4 (590-620/30 A.D.) according to 
U. Koch (1977, Fig. 8:B). Next chronologically im-
portant items from grave 84 are tongue-shaped fittings 
Type Nørgård Jørgensen ZR1/Ørsnes C12/Høilund 
Nielsen C6b. Similar Scandinavian finds are treated 
as indicators of Phases II-III in Norway (560/70-ca 
680 A.D.) and on Bornholm and Phases I-II (520/30-
610/20 A.D.) on Gotland (Nørgård Jørgensen 1999, 
Fig. 107, 110, 116) and analogous discoveries from 
the Merovingian areas are dated to the 6th century 
(Falk 1980, p. 35-36). The last-mentioned dating can 
be hardly considered as definitive: the issue has not 
been analysed in detail for the Merovingian circle. 
The finds of belt mounts of the Merovingian type, in 
turn, also present in grave 84 have not been analysed 
at all as regards their chronology. On the basis of the 
few finds it may be assumed that they were used at 
ca the turn of the 6th and 7th century and in the early 
7th century (they appeared in assemblages included in 
Group D of graves with double-edged swords dated 
to 580-620 A.D., see Menghin 1983, p. 59-60, Fig. 
25; they were also found in graves dated with coins to 
the 7th century, see Werner 1935, p. 100, Pl. 28:B.3). 
To sum up: grave 84 should thus be dated to ca the 
turn of the 6th and 7th century or – more probably – in 
the early 7th century and grave 85 in the early 7th cen-
tury. The limits of Phase 3 may be established analo-
gously to the dating of grave 84. Phase 2 should thus 
be placed at ca the turn of the 6th and 7th century on 
the basis of the analysis concerning Subphase 1’ and 
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Phase 3. It should be remarked here that the cemetery 
did not function for a long time and probably did not 
exceed 100 years. Of course, these findings are made 
less certain by the fact that minor part of the necropo-
lis was preserved. Besides, it can not be excluded that 
some of the important dating elements, the time span 
of which was established on the basis of analogies 
(especially Scandinavian) may have been used for a 
longer time and be placed in the ground later than in 
their native lands.
 The above chronological boundaries are, of 
course, not determined with absolute precision for 
they are based on dating of single finds with well-
established absolute chronology Thus the possibility 
that the cemetery was used for a longer time can not 
be completely excluded, but at the moment there are 
no grounds to believe so. The time span delimited 
above comprises also stray finds of imported broo-

ches: a disc brooch Type Ørsnes I1-2/Høilund Nielsen 
I1b/c, typical of Phases 1A-B, i.e., 530-600 A.D. on 
Bornholm (Høilund Nielsen 1987, p. 60, 62, 69) and 
an equal-armed one Type Høilund Nielsen F1c/Ørsnes 
F2, dated to Phase 1B1 or possibly also to 1A and 1B2 
(Jørgensen, Nørgård Jørgensen 1997, p. 28, Fig. 18), 
and thus to 530-570 A.D., or possibly until 600 A.D.
 Some forms of the finds are clearly connected 
with the phases distinguished above. The most evi-
dent relations are for Phase 3: weapons (swords, scab-
bards, heads of shafted weapons), drinking horns, 
combs as well as lancet-shaped strap ends, buckles 
Type Kreuzdornschnalle and disc and ladder broo-
ches Variant III, and, with respect to decorations: 
openwork bronze plates (belt mounts, elements of 
scabbards). The remaining types of artefacts have 
broader datings or are too few to be reliably linked 
with a certain phase.

Table 4. Diagram showing chronological grouping of chosen graves from the cemetery at Nowinka.
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 The analysis of horizontal stratigraphy (Pl. CX) 
does not allow to state in which direction the cemetery 
developed as too many burials were dated imprecisely 
and can not be taken into account. It seems, however, 
that the earliest burials (Phase 1) were located in the E, 
S and NE part of what was preserved from the necrop-
olis and some of the later features in the SE part. It is 
in the central part of the site, where burials from Phase 

2 were generally located (except for grave 147 which 
was dug in the N part of the necropolis). Burials from 
Phase 3 are again concentrated in the NE and E parts 
as well as in the centre. The above, however, are only 
general observations, and more detailed conclusions 
will perhaps be drawn in the future after significant 
progress in the studies on the chronology of the Elbląg 
group.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS (Bartosz Kontny, Jerzy Okulicz-Kozaryn)

 The analysis of the burial ground at Nowinka 
indicates that it was used in the times from the 2nd 
third of the 6th century (perhaps its later part, i.a., ca 
the mid-6th century) till the early 7th century. This is 
not a very long period but it is also possible that the 
destroyed part of the cemetery included burials from 
other chronological periods. The cemetery at Nowin-
ka was probably used by a human group living in the 
vicinity. It seems the most probable that these peo-
ple inhabited the hillfort at Tolkmicko (Ebert 1927, 
p. 109-117; Ehrlich 1931b, p. 55-59; Dmochowski 
1963, p. 271-286); the middle phase of it, as it is 
presumed, embraced the period between the 6th and 
9th century (cf. Jagodziński 1997, p. 34-35) and thus 
at least partially the same time as the necropolis at 
Nowinka.
 The fortified settlement of Tolkmicko had an 
important strategical position: it allowed to control 
the transport at the adjoining waters of the Vistula 
Lagoon, much larger than today (Kasprzycka 1999). 
Thus it was the control of trade and perhaps also par-
ticipation in it that produced the wealth of the local 
community. The importance of trade is testified by 
the imports. The same was the case of the community 
inhabiting the area of Tolkmicko and Nowinka: at the 
cemetery at Nowinka, besides very numerous finds 
suggesting the affiliation to the West Balt circle (es-
pecially its Sambian-Natangian areas) there appeared 
relatively frequent imported artefacts, especially from 
Scandinavia (beak brooch from grave 38/1, pair of S-
shaped brooches from grave 41/1-2, stray finds of an 
equal-armed and a disc brooch SF/6-7, a belt fitting 
from grave 35/2) as well as Merovingian ones (espe-
cially the belt with a set of Merovingian fittings from 
grave 84/3-7). It is not surprising that the majority of 
Scandinavian imports has close analogies on Born-
holm – an island which in many periods served as an 
intermediary in transferring Scandinavian influences 
to the southern littoral of the Baltic Sea and vice ver-
sa. It is unclear how the Merovingian imports reached 
Nowinka: one possibility is that they came through 
Scandinavia, and the other one, the Olsztyn group, 
where the traces of Merovingian influences are quite 
numerous. Unfortunately, at present it is impossible 
to give a clear answer to that question. Besides im-
ports, certain ideas reached Nowinka, characteristic 
for the contemporary tribal elites both in the Balt mi-
lieu and in Scandinavia. They were manifested in, e.g., 
depositing in burials decorated drinking horns usually 
made in the local style but sometimes imitating Scan-
dinavian decorations (grave 85/14). Partial adaptation 

of Scandinavian solutions may be also exemplified by 
headgear connectors with the step motif from grave 
21/16.
 An important testimony of cultural contacts 
is the use by the local bronzesmiths stamps with tips 
identical as in the Merovingian circle or Scandinavia. It 
is striking that triangular imprints with inscribed single 
circles which appeared on Scandinavian or Merovin-
gian products were recorded in Nowinka on objects 
of local provenience (ladder brooch from grave 17/1, 
disc brooch from grave 34/1, plate brooch from grave 
83/1, two lancet-shaped strap ends from grave 17/5-6). 
A similar observation can be made about the stamps in 
the shape of triangles with inscribed rows of horizon-
tal dots: their presence was confirmed at the Nowinka 
necropolis both on local products (suspension plate of 
a scabbard from grave 17/13) and imported ones (T-
shaped belt fitting from grave 35/2, beak brooch from 
grave 38/1). One may also mention here the bracelet 
with decoration inspired by Scandinavian ornaments 
from grave 85/22 which had triangular sections of 
stamps with three inscribed dots. It also had stamps 
in the shape of triangles-goose feet, found also on lo-
cal lancet-shaped fittings from grave 18/3 and grave 
85/20 and on the headgear strap connector from grave 
18/12203. This suggests that at least some of the aspects 
of Scandinavian ‘know-how’ were adopted. It should 
be also noted that the above-described stamps became 
popular also in the Olsztyn group and at the area of 
Lithuania, which was noted already by N. Åberg (1919, 
p. 48-49, Fig. 44:21-24). Similar phenomenon may be 
observed also for the Gepidic finds from Tisa River ba-
sin, e.g., disc brooch with triangular stamps with dots 
inside from Keszthely-Fenékpuszta, kom. Zala, grave 
1980/2 (Bóna, Nagy 2002, Fig. 57:4) which is ex-
plained by contacts with Frankish, Alamannic or north 
European goldsmiths (Bóna, Nagy 2002, p. 118).
 Although Scandinavian contacts are of great-
er importance one cannot neglect proves of links 
with Merovingian milieau. It could result from sub-
ordination of areas of Jutes, Saxons and Thuringians 
to Frankish state in 2nd half of the 6th century so they 
were included in Merovingian cultural zone. It short-
ened the distance between Franks and Balts. There-
fore postulated interest of Frankish merchants in 
trade with eastern regions could account for intensi-
fying Frankish influences on the Olsztyn group, pos-

203 On similar stamped ornaments (i.a., ‘goose feet’ and triangles 
with three inscribed dots) on ladder brooches from the ceme-
tery at Łęcze, see: Dorr 1898, p. 18, Fig. 4:b-c.
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sibly with Thuringians as mediators (Kowalski 2000, 
p. 234). It seems that contacts with the Elbląg group 
had similar character.
 The importance of trade in the local economy 
provides a convincing explanation why there were so 
many military elements at the necropolis in Nowinka. 
The control of trade had to be based on military pow-
er, e.g., on a retinue ensuring security of trade and 
profiting from it. This suggestion seems to be con-
firmed by the location of similarly equipped graves 
of warriors (with visible Scandinavian influences) in 
the Baltic Sea littoral, more to the east, e.g., in Laz-
dininkiai or in the Sambian-Natangian area. It should 
be stressed that weapons (especially the saxes) ap-
peared at the cemetery at Nowinka as late as in its 3rd 
phase, thus much later than at the Sambian-Natangian 
areas or in the Lower Neman group (cf. the swords 
from the cemeteries at ex-Warnikam and Rzhevskoye 
discussed above). This seems to suggest that at the 
Elbląg Upland the saxes were a secondary phenom-
enon, perhaps the result of the suggested by research-
ers second wave of migrants from the north-east (Ko-
walski 2000, p. 229-230) who exerted an even stronger 
influence on the local population (the Vidivarii?). The 
existing numerous cultural features derived from the 
Sambian-Natangian areas (horse burials, artefacts’ 
forms), new ones were thus added, accompanied by 
relatively strong Scandinavian references and weaker 
Merovingian ones.
 Possibly it was due to military and trade rea-
sons that the horse played such an important role in 
the Elbląg group, also manifested in the burial rite. It 
should not be forgotten, however, that horses accom-
panied not only burials of warriors but often also of 
women, so there is no direct relationship.
 Therefore, the question arises whether the 
wealth of the local population was only due to the 
control of trade. It seems that the answer to this ques-
tion is provided by the analysis of the assemblages 
from burials: they often contain fragments of raw am-
ber or not very carefully worked products from that 
material. As the quality of local amber products is low 
it seems possible that the population dealt with the ex-
change of raw amber: the raw material imported from 
the Baltic Sea littoral reached, i.a., the Merovingian 
circle (Steuer 1998, p. 396; Walter, Peeck, Gillich 
2008, p. 27) or Scandinavia (Høilund Nielsen 1987, 
p. 53) where only regular forms are known, probably 
made by west-European craftsmen (cf. Żak 1962, 
p. 185-186). In turn the finds from the Pontic area 
(burials of Goth women from Crimea from the late 6th 
and 7th century) contained especially beads irregular 
in shape, much more similar to the finds from No-

winka (see: Chajredinova 1999, p. 87-88, Fig. 71-74). 
Handing over of Baltic amber to Theodoric the Great, 
the ruler of the Ostrogothic state in Italy is confirmed 
by Cassiodorus (Cassiodorus, Variae V, 2). As J. Ko-
lendo stressed, the letter written by Cassiodorus on 
behalf of Theodoric the Great, thanking for the gift 
of amber brought by the envoy of the Aestii was in 
fact a model not an actual letter, which the Barbarians 
would probably not have been able to understand. 
This does not mean that the visit of the Aestii envoy 
did not take place; it is rather quite possible that the 
Aestii came to Italy in order to trade (Kolendo 2009, 
p. 37-38). Although the Aestii lived to the east of the 
Elbląg Upland but numerous cultural similarities al-
low to believe that the area of the Elbląg group was 
also involved in their trade relations. Thus if the sup-
posed mission of the Aestii really happened and was 
successful, resulting in establishing trade relations 
between the southern Baltic Sea littoral with southern 
or south-eastern Europe, it is possible to assume one 
more, southern direction from which cultural influ-
ences reached the area occupied by the Elbląg group. 
However, the archaeological material does not con-
tain direct evidence of that.
 Another raw material, mentioned in the stud-
ies of the topic, could have been salt. This seems to be 
supported by the toponyms: Lake Drużno (Druso) in 
the vicinity of Elbląg and the trading settlement and 
port of Truso are names related to salt, e.g., Lithu-
anian Drusk means ‘salt’ (Labuda 1960, p. 22, 24, 
36). As there were shortages of salt in Scandinavia 
(it was obtained only in Denmark and not from sal-
terns but from sea water or possibly sea plants) it was 
necessary to import it. A very good source of salt was 
probably the neighbourhood of Elbląg inhabited by 
the Balt people (Żak 1962, p. 194-195). It is difficult 
to settle whether salt was imported from that area at 
the time when the necropolis at Nowinka was in use, 
yet the presence of Scandinavian imports seems to be 
a strong argument in favour of this idea. It is hardly 
probable that the object of exchange were the broo-
ches, as A. Żak believed (1962, p. 258).
 Taking into account trading contacts, one 
should remember the analysis of textile remains from 
Nowinka which supports the claim that Balt textile 
production from the Late Migration Period was at 
a very high level. Unfortunately so far there are not 
premises good enough to know whether Balt tribes 
traded textiles or not.
 It should be noted that the site at Nowinka, de-
spite the fact that many unique finds were discovered 
there, was most probably used by the population poor-
er than the groups using the cemeteries at Elbląg-Żytno 
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(where silver foils decorating scabbards and a silver 
suspension plate for a scabbard were found, whereas 
at Nowinka they were made of bronze) as well as in 
Chojnowo and Elbląg, Moniuszki St (silver fittings of 
horse trappings; their equivalents from Nowinka were 
again made of bronze). It is difficult to settle whether 
this was due to the differences in the wealth or depen-
dency to the said ‘Old Prussian kings’ who used scab-
bards decorated with silver (cf. Ehrlich 1931a, p. 19).
 One should underline that the peak of wealth 
of the population using the necropolis at Nowinka 
was reached in the 3rd phase of development of the 
burial ground; during it the graves were the richest, 
containing weapons (saxes), drinking horns as well as 
imports and their imitations (including objects with 
stamped decorations typical of Scandinavia and the 
Merovingian circle). Moreover, the materials from 
Nowinka are not sufficient to work out chronologi-
cal links with the nearby trade emporium in Janów 
Pomorski (former Truso from Wulfstan’s descrip-
tion). According to the current state of research the 
earliest finds from the settlement in Truso are dated to 
the late 7th and early 8th century (Jagodziński 2009, p. 
153-154). This does not mean that at that time there 
was a developed trade and harbour settlement: the 
finds dated to that period are isolated and have broad 
datings, sometimes reaching the late 8th century (cf. 
Jagodziński 2009, Fig. 18). The bottom limit of the 
cemetery seems to be more interesting; it belongs to 
the 2nd third of the 6th century and thus may fill, at 
least partially, the chronological gap noticeable be-
tween the two chronological horizons existing in the 
Elbląg group (cf. Kowalski 2000, p. 220, 229-230). 

However, the necropolis basically belongs to the se-
cond settlement horizon of the Elbląg group.
 In our view, the publication of the mate-
rials from the cemetery at Nowinka is a starting point 
opening research perspectives and forming a reference 
point for further investigation on the chronology, cul-
tural features, external influences and variability of 
the Elbląg group. The questions which this mono-
graph could not answer are connected with the disap-
pearance of the Elbląg group and its transformation 
into the culture of Medieval Prussian tribes. Besides, 
the unclear issue of the settlement hiatus between the 
two horizons of the Elbląg group should be, in the 
light of the excavations at Nowinka, reinterpreted 
after a detailed study of the problem. The answer to 
these questions can be given only on the basis of new 
excavations and also publications of materials col-
lected from the nearby areas, dated to the Late Migra-
tion Period (especially the cemeteries at Młoteczno 
and Równina Dolna). The previous experiences indi-
cate that the analysis of the archive sources will pro-
bably not bring any breakthrough in this respect: in the 
files of the pre-war archaeologists finds from the area 
of Elbląg were disregarded (except for the references 
to the published cemetery at Łęcze) and the archives 
of the Elbląg museum were destroyed during the 2nd 
World War. The interpretation of relations with the 
other groups from the West Balt circle, especially the 
Sambian-Natangian areas is one more issue to settle. 
However, in order to do that, besides an analysis of 
the Elbląg group, a synthesis of knowledge about the 
culture of the Sambian-Natangian areas in the Late 
Migration Period should be also made.
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V. APPENDICES

V.1. Bartosz Kontny, Mirosław Pietrzak, List of sites from former Ostpreussen, Memelgebiet and 
modern Poland, Lithuania, Latvia and Kaliningrad Oblast of Russia, mentioned in the text

Elbląg group
Braniewo, gm. Braniewo – Braunsberg, Kr. 

Braunsberg
Chojnowo, gm. Tolkmicko – Conradswalde, Kr. 

Elbing
Elbląg-Żytno, gm. Elbląg – Benkenstein-Freiwalde, 

Kr. Elbing
Elbląg, Moniuszki St, gm. Elbląg – Elbing-Scharn-

horststrasse, Kr. Elbing
Elbląg-Pole Nowomiejskie, gm. Elbląg – Elbing-Neu-

städterfeld, Kr. Elbląg
Janów Pomorski, gm. Elbląg
Jelonki, gm. Rychliki
Komorowo Żuławskie, gm. Elbląg 
Łęcze, gm. Tolkmicko – Lentzen (Silberberg bei 

Lentzen), Kr. Elbing 
Nowinka, gm. Tolkmicko – Neuendorf-Kämmerei-

dorf, Kr. Elbing
Pasłęk, gm. Pasłęk – Preussisch Holland, Kr. Preus-

sisch Holland
Podgórze, gm. Braniewo – Huntenberg, Kr. 

Braunsberg 
Sierpin, gm. Elbląg – Serpin, Kr. Elbing
Tolkmicko, gm. Tolkmicko – Tolkemit, Kr. Elbing

Lithuanian and Latvian area cultural units
Aizkraukles Lejasbitēni, r. Aizkraukle (the Latgallian area)
Aukštakiemiai, r. Klaipėda – Oberhof, Kr. Memel (the 

West Lithuanian group)
Barvai, r. Šilutė – Barwen, Kr. Heydekrug (the Lower 

Neman group)
Degsnė (Labotiškės), r. Molėtai (the East Lithuanian 

Barrows culture)
Diktarai, r. Utena (the East Lithuanian Barrows culture)
Greižėnai, r. Tauragė – Greyszönen, Kr. Tilsit (the 

Lower Neman group)
Jauneikiai, r. Joniškis (the Semigallian area)
Jaunsaules Siliņi, raj. Bauska (the Semigallian area)
Kalniškiai, r. Plungė (the Samogitian Flat Cemeteries 

group)
Katyčiai (Koadjuthen), r. Šilutė – (Lower Neman 

group)
Lazdininkiai (Kalnalaukis), r. Kretinga (the West 

Lithuanian group)
Marvelė, Kaunas city (the Central Lithuanian group)
Pakalniškiai, r. Šakiai – Pakalniszki, pow. Poniewież 

(the Lower Neman group)
Pakrauglė, r. Vilnius (the East Lithuanian Barrows 

culture)
Rzhevskoye, ray. Slavsk – Linkuhnen, Kr. Tilsit (the 

Lower Neman group)
Šukioniai, r. Pakruojo (the Semigallian area) 
Taurapilis, r. Utena (the East Lithuanian Barrows 

culture)
Vilkyčiai, r. Klaipėda – Wilkieten, Kr. Memel (the 

West Lithuanian group)
Vėžaičiai (Verdainė), r. Šilutė – Weszeiten, Kr. Hey-

dekrug (the Lower Neman group)
Vidgiriai, r. Šilutė (the Lower Neman group)
Žvirbliai, Vilnius city – Żwirble, pow. Wilno (the East 

Lithuanian Barrows culture)

Olsztyn group 
Kielary (the locality not existing nowadays), gm. 

Stawiguda – Kellaren, Kr. Allenstein
Kosewo, gm. Mrągowo – Alt Kossewen, Kr. Sensburg
Leleszki, gm. Pasym – Leleshken, Kr. Ortelsburg
Miętkie, gm. Dźwierzuty – Mingfen, Kr. Ortelsburg
Popielno, gm. Ruciane-Nida – Popielnen, Kr. Sensburg
Spychówko, gm. Świętajno – Klein Puppen, Kr. 

Ortelsburg
Stare Kiejkuty, gm. Szczytno – Alt-Keykuth, Kr. 

Ortelsburg
Tumiany, gm. Barczewo – Daumen, Kr. Allenstein
Tylkowo, gm. Pasym – Scheufelsdorf, Kr. Ortelsburg
Waplewo, gm. Jedwabno – Waplitz, Kr. Ortelsburg
Wyszembork, gm. Mrągowo, site II
Zdory, gm. Pisz – Sdorren, Kr. Johannisburg

Sambian-Natangian area and similar sites from 
other areas
Beryozovka, ray. Bagratyonovsk – Naunienen, Kr. Pr. 

Eylau
Bolshoe Isakovo, ray. Guryevsk – Lauth, Kr. 

Königsberg 
ex-Eisliethen, Kr. Fischhausen – the locality not exist-

ing nowadays, in ray. Zelenogradsk
ex-Grebieten, Kr. Fischhausen – the locality not exist-

ing nowadays, in ray. Zelenogradsk
Dobroe-Gora Velikanov, ray. Zelenogradsk – Rantau-

Hünenberg, Kr. Fischhausen 
Klintsovka-Irzekapinis, ray. Zelenogradsk
Izhevskoe, ray. Guryevsk – Widitten, Kr. Fischhausen
Kholmogor’e, ray. Pravdinsk – Kipitten, Kr. Pr. 

Friedland
Kovrovo, ray. Guryevsk – Dollkeim, Kr. Fischhausen
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Markajmy, gm. Lidzbark Warmiński – Markeim, Kr. 
Heilsberg

Mitino, ray. Kaliningrad – Stantau, Kr. Königsberg
Pesochnoe, ray. Pravdinsk – Detlevsruh, Kr. Bartenstein
ex-Plauen, Kr. Wehlau – the locality not existing 

nowadays, in ray. Gvardeysk
ex-Warnikam, Kr. Heiligenbeil – the locality not 

existing nowadays, in ray. Bagratyonovsk
Povarovka, ray. Zelenogradsk – Kirpehnen, Kr. Fis-

chhausen
Równina Dolna, gm. Korsze
ex-Siegesdicken, Kr. Fischhausen – the locality not 

existing nowadays, in ray. Zelenogradsk
Sątoczno, gm. Korsze
Schosseynoye, ray. Guryevsk – Warten, Kr. Königsberg
Soldatovo, ray. Gvardeysk – Friedrichsthal, Kr. Wehlau

Suvorovo, ray. Gvardeysk – Zohpen, Kr. Wehlau
Svetlogorsk, ray. Zelenogradsk – Cobjeiten, Kr. 

Fischhausen
ex-Tengen, Kr. Heiligenbeil – the locality not exist-

ing nowadays, in ray. Guryevsk
Vetrovo, ray. Zelenogradsk – Ekritten, Kr. Fischhausen
ex-Wangskeim, Kr. Heiligenbeil – the locality not 

existing nowadays, in ray. Bagratyonovsk
Zelenyy Gay, ray. Zelenogradsk – Gross Drebnau, 

Kr. Fischhausen

Sudovian culture
Korkliny, gm. Suwałki
Przebród, gm. Suwałki
Szwajcaria, gm. Suwałki
Żywa Woda, gm. Jeleniewo

V.2. Jerzy Maik, Fabrics from the cemetery at Nowinka

 The fabrics from the cemetery at Nowinka 
come from four graves of riders. The remains of fab-
rics were usually found near horse skeletons, next to 
fragments of metal objects the oxides of which pre-
served the tissues from which the fabrics were made. 
All of them are very poorly preserved: while satura-
tion with metal oxides preserved the fabrics, it also 
resulted in their mineralization as a result of which 
threads break and disintegrate. This made it difficult 
to determine some parameters of the fabrics, especial-
ly of the raw materials. The fabrics were found in the 
following graves: 17, 21, 26 and 117.

The Catalogue204

Grave 17: remains of two woollen fabrics and one 
flax cord were preserved above a horse skeleton.

Fabric 17/I
Inv. no.: 1972:17/1a, 2a, 3a.
Description: small fragments of soft woollen fabric; 
dark brown in colour; very poor state of preservation, 
the yarns break; Dms. ca 4x2 cm.
Fabric type: 7.
Weave: 2/2 twill.
Th. of warp: 16 yarns per 1 cm.

Th. of weft: 14 yarns per 1 cm.
Twist of the yarn: ZZ.
Th. of yarn in the warp: 0.2-0.3 mm, average 0.24 mm.
Th. of yarn in the weft: 0.2-4 mm, average 0.28 mm.
Raw material of warp: wool.
Th. of fibres in the warp: 12-81 µm, average 26.2 µm.
Unevenness: 55.27%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Raw material of weft: wool.
Th. of fibres in the weft: 12-69 µm, average 26.5 µm.
Unevenness: 32.07%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Remarks: none.

Fabric 17/II
Inv. no.: 1972:17/1b, 2b, 3b.
Description: small fragments of thick woollen fabric; 
black in colour; very poorly preserved, the fabric al-
most completely destroyed; Dms. ca 2x1 cm.
Fabric type: ?
Weave: ?
Th. of warp: ?
Th. of weft: ?
Twist of the yarn: ZZ.
Th. of yarn in the warp: ca 0.6-0.8 mm.
Th. of yarn in the weft: ca 1.2-1.3 mm.
Raw material of warp: wool.
Th. of fibres in the warp: 12-63 µm, average 25.5 µm.
Unevenness: 39.84%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Raw material of weft: wool.
Th. of fibres in the weft: 15-51 µm, average 24.3 µm.
Unevenness: 32.61%.

204 Abbreviations as in Chapter II.1. The typology of fibres de-
veloped for products from the Roman Period and the Middle 
Ages was used (Maik 1988, p. 29), with subsequent modifica-
tions (Maik 1997, p. 14). As refers to twist: Z – twist to the 
right, S – twist to the left, ZZ means that the warp and weft are 
twisted to the right, ZS – the warp twisted to the right and the 
weft to the left, etc. (Fig. 1).
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Proportion of core fibres: none.
Remarks: none.

Cord 17/III
Inv. no.: 1972:17/4b.
Description: a small fragment of a thin, evenly 
twisted cord; pale yellow in colour; twist of the 
cord: S of two yarns with a Z twist (S/2Z); L. of the 
cord: ca 1 cm, Th. ca 1 mm.
Twist of the yarn: Z.
Th. of yarn: ca 0.7-0.8 mm.
Raw material: flax.
Remarks: none.

Grave 21: remains of eight woollen fabrics were 
found near the saddle.

Fabric 21/I
Inv. no.: 1973:21/1b, 3a, 4b, 5, 6a, 12b.
Description: numerous fragments of fine woollen fab-
ric; brown in colour; very poor state of preservation, 
the yarns break; Dms. ca 6x5 cm.
Fabric type: 7.
Weave: diagonal 2/2.
Th. of warp: 17-24 yarns per 1 cm.
Th. of weft: 14-20 yarns per 1 cm.
Twist of the yarn: ZZ.
Th. of yarn in the warp: 0.1-0.3 mm, average 0.21 mm.
Th. of yarn in the weft: 0.1-0.4 mm, average 0.26 mm.
Raw material of warp: wool.
Th. of fibres in the warp: 15-69 µm, average 34.0 µm.
Unevenness: 36.97%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Raw material of weft: wool.
Th. of fibres in the weft: 15-77 µm, average 32.9 µm.
Unevenness: 41.28%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Remarks: Th. of yarns in some fragments of the fabric 
calculated per 0.5 cm.

Fabric 21/II
Inv. no.: 1973:21/1a, 2a, 3b, 4a, 6b, 7c, 14.
Description: numerous small fragments of thick 
woollen fabric; dark brown in colour; in some frag-
ments the weave very poorly visible or not visible; 
very poor state of preservation, fabric preserved in 
small fragments, often these are separate yarns; Dms. 
ca 8x5 cm.
Fabric type: 7.
Weave: 2/2 twill.
Th. of warp: 9 yarns per 1 cm.
Th. of weft: 7 yarns per 1 cm.
Twist of the yarn: ZZ.
Th. of yarn in the warp: 0.4-0.7 mm, average 0.54 mm.

Th. of yarn in the weft: 0.7-1.3 mm, average 1.03 mm.
Raw material of warp: wool.
Th. of fibres in the warp: 15-60 µm, average 32.3 µm.
Unevenness: 35.3%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Raw material of weft: wool.
Th. of fibres in the weft: 15-45 µm, average 25.5 µm.
Unevenness: 27.79%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Remarks: none.

Fabric 21/III
Inv. no.: 1973:21/2b, 7b, 8b.
Description: small narrow fragments of very fine 
woollen fabric; light brown in colour; fabric with 
grooves probably imprinted on some hard object; 
very poor state of preservation, the yarns break; Dms. 
ca 7x3 cm.
Fabric type: 2.
Weave: plain 1/1.
Th. of warp: ca 18-20 yarns per 1 cm.
Th. of weft: ca 18-20 yarns per 1 cm.
Twist of the yarn: ZS.
Th. of yarn in the warp: 0.1-0.3 mm, average 0.19 mm.
Th. of yarn in the weft: 0.2-0.3 mm, average 0.22 mm.
Raw material of warp: wool.
Th. of fibres in the warp: 18-75 µm, average 33.4 µm.
Unevenness: 32.91%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Raw material of weft: wool.
Th. of fibres in the weft: 18-63 µm, average 34.2 µm.
Unevenness: 28.28%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Remarks: none.

Fabric 21/IV
Inv. no.: 1973:21/7a.
Description: small fragments of very fine fabric; light 
brown in colour; very poor state of preservation, the 
yarns break; Dms. ca 2x1.5 cm.
Fabric type: 7.
Weave: 2/2 twill.
Th. of warp: 29-30 yarns per 1 cm.
Th. of weft: 20-22 yarns per 1 cm.
Twist of the yarn: ZZ.
Th. of yarn in the warp: 0.1-0.2 mm, average 0.15 mm.
Th. of yarn in the weft: 0.1-0.2 mm, average 0.18 mm.
Raw material of warp: wool.
Th. of fibres in the warp: 12-48 µm, average 23.3 µm.
Unevenness: 36.81%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Raw material of weft: wool.
Th. of fibres in the weft: 15-42 µm, average 22.6 µm.
Unevenness: 33.06%.
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Proportion of core fibres: none.
Remarks: none.

Fabric 21/V
Inv. no.: 1973:21/8a.
Description: small fragments of very fine fabric, 
fused into three layers; brown in colour; very poorly 
preserved, the fabric disintegrates; Dms. ca 3.5x3 cm.
Fabric type: 7.
Weave: 2/2 twill.
Th. of warp: 7 yarns per 1 cm.
Th. of weft: 6 yarns per 1 cm.
Twist of the yarn: ZZ.
Th. of yarn in the warp: 0.3-0.6 mm, average 0.42 mm.
Th. of yarn in the weft: 0.6-0.9 mm, average 0.42 mm.
Raw material of warp: wool.
Th. of fibres in the warp: 15-45 µm, average 24.4 µm.
Unevenness: 31.65%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Raw material of weft: wool.
Th. of fibres in the weft: 15-42 µm, average 24.8 µm.
Unevenness: 34.39%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Remarks: none.

Fabric 21/VI
Inv. no.: 1973:21/8c, 11, 12a.
Description: small fragments of very fine fabric; 
brown in colour; very good state of preservation, 
one of the fragments mineralized with copper ox-
ides; Dms. ca 4x1.5 cm.
Fabric type: 9.
Weave: 2/2 broken twill.
Th. of warp: 18 yarns per 1 cm.
Th. of weft: 14 yarns per 1 cm.
Twist of the yarn: ZZ.
Th. of yarn in the warp: 0.2-0.4 mm, average 0.31 mm.
Th. of yarn in the weft: 0.2-0.5 mm, average 0.38 mm.
Raw material of warp: wool.
Th. of fibres in the warp: 18-60 µm, average 29.4 µm.
Unevenness: 27.64%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Raw material of weft: wool.
Th. of fibres in the weft: 15-48 µm, average 29.2 µm.
Unevenness: 27.73%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Remarks: the weave reversed every 14 yarns of the 
warp.

Fabric 21/VII
Inv. no.: 1973:21/9, 10, 12c.
Description: small fragments of medium-thick fab-
ric; dark brown in colour; very poorly preserved, 
two fragments fused, two other ones damaged, only 

single yarns remained; Dms. ca 3x3 cm.
Fabric type: 7.
Weave: 2/2 twill.
Th. of warp: 5 yarns per 1 cm.
Th. of weft: 4 yarns per 1 cm.
Twist of the yarn: ZZ.
Th. of yarn in the warp: 0.6-1.0 mm, average 0.76 mm.
Th. of yarn in the weft: 0.8-1.3 mm, average 1.01 mm.
Raw material of warp: wool.
Th. of fibres in the warp: 15-57 µm, average 298 µm.
Unevenness: 28.42%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Raw material of weft: wool.
Th. of fibres in the weft: 15-48 µm, average 25.5 µm.
Unevenness: 29.41%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Remarks: none.

Fabric 21/VIII
Inv. no.: 1973:21/13.
Description: small fragments of quite thick fabric; 
dark brown in colour; poorly preserved, the fabric 
disintegrates; Dms. ca 2.5x2 cm.
Fabric type: 7.
Weave: 2/2 twill.
Th. of warp: 9 yarns per 1 cm.
Th. of weft: 7 yarns per 1 cm.
Twist of the yarn: ZZ.
Th. of yarn in the warp: 0.4-0.7 mm, average 0.51 mm.
Th. of yarn in the weft: 0.5-0.9 mm, average 0.67 mm.
Raw material of warp: wool.
Th. of fibres in the warp: 12-54 µm, average 22.9 µm.
Unevenness: 37.43%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Raw material of weft: wool.
Th. of fibres in the weft: 15-45 µm, average 23.8 µm.
Unevenness: 27.34%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Remarks: none.

Grave 26: one fragment of woollen fabric and one 
fragment of woollen yarn were found in undeter-
mined places.

Fabric 26/I
Inv. no.: 1973:26/1.
Description: small, irregular fragments of fine fab-
ric; light brown in colour; very poorly preserved, the 
fabric almost completely destroyed; Dms. ca 2x1 cm.
Fabric type: 7.
Weave: 2/2 twill.
Th. of warp: 13 yarns per 1 cm.
Th. of weft: 10 yarns per 1 cm.
Twist of the yarn: ZZ.
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Th. of yarn in the warp: 0.1-0.3 mm, average 0.20 mm.
Th. of yarn in the weft: 0.2-0.3 mm, average 0.24 mm.
Raw material of warp: wool.
Th. of fibres in the warp: 15-63 µm, average 27.7 µm.
Unevenness: 31.76%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Raw material of weft: wool.
Th. of fibres in the weft: 15-72 µm, average 29.6 µm.
Unevenness: 43.58%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Remarks: Th. of the weft and warp calculated per 0.5 
cm.

Yarn 26/II
Inv. no.: 1973:26/2.
Description: fragment of a thick yarn; brown-black 
in colour; well preserved; L. ca 2.5 cm.
Twist of the yarn: Z.
Th. of yarn: 1.2-1.4 mm, average 1.26 mm.
Raw material: wool.
Th. of fibres: 15-51 µm, average 29.0 µm.
Unevenness: 29.25%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Remarks: none.

Grave 117: on the horse skull near a small bronze 
plaque there were fragments of one woollen fabric.

Fabric 117/I
Inv. no.: 1973:117/1, 2, 4.
Description: fragments of fine woollen fabric; very 
poorly preserved, the yarns are stiff and break; Dms. 
ca 5x3 cm.
Fabric type: 1.
Weave: plain 1/1.
Th. of warp: 22-28 yarns per 1 cm.
Th. of weft: 13-16 yarns per 1 cm.
Twist of the yarn: ZZ.
Th. of yarn in the warp: 0.1-0.3 mm, average 0.18 mm.
Th. of yarn in the weft: 0.2-0.4 mm, average 0.25 mm.
Raw material of warp: wool.
Th. of fibres in the warp: 12-45 µm, average 30.8 µm.
Unevenness: 25.59%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Raw material of weft: wool.
Th. of fibres in the weft: 15-51 µm, average 30.9 µm.
Unevenness: 20.99%.
Proportion of core fibres: none.
Remarks: none.

Fig. 1. Yarn twist: left (S) and right (Z) (drawn by E. Wtorkiewicz-Marosik).
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Conclusions
 Out of twelve woollen fabrics found in the 
graves, one represents Type 1, one – Type 2, eight – 
Type 7, one – Type 9, and the type of one fabric was 
not determined.
 Type 1 is represented by not felted fabrics with 
a plain weave (Fig. 2a) made from yarn with the same 
twist in weft and warp (ZZ or SS). In Nowinka one 
fabric of this type was found (grave 117). It is a very 
delicate fabric made from yarn with twist ZZ. The 
density of yarn in its warp is 22-28 per 1 cm and of the 
weft, 13-16 per 1 cm. The yarns of the warp are 0.18 
mm thick on the average, and of the weft, 0.25 mm.
 Type 2 is represented by not felted fabrics with 
a plain weave made of yarn with twist ZS or SZ. One 
fabric of Type 2 was found at Nowinka (grave 21). 
Its yarns have ZS twist. The fabric has deep grooves, 
which seem to be secondarily imprinted by a hard 
object adjoining it in the grave. The poor state of 
preservation and the fact that the yarns break at every 
touch made it impossible to determine what made the 
grooves. The fabric is delicate and the density of its 
warp and weft is 18-20 yarns per 1 cm. The yarns of 

the warp are 0.19 mm thick on the average, and of the 
weft, 0.22 mm.
 Fabrics of Type 7 are not felted and have 2/2 
twill (Fig. 2b). The yarn has twist ZZ or SS. In the 
fabrics from Nowinka it is always twist ZZ. Fabrics 
of Type 7 were found in grave 17 (one item), 21 (six 
items), 26 (one item). Some of these fabrics are thick 
(four items) with 5 to 10 yarns in the warp and 4 to 7 
yarns in the weft per 1 cm, medium-thick (two items), 
with 13 to 16 yarns in the warp and 9 to 14 yarns in 
the weft per 12 cm and very fine (two items) with 22 
to 30 yarns in the warp and 16 to 17 yarns in the weft 
per 1 cm. The above differences in thickness suggest 
that the fabrics had different uses: the thicker ones 
were probably used for making outer garments, the 
finer ones, for the undergarments. The thicknesses of 
the yarns used in respective fabrics match the thick-
nesses of the fabrics: in the thickest fabrics the warp 
yarns have average thickness from 0.5 to 1.0 mm, in 
the finest ones, in the warp yarns of average thickness 
from 0.1 to 0.2 mm were used and in the weft, from 
0.2 to 0.3 mm.

 Type 9 is represented by non felted fabrics 
with 2/2 broken twill (Fig. 2c) made of yarn with ZZ 
or SS twist. The only fabric of that type from Nowinka 
has the ZZ twist. This is quite a fine product with the 
thickness of the warp of 18 yarns per 1 cm and weft of 
14 yarns per 1 cm. The yarn of the warp has an aver-
age thickness of 0.31 mm and of the weft, 0.38 mm.
 It was impossible to determine the type of 
very strongly damaged fabric from grave 17. It was 
made of yarn with ZZ twist, the thickness of the warp 
was ca 0.6-0.8 mm and of the weft, 1.2-1.3 mm.
 In grave 26 a fragment of woollen yarn with 
twist Z was found. Its length is ca 2.5 cm and aver-
age thickness 1.26 mm. No characteristic deflections 

205 The analysis of the raw materials was made by Henryk Wrzo-
sek, M. Eng., from the Department of Physics of Fibres and 
Textile Metrology Technical University of Łódź, to whom I 
would like to express my gratitude for his help.

Fig. 2. Schemes of weaves in fabrics from Nowinka: plain weave 1/1, b. twill weave 2/2, c. herringbone weave 2/2 
(drawn by E. Wtorkiewicz-Marosik).

suggesting that it comes from a destroyed fabric were 
found on it, it rather seems that it may have been used, 
e.g., to sew two fabrics together.
 In grave 17 a small fragment of a ca 1 cm long 
and 1 mm thick flax cord205 was preserved. It is twisted 
into S from two yarns with a Z twist (S/2Z). The thick-
ness of individual yarns is ca 0.7-0.8 mm. Although 
flax was found in the one piece of string it may be, 
however, assumed that at the cemetery there were 
more products made of flax, yet they were completely 
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destroyed as textile raw materials of plant origin do not 
preserve in the soil as well as wool.
 Analyses of the wool from the fabrics from the 
cemetery at Nowinka consisted in measuring the thick-
ness of the yarns separately for the warp and weft, calcu-
lating the average thickness of the fibres (in micrometers: 
1 µm = 0.001 mm) and their unevenness, i.e., the average 
deviation from the average thickness (in %). Moreover, 
observations were made whether the samples contain 
core fibres and what, if any, is their proportion. It was 
established that the yarns in the wool used in the warps 
of the fabrics from Nowinka have average thickness of 
24-30 µm and it is thicker only in the warps of three fab-
rics (32-34 µm). The unevenness of thickness of fibres 
in this wool ranges between 27 and 55%. In none of the 
samples core fibres were found. Similar wool was used 
in the wefts, with average thickness of fibres amount-
ing to 23-30 µm. Thicker fibres (32-34 µm) were found 
only in two wefts. The unevenness of the fibres was also 
similar: 27-43%. Also in the wefts no core fibres were 
found. The above indicates that the described wool was 
of good quality. Its parameters match the parameters 

typical of the wool of local woolly sheep Type woolly 
Soay (Fig. 3) and hairy sheep Type hairy Soay (Fig. 4), 
found in fabrics from the Wielbark culture (Maik 1988, 
p. 104-110; 2001, p. 313-317). Similar or even better in 
quality was the wool from the Sudovian culture cem-
etery at Żywa Woda (Maik 1977, p. 143). Also the wool 
from the fabrics from Prussian cemetery at Równina 
Dolna, from the turn of the 13th and 14th centuries, does 
not show much difference in quality than the wool from 
Nowinka (Nahlik 1958, p. 172-174). By contrast, wool 
with thicker fibres with a diameter of more than 30 µm 
(Fig. 5) corresponds rather to the Early Medieval wool 
fabrics, such as that from Wolin, originating from primi-
tive breeds, e.g., Wrzosówka or Mazurian sheep (Nahlik 
1959, p. 258-261; Maik 1990, p. 156-159). It thus seems 
that the analyses of wool from Nowinka may suggest 
deterioration of the quality of wool, and so also of sheep 
breeding at the Baltic areas, in comparison to the Ro-
man Period. A similar process has been also observed in 
other areas of central and northern Europe (Maik 1988, 
102-115; von Stokar 1938, p. 1947-1948, Fig. 63; Bend-
er Jørgensen 1986, passim; 1992, passim).

Fig. 3. Thickness of woolly wool Type woolly Soay.

Fig. 4. Thickness of woolly wool Type hairy Soay.
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 Of the twelve fabrics as many as eight belong 
to Type 7. This means that the fabrics with the diago-
nal weave 2/2 constitute the majority, i.e., over 77%. 
Although the total number of fabrics from Nowinka 
is not large enough for the whole set to have any sta-
tistical value, I believe that it is worth noticing. Fur-
thermore, two fabrics have plain weave (one belongs 
to Type 1, and the other, to Type 2), and one has 2/2 
broken twill (Type 9). The weave of one fabric is 
not determined. These proportions of using various 
weaves in woollen fabrics are characteristic of textile 
production of the Wielbark culture, and also of the 
earliest Medieval textile production from Pomerania 
(Maik 1988, p. 126-129). 2/2 twill is also typical of 
the Balt textile production from the Roman Period 
and the Middle Ages (Maik 1977, p. 137-139, 143; 
Nahlik 1958, p. 177-178; Pečeliūnaitė-Bazienė 2004, 
p. 66-77).
 The yarn of almost all of the fabrics (except 
for one) has ZZ twist, i.e., it is twisted to the right 
both in the warp and weft. Such way of selecting 
the yarn in the fabrics with diagonal weave produc-
es a smooth fabric; it does not accentuate its texture 
(slanting rows) and in fabric Type 9: reversed rows. 
It seems that this may be due to the lack of knowl-
edge of how to use a spindle with a whorl to produce 
the yarn twisted to the left (S). Already the authors 
of “Włókiennictwo gdańskie X-XIII w.” pointed out 
that also modern spinsters were not able to produced 
yarn twisted in this way (Kamińska, Nahlik 1958, p. 
182-183). However, this skill, known in the Roman 
Period, did not completely disappear, as evidenced by 
the presence of fabric Type 2 (plain weave, twist of 
the thread ZS) in the collection of fabrics from Now-
inka. It should be noted that even in the Early Mid-
dle Ages the yarn with twist S was far less common 
than that with twist Z (Niesiołowska-Wędzka 1965, 
p. 323-324; Nahlik 1959, p. 267-268, Maik 1990, 

p. 162-163). Also in the collection of fabrics from the 
cemetery at Równina Dolna, dating to the turn of the 
13th and 14th century, fabrics with twist ZZ are clearly 
predominant (Nahlik 1958, p. 176-177).
 Furthermore, the majority of the described 
fabrics are amazingly fine (Fig. 6). The density of the 
warp of more than fifteen threads per 1 cm and of the 
weft of more than twelve threads per 1 cm, which was 
found in as many as six of them, means that they are 
products of very high quality; according to the clas-
sification worked out by J. Kamińska and A. Nahlik 
they represent Class I and II (Kamińska, Nahlik 1958, 
p. 80). Yarn in these fabrics is very thin, it is often 
less than 0.3 mm thick and, taking into account their 
quality, resembles rather the products from the Ro-
man Period than those from the Middle Ages (Maik 
1988, p. 116-159; Nahlik 1958, p. 176-179).
 In the fabrics from Nowinka the edges were 
not preserved, so they do not have any features which 
would conclusively confirm what kind of loom (ver-
tical or horizontal) was used to make them. Despite 
that, I believe that they were woven on a vertical loom, 
probably a weight loom. The loom of that kind was 
in general use in central and northern Europe until at 
least the 11th century and thus it must have been the 
main tool used by the Balt weavers in the 7th century.
 Summing up one may say that the fabrics found 
at the cemetery in Nowinka are not very numerous and 
they are very poorly preserved. However, their analy-
sis has shown that we are dealing with very interesting 
textile products. The way they were made, the use of 
2/2 twill and 2/2 broken twill, as well as the high qual-
ity of the fabrics made with very fine yarn, support the 
claim that Balt textile production from the Late Migra-
tion Period was at a very high level. Although it seems 
true that the spinners had lost the ability to make yarns 
with S twist, they were able to make exceptionally thin 
threads. From these threads the weavers made products 

Fig. 5. Thickness of wool of primitive sheep (Wrzosówka or Mazurian).
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of excellent quality, especially in the 2/2 twill, but also 
in the herringbone weave. All this makes the textiles 

from Nowinka an interesting contribution to the knowl-
edge of the history of the Baltic textile production.

Fig. 6. Densities of the fabrics from Nowinka (drawn by E. Wtorkiewicz-Marosik).

V.3. Teresa Radek, Remains of tanned leather and hair from a cremation burial ground at Nowinka 

 The degree of preservation of leather found in 
archaeological layers (also ones with similar datings) 
may be very different. Within one layer and even one 
site, specific physical and chemical conditions as well 
as of other factors, including the methods of tanning 
used in the past, allow to protect the remains from the 
degrading influence of time and the environment.
 Leather fragments from other sites, having 
less favourable environment or preserved with the use 
of more primitive methods of tanning, decompose to 
a much greater extent. According to my experience 
gathered from the analyses of remains of leather from the 
Early Medieval cemeteries (Sowinki, gm. Mosina, the 
10/11th-11th century and Czekanów, gm. Jabłonna Lacka, 
the mid-11th-13th century) as well as of the amulet from 
the Lusatian culture burial in Truskolasy, gm. Wręczyca 

Wielka206  the environment conditions at sites of that type 
seem to be unfavourable for preserving leather artefacts. 
The final effect of the analyses of leather fragments 
(having as a rule very small dimensions) discovered in 
burials was usually: either confirmation of the presence 
of a leather artefact without determining the origin of the 
leather or discovery of a trace of its presence in the form 
of a single plexus of collagen fibres in the mass of the 
macerated tissue (casing of the amulet from the grave in 
Truskolasy – analysis with the use of scanning micro-
scope, magnification 1000x). Sporadically the preserved 
taxonomic features of leather remains found in burials 
were sufficient for making tentative determinations of 
the species of the animal from which the leather came. 
This was possible during the analysis of the leather arte-
facts from the cemetery at Nowinka.

206 Results of the analysis are stored in the archives of the Centre 
of Electron Microscopy of the Wrocław University of Envi-
ronmental and Life Sciences.

Material and methods

 The material from Nowinka comes from grave 
17 and 21. It consists of three samples of fragmented 
remains and of material found only in grave 21, name-
ly, two samples of tanned leather (sixteen fragments) 
and one sample of hair.

 I determined the species of the animals from 
which the leather came using a stereoscope microscope 
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the cuticle of the hair in methyl benzoate or glycerol. 
The cuticular scale pattern of the hair was determined 
on the basis of hair imprints wet mounted on gelatin-
coated slides. 1 µm thin sections of hair embedded in 
Epon were made with a Zeiss ultramicrotome207 in the 
Centre of Electron Microscopy of the Wrocław Uni-
versity of Environmental and Life Sciences.
 The analysis of broken up material, which 
consisted in separating non-organic remains from the 
organic ones and classifying the organic remains into 
groups of similar origin, was made with the use of 
a stereoscope microscope with a magnification of 
25-50.

with a camera, taking into account three taxonomic 
features of leather: the distribution of the hair follicles 
on the grain of the leather, pattern on the grain sur-
face, and the structure of the flesh layer fibres (Persz 
1992, p. 61; Radek 1980, p. 63).
 The species affiliation of hair was determined 
with the use of Dziurdzik’s (1973, p. 73-77) and 
Day’s (1966, p. 201-205) methods and of the histo-
logical atlases (Bacha, Wood 1990, p. 82-88; Kurysz-
ko, Zarzycki 1995, p. 282). The medulla of the hair 
was analysed with the use of the optical microscope 
after cleaning the remains in water and 70% alcohol 
or in 4% solution of potassium hydroxide and cleared 

207 Method and execution by Piotr Kuropka, Ph.D., Centre for 
Anatomy and Histology at the Wrocław University of Envi-
ronmental and Life Sciences.

Results and discussion

 The analysed organic material comprised re-
mains of both plant and animal origin. The former 
consisted of fragments of wood, ligneous plant roots 
(grave 17, 21) and moss remains (grave 17). Particu-
larly interesting are the strands of wicker or bast fi-
bres found in grave 21 (Fig. 1), whose unnatural (at 
right angles) arrangement seems to be the result of an 

intentional human action.
 The organic remains of animal origin com-
prise: twenty two fragments of leather (seventeen 
from grave 21 and five from grave 17), hair, remains 
of woollen fabrics (fabric), small pieces of bones and 
compact lumps of macerated tissue (most probably of 
cutis) containing numerous remains mainly of hair.

Fig. 1. ‘Plaiting’ from grave 21.
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Tanned leather

 Sixteen of the samples of leather artefacts 
from grave 21 have the form of short and narrow 
bands. Fourteen of them are considered to be frag-
ments of reins, a narrow belt, or straps for fixing the 
saddle (Fig. 2). Originally they were joined with thin 

wooden slats by means of bronze mounts with rivets. 
The remaining two fragments of leather, similarly at-
tached to metal plates, were discovered near the skull 
of the buried horse, among the preserved remains of 
the bridle.

Fig. 2. Leather fragments of horse trappings (?) from grave 21.

 The material used to make the analysed leath-
er parts of the trappings was hide, tanned with hair, 
probably of cattle. Such selection of the material 

should be considered as the best possible (Rerutkie-
wicz, Tobiszewski 1956, p. 105-106).

Fig. 3. Hair collected from the surfaces of leather fragments of horse trappings: A – magnification 100x, a – hair follicle, b – hair 
shaft, B – magnification 120x, c – nonlattice (reticular) hair core.

A

B
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 Pieces of hair remaining in their follicles (Fig. 
3A, B) were found on the grain of all the investigat-
ed fragments (Fig. 4). This fact may be the result of 
intentional activities during tanning or due to a lack 

of skill in weakening of hair during the preliminary 
treatment of the hide. The tentative assessment of the 
material of leather artefacts in the above context is, 
however, risky as the analysed material was scant.

 As the taxonomic features of the leather were 
blurred, they were insufficient for species determina-
tion. The artefacts were very dry, stiff, with compact 
flesh side fibres and smoothened grain. Their surfaces 
did not have the grain pattern, characteristic for respec-
tive animal species (Persz 1992, p. 61; Radek 1980, 
p. 85, Table 1-4). The arguments supporting the claim 

Fig. 4. Fragment of tanned leather from grave 21: a – metal rivet, b – hair.

that the leather was made of cattle hides are based on 
the analysis of the grain of the three better preserved 
fragments: the shape and way in which the openings 
of the hair follicles are distributed (Fig. 5A, B), the 
arrangement of the flesh layer fibres in the form of the 
lens-shaped bundles visible in the cross-sections of the 
pieces of leather, and the structure of the hair.

Fig. 5. Leather grain: A – of the artefact, B – modern cattle leather, a – openings of the hair follicles.

A

B
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 The hair samples collected from the leather 
have the nonlattice, fragmentary medulla (Fig. 3B) and 
mosaic cuticular scale pattern. The detailed analysis of 
the above features of the histological structure of the 
hair narrows down the number of animals from which 
they may have come from to three species: the cattle, 
horse, and goat (Dziurdzik 1973, p. 89). At the same 
time the taxonomical features of the grain and flesh side 
of the preserved leather artefacts, clearly different from 
those of tanned horse and goat leather, justify the above-
presented determination of the analysed samples. In the 
sample of the remains collected from grave 21, at the 
area where there may have been the saddle, I found one 

208 Determined by Marek Wanad, Ph. D., from the Zoological 
Institute at Wrocław University.

2x3 mm fragment of tanned leather with hair, yet this ar-
tefact, due to its small dimensions, can not be taken into 
account in the taxonomical analysis of tanned leather. 
Also the remains of a leather product (products) found 
in the sample from grave 17 can be also considered as 
such material. Five fragments of leather found among 
remains of other origin are remains of the surface of the 
leather product (products, saddle) which were originally 
placed under metal rivets. It seems highly probable that 
the above-mentioned remains of a leather product were 
preserved in the material from grave 17 owing to the 
tanning (preserving) property of the metal compounds 
(Lasek 1954, p. 90, 98).

Hair

 Among the organic material hair is the main 
element. Besides the sample of hair found in grave 21, 
discovered near the head of the buried horse and the 
above-described cattle hairs fixed on the surface of the 
leather artefacts, numerous hair remains were found in 
the lumps of macerated tissue from grave 17 and 21. 
They are also components of the remains of woollen 
fabrics found in both graves. All kinds of hairs were 
subject to taxonomical analysis, yet only part of them 
had the desired results. This especially concerns the 
sample from grave 21. This part of the material com-
prises two types of remains. One of them are guard 
hairs, mainly light brown, almost yellow in colour 
with single dark brown, almost black hair. The remain-

ing ones are very delicate, glossy bands of guard hair 
cuticle split along their longer axis. Although only few 
undamaged guard hairs were preserved, and among 
them, only the top parts of their shafts, it was possible 
to determine that their cuticle had the mosaic scale pat-
tern (Fig. 6). It was much more difficult to determine 
the types of their medulla, which decomposes depend-
ing on the structure of the hair (Kuryszko, Zarzycki 
1995, p. 281) or loses its species character (Dziurdzik 
1973, p. 75) in the top parts of the shaft. The nonlat-
tice (reticular) arrangement of the cells was visible in 
the longest investigated remains of the dark hair. The 
other ones, where the core should have been visible, 
are remains of the mane (in horses this hair does not 

Fig. 6. Relief of the horsehair cuticle from grave 21 (magnification 520x).

have medulla) or were deprived of the discussed layer 
by the bugs from the Lathrididae208 family feeding on 
the remains (on the surface of the analysed hair there 
were numerous holes in the cuticle; the insects may 
have also contributed to the fragmentation of hair into 

the above-mentioned longitudinal bands). The above-
mentioned morphological features of hair are typical 
of the horse, hence the assumption that the remains 
of fur discovered in grave 21 belonged to the buried 
animal. The oval shape of the cross-sections of the 
hair (Fig. 7) may suggest that part of them came from 
the investigated remains (only the lighter hair?) of the 
mane.
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 The attempts at identifying the hair collected from 
the lumps of macerated tissues did not yield the expected 
results. I did not determine the types of the cuticle scales. 
The procedures used to clean the hair resulted in splitting 
of the remains along their longer axes. The analyses of the 
deeper layers revealed the presence of hair with nonlattice 
(reticular) type of medulla (Fig. 8) and medullaless hair. 

Hair with medulla represents the type of hair described 
above – cattle and horse hair. On the surface of some 
medullaless hair, pigment was visible in the form of short 
lines arranged along the longer axis of the hair. This ar-
rangement of pigment, considered as typical of human 
hair (Dziurdzik 1973, p. 77), was observed also in hair 
from the thick fabric (?) remains (Fig. 9).

Fig. 7. Cross-sections of horse hair from grave 21 (magnification 260x).

Fig. 8. Nonlattice (reticular) type of hair core from grave 21 (magnification 200x).

Fig. 9. Hair from the fabric (?), grave 17. Streaks of the pigment arranged along the longer axis of the hair (magnification 780x).
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Conclusions

 The analysed samples of the material from 
the cemetery at Nowinka are a set of small fragments 
of various origins. Plant remains, which comprised 
fragments of wood, moss, roots and animal remains 
– tanned leather, hair, woollen fabrics, small bone frag-
ments, were found in the material either separately or 
as sui generis two or more layered complexes. The re-
peated arrangement of layers in these features suggests 
that at least some of them reflect the original topo-
graphical arrangements from the burials.
 The analysed remains were preserved in two 
cremation burials in which the human remains were 
deposited following similar rituals. As a result the ma-
terial from the two burials is very similar. The differ-
ences concern the presence of moss fragments (grave 
17), wicker or bast fibres making up a kind of a ‘plait-
ing’ (grave 21) and also of remains of tanned leather 
for which the influence of the environment (time?) was 
more favourable for grave 21 than grave 17.
 The remains of tanned leather uncovered in the 

two graves, especially the fragments from grave 21, are 
much better preserved than similar material from other 
sites. It seems highly probable that their good state is the 
result of the direct contact of the leather with metal com-
pounds (especially the rivets fixed in the leather) which, 
as it is well known, have tanning properties (Lasek 1954, 
p. 90, 98). Basing on the shape and arrangement of the 
openings of hair follicles in some artefacts, the shape of 
bunches of the flesh layer fibres in the cross-sections and 
the morphological features of the hair preserved on the 
surfaces of the artefacts it is possible to determine the 
analysed fragments as cattle hides tanned with hair.
 The analysed hair samples can be classified as 
remains of fur of the buried horses, the cattle hair as the 
remains of decomposed parts of horse trappings (?) and 
the sheep hair as coming from the remains of fabrics. 
The considerable similarity of morphological features 
of horse and cattle hair makes it impossible to separate 
the hair of these two species (Dziurdzik 1973, p. 89) 
among the fragmented remains.

V.4. Henryk Kobryń, Krzysztof Świeżyński, Archaeozoological description of horses from the cemetery 
at Nowinka

Introduction

 The aim of the investigation was to carry out 
anatomical analyses and prepare osteometric docu-
mentation of horse remains from the excavations at 
Nowinka. The other aim of the analysis was to deter-
mine the structure of this group of animals according 

to their sex and age, to determine their withers height, 
and to determine their morphological types, compared 
to other listed archaeological sites of a similar nature 
and dating and compared to the population inhabiting 
the Polish lands at the same time.

Material

 The research embraced the animal remains 
(bones and teeth) collected at the cemetery in No-
winka. They came from fourty graves: 8, 17, 18, 20, 
21, 26, 34, 35, 44, 45, 47, 48, 52, 55, 60, 61, 62A, 70 
(70-72), 77, 78, 80, 82, 83, 84, 87, 89, 98, 99, 102, 112, 
121, 127, 131, 137, 147, 148, 149, 151, 155, 160209.
 The state of preservation of the remains as 
compared to materials from other sites should be con-
sidered as bad. As always when dealing with bone 
remains from archaeological excavations their state 
is affected by, besides the duration of their deposi-
tion, the conditions in which they were deposited. In 

Nowinka these conditions must have been very un-
favourable. Another factor which could have caused 
such a high fragmentation of the remains was the 
age of the animals from which the bones came. As 
it is known, the bones of young individuals decom-
pose more quickly due to the presence of epiphyseal 
plates. Cartilage tissue is more susceptible than bone 
tissue to destructive influence of different factors, and 
so is the structure of deciduous teeth in comparison 
to permanent teeth. In the investigated material there 
were many individuals whose process of growth was 
unfinished.

209 The material from the rest of the horse graves was preserved 
too poorly to carry out analyses.
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Methods

 The species and anatomical affiliation of the 
horse remains were identified on the basis of morpho-
logical features.
 The sex of the horses was established on the 
basis of the presence or absence of canine teeth (or 
their fragments). This criterion is not entirely reliable 
as these teeth, which are characteristic of males, may 
also (although rarely, but such cases are known) occur 
in females. In these few cases they are very poorly de-
veloped. Lack of clear gender differences in the bone 
structure and size of the horse skeletons (except for the 
pelvic bones) forced us to use the above criterion. In 
fact, out of necessity, this practice is commonly used in 
the analyses of excavated horse remains (Kobryń 1984).
 The age of the horses buried in Nowinka was 
determined primarily on the basis of dentition, taking 
into account the time of growing and wearing decidu-
ous teeth, of replacing deciduous teeth by permanent 
teeth and the degree of wear of the latter (Lutnicki 
1972). As the standards presented in W. Lutnicki’s 
publication (1972) were developed for the modern 
breeds of horses, which differ slightly in the time at 
which they reach adulthood, we treated the horses 
from Nowinka as a primitive breed, late in reach-
ing adulthood. When the epiphyseal plates were pre-
served the age of the individuals was determined ac-
cording to J. Kolda’s criteria (1936).
 Bones and teeth which were preserved well 
enough were measured using standard methods (von 
den Driesch 1976). The measurements of teeth and 
bones are presented in Tables 1-19.
 Basing on the dimensions of the completely 
preserved long bones the probable heights at the with-

ers were calculated. To this end, the classical method 
introduced by L. Kiesewalter (1888) was used, its 
subsequent criticisms (Driesch, Boessneck 1974) 
being taken into account. In the few cases where it 
was impossible to measure the length of the side of 
the bone, the withers height was determined by V.O. 
Vitt’s method (1952). Following this method the table 
proposed by its author was used and interpolations 
were made, which allow to establish the given indi-
vidual’s withers height. The values of withers height 
determined with the use of the two methods, do not 
differ significantly and are comparable (Kobryń 
1984). In the few cases when we had dimensions of 
several long bones of one animal, the withers height 
(regardless of the method of its determination), was 
established as the arithmetic mean calculated from 
these dimensions.
 In order to assign horses to appropriate size 
groups on the basis of withers height we used clas-
sification according to quartile values developed by 
H. Kobryń (1984).
 Basing on descriptive morphological features 
and (where it was possible) the dimensions of homony-
mous bones, the number of individuals buried in one 
grave was determined. Anatomical distribution of all 
the identified material from a given grave allowed to 
establish whether a complete animal (or animals) was 
buried or it was a partial burial where only certain parts 
of the skeleton and the corresponding body parts were 
deposited.
 The results on the morphological analysis of 
the horses from the cemetery at Nowinka were com-
pared with the data from the literature.

Results

Grave 8
 It contained fragments of a skeleton and teeth 
of a horse. One hundred sixty of them were suffi-
ciently well preserved to identify their anatomy and 
species. They come from both the axial skeleton and 
extremities of the horse. Among the large number of 
remains unidentified due to their fragmentation, there 
may have been skull fragments and missing frag-
ments of the right scapula, pelvic, the left metacarpal 
bone, carpus and phalanges.
 The preserved elements of head bones included:
- a relatively large fragment the right maxilla with 
cheek teeth,
- a fragment of the left half of the skull with the maxilla 
and cheek teeth, thoracic-lower fragment of the orbital 
ring with the adjoining fragment of the zygomatic arch,

- several ten fragments of upper and lower incisors,
- two fragments of upper permanent canine teeth,
- two fragments of the left squama temporalis, with 
the mandibular fossa and two condylar processes,
- ten skull cap fragments and two fragments of the 
petrous parts of the left and right temporal bone,
- five fragments of the rami of the right mandible with 
the condyloid process,
- a very damaged fragment of the body of the right 
mandible with cheek teeth and a fragment of lower 
right canine tooth,
- fourteen fragments of the left mandible with the 
condyloid process and a complete of cheek teeth.
 Bone fragments near the right and left zygo-
matic arch and the lateral surfaces of both pieces of 
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the petrous parts of the temporal bones are markedly 
green in colour, which may indicate that objects made 
of copper alloy were deposited near them.
 The identified remains of the spine included 
fragments of all the sections of this part of the skel-
eton. The most numerous were the fragments of cer-
vical and thoracic vertebrae. Among the fragments of 
lumbar vertebrae there were two unfused epiphyseal 
plates. One of them is the caudal-end plate of the last 
lumbar vertebra. In the sacrum the base is well pre-
served. The caudal section was represented by two 
fragments from the same vertebra. Rib fragments 
were represented by eight left and right parts.
 The identified bones of the extremities or their 
fragments represent almost every section. In the left 
anterior limb only the wrist, metacarpals, and proxi-
mal and distal sections of the phalanges were not 
found, and in the right one – of the shoulder, wrist 
bones and the distal section of the phalanges. In the 
left posterior limb the second and fourth tarsal bone 
and the whole finger were missing, and in the right 
posterior limb the talus and the second and fourth tar-
sal bone were not found.
 The anatomical analysis of the remains from 
this grave shows that one complete individual was 
buried in it. The fragments of canine teeth indicate 
that it was a male. The appearance of the biting sur-
face of the incisors, which could be reconstructed 
from numerous fragments, suggests that the animal 
was ca 8 years old. This may be confirmed by the 
fact that the epiphyseal plates in the lumbar vertebrae 
were not fused, if we assume that the buried horse 
represented a primitive breed corresponding to late 
maturing ones.
 It was possible to make measurements of 
many better preserved fragments. The withers height 
of this horse was 125.8 cm.

Grave 17
 The grave contained fragments of horse skeleton 
and teeth. The state of preservation of one hundred sixty 
two remains allowed to identify their anatomical affilia-
tion. Arranging the remains in a logical order suggested 
that a complete animal was buried. Missing autopodium 
parts in the left anterior and posterior limbs were prob-
ably among the very numerous remains, which could 
not have been identified due to their poor state of preser-
vation. This assumption may be confirmed by the small 
fragments of metapodia and phalanges which were 
found among the unidentified fragments.
 The material from this grave made it possible 
to reconstruct almost the whole dentition, except for 
the lower incisors on the left side of the dental arch. 

The preserved permanent canine teeth (one from the 
upper and two from the lower arch) indicate that the 
horse was a male. The state of the preserved incisors 
and blunted lower canine teeth indicate that the horse 
was approximately 8 years old. The teeth and bones 
which were better preserved were measured. The 
withers height of this horse was 128.3 cm.

Grave 18
 In this grave the remains were very poorly pre-
served. In the majority of bone finds the compact bone 
was almost completely destroyed to such an extent that 
their remaining part was held together by grass roots.
 The characteristic morphological features of 
these bones were blurred and because of that only 
fifty six fragments were identified. They come from 
the head, the cervical part of the spine and a few from 
each extremity. The anatomical composition of the re-
mains allows to assume that also in this grave a com-
plete horse was buried. It seems hardly probable that 
it would contain only the head, neck and four limbs 
(without phalanges).
 The identified remains included also frag-
ments of unerupted permanent teeth and deciduous 
teeth. Three relatively well preserved deciduous ca-
nine teeth may suggest that also in this grave a male 
was buried. In the right anterior limb the radius bone 
with both epiphyseal plates was preserved. The teeth 
and the presence of these plates suggest that the ani-
mal was young (between 9 and 15 months). Besides 
the environment conditions in which the remains were 
deposited the animal’s young age clearly had a bad 
influence on the state of preservation of the find.

Grave 20
 The shape of articular surfaces and the size of 
the remains of the horse buried in that grave indicate 
that they are parts of one individual. The identified 
bones or their fragments represent all parts of the skel-
eton and almost all teeth. It is thus beyond doubt that 
a complete animal was buried.
 Among the remains of the head a large frag-
ment of the skull with the body of the left maxilla, 
its palatal process and the horizontal plate of the left 
palatal bone, are particularly interesting. The damaged 
external wall of the body of the maxilla reveals a small 
maxillary sinus and long roots of all fully grown 
cheek teeth of the upper dental arch, which indicates 
that the animal was more than 4.5 years old. The bit-
ing surfaces of all the preserved incisors in the upper 
dental arch have clear, deep infundibula: this means 
that the horse was not more than 8 years old. Also the 
bodies of both mandibles with all cheek teeth, inci-
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sor parts and undamaged mandibular symphysis were 
preserved. The lower canine tooth and incisors I2 and 
I3 were found in their tooth sockets. On the biting 
surface of incisor I3 there is a well visible infundibu-
lum. All the above findings concerning the teeth sug-
gest that a 7-8 year-old male was buried in that grave. 
It is worth to note the form of the above-described 
fragment of the mandible with teeth. The interden-
tal space is unusually narrow and asymmetrical. The 
body of the left mandible has a damaged lamina lat-
eralis and exposed tooth sockets (it looks as if it was 
smashed from the side). As the mandibular symphysis 
was undamaged it is impossible for the injury to have 
happened when the horse was placed in the grave. 
The deformed biting surfaces of the cheek teeth of 
the right upper and lower dental arch indicate that the 
mandible was asymmetrical, as a result of which in its 
lifetime the animal had a malocclusion. The withers 
height of this horse was 127.4 cm.

Grave 21
 This grave contained animal remains such as 
bones and teeth. One hundred  twenty one of them 
were sufficiently well preserved to determine their 
anatomy and species. These were remains of one 
horse which was complete when deposited in the 
grave, which is indicated by the morphological fea-
tures. According to the principle earlier adopted when 
discussing the content of the burials we have consid-
ered single missing bones as too fragmented to make 
any statements about them, as a result of which they 
were included in unidentified fragments. The missing 
bones were single vertebrae, some basipodial sections 
of the limbs and the phalanges.
 The bones of the head included a relatively 
large fragment of the facial part with the oral part of 
the hard palate and tooth socket processes of both 
maxillae. The tooth sockets of the left maxilla had all 
the cheek teeth and of the right, P3, P4, M1 and M2. 
There was also the cervical part of the occipital bone, 
which was difficult to match with the neighbouring 
fragment of the skull, but which allowed do make 
several measurements. There were numerous teeth 
found separately including the missing cheek teeth on 
the right side and the incisors as well as two canine 
teeth from the lower dental arch, which suggests that 
the discussed skeleton was of a male horse.
 The appearance of the incisors (all of them were 
permanent teeth and had adequately developed infun-
dibula) suggests that the animal was 5-6 years old.
 The withers height, determined on the basis of 
the radius, was 124.6 cm.

Grave 26
 One hundred seventy five remains from that 
grave allowed to determine their anatomy and spe-
cies. They belonged to one horse which, according 
to the anatomical distribution, was buried whole. The 
few missing bones, visible at the graphical recon-
struction of the skeleton, were single carpal bones, 
tarsal bones, and phalanges.
 Many fragments of the skull bones were re-
lated to the neighbouring ones, which made it pos-
sible to make observations about their forms. Hence 
a large fragment of the roof of the nasal cavity with 
the upper parts of the plates of the external maxillae 
with the nasal bones was preserved. They revealed a 
visibly concave profile of the skull similar to those 
of the Tarpan horse and of modern breeds of Arabian 
horses. On the basis of several complete teeth and nu-
merous fragments it was possible to say that none of 
them was missing. The state of the dentition suggests 
that the buried horse was a 5-6 year-old male.
 Relatively numerous (for the discussed site) 
dimensions of long bones allowed to determine the 
withers height. It was 127.4 cm.

Grave 34
 The animal remains from this burial, basing 
on their anatomical distribution suggests that they be-
longed to a single horse. The bone fragments suitable 
for anatomical classification were less numerous than in 
the burials described above (seventy items) and includ-
ed all the upper incisors, two canine teeth (upper and 
lower), many fragments of the skull (including the man-
dibular symphysis with all teeth), cervical and thoracic 
vertebrae, ribs and both anterior limbs. The right poste-
rior limb is represented by a few fragments of the pelvic 
bone, the transitory part and the autopodium (without 
the phalanges). The left posterior limb is represented 
by the elements of the pelvic bone, a fragment of an 
epiphyseal plate, the transitory fragment and the tarsal 
bones and fragments of the metatarsus. The anatomical 
distribution of the identified bones and the description 
of the burial made by the person who explored it allow 
to say that a complete individual was buried.
 The presence of the canine teeth indicates 
that it was a male and the appearance of the well pre-
served incisors allows to establish its age as 5-6 years. 
This age is also indicated by the epiphyseal plates of 
the thoracic vertebrae. The withers height of this in-
dividual, determined on the basis of the length of the 
largest radius, is 125 cm.

Grave 35
 Remains found in this grave were very poorly 
preserved due to the young age of the buried animal 
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(together with the destructive influence of the envi-
ronment in which the bones were deposited). It was 
possible to identify sixty two remains.
 The skull bones and teeth were very fragment-
ed. Of the skull bones a large fragment of the right 
maxilla with cheek teeth was preserved. The premolar 
deciduous teeth were considerably worn and the per-
manent ones were well developed. The first molar was 
fully grown but its biting surface did not reach the level 
of occlusion. The fragments of the cervical vertebrae in-
cluded numerous separate epiphyseal plates. The axial 
skeleton was also represented by a few rib fragments.
 All limb bones were found. The long bones had 
separate epiphyseal plates, both proximal and distal, 
which means that the plates were not ossified. The epi-
physeal plate was also present in the first phalanx of the 
right anterior limb, which becomes ossified at the age 
of 15 months. On the basis of the teeth and preserved 
epiphyseal plates the age of the horse from this grave 
may be tentatively determined at 9-15 months.
 It was impossible to determine the sex of the 
buried horse. The state of preservation of the bones 
was to poor to make measurements, which, however, 
would be immaterial for the morphological descrip-
tion due to the young age of the individual.

Grave 44
 In this grave the remains were very poorly 
preserved. It was possible to make anatomical iden-
tification of only fourty of them. The numerous teeth 
fragments allowed to reconstruct the incomplete den-
tition. There were no incisors and canine teeth, which 
made it impossible to establish the sex of the buried 
horse. The first molars were not fully grown, which 
suggests that the horse was buried at the age of be-
tween 9 months to 1 year.
 According to the anatomical distribution of the 
remains there were several fragments from the major-
ity of the main parts of the body, which may suggest 
that a complete horse was buried. In the case of grave 
44 it is not feasible to assume that the missing bones 
could have been among the unidentified remains as 
the number of the letter bones was very small. If we 
assumed that it was a partial burial then the grave 
would contain the head with the neck and parts of the 
limbs from the glenohumeral and hip joints to the car-
pal and tarsal bones. However, such cut of the carcass 
is highly improbable due to the anatomical reasons.

Grave 45
 Remains found in this grave are still worse 
preserved than in the burial described above. Only 
sixty one pieces were identified.

 The remains of the head consisted mainly of 
the teeth. They belonged to one individual, and the 
cheek teeth, the complete set of which was deter-
mined on the left side, had a considerable malocclu-
sion. Their cheek edges in the upper arch and lingual 
edges in the lower arch were very sharp. On the right 
side an opposite state was recorded. This must have 
made chewing very difficult. The third upper molar 
on the left had no traces of use on the biting surface. 
Neither did it bear any traces of disease. The maloc-
clusion may thus have been caused by the fact that 
this tooth began to grow later on or by a malformation 
of the body of the left mandible. As there are not rec-
ognisable elements of the mandible it is impossible to 
determine the cause of such occlusion.
 Due to considerable fragmentation of the inci-
sors it was not possible to complete the whole denti-
tion and assess the degree to which it was worn. The 
I3 incisors, which were better preserved, did not have 
traces of wear, which, together with the presence of 
all the molars, suggests that the horse was ca 3.5-4.5 
years old.
 The remains of the post-cranial skeleton com-
prised very poorly preserved fragments of the verte-
brae (the thoracic and lumbar ones) and a few limb 
bones. The lack of traces of ribs and shoulder and pel-
vic parts may be explained by the fact that, like other 
flat bones, they were destroyed. As no measurements 
could have been taken it was impossible to make any 
claims about the withers height of the horse, which 
was buried complete.

Grave 47
 Also in that grave the remains were very poor-
ly preserved. Despite that, sixty pieces were anatomi-
cally identified. Unfortunately, they did not include 
larger fragments or complete long bones (except for 
the right metatarsus) which would have allowed to 
make more measurements.
 Among the cranial bones there was a large 
fragment of the skull cap with orbital parts of the na-
sal bones. The concave profile was more pronounced 
than in the horse from grave 26. Also two fragments 
of the body and the tooth socket process of the left 
maxilla were preserved. In one of them the third molar 
which was in the growth stage was fixed. The second 
fragment was the external wall with a piece of the left 
nasal bones, the left incisive bone, the premolars and 
the deciduous left upper canine tooth.
 The fragments of the long bones came both 
from the anterior and posterior limbs, which, together 
with the bones of the skull and spine, indicates that 
a complete horse was buried. Fragments of the base 
and transitory parts show the presence of proximal 
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and distal epiphyseal plates, as well as the teeth de-
velopment suggests that the horse was young. The 
appearance of the teeth (unerupted M3, deciduous I3) 
and the preservation of the epiphyseal plates suggest 
that the horse was 1.5-3.5 years old. The presence of 
a canine tooth indicates that it was a male. The state 
of preservation of the long bones does not allow to 
determine the withers height.

Grave 48
 The species and anatomical identification of 
the remains found in that burial was possible for the 
best preserved one hundred seventy one bone frag-
ments and teeth.
 The skeleton of the head was represented by 
numerous fragments of the skull cap, a fragment of the 
right maxilla with adjoining fragments of the palatine 
bone and cheek teeth of the upper dental arch fixed in 
the tooth sockets (the last premolar was about to be 
replaced, P2 and P3 were permanent teeth). There were 
also sixteen fragments of the bodies of the mandibles 
with cheek teeth fixed in them. The last molars found 
in them were at the stage of advanced growth and the 
remaining ones had reached the level of occlusion. The 
first and second incisors of the lower arch were perma-
nent and the third incisors were erupting. Similarly, the 
upper right incisors and the upper right canine tooth 
were permanent, almost fully grown. From the spine 
fragments the cervical (including the atlas), thoracic 
and lumbar vertebrae were identified.
 The limb bones were considerably fragmented, 
due to the young age of the horse, and hence, the pres-
ence of the epiphyseal plates. Bones representing all 
sections of each limb were found, but the fragments of 
the anterior limbs were more numerous.
 On the basis of the above information it may be 
assumed that the remains from that grave belonged to 
one individual buried complete. The appearance of the 
teeth and the presence of the epiphyseal plates indicate 
that the animal was 1.5-3.5 years old, hence it was still 
growing. The fragments of canine teeth indicate that it 
was a male. Its withers height at the moment of burial, 
calculated on the basis of the dimensions of the meta-
carpal bone III, was 144.2 cm210.

Grave 52
 The grave contained strongly fragmented ma-
terial. The species and anatomical identification was 
possible for eighty four fragments.

 From the axial skeleton numerous fragments 
of the facial and cranial bones, cervical and thora-
cic vertebrae and very numerous rib fragments were 
identified. The facial bones were related to complete 
and crumbled deciduous teeth (worn premolars) and 
permanent teeth (fully grown upper and lower M1 
and M2).
 The skeleton was represented mostly both by 
fragments of the anterior and of the posterior limbs. 
The right radius bone had the proximal epiphyseal 
plate. No other limb bone was preserved well enough 
to find out whether it had epiphyseal plates or not.
 The anatomical distribution of the identified 
remains suggests that one horse was buried complete 
in the discussed grave. The state of development of the 
teeth and the presence of the epiphyseal plate suggest 
that the individual was 15-24 months old. However, 
it is not possible to determine its sex. It was a young 
horse, still growing. The withers height of that young 
individual, determined on the basis of the dimensions 
of the metacarpal bone III was 130.0 cm. This value 
should be treated tentatively.

Grave 55
 One hundred thirty five remains from that 
grave were identified. The anatomical analysis re-
vealed that they belonged to two horses, marked as 
horse I and horse II.
 The seventy six fragments identified as re-
mains of horse I indicated that it was a relatively 
young individual. A fragment of the left maxilla had 
cheek teeth: the premolars were fully grown where-
as the molars did not reach half of the depth of the 
tooth sockets. A canine tooth socket with a broken 
deciduous canine tooth was also preserved. The state 
of preservation of incisor fragments did not allow to 
find out how worn they were. The canine tooth socket 
indicated that it was a male. On the basis of the denti-
tion features its age may be determined as ca 4 years.
It was possible to make several measurements of the 
almost completely preserved skull cap.
 The few fragments of vertebrae came from 
the cervical and thoracic part of the spine and the rib 
fragments came from both sides of the body. Frag-
ments of broken limb bones belonged mainly to the 
thoracic limbs. Thus the buried animal was complete. 

210 In some cases (graves 48, 52 and 121) withers high of mor-
phologically immature horses was determined on the base of 
the length of metapodial bones. Although the development 
of the individuals was still in progress, the value should be 

treated as their hypothetical height at the time of morphologi-
cal maturity. The estimates were based on indices referring to 
adults horses, whose limb bone proportions are slightly differ-
ent from juvenile ones. In the cases mentioned by the authors 
the process of development of metapodial bones used to calcu-
late the withers height was already finished whereas other long 
bones might not have reached the final length.
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On the basis of the measurements of the left radius 
bone and metacarpal bones III of the same side the 
withers height was determined. Its average value was 
127.2 cm.
 Horse 2 from the discussed grave was repre-
sented by a large fragment of the facial bones with 
maxillar bones of both sides and cheek teeth of the up-
per dental arch. The incisive bones belonging to that 
fragment had all incisors with poorly preserved bit-
ing surfaces and visible infundibula. There were also 
blunt upper canine teeth, so it was a male. Mandibular 
symphysis with incisors was also preserved. One can 
see at them worn infundibula of incisors I1 and I2 
and still present, but gradually becoming worn, infun-
dibula of incisors I3. A large fragment of the body 
of the left mandible had all cheek teeth in the teeth 
sockets. They were fully grown except for M3, which 
did not reach the edge of the tooth socket. There was 
also a canine tooth, which confirmed the sex deter-
mined above. Taking into account the fact that horses 
from Nowinka were primitive and thus late maturing 
animals, the age of the discussed individual, buried 
complete, was determined at ca 8 years.
 Quite numerous fragments of the spine, from 
the cervical and thoracic part were preserved, as well 
as less numerous ones from the lumbar part and ribs.
 The autopodium parts were the least numerous 
among limb bones and most of the phalanges were 
missing (exception: Ph1 of the right anterior limb and 
Ph2 of the right posterior limb). Unfortunately, the 
limb bones were considerably fragmented. The length 
of only the left radius bone and left metacarpal bones 
III could have been measured (imprecise). The with-
ers height calculated on their basis was 125.4 cm.

Grave 60
 The material from that burial was very frag-
mented. This concerned both bones and teeth and be-
cause of that the number of identified remains was 
quite large and amounted to seventy nine. For most 
of the bones a large surface, and in some cases, the 
whole surface, was deprived of the compact bone. 
The spongy bone, loose and brittle, retained the out-
lines of bones only thanks to careful conservation.
 Among the very numerous fragments of the 
skull several larger fragments were unexpectedly 
well preserved. One of them was the skull cap with 
both temporal fossae and frontal bones. The second 
one was the cervix part of the occipital bone, green in 
colour, with a well-visible occipitoparietal suture and 
preserved occipital condyles and condylar processes. 
Fragments of the right and left maxillae and bodies of 
the mandible from the same sides were the remains of 

the facial part of the skull. Besides the very numer-
ous loose fragments of teeth, there were unerupted M2 
and M3 in the teeth sockets, whereas M1 had a biting 
surface. The deciduous premolars were in the teeth 
sockets but they were being pushed out by respective 
permanent teeth. Taking into account the state of the 
teeth and the presence of the occipitoparietal suture we 
determined the age of this horse at 1 year. The young 
age, together with the influence of the environment, 
was the reason why the find was so poorly preserved. 
There were no grounds to determine the gender.
 Several identified fragments of cervical and 
thoracic vertebrae were what were left of the spine. 
Fragments of limb bones represented both the anteri-
or and posterior limbs from both sides. There were no 
fragments of scapulae, pelvic bones and the majority 
of the phalanges. The above remarks, the large num-
ber of unidentified fragments and traces of basically 
all parts of the skeleton suggest that also this horse 
was buried complete.

Grave 61
 The material from this burial was very scant; 
it was possible to identify only nineteen fragments. 
These were small fragments of the skull, teeth, a cer-
vical vertebra and two thoracic vertebrae. Of the 
limbs a fragment of the scapula, the right radius bone 
and the left humerus were identified. The anatomical 
analysis of all the identified remains of the horse al-
lowed to say that without any doubt the grave con-
tained the head, neck, part of the trunk and elements 
of both anterior limbs. The above information and the 
distribution of the discovered elements in the burial 
pit indicate that the horse was buried complete. The 
withers height of this horse was 133 cm.

Grave 62A
 This grave contained one hundred eighty four 
identifiable fragments. All of the pieces belonged to 
a horse. The anatomical distribution indicated that 
these were two individuals. One of them was certain-
ly, and the other one quite probably, buried complete.
 Horse I. The identified remains of its skeleton 
(one hundred twenty three items) included large skull 
fragments such as the left maxilla with an adjoin-
ing fragment of the nasal bone and frontal bones, the 
damaged right maxilla with all cheek teeth, the upper 
incisors (not all of them), the lower incisors and three 
canine teeth with slightly worn edges. The infundibula 
on the lower incisors were worn, except for incisors I3, 
on which the traces of the infundibula were still visible.
 The preserved remains of the spine includ-
ed fragments of cervical and thoracic vertebrae and 
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adjoining numerous fragments of right and left ribs.
 All limb sections were represented. The bones 
were damaged during transportation: the humerus, 
forearm bones and the tibia, were reconstructed and 
then it was possible to take their measurements.
 The almost complete dentition allowed to es-
tablish the age of the horse at 8 years and the canine 
teeth indicated that it was a male. The average withers 
height of the individual buried complete was 132.6 cm.
 Horse II. The remains of this horse were far 
less numerous. The majority of the sixty one identi-
fied items came from the head. They included a large 
fragment of the left maxilla with a set of cheek teeth, 
a damaged right maxilla with the first and second mo-
lar, a set of incisors with worn infundibula, incisors 
I1 of the mandible, four fully grown canine teeth with 
sharp edges, and numerous (small) fragments.
 The postcranial skeleton was represented by 
the remains of cervical vertebrae, including the atlas 
and axis, numerous fragments of thoracic vertebrae 
and ribs. There were also a few fragments of limb 
bones but no autopodium parts.
 The horse was a male, ca 6 years old, hence an 
adult individual, so it was difficult to establish why so 
few of its bones were well-preserved. The presence of 
the head bones, some parts of the spine and fragments 
of all the limbs suggests that the horse was buried 
complete. Unfortunately none of the long bones was 
sufficiently well preserved to take measurements.

Grave 70 (70-72)
 The material from this grave was scant and 
poorly preserved. The seventy four fragments which 
were identified included skull fragments, deciduous 
and permanent teeth and also fragments of thoracic 
vertebrae, ribs and few small fragments of limb bones.
Two disintegrating fragments of the right maxilla had 
deciduous premolar teeth (the third and fourth) fixed 
in tooth sockets and half grown first molars. The frag-
ment of the mandible had a deciduous fourth premo-
lar and first molar fixed in the tooth sockets. Several 
loose deciduous and permanent teeth were highly 
fragmented, which made it impossible to examine 
them successfully. The small fragments of skull bones 
included petrous parts of the temporal bones from 
both sides.
 Of the elements of the right anterior limb it 
was possible to determine only two fragments of the 
scapula and of the left one, the proximal base of the 
humerus, which indicated the presence of an epiphy-
seal plate. The pelvic bones were represented by two 
acetabulums, fragments of the proximal bases of both 
femora, fragments of the tibiae and the left metatarsus.

 All the remains belonged to one horse, ca 2 
years old, buried complete. The investigated material 
did not allow to determine the animal’s sex and withers 
height.

Grave 77
 The remains from that grave were more numer-
ous than in the one described above. It was possible to 
identify one hundred fourty seven items. They repre-
sented all parts of the body but in different numbers.
 Due to the high fragility of the skull and the 
presence of numerous teeth, the majority of the frag-
ments were skull bones. Almost all the teeth were 
preserved except for the incisors from the right man-
dible. Incisors I3 in the upper arch were as high as 
all the other incisors and the canine teeth were fully 
grown. The numerous fragments of skull, impossible 
to label in greater detail, included both petrous parts 
of the temporal bones.
 The spine was represented by a fragment of 
the axis and pieces of all thoracic vertebrae. Numer-
ous fragments of left and right ribs indicated that oth-
er elements of the chest were also present.
 The very fragmented limb bones included all 
limbs but their state of preservation made it impos-
sible to measure their length. Only the tibia, the shaft 
of which was obliquely broken, could be put together 
and it was possible to take several measurements. The 
dimensions of the bone made after reconstruction and 
the withers height calculated on its basis are only 
a tentative values.
 The teeth indicated that the buried horse was 
a male ca 5-5.5 years old. Its withers height was 
132.5 cm.

Grave 78
 In comparison with the other skeletons, the 
remains from this burial were quite well preserved. 
Species and anatomical analysis was possible for two 
hundreds fourty seven fragments. All of them were 
remains of a horse. The fragments classified as teeth 
or their parts allowed to complete the whole dentition. 
There were only permanent teeth, the incisors I3 were 
not fully grown and the canine teeth were fully grown, 
which indicates that the animal was a 4.5-5.5-year-
old male.
 Vertebrae representing all the sections of the 
spine were identified. The very numerous fragments 
of the lumbar vertebrae, sacrum and the ribs were par-
ticularly interesting.
 All limb sections were represented. Unfortu-
nately, some of them, such as: the left humerus, the 
left radius, the left femur and tibia, were secondarily 
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broken. The damage made reconstruction and meas-
urements impossible (except for the humerus). The 
average withers height of that individual, determined 
on the basis of the dimensions of several bones was 
133.3 cm.
 The aggregation of anatomical elements indi-
cated that all parts of the skeleton, probably of one in-
dividual, were represented. However, there was a cu-
rious disproportion of dimensions of the two taluses 
(left and right), the scope of which may suggest that 
one of these bones belonged to another individual.

Grave 80
 The grave contained a small number of very 
fragmented bones and teeth. Only fifty fragments 
were identified. The labelled fragments comprised 
teeth and small pieces of both anterior limbs and only 
the third tarsal bone from the right posterior limb.
 The thirty eight teeth or their fragments includ-
ed not fully grown molars as well as fragments of worn 
deciduous premolars and of permanent teeth. The latter 
ones did not reach the level of occlusion. The dentition 
suggested that the horse was ca 2 years old.
 In the axial skeleton none of the vertebrae was 
preserved well enough to be identified; neither were 
any of the ribs. The respective parts of the limbs were 
represented by single or few fragments. The scapulae, 
carpal bones and distal phalanges were not found.
 The missing fragments of the skeleton may 
be among the unidentified pieces. It may be thus as-
sumed that the horse was buried complete. This claim 
is supported by the presence of one bone from the 
posterior limb. The analysed material did not provide 
grounds for determining the sex of the individual or 
its withers height.

Grave 82
 The burial contained a lot of material. The 
state of the one hundred eighty one pieces allowed to 
say that they belonged to one horse. The bones were 
fragile, brittle, with cracked outlines. As a result of 
that many elements of the skeleton were secondar-
ily broken. The skull was badly damaged; very few 
fragments were preserved. They included part of the 
skull cap with the occipitoparietal suture, disintegrat-
ing both halves of the facial bones with remains of 
the maxillae (it was possible to place the upper cheek 
teeth in their sockets: these were fully grown perma-
nent teeth), complete and broken permanent incisors 
which could be arranged according to whether they 
belonged to the upper or lower dental arch. Upper 
and lower incisors I3 were not fully grown. The teeth 
comprised four deciduous canine teeth. Large frag-

ments of the left and right mandible with cheek teeth 
of the lower arch were also identified. They matched 
the upper cheek teeth.
 Taking into account the state of the dentition 
and the presence of the canine teeth it may be said that 
the buried horse was a 4-5-year-old male.
 The spine fragments comprised pieces of cervi-
cal, thoracic, and lumbar vertebrae. In the thoracic ver-
tebrae traces of epiphyseal plates were found. Besides 
the other elements of the skeleton, the numerous rib 
fragments proved that the horse was buried complete.
 The average withers height of that individu-
al, determined on the basis of the dimensions of the 
bones was 136.3 cm.

Grave 83
 Remains from that grave were very poorly 
preserved. Ninety one remains were identified. The 
teeth were generally well preserved in contrast to the 
bones where only metatarsus III was in good condition.
 In the skull it was possible to distinguish frag-
ments of the right and left mandible with fully grown 
cheek teeth, two parts of the temporal bone and the 
right cornu of the hyoid bone.
 The loose teeth, damaged to a greater or lesser 
degree, represented the whole upper and lower arch 
except for the right cheek teeth which were most 
probably among unidentifiable fragments. There were 
also three permanent, fully grown canine teeth (two 
from the upper arch and one from the lower arch). 
The better preserved friction surfaces of incisors had 
infundibula which were the most worn in the incisors 
I1 of the lower arch. The state of the teeth suggested 
that the buried horse was a ca 5-year-old male.
 The few fragments of vertebra represented all 
the sections of the spine except for the tail. However, 
there were no rib fragments, which seems to be unu-
sual in the analysed material (a similar situation was 
recorded only in grave 60, grave 61 and 80).
 Very damaged fragments of limb bones repre-
sented the majority of their segments. Only the tarsal 
bones and phalanges, except for the proximal phalanx 
of the anterior limb, were missing. The anatomical 
composition of the bone fragments and teeth indicat-
ed that the horse was buried complete. The withers 
height of this horse was 127.9 cm.

Grave 84
 Bones in that grave were quite well preserved 
even though they belonged to a young individual. It 
was thus possible to identify as many as one hundred 
ninety five pieces.
 The skull bones were highly fragmented. Two 
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petrous parts of the temporal bones, two cornus of the 
hyoid bone and two bodies of the mandible, right and 
left, with cheek teeth were labelled. The cheek teeth 
included deciduous premolars, the first molar, grown, 
and the second one, small, reaching the edge of the 
tooth socket (in life it probably had not erupted yet). 
The state of the incisor fragments (all deciduous) did 
not allow to determine how worn they were. The lack 
of canine tooth sockets and the state of the teeth indi-
cate that the buried animal was probably a 1.5-2 year-
old female.
 The spine and the chest were represented by 
fragments of the cervical, thoracic and lumbar verte-
brae and very numerous parts of ribs.
 All sections of limb bones were represented 
by complete bones or their fragments. Several long 
bones (humeri, femora) had both epiphyseal plates or 
the distal epiphyseal plate (radius). This indicated that 
the horse was still growing and the state of preserva-
tion of the epiphyseal plates determined its age at 15-
18 months. This confirmed the age determined on the 
basis of the dentition. The anatomical distribution of 
the investigated remains indicated that the horse was 
buried complete.
 As the horse was not fully grown its withers 
height was not determined.

Grave 87
 The eighty identified remains from that burial, 
poorly preserved, also belonged to a young horse. 
Most of them were skull bones, especially teeth frag-
ments. They were classified as deciduous teeth, upper 
and lower premolars and first and second molars, up-
per left, and one lower right. As the length indicated, 
the first molars were fully grown and the second ones 
were very low with ‘unused’ biting surfaces. The state 
of the dentition indicated that the individual was 1.5 
years old. The analysed material did not comprise any 
canine teeth, which made it impossible to determine 
the sex of the animal. Besides the numerous fragments 
of unidentifiable flat bones of the skull there were also 
damaged petrous parts of both temporal bones.
 The fragments of three cervical and eight tho-
racic vertebrae and two parts of ribs (right and left) 
were the remains of the spine and chest.
 The parts of the right and left anterior limb 
were very fragmented, and the right middle tarsal bone 
was the only trace of the posterior limb. The arrange-
ment of the preserved elements of the skeleton in the 
burial pit and its dimensions indicated that the horse 
was buried complete. It should also be stressed that 
among the anterior limb bones, on the humerus and 
radius bones there were epiphyseal plates. This sug-

gests that the horse was older than 18 months, which 
was confirmed by so-called teeth age. The young age 
and the fact that the animal was still growing made it 
pointless to calculate the withers height.

Grave 89
 The remains from this grave were of a young 
horse, which affected their state of preservation. De-
spite that, it was possible to identify as many as one 
hundred seven pieces. Besides the influence of the en-
vironment in which the bones were deposited, anoth-
er negative factor was the presence of the epiphyseal 
plates. They were found on either side of the femori 
and tibiae and on the left humerus.
 Among the skull bones two separate frag-
ments of the left and right maxilla with teeth in the 
sockets are worthy of attention. The teeth were de-
ciduous strongly worn premolars and permanent first 
and second molars. The socket of the third molars 
were closed which means that the tooth did not be-
gin to erupt. Four fragments of the bodies of the left 
and right mandible with cheek teeth of the lower arch 
were also identified. The appearance of these teeth 
was similar to that of the teeth from the upper arch. 
The incisors were so fragmented that they could not 
be examined in detail; it could be only said that they 
included both deciduous and permanent teeth. Be-
sides the numerous skull fragments which could not 
be classified more exactly there were two petrous 
parts of the temporal bone.
 Identified fragments of the vertebrae belonged 
to the thoracic and tail part of the spine and the few 
rib fragments were both from the left and right side.
The limb bones represented all the sections except for 
the middle and distal phalanges.
 The above description allows to say that the 
horse buried in the grave was an individual of unde-
terminable gender, 2-3 years old and still growing. On 
the basis of the anatomical distribution of the remains 
it can be said that a complete animal was deposited in 
the burial.

Grave 98
 This grave contained a small number of very 
poorly preserved remains. They belonged to a young 
horse and only seventy four fragments were identi-
fied.
 Among the skull bones bodies of the two 
maxillae with fully grown deciduous premolars, first 
molars and small unerupted second molars were re-
corded. There were also several fragments of the right 
and left mandibles with cheek teeth on either side, the 
development of which was equivalent to the stages 
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described for the upper dental arch. The incisor frag-
ments comprised deciduous and permanent teeth. 
Also two right canine teeth (upper and lower) were 
found as well as a strongly damaged petrous part of 
the right temporal bone.
 A fragment of the atlas and several fragments 
of thoracic vertebrae were the only recorded parts of 
the spine. There were no remains of ribs.
 The limb bones were highly fragmented. The 
recognisable fragments came from all the limbs but 
not from all the sections. There were no scapulae and 
pelvic bones or the middle and distal phalanges.
 On the basis of the above description it may 
be concluded that the horse, a ca 2-year-old male, was 
buried complete.

Grave 99
 Material from this burial was scant. Seventy 
two pieces, mostly teeth, were identified. From them 
sets of upper and lower cheek teeth from both sides 
were selected. All of them were permanent and their 
biting surfaces showed traces of wearing. Among the 
incisor fragments (deciduous and permanent) it was 
possible to examine more precisely three permanent 
third incisors (one upper and two lower ones), the 
length of which indicated that they were erupting. 
Small fragments of skull bones were represented by 
the petrous part of the left temporal bone and numer-
ous fragments of bodies and rami of the mandibles. 
There were no grounds to determine the sex of the 
animal and the dentition indicated that its age was 
2.5-4.5 years.
 The examined material did not contain ele-
ments of the spine preserved well enough to be deter-
mined.
 The only identified limb fragments came from 
the left anterior limb. They represented the majority 
of its sections (except for the scapula and carpus). The 
fragments of this bone included the radius bone and 
metacarpal bone III with traces of epiphyseal plates, 
which indicated that the horse was ca 15 months old. 
It is possible that bone remains belonged to two indi-
viduals.

Grave 102
 The contents of the grave were badly dam-
aged. Many bones seemed to have been cut with 
a sharp tool. This must have been done when the 
bones were tough because when they were analysed 
they disintegrated at a slight touch. The anatomical 
analysis allowed to identify one hundred fifty pieces 
which belonged to a horse.
 The head was mainly represented by the teeth. 
Among broken incisors there were both deciduous and 

permanent teeth and among the upper cheek teeth, short 
(not fully grown) molars – the second and third ones on 
both sides. The upper and lower deciduous premolars 
were considerably worn. The latter ones, on the right 
side, were in a fragment of the body of the mandible 
with the first molar. The skull fragments (unidentified 
for the most part) included the petrous part of the right 
temporal bone.
 Damaged cervical vertebrae with fragments 
of the atlas and axis, thoracic vertebrae and two cau-
dal vertebrae indicated that there was a spine. The 
missing vertebrae may be among the unidentified 
fragments. The bodies of the cervical and thoracic 
vertebrae bore traces of epiphyseal plates.
 Recorded fragments of limb bones represent-
ed almost all sections. They included all phalanges. 
Some long bones had epiphyseal plates (the right hu-
merus, both radii, the right femur).
 Thus it was a young horse of undetermined 
sex; the teeth indicated that its age was more than 9 but 
less than 22 months; it was buried complete. The bones 
were too damaged and the individual was still growing 
hence no measurements of the bones were taken.

Grave 112
 The material from this burial was very scant 
and damaged. The thirty seven identified pieces in-
cluded the petrous part of the temporal bone, which 
indicated the presence of the head in the grave. The 
other fragments were from the postcranial skeleton, 
both axial and limb bones. The bones from the anterior 
limb were the most numerous; from the right posterior 
limb only two fragments of phalanges were found.
 Interestingly, no teeth were found, which are 
usually the best preserved elements of the skull (to-
gether with the petrous part of the temporal bone). 
The facial part of the head may have been cut off but 
there is no proof for that.
 The presence of the epiphyseal plates in tho-
racic vertebrae indicated that the buried horse was ca 8 
years old. The description made by the explorer indi-
cated that the horse was buried complete and the ma-
jority of the bones were badly damaged.

Grave 121
 The grave contained numerous remains of 
a young horse which was still growing. One hundred 
twenty one fragments of bones and teeth were identified.
 Of the larger parts of the skull a fragment of 
the skull cap with the frontal, parietal, and occipital 
bone were recorded. The appearance of the perma-
nent cheek teeth fixed in the left mandible and right 
maxilla suggested that the animal was 4.5-5 years old.
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 The cervical and thoracic vertebrae had well 
visible epiphyseal plates and together with the dam-
aged sacrum they indicated that the grave contained 
a complete axial skeleton. This was confirmed by the 
numerous fragments of ribs from both sides.
 All limb sections were represented. Distal epi-
physeal plates were noted on the femori and proximal 
and distal ones, on the tibiae, which, according to the 
criteria adopted for this analysis, suggested that the 
animal was 2-3.5 years old. Numerous fragments in-
dicated that in the grave there were all proximal pha-
langes and central sections of anterior and posterior 
limbs. The lack of canine teeth and of a canine tooth 
socket in the fragment of the left mandible excluded 
the possibility that the individual was male.
 The completely preserved right metatarsus III 
allowed to determine the withers height at 123.6 cm.
 The analysis of animal age suggested the pos-
sibility of double burial but the anatomical distribu-
tion of the identified remains and the drawings of the 
burial indicated that in the discussed grave one horse 
was buried complete.

Grave 127
 The material from this burial was very rich; 
it was possible to identify two hundred fifty three 
pieces. They included more or less fragmented bones 
and also well preserved skeleton fragments and very 
numerous complete or fragmented teeth.
 The skull was represented by numerous, very 
small fragments. There was also a fragment of the 
right mandible with permanent incisors and the left 
lower canine tooth. Furthermore, numerous fragments 
of the right mandible with deciduous cheek teeth (P2, 
P3, P4) and the right incisive bone with a set of per-
manent teeth with clearly visible infundibula were 
recorded. In this case discrepancy was observed be-
tween the end of erupting of incisors, which in mod-
ern horses appear at the age of 4-5 years, and the 
eruption of the permanent cheek teeth, which begins 
at the age of 2.5 years, and the presence of the decidu-
ous premolars, which function till the age of 2.5-3.5. 
This disproportion seems significant and can not be 
explained by individual development.
 Rib and vertebra fragments from all sections 
of the spine were identified.
 The limb remains came from all sections. 
These were well preserved homonymous bones of the 
right and left limbs (radii, metacarpal III bones, fem-
ori, tarsal bones) which belonged to one individual, 
ca 5 years old, buried complete. The average withers 
height of that individual, determined on the basis of 
several bones was 135 cm.

Grave 131
 The remains from this grave were quite nu-
merous. The results of the anatomical analysis sug-
gest that one hundred thirty seven identified pieces 
belonged to two different individuals. This is proved 
by two damaged left mandibles with cheek teeth be-
longing to two horses of different ages. In one there 
were fully grown premolars and all molars in the teeth 
sockets. In the other one the premolars were similar 
to the previous one but the last molar was very poorly 
developed, so this mandible belonged to a younger in-
dividual. Furthermore, the number of the cheek teeth, 
both those in the sockets and the loose ones, suggest-
ed that the discussed remains belonged to at least two 
male individuals, as it was proved by the number and 
appearance of the canine teeth.
 The dentition indicated that one of the horses 
was slightly more than 5 years old and the other, less 
than 4.5.
 Unfortunately, the identified fragments of the 
postcranial skeleton did not include homonymous 
bones and no measurements could have been taken 
to confirm the claim that they belonged to at least two 
animals buried complete. It may only be said that they 
represented all parts of the skeleton.

Grave 137
 The remains from this burial were not numer-
ous and were strongly fragmented. Only eighty three 
fragments were identified. The skeleton of the head 
was represented by nine fragments of the mandibles 
and two petrous parts of the temporal bones as well 
as teeth and their fragments. The incisors of the lower 
arch were permanent except for two third incisors 
which were worn deciduous teeth. The cheek teeth 
from that arch were also permanent, including the 
third molar, which was not fully grown.
 Very numerous and small fragments of ver-
tebrae (mainly thoracic ones) with visibly lowered 
heads and bottoms indicated the presence of epiphy-
seal plates.
 Fragments of three limbs (the left anterior one 
and both posterior limbs) had no autopodium sections 
and only the right anterior limb was represented by 
a fragment of the metacarpal bone III and a proximal 
phalanx. The other bones from these sections may 
be among the unidentified elements. The horse was 
probably buried complete, but this cannot be stated 
with full certainty.
 The state of dentition and the presence of epi-
physeal plates in the right humerus and both femori 
suggest that it was a young horse, ca 3.5 years old.
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Grave 147
 Although the bones were considerably dam-
aged, sixty eight pieces were identified. The skull 
was represented by a large fragment of the skull cap 
consisting of the frontal and temporal bone and the 
squama occipitalis with the condylar process. Of the 
facial bones, a fragment of the right maxilla with fully 
grown second and third molar was recorded. There 
was also a large fragment of the right mandible with 
a permanent fully grown canine tooth and a set of 
permanent fully grown cheek teeth. This dentition in-
dicated that the horse was a 4.5-5-year-old male.
 Numerous fragments of vertebrae, mostly the 
thoracic ones, were all that was left from the spine. 
As the remains of the posterior limb included, i.e., the 
pelvic bone, it may be assumed that there was also the 
sacrum. Three fragments of left and right ribs were 
also found.
 The limb bones were highly fragmented. 
Among the identified fragments the most numerous 
were the remains of posterior limbs. The anterior 
limbs were represented by several fragments of the 
scapula and humerus. The completely preserved left 
metatarsus III provided the only possibility of assess-
ing the withers height, which was 125.8 cm.
 The anatomical composition of the remains 
indicates that the horse was buried complete.

Grave 148
 The material from this burial was very scant 
and damaged and consisted of bone fragments and 
teeth. It was possible to identify only fifty seven frag-
ments. Of the thirty eight pieces from the head the 
majority were teeth and their fragments. The pre-
served four deciduous incisors were so damaged that 
no other information could be derived from them and 
the fragments of the cheek teeth comprised both de-
ciduous and permanent ones.
 There were a few large pieces of skull bones, 
i.e., a fragment of the frontal bone with the orbital lam-
ina and the body of right maxilla. The bones were sep-
arated at the sutures, which indicated that the animal 
was young. The dentition and the state of the sutures 
suggested that the horse was ca 2 years old. The mate-
rial did not allow to determine the sex of the animal.
 Among the identified remains there were 
no traces of the postcranial part of the axial skeleton 
(spine and ribs). However, all the extremities were rep-
resented (although their remains were not numerous). 
The presence of both epiphyseal plates in the radius 
confirmed the above suggestion concerning the age of 
the animal. Although not all parts of the skeleton were 
represented it should be assumed that the horse was 

buried complete, according to the description of the 
burial made by the explorer.

Grave 149
 In this burial it was possible to identify seventy 
three pieces with a considerable degree of precision.
 The loose lower cheek teeth include deciduous 
premolars which had the form of very small, flat ‘caps’ 
fixed on quite well grown permanent teeth. The first 
and second molar had reached the level of occlusion 
and the third one, judging from its length, was already 
erupted but did not reach that level. All the identified 
upper and lower incisors were permanent teeth with 
visible infundibula. The dentition allowed to state that 
the discussed horse was ca 3.5 years old. The sex could 
not be determined.
 Like in some other burials described above, 
also in this one there were no traces of spine and chest 
bones among the identified pieces.
 The identified remains of anterior limb were 
the two humeri (the right one had a trace of the distal 
epiphyseal plate) and the forearm bones. The scapulae 
and autopodium sections were missing. The posterior 
limbs were better preserved, comprising fragments of 
pelvic bones, femora, tibiae, fibulae and also single 
basipodium and metapodium bones. There were no 
traces of phalanges. The investigated material did not 
allow to determine whether the burial was complete or 
partial. The description of the grave made by the ex-
plorer suggested that a complete animal was buried.

Grave 151
 The grave contained remains of a horse and 
sixty eight pieces were identified. These were frag-
ments of bones and teeth as well as complete teeth. 
The last mentioned ones were fixed in the sockets of 
the right mandible and were preserved together with 
a large part of its body. All the above-mentioned teeth 
reached the level of occlussion and were permanent. 
Among the eight permanent incisors, the lower I1 and 
I2 had worn infundibula. The third incisors from that 
dental arch had clearly visible infundibula. The denti-
tion suggests that the horse was ca 7 years old. This is 
also confirmed by fragments of five fully grown (with 
no epiphyseal plates) thoracic vertebrae. These ver-
tebrae had visible productive changes in the form of 
sharp outgrowths. Similar changes were found on the 
ends of four ribs fragments out of the identified nine. 
Typically, such changes are contemporarily caused by 
injuries or long-lasting pressure of an ill-fitting saddle 
or saddle packs, especially in horses in poor physical 
condition.
 Although the identified bone fragments from 
this burial did not contain complete or broken vertebrae 
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from other sections of the spine than the thoracic one, 
we believe that it may also have been an effect of post-
deposition factors and a complete animal was buried. 
 The presence of a permanent canine tooth with 
worn edges, besides proving that the animal was male, 
also supported the suggestion concerning the age of the 
horse.
 As no long bones were preserved it was impos-
sible to make any statements about the withers height.

Grave 155
 The remains from this burial were highly frag-
mented even though they belonged to an adult horse. 
Out of them ninety three fragments were identified; 
besides the teeth they were small pieces of bones from 
various parts of the skeleton.
 The almost complete dentition consisted of 
loose finds, except for the cheek teeth fixed in the sock-
ets in the fragments of the left mandible and the right 
maxilla. It comprised permanent, fully grown teeth. The 
incisors had (when it was possible to determine that) 
visible infundibula, except for the incisors I1 and I2 of 
the lower arch. Such appearance of dentition and state 
of its wear indicated that the horse was ca 6 years old 
and the presence of the canine teeth suggested that it 
was a male.
 Among the small fragments of the skull only 
two damaged petrous parts of the temporal bones 
could have been identified. They indirectly confirmed 
that the complete skull was deposited in the grave.
 Very numerous fragments of the thoracic ver-
tebrae bore traces of epiphyseal plates, suggesting that 
the horse was not more than 8-9 years old. The pres-
ence of the sacrum and caudal vertebrae allowed to as-
sume that the spine was complete. The complete lack 
of traces of cervical vertebrae and strong fragmen-
tation of the skull bones may indicate that the place 
where the head and neck were deposited had particu-

larly favourable conditions for decomposition. The 
complete lack of other elements of the chest and of the 
scapulae may have been caused by similar factors.
 The anatomical distribution of the remains of 
the extremities indicated that the grave contained all 
their sections except for the acropodium (phalanges). 
Unfortunately, none of the long bones was sufficient-
ly well preserved to take the measurements. All the 
above indicates that a complete horse was buried in 
the discussed grave.

Grave 160
 The material from this grave was scant. It was 
possible to identify fifty two pieces. These were teeth, 
bones and their fragments.
 Fragments of the head comprised mainly teeth 
partly fixed in the sockets of two fragments of the 
right and left mandible. In the right fragment there 
were fully grown first and second molars; the third 
one was approximately half-way grown. Its length 
suggests that the molar had not erupted. In the left 
mandible permanent premolars were preserved. Un-
fortunately, no incisors or canine teeth were found, 
which made it impossible to determine the age and 
sex of the horse.
 Other preserved parts of the axial skeleton 
were the thoracic vertebrae, considerably fragmented, 
with clearly visible epiphyseal plates and only one rib 
fragment.
 The identified fragments of the extremities 
came from both anterior limbs and from the right 
posterior limb and there were no fragments of the 
shoulder and pelvic parts (both scapulae and the pel-
vic bone). There were no bones, which could make 
measurements possible.
 On the basis of the scant and fragmented ma-
terial it was only possible to say that the remains be-
longed to one horse, 3.5-4 years old, buried complete.

Discussion

 The analysed material came from fourty horse 
burials and concerned remains of 43-47 individuals. 
The majority of them were deposited in single graves 
and only a few in double burials211.
 The results of anatomical analyses, in many 
cases supported by detailed archaeological descrip-
tions of the burials, indicated that in Nowinka the ma-
jority of burials contained complete animals. Only 
in two cases it was possible to assume that the basic 

burial was complemented with single horse bones. In 
grave 78 the addition of that type may be represented 
by the talus not matching the buried horse in size and 
in grave 127 a fragment of the mandible which did not 
match the age of the other elements of the skeleton.
 It was possible to determine unquestionably 
the sex of twenty six horses. The majority were males 
(twenty four individuals). The remains of two indi-
viduals did not have any remains of the canine teeth 

211 The archaeological documentation made during excavation 
process indicates that two complete individuals were buried 

only in graves 55, 62A, 120 and 131 while the authors of the 
archaeological analysis allowed for a possibility of double 
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nor the sockets (grave 84 and 121). Thus these were 
females. The predominance or even exclusiveness of 
male individuals among horse remains from animal 
graves was observed and discussed by authors of all 
comparable sites. It should be also added that in Now-
inka out of the twenty six horses whose sex could not 
be unquestionably determined fifteen were young in-
dividuals, up to 3.5 years old. In modern times the 
males often do not have deciduous canine teeth and 
the permanent ones grow at the age of 4-5 years (some 
specialists believe this is due to domestication). If the 
situation in the past was similar and two horses identi-
fied by us as females were males, then we would be 
ready to agree that the sex played an important part in 
selecting the animals for burials.
 It was possible to determine more or less pre-
cisely the age of about fourty individuals. The age of 
horses discovered at the cemetery in Nowinka ranged 
from 9 months to 8-9 years. The division of the horses 
from that site according to the age into very young, 
young-maturing and adult individuals is as follows: 
there were twelve or thirteen very young horses (aged 
9 to 24 months), twelve or thirteen young horses 
(2-5 years old) and fifteen adult horses (5 to 9 years 
old). There were no old animals. The lack of animals 
from this group should be considered as one of the 
main differences between this site and the other ones. 
Horses older than 10 years were found in Osowa 
(Krysiak 1958), Korkliny (Krysiak, Serwatka 1970), 
Sątoczno (Lasota-Moskalewska, Perlikowska-Pusz-
karska 1994) and in Tumiany (Kobryń, Serwatka, 
Świeżyński 1999). There were no horses of that age 
in Netta, yet at that site the age of only one horse was 
determined so it should not be taken into account 
(Serwatka 1970). Generally it may be said that the 
horses buried in Nowinka were rather younger than at 
the compared sites.
 The withers height, determined for seventeen 
horses, was between ca 124 and ca 144 cm (Table 20). 
The span between the extreme values is large (ca 20 
cm), which suggests diversity in the sizes of the hors-
es. The buried horses represent generally three classes 
of horses according to the classification proposed by 
Kobryń (1984): short, medium-sized-short and medi-

um-sized-tall; the most numerous are short and medi-
um-sized-short horses and the class of the medium-
sized-tall is represented by only one individual (Table 
21). There were no tall animals. Similar diversity and 
scope of heights (from 124 to 144 cm) was observed 
among adult horses buried at the cemetery in Tumiany 
(Kobryń, Serwatka, Świeżyński 1999). The observed 
diversity was most probably caused by sexual dimor-
phism and the tallest individuals may have been cas-
trated. It is also possible that the tallest horses (144 
cm) came from another area; this should be investi-
gated on the basis of more comprehensive material.
 Anomalies in the skeletons of the horses from 
Nowinka found in the investigated material concerned 
the dentition.
 The horse from grave 20 had a considerable 
malformation of the body of the left mandible which 
resulted in malocclusion of the biting surfaces of the 
upper and lower dental arch. This resulted in their un-
even wearing and unnatural sharpening of the left lip 
and cheek edges (upper arch) and left lingual edge 
(lower arch).
 Similar changes, this time concerning only the 
cheek teeth, were found in the horse from grave 45. 
The belated growth of the third left upper molar may 
have caused this anomaly. 
 The described developmental anomalies in 
the dentition are called malocclusion. This anomaly 
is often observed also in modern horses. The sharp 
edges of the teeth break the mucous membrane in the 
mouth, cause pain and make it difficult to chew food; 
as a result this may cause disorders in the function-
ing of the other sections of the gastrointestinal tract. 
Even if this does not result in the death of the animal, 
it leads to its emaciation and considerable decrease of 
its physical fitness and usefulness.
 In case of the horse from grave 151 there were 
productive changes in thoracic vertebrae and the frag-
ments of the ribs. They had the form of sharp outgrowths 
which must also have resulted in a decreased fitness.
 Numerous pathological changes have been 
described for all compared sites. Malocclusion was 
found in the horses from Tumiany (Świeżyński 
1972; Kobryń, Serwatka, Świeżyński 1999) and from 
Sątoczno (Lasota-Moskalewska, Perlikowska-Pusz-
karska 1994). Productive changes in the spine were 
observed at the sites of Korkliny (Krysiak, Serwatka 
1970), Sątoczno (Lasota-Moskalewska, Perlikowska-
Puszkarska 1994) and of Tumiany (Świeżyński 1972; 
Kobryń, Serwatka, Świeżyński 1999).
 Although the materials from Nowinka did not 
contain examples of a common affliction, described 
in materials with horse burials, it may have been also 

burials also in graves 99 and 121. Their claim is based on the dis-
crepancy of age estimation, based on the dentition and the skel-
eton (grave 99) or based on different types of teeth (grave 121). 
The placement of the skeleton in anatomical order suggests sin-
gle burials. It is possible that a single bone or tooth (alternatively 
a few remains) was placed in grave additionally. It is also likely 
that age estimation was imprecise due to a bad state of preserva-
tion or potential differences in the pace of bone and teeth devel-
opment between the horses of the discussed period in relation to 
the models based on the modern animals (editors remarks). 
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present at that site. The affliction concerns the small tar-
sal bones and causes their disfigurements and adhesion 
(syndactyly). The high degree of fragmentation of the 

material, frequently referred to above, made it impos-
sible to find whether this affliction was present or not.

Grave 
no

Side P2 P3 P4 M1 M2 M3
a b a b a b a b a b a b

8 D 34 23 27 25 26 26 25 26 25 25 23 22
17 D 31 24 29 27 29 28 24 25 24 25 27 23
20 D 37 24 30 30 29 28 25 29 26 29 24 24
21 S 36 23 28 265 25 25 23 22 25 24 25 22
26 S 34 22 25 24 29 25 24 24 26 25 26 22
34 S - - 31 26 29 29 26 25 24 24 24 20
48 D - - - - - - 28 24 28 23 - -
55/1 D 36 23 25 26 27 24 27 24 27 24 - -
55/2 D 34 24 26 24 27 26 23 23 23 23 25 22
62A/1 D 35 24 25 24 25 24 24 23 26 25 25 22
62A/2 D 34 23 24 25 27 26 26 26 25 24 27 23
77 S 32 23 27 25 28 26 25 26 25 24 25 22
78 D 37 25 31 26 29 28 25 27 25 26 25 23
82 S 34 23 26 29 27 25 25 25 23 22 24 22
83 S 33 23 26 25 26 27 23 26 23 24 25 23
121 S 36 23 28 24 27 24 28 25 30 24 25 21
147 D 35 23 29 24 30 24 27 25 25 23 24 19
149 S 35 22 26 21 28 25 29 25 29 25 28 24
151 S 36 24 27 26 29 25 24 24 29 24 - -
155 D 33 25 28 26 24 23 25 25 24 23 23 19

Table 1. Dimensions of upper cheek teeth (mm). Symbols: P – premolar, M – molar, D – right side, S – left side, a – length, b – breadth.

Grave 
no

Side P2 P3 P4 M1 M2 M3
a b a b a b a b a b a B

8 S 31 15 26 17 27 19 26 17 24 17 29 14
D 32 17 27 18 27 17 24 17 24 14 30 12

17 D 32 15 26 17 24 18 24 15 24 16 32 13
20 S 33 26 28 17 27 19 28 15 24 16 31 14
21 S 31 14 28 17 25 14 26 15 26 14 29 13
26 D 32 14 27 18 27 18 25 12 25 14 30 14
55.2 D 29 15 24 18 23 16 27 17 24 15 27 13
62A.1 S 30 15 26 19 26 17 25 18 25 16 29 14
62A.2 D 32 18 27 18 26 17 25 16 26 16 31 14
77 S 29 14 24 16 24 17 22 16 24 15 27 13
78 D 34 17 30 18 29 18 29 18 28 16 30 14
82 S 29 14 24 14 23 15 24 14 24 14 25 10
83 S 29 12 25 15 25 17 24 15 24 16 29 14
121 D 32 13 27 16 29 14 28 15 26 15 30 12
131 S 31 15 28 16 26 15 26 16 27 14 21 11
147 D 30 15 29 16 25 13 25 15 25 13 22 12
149 S 32 14 29 14 28 13 31 17 30 17 30 15
155 S 30 15 29 12 27 15 26 15 26 14 27 11

Table 2. Dimensions of lower cheek teeth (mm). Symbols: the same as in Table 1.
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Measurement Grave no

21 34 47 55.1
Length of the frontal bone in the sagittal plane (Br-N) - - 41 -
Greatest length of the nasal (N-Rh) - - - 199
Length of the hard palate 128 - - -
Greatest breadth of the occipital condyles (C-C) 21 - - -
Greatest breadth at the basis of the paraoccipital processes 99 - - -
Greatest breadth of the foramen magnum 36 - - -
Breadth of the palate at P3 63 - - -
Height of the squamous part of the occipital bone 52 53 - -
Height of the foramen magnum 32 - - -

Table 3. Dimensions of skull fragments (mm).

Measurement Grave no
8 17 20 26 62A.1 82

Greatest length of the glenoid process – GL - - - - 80 -
Length of the glenoid cavity - - 42 47 49 45
Breadth of the glenoid cavity - 42 - 39 39 38

Table 4. Dimensions of scapula (mm).

Measurement Grave no
8 17 20 21 26D 26S 55.1 62A.1 77 78 82 127

GL 251 279 245 - 261 262 - 260 - - 259 321
GL1 - - - - - - - - - - - 311
GLC - - 234 241 241 243 - 245 - - 238 313
Bp 75 77 - - - - - 77 - - - 74
SD 35 37 - 34 - 32 29 32 32 28 31 34
Bd 66 66 - - 68 71 62 69 - 70 75 69
BT - - - - - 64 - 63 64 - - -

Table 5. Dimensions of humerus (mm). Symbols: D – right side, S – left side, GL – greatest length, GLl – greatest length of the 
lateral part, GLC – greatest length from caput, Bp – breadth of the proximal end, SD – smallest breadth of diaphysis, 

Bd – breadth of the distal end, BT – breadth of the trochles.

Measurement Grave no
8 17 20 21 26D 26S 34 55.1 55.2 61 62A.1 78 127

GL 293 316 - 304 307 306 299 297 290 301 306 303 322
L1 290 291 - 287 292 291 - - - - 298 291 312
PL - 310 - - 295 - - 295 284 - - 292 -
Bp - 68 - - 72 72 - - - 74 73 70 75
SD - 38 - 38 35 - - - - 33 - 35 35
Bd - 58 - - 64 65 - - - - 64 64 70
Bfp - 62 57 - - - - - - - 63 - 69

Table 6. Dimensions of radius (mm). Symbols: D – right side, S – left side, GL – greatest length, Ll – length of the lateral part, 
PL – physiological length, Bp – breadth of the proximal end, SD – smallest breadth of diaphysis, Bd – breadth of the distal end, 

Bfp – breadth of the facies articularis proximalis.
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Measurement Grave no
26 62A.1 78

Length of the olecranon – LO 69 73 74

Table 7. Dimensions of ulna (mm).

Grave no Measurement
GL L1 Bp SD Db

17 201 - - - -
20D 195 - - - -
20S 195 - 34 - -
26D 207 - 43 - -
26S 207 - - - -
34 204 - - - -
48D 225 - - - -
48S 225 - - - -
55.1 196 - - - -
55.2D 193 - - - -
55.2S 194 - - - -
62A.1 211 - 44 29 40
82 216 - 48 29 45
121 238 232 38 - 40
127D 211 207 47 30 46
127S 210 207 46 31 46

Table 8. Dimensions of metacarpal bone III (mm). Symbols: D – right side, S – left side, GL – greatest lenght, Ll – lenght of the 
lateral part, Bp – breadth of the proximal end, SD – smallest breadth of diaphysis, Db – breadth of the distal end.

Measurement Grave no
62A.1 78 127D 127S 131

Greatest length – GL 42 41 42 41 37
Breadth of the proximal end – Bp 44 44 48 49 44
Smallest breadth of diaphysis – SD 40 40 42 43 41
Breadth of the distal end – Bd 42 42 - 46 42
Depth of the proximal end – Dp 26 28 29 30 26

Table 10. Dimensions of the middle phalanx of the anterior limb (mm). Symbols: D – right side, S – left side.

Measurement Grave no
17 20 26 34 62A 82 127D 127S 131

GL 69 69 81 69 77 78 77 78 74
Bp 32 42 44 41 44 48 51 51 46
SD 24 29 - - 31 30 33 33 29
Bd - 36 - - 40 43 - 44 41
Dp - 32 - 26 32 32 33 34 31

Table 9. Dimensions of the proximal phalanx of the anterior limb (mm). Symbols: D – right side, S – left side, GL – greatest 
length, Bp – breadth of the proximal end, SD – smallest breadth of diaphysis, Bd – breadth of the distal end, 

Dp – depth of the proximal end.
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Measurement Grave no
20 127D 127S

Length of the acetabulum on the rim – LAR 51 65 64
Inner length of the foramen obturatum – LFo - - 156
Length of the symphysis – LS - 58 58
Smallest breadth of the shaft of ilium – SB - - 35
Smallest height of the shaft of ilium – SH - - 24

Table 11. Dimensions of pelvic bone (mm). Symbols: D – right side, S – left side

Measurement Grave no
62A.1 127D 127S

Greatest length – GL - 373 373
Greatest length from caput – GLC 312 338 338
Breadth of the proximal end – Bp - 102 104
Smallest breadth of diaphysis – SD - 36 34
Breadth of the distal end – Bd - 82 85

Table 12. Dimensions of femur (mm). Symbols: D – right side, S – left side.

Measurement Grave no
78

Greatest length – GL 49
Greatest breadth – GB 50

Table 13. Dimensions of patella (mm).

Measurement Grave no
17 20 21 26 62A.1 62A.2 77 78 121 127D 127S 147

GL 325 295 312 315 304 310 310 311 - 343 341 305
Ll 302 275 - - - - - 291 - 312 315 279
PL 300 - - 294 - 294 294 82 - - - -
Bp - - - - - - - 82 77 86 89 75
SD - - - - - - - 34 - - 37 34
Bd - - - 64 - - - 62 52 66 66 -

Table 14. Dimensions of tibia (mm). Symbols: D – right side, S – left side, GL – greatest length, Ll – length of the lateral part, 
PL – physiological length, Bp – breadth of the proximal end, SD – smallest breadth of diaphysis, Bd – breadth of the distal end.

Measurement Grave no
17 20 26 55.1 55.2 78.1 78.2 127

GL 48 52 52 52 55 55 69 58
GH 50 54 54 47 57 52 67 52

Table 15. Dimensions of talus (mm). Symbols: GL – greatest length, GH – greatest height.
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Measurement Grave no
78 127

Greatest length – GL 95 101
Greatest breadth – GB - 50
Breadth of the talar shelf 41 -
Breadth of the calcaneal process 28 -

Table 16. Dimensions of calcaneous bone (mm).

Measurement Grave no
26 78 82 83 127D 127S 247

GL 244 249 262 255 - 242 240
Ll - 241 252 251 - 236 -
Bp - 46 49 47 46 40 -
SD 29 27 27 29 30 25 -
Bd 40 42 45 45 - - -

Table 17. Dimensions of metatarsus III (mm). Symbols: the same as in Table 14.

Measurement Grave no
20 26 55.1 55.2 78 127 147

GL 75 75 73 71 77 67 70
Bp 41 45 - 47 51 38 -
SD - 31 26 30 31 27 27
Bd - 30 36 40 40 36 37
Dp 30 31 - 32 35 28 -

Table 18. Dimensions of the proximal phalanx of the posterior limb (mm). Symbols: the same as in Table 9.

Measurement Grave no
82 127

Greatest length – GL 40 43
Breadth of the proximal end – Bp 47 47
Smallest breadth of diaphysis – SD 42 40
Breadth of the distal end – Bd 45 38
Depth of the proximal end – Dp 28 29

Table 19. Dimensions of the middle phalanx of the posterior limb (mm).

Class of horse Number
Short 11
Medium-sized-short 5
Medium-sized-tall 1
Tall -

Table 20. Division of the horses from Nowinka into classes according to the withers height.
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Class of horse Nowinka Poland
Number Percentage Percentage

Short 11 64.7 61.6
Medium-sized-short 5 29.4 19.2
Medium-sized-tall 1 5.9 15.4
Tall - - 3.8

Tabela 21. Division of the horses from Nowinka and the whole Poland population (Kobryń 1984) into classes according to the 
withers height.
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VI. REFERENCES 

Archival sources

Catalogue of the Prussia Museum
In collection of Istoriko-Khudozhestvennyy Muzey in Kaliningrad, after Bitner-Wróblewska 2008a and 
scans of preserved books (acquired due to kindness of K. Skvortsov).

Grenz files
Files of Rudolf Grenz housed in Archäologisches Landesmuseum Schloβ Gottorf in Schleswig.

Jakobson files
Files of Feliks Jakobson collected in Latvijas Nacionālais vēstures muzejs in Riga; see Jakobson 2009.

Prussia Archiv
Archive of Prussia-Museum stored in Museum für Vor- und Frühgeschichte in Berlin.

Voigtmann files
Files of Kurt Voigtmann housed in Museum für Vor- und Frühgeschichte in Berlin.
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Plate I. Grave 1: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – clay. Grave 2: A – plan, B – profile; 1, 2 – bronze and wood, 3, 4 – bronze, 5 – iron, 
wood and leather. Grave 3: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 4: A – plan, B – profile.
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Plate II. Grave 5: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 7: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 9: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 12: A – plan, 
B – profile; 1 – bronze, 3 – amber.
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Plate III. Grave 6: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – iron.
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Plate IV. Grave 8: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1, 3 – iron, 2 – clay, 4 – bronze.
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Plate V. Grave 10: A – plan, B – profile; 1 –silver, 2 – bronze, 3 – amber. Grave 11: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – silver, 2 – clay.
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Plate VI. Grave 13: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 14: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – clay. Grave 15: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – glass, 
2 – clay. Grave 24: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – bronze.
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Plate VII. Grave 16: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 19: A – plan, B – profile.
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Plate VIII. Grave 17: A – plan, B – plan at the level of the horse skeleton, C – situation of the artifacts.
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Plate IX. Grave 17: 1 – bronze and iron, 2a, 3, 3a, 7-9, 23 – bronze, 2, 5, 6, 21, 22 – bronze and leather, 19 – silver, 20 – iron and 
bronze.
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Plate X. Grave 17: 12 – iron and bronze, 15-17 – iron, 12a, 13, 13a, 14, 14a – bronze, 18 – wood and bronze.
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Plate XI. Grave 17: 4, 11 – bronze and leather, 10 – bronze.
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Plate XII. Grave 18: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 10 – iron and bronze.
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Plate XIII. Grave 18: 1-3, 5, 6, 11-13 – bronze, 4 – iron, 7 – iron and wood, 8 – silver, 9 – clay.
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Plate XIV. Grave 20: A – plan, B – situation of the horse skeleton in plan, C – situation of the horse skeleton in profile.
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Plate XV. Grave 20: 1-6 – iron, 7 – wood and bronze.
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Plate XVI. Grave 21: A – situation of stones, B – situation of the horse skeleton in plan at the upper level, C – situation of the 
horse skeleton in plan at the lower level; 1 – bronze and iron, 4, 7 – bronze, 5 – silver, 6 – clay, 8 – bronze and leather.
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Plate XVII. Grave 21: 2, 3 – iron, 9, 11 – bronze, 10 – iron and bronze, 12, 14, 16 – bronze and leather, 13 – bronze, 
leather and wood.
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Plate XVIII. Grave 21: 15 – bronze and leather.
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Plate XIX. Feature 22: A – plan at the upper level, B – plan at the lower level. Grave 23: A – plan, B – profile; 1-3 – bronze, 
4-6 – glass.
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Plate XX. Grave 25: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 27: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – clay. Grave 28: A – plan, B – profile. 
Grave 29: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 30: A – plan, B – profile.
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Plate XXI. Grave 26: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan, D – situation of the horse skeleton 
in profile; 1, 2 – clay, 3 – iron, 4 – bronze.
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Plate XXII. Grave 31: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 32: A – plan; 1 – bronze. Grave 33: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – iron.
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Plate XXIII. Grave 34: A – plan, B – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1, 6-10 – bronze, 2 – iron, 5 – iron and bronze.
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Plate XXIV. Grave 35: A – plan, B – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1 – bronze and iron, 2, 3 – bronze, 4 – iron. 
Grave 40: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 42: A – plan, B – profile.
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Plate XXV. Grave 36: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 37: A – plan, B – profile. Feature 39: A – plan, B – profile.
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Plate XXVI. Grave 38: A – plan, B – profile; 1, 2 – bronze, 3 – amber. Grave 46: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 49: A – plan, 
B – profile.
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Plate XXVII. Grave 41: A – plan, B – profile in the part further to the north-west, C – profile in the part further to the south-east; 
1, 2 – bronze and iron, 3 – iron, 4 – glass, 5 – clay.
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Plate XXVIII. Grave 44: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1 – bronze.
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Plate XXIX. Grave 45: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1, 9 – iron, 2-4 – bronze, 6, 7 – amber, 
8 – flint.
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Plate XXX. Grave 47: A – plan, B – situation of the horse skeleton in plan, 1 – iron. Grave 51: A – plan, B – profile. 
Grave 54: A – plan, B – profile.
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Plate XXXI. Grave 48: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan, D – situation of the horse skeleton in 
profile; 1-3, 6 – iron, 5 – clay.
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Plate XXXII. Grave 50: A – plan, B – profile. Grave (?) 56: A – plan, B – profile. Grave (?) 59: A – plan, B – profile.
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Plate XXXIII. Grave 52: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – iron and wood, 3 – iron.
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Plate XXXIV. Grave 53: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – bronze, 2-4 – iron.
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Plate XXXV. Grave 55: A – plan, B – plan at the level of the horse skeletons; 1 – bronze and iron, 4, 5 – clay, 9 – iron.
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Plate XXXVI. Grave 55: 2 – bronze and iron, 3, 11 – bronze, 8, 10 – iron.
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Plate XXXVII. Grave (?) 57: A – plan, B – profile, C – profile of the small soil darkening to the S of the grave. 
Grave (?) 58: A – plan, B – profile.
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Plate XXXVIII. Grave 60: A – plan, B – plan at the level of the horse skeleton; 1 – bronze and iron, 4 – iron, bronze and wood, 
5-8, 11 – iron.
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Plate XXXIX. Grave 60: 2, 3, 14, 16-18 – bronze, 10 – amber, 12, 13, 15 – bronze and leather.
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Plate XL. Grave 61: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1 – clay, 2 – iron.
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Plate XLI. Feature 62, grave 62A and grave 62B: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 62A: C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan, 
D – situation of the horse skeleton in profile. Grave 62B: E – plan at the level of the horse skeleton.
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Plate XLII. Grave 62A: 1 – bronze, 2 – clay, 3-6 – iron. Feature 64A: A – plan, B – profile.
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Plate XLIII. Grave 62B: 1 – bronze and iron, 3 – iron, 4 – bronze and leather, 5 – bronze.
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Plate XLIV. Feature 63: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 64: A – plan, B – profile. Feature 68: A – plan, B – profile; 
2-4, 11, 12, 17, 18 – flint. Grave 69: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – iron. Feature 73: A – plan, B – profile.
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Plate XLV. Grave 65: A – plan, B – profile, C – profile at the level of the vessel (precise location unknown); 1 – bronze, 
2, 5 – iron, 3 – clay, 4 – iron and bronze.
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Plate XLVI. Grave (?) 67: A – plan, B – profile in the part further to the south, C – profile in the part further to the north, D – pro-
file of the soil darkening to the east of the grave, E – profile of the soil darkening to the south of the grave, F – profile of the soil 

darkening to the north of the grave.
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Plate XLVII. Grave 70: A – plan, B – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 2, 3 – iron. Feature 74: A – plan, B – profile. 
Grave 75: A – plan, B – profile.
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Plate XLVIII. Grave 76: A – plan, B – profile. Feature 79: A – plan. Grave 80: A – plan, B – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 
1 – bronze, 2 – iron.
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Plate XLIX. Grave 77: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan, D – situation of the horse skeleton in 
profile; 1, 3 – iron, 2 – clay.
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Plate L. Grave 78: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1 – iron and bronze, 2-4 – bronze.
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Plate LI. Feature 81: A – plan, B – profile; 1, 2 – clay. Grave 86: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 87: A – plan, B – profile, 
C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1-3 – iron.
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Plate LII. Grave 82: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1, 2, 7-9 – bronze, 3, 6 – iron, 4 – silver, 
5 – clay.
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Plate LIII. Grave 83: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 8 iron and bronze.
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Plate LIV. Grave 83: 1-3 – bronze, 4 – silver, 5 – antler and bronze, 6 – clay.
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Plate LV. Grave 83: 9, 10, 12 – bronze, 11 – bronze and leather.
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Plate LVI. Grave 84: A – plan, B – situation of the artifacts, C – situation of the artifacts and the horse skeleton in plan; 
2-7 – bronze, 12 – iron and bronze.
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Plate LVII. Grave 84: 1 – bronze, 8 – iron, 9, 9a – silver, 10 – clay, 13 – bronze and leather.
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Plate LVIII. Grave 85: situation of the artifacts.
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Plate LIX. Grave 85: 1, 18 – bronze and iron, 2-7, 23, 24 – bronze, 8 – bronze and leather, 14, 14a – silver, 15, 16 – clay, 
27 – amber.
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Plate LX. Grave 85: 9, 9a, 9b, 9c – iron and bronze, 10, 10a – bronze, 11-13 – iron, 17 – amber, 25 – iron, wood and leather.
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Plate LXI. Grave 85: 19, 21 – bronze and leather, 20, 22 – bronze, 26 – antler and bronze.
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Plate LXII. Feature 88: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 89: 2 – iron. Grave 90: A – plan, B – profile. Grave (?) 91: A – plan,
 B – profile. Grave 92: A – plan, B – profile.
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Plate LXIII. Grave 89: A – plan, B – profile, C – plan at the level of the horse skeleton; 2-4 – iron.
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Plate LXIV. Grave 93: A – plan, B – profile, 1 – clay. Grave 95: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 97: A – plan, B – profile.
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Plate LXV. Grave 94: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 98: A – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 2 – iron.
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Plate LXVI. Grave 99: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 2, 3 – iron.
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Plate LXVII. Grave 100: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 101: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 105: A – plan, B – profile; 
1-6 – bronze, 7-9 – iron.
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Plate LXVIII. Grave 102: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1 – amber, 2 – stone, 3 – iron.
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Plate LXIX. Grave 103: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1 – clay, 2 – iron.
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Plate LXX. Grave 104: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 3 – iron.
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Plate LXXI. Grave 106: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – bronze. Grave 107: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – clay. Grave 108: A – plan, 
B – profile. Feature 109: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – clay.
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Plate LXXII. Grave 110: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 111: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – amber. Feature 112A: A – plan, B – profile, 
C – profile of the darkening to the west.
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Plate LXXIII. Grave 112: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1 – clay, 2, 3 – iron.
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Plate LXXIV. Grave 113: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 115: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 116: A – plan, B – profile. 
Feature 122: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 126: A – plan, B – profile.
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Plate LXXV. Grave 114: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1 – bronze, 2, 3 – iron.
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Plate LXXVI. Grave 117: A – plan, B – profile, C – plan at the level of the horse skeleton; 1 – iron, 2, 3 – bronze.
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Plate LXXVII. Grave 118: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 2 – iron.
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Plate LXXVIII. Grave 118: 1a, 1b – clay, 3-5 – bronze.
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Plate LXXIX. Grave 119: A – plan, B – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1, 2 – iron.
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Plate LXXX. Grave 120: A – plan at the upper level, B – plan at the middle level, C – plan at the level of the horse skeletons; 
10 – iron.
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Plate LXXXI. Grave 120: 1-4, 7-9, 16 – bronze, 5, 6 – bronze and leather, 11-13 – clay, 15 – iron.
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Plate LXXXII. Grave 121: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1 – iron, 2 – bronze, 3 – clay.
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Plate LXXXIII. Grave 123: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 124: A – plan, B – profile. Feature 125: A – plan.
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Plate LXXXIV. Grave 127: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1 – clay, 3 – iron.
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Plate LXXXV. Grave 128: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 129: A – plan, B – profile. Feature 130: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – glass.
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Plate LXXXVI. Grave 131: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan.
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Plate LXXXVII. Grave 131: 1, 2, 4, 5 – iron, 3 – clay. Grave 133: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – bronze.
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Plate LXXXVIII. Feature 132: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 134: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – clay. Grave 135: A – plan, B – profile. 
Grave 136: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – clay.
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Plate LXXXIX. Grave 137: A – plan, B – situation of the horse skeleton in plan.
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Plate XC. Grave 138: A – plan, B – profile; 1 – clay. Grave 139: A – plan, B – profile. Feature 140: A – plan, B – profile; 2 – flint. 
Grave 142: A – plan, B – profile.
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Plate XCI. Feature 141: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 143: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 144: A – plan, B – profile. 
Grave 145: A – plan, B – profile.
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Plate XCII. Feature 146: A – plan, B – west-east profile, C – south-north profile.
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Plate XCIII. Grave 147: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan.
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Plate XCIV. Grave 147: 1 – iron, 2 – bronze. Grave 151: 1, 2 – clay, 3 – iron.
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Plate XCV. Grave 151: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan.
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Plate XCVI. Grave 148: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1 – clay, 2 – iron.
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Plate XCVII. Grave 149: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1 – clay, 2 – iron.
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Plate XCVIII. Grave 150: A – plan, B – profile, C – profile with the vessel; 1, 1a – clay. Grave (?) 154: A – plan, B – profile.
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Plate XCIX. Feature 153: A – plan, B-D – profiles.
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Plate C. Grave 155: A – plan, B – profile, C – situation of the horse skeleton in plan; 1,2 – iron. Feature 157: A – plan, 
B – profile; 1-4 – clay.
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Plate CI. Grave 156: A – plan, B – profile. Grave 158: A – plan; 1 – clay. Grave 160: 1 – iron.
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Plate CII. Feature 159: A – plan, B – profile in the southern part, C – profile in the middle part, D – profile in the northern part. 
Feature 162: A – plan, B – profile in the north-western part, C – profile in the south-eastern part.
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Plate CIII. Feature 161: A – plan; 1, 2 – iron. Feature 163: A – plan, B – profile.
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Plate CIV. Stray finds: 1, 3-6, 8-12, 16 – bronze, 2, 7 – bronze and iron.
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Plate CV. Stray finds: 13-15 – iron, 17 – stone, 18-20 – clay.
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Plate CVI. Grave finds: 1, 2 – 17/1, 3 – 85/18, 4 – 18/1, 5, 6 – 23/1, 7 – 34/1, 8, 9 – 38/1.
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Plate CVII. Grave finds: 1 – 41/1, 2 – 41/2, 3 – 83/1, 4, 5 – 105/1; 6, 7 – 105/2.
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Plate CVIII. Grave finds: 1 – 84/4, 2 – 84/3, 3 – 84/5, 4 – 85/9, 5 – 21/16, 6 – 17/13, 7 – 117/3.
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Plate CIX. Grave finds: 1, 2 – 11/2, 3 – 127/1, 4 – 148/1, 5 – 149/2, 6 – 151/1.
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Plate CX. Distribution of graves from respective phases: A – Phase 1 (graves marked in green), B – Phase 2 (graves marked 
in yellow), C – Phase 3 (graves marked in red).
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Plate CXI. Nowinka. Views of the site before the excavations.
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Plate CXII. Nowinka: 1 – grave 17, 2 – grave 120, 3 – grave 85.
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Plate CXIII. Nowinka: 1 – grave 120, 2 – grave 82, 3 – grave 114.
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Plate CXIV. Reconstruction of horse harnesses from Nowinka: 1 – grave 78, 2 – grave 83, 3 – grave 118, 4 – grave 121.
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